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SECTION ONE
An Investment Perspective and Human Resources

The conceptual framework for this text begins with an investment perspective for guiding managerial strategic decisions regarding human resources. Human resource management practitioners and management scholars have long advocated that human resources should be viewed from an investment perspective. Current practices in many organizations indicate that employees are viewed as valuable investments. However, some still view their employees as variable costs of production, while physical assets are treated as investments. When employees are viewed as variable costs, there is little recognition of the firm’s contribution to their training or the costs of recruiting and training their replacements. Likewise, there is less incentive to provide training or make other investments in them. A respected human resource scholar described the existing state of affairs as follows:

I am constantly amazed at the contrast between the concern that strategists show for potential capital costs and the casual indifference they tend to display toward potential human resource costs (until, of course, the latter have gotten completely out of hand).¹
A focus solely on investment in physical resources, as opposed to human resources, is short-sighted. Strategists have found that having superior production facilities or a superior product are usually not enough to sustain an advantage over competitors. Physical facilities can be duplicated, cloned, or reverse-engineered and no longer provide a sustainable advantage.\(^2\) Strategists James Quinn, Thomas Doorley, and Penny Paquette have argued that “maintainable advantage usually derives from outstanding depth in selected human skills, logistics capabilities, knowledge bases, or other service strengths that competitors cannot reproduce…”\(^3\). Thus, with their perspective, there is recognition of the importance of having superior human resources. There is little doubt that organizations will need to invest heavily in their human resources in order to be competitive during the twenty-first century. Management scholar Edward Lawler has described these investment requirements as follows:

To be competitive, organizations in many industries must have highly skilled, knowledgeable workers. They must also have a relatively stable labor force since employee turnover works directly against obtaining the kind of coordination and organizational learning that leads to fast response and high-quality products and services.\(^4\)
According to Lawler, these investments will become increasingly important due to forecasts of shifts in skill needs from manual to cerebral.

Contemporary management practices indicate that many leading companies have recognized the strategic importance of human resources and have adopted an investment perspective toward these resources. Further, there is greater awareness of the costs of treating employees as variable costs, which is beginning to change views of human resource practices. There is also a growing recognition of the relationship between companies’ overall strategies and their human resource practices. For example, companies pursuing strategies of innovation have the potential to be severely damaged by turnover because of reliance on individual expertise and unrecorded knowledge that has been quickly acquired. Accordingly, such companies tend to provide greater job security for some employees. A final reason for beginning this text with an investment perspective is to reinforce the idea that for human resource management to play a meaningful role in the strategic management of organizations, it must be viewed as contributing to the bottom line. An investment perspective provides a valuable guide for strategic management.
This section begins with consideration of factors relevant to strategy-based human resource investment decisions. Factors to be discussed include the organization’s managerial values, risk and return trade-offs, the economic rationale for investments in training, the investment analysis approach of utility theory, and outsourcing as an alternative to investments in human resources. Following the discussion of these factors, specific investments in strategy-related training and development will be considered. This discussion will include investments in the future “employability” of employees, current practices in training investment, on-the-job training, management development, prevention of skill obsolescence, and reductions in career plateauing.

Practices for investing in improved retention and reduced turnover will be discussed, beginning with an examination of organizational cultures that emphasize interpersonal relationship values. This will be followed by discussions of effective selection procedures, compensation and benefits, job enrichment and job satisfaction, practices providing work life balance, organizational direction, and other practices that facilitate retention. Next, there will be a discussion of the costs of downsizing and layoffs. This will be followed by a discussion of how to avoid business cycle–based layoffs, alternatives to layoffs, and employment guarantees. There will also be a discussion of the relationship between job insecurity and work
effort. Nontraditional investment approaches will also be examined. These include investments in disabled employees, investments in employee health, and countercyclical hiring.

HUMAN RESOURCE INVESTMENT CONSIDERATIONS

Several factors will be considered in the discussion of strategic human resource investment decisions. As noted earlier, these will include management’s values, views of risk, the economic rationale for investment in training, utility theory, and alternatives to human resource investments. Investments in training are covered in this section because they are fundamental to the formation of human capital. Firms also invest in many other human resource practices with the expectation that there will be impacts on performance and financial returns.

Management Values

Fundamental values must be addressed in many human resource issues, particularly those involved in major strategic initiatives. When senior managers formulate and implement strategies, their values and philosophies are communicated to members of the organization through human resource policies and practices. For example, senior managers who are
committed to the preservation of the organization’s human resources can manage the stress associated with major strategic events, through such measures as dealing with rumors and providing accurate information, so that misinformation does not have such a debilitating impact on employees. How employees are treated following significant strategic events, such as a merger or acquisition, is a reflection of these values and communicates whether the organization views employees from an investment perspective. Those adopting an investment perspective seek to enhance the value of their human capital or, at the very least, prevent its depreciation.

**Risk and Return on Investment**

Although there are a number of important benefits to investments in human resources, such investments contain an element of risk. Investing in human resources is inherently more risky than investing in physical capital because the employer does not own the resource. Employees are free to leave, although contractual arrangements may limit their mobility. In order for investments in human resources to be attractive, the returns must be great enough to overcome the risks. Further, for some investments, such as cash outlays to maintain no-layoff policies, the benefits are not easily quantified and there are meaningful costs. Decision makers
have to be prepared to trade off current costs for long-term strategic benefits, such as a more flexible, committed workforce and related positive aspects of the organizational culture to which such policies contribute.  

**Economic Rationale for Investment in Training**

Because human resource investments frequently involve training, it is instructive to consider the difference between specific and general training. Nobel Laureate economist Gary Becker has written extensively on this subject. His distinction between specific and general training in human capital theory provides guidance for understanding when employers will provide training. The decision whether to invest in training and development depends, in part, on whether the education imparts skills that are specific to the employing organization (specific training) or are general and transferable to other employers (general training). Employers generally invest in or pay part of the cost of *specific training* because employees cannot readily transfer such skills to other employers. Employers recoup their investments after employees complete training by paying employees only part of the revenue derived from their increased productivity (marginal product). Conversely, conventional *human capital theory* predicts that employers will pay for none of the cost of *general training* because employees can transfer skills developed at employers’
expense to other employers. Accordingly, employers would rather hire an employee who has the requisite general skills. When employees having the requisite general skills cannot be hired, the employer must invest in general training without assurance that the unskilled employee will remain employed long enough after training for the employer to recoup the investment.  

10

In reality, employers probably invest in general training more than the specific and general training rationale would suggest. A recent study has found the following:

under certain conditions [use of employment contracts and retention of employees based on productivity] the firm may share the costs of and returns on investment in general human capital and pursue no lay-off policy. General human capital will have the same implications as firm-specific capital.  

11

General training can be obtained in on-the-job training as well as in formal programs such as tuition reimbursement. It also can occur unintentionally simply as a byproduct of the work situation as employees learn work skills that are applicable to other employers. Employers may make general training investments in employees by paying a wage during
training, which has been reduced by the training costs. Employers also can recoup some of their investments in general training because employees incur costs of mobility, such as the costs of finding new jobs and relocating. If the costs of mobility are high enough (moving expenses, realtors’ fees, psychological costs of moving children, etc.) the employer can pay a wage lower than the employee’s new general skills would warrant at other places of employment.¹²

Labor economists also argue that employers are more reluctant to lay off employees in whom they have invested in specific training. (When employers pay part of the costs of general training, the firm also will be reluctant to lay off workers who have received this training.) Like general training, specific training can be obtained through formal programs. It also can be obtained through on-the-job experience, as much of what employees learn on the job tends to be of a specific nature. Employees who receive specific training from an employer receive a lower wage after training than their productivity would warrant because no other employers have use for these specific skills.¹³ Thus, it is likely that the employer will have invested more heavily in these employees and would not want to lose the investment.
To a certain extent, the distinction between general and specific training is misleading. There are probably few skills that have no transferability to other employers. Likewise, probably few skills are completely general. Further, employers do not seem to make clear distinctions between general and specific training.\textsuperscript{14} There are many considerations in layoff decisions in addition to the employer’s investment, such as equity, contractual obligations, and different business needs. Nonetheless, the concepts of specific and general training can provide insights on the conditions in which investments in human resources are more favorable.

**Utility Theory**

In considering investments in human resources in terms of hiring or development of current employees in order to pursue given strategies, there must be a method for evaluating the financial attractiveness of such investments. There must also be a method to be used in “selling” the investment to senior management. These tasks may be accomplished by determining the returns for such investments through cost–benefit analytical approaches such as utility analysis. *Utility theory* attempts to determine the economic value of human resource programs, activities, and procedures. As such, utility theory might be used to determine the dollar value of a selection test that enables an employer to identify and hire
managers for a specific job whose productivity is higher than those hired without the test. The calculations of utility might involve several variables. For example, validity of the selection test would be a critical variable, in that it provides an indication of the predictive ability of the test. Additionally, the increased production, its contribution to profitability, and the standard deviation of the contribution, would be variables in the calculations. Finally, other variables might be included in the analysis, such as the cost of testing enough applicants to obtain a sufficient number having scores above the cut-off point.¹⁵

Brian Becker and Mark Huselid’s study in a national retailing company provides another example of an application of utility theory. Becker and Huselid’s analysis explained return on sales for each store on the basis of the performance appraisals of the store supervisors. Their statistical analysis also controlled for differences in the supervisors’ educational levels and their commitment to the company. Their study demonstrated that better estimates of the standard deviation of the performance appraisal variable could be obtained through a model based on the use of accounting data (return on sales) rather than the more commonly used subjective approaches. This study helps to enhance the legitimacy of utility theory for applications in real business environments.¹⁶
Outsourcing as an Alternative to Investment in Human Resources

As indicated earlier, investments in human resources should support the organization’s strategies. Unless there is the potential to build capabilities that provide an advantage over competition, cost considerations often lead to the rational decision to outsource through specialized service providers rather than invest in human resources. In general, strategic outsourcing is advocated where (1) world-class capabilities and a strategic advantage cannot be developed, (2) the resources devoted to services performed internally will be greater than those needed to outsource the service, and (3) excessive dependency on suppliers can be avoided. When an activity is performed internally at a higher cost, the misallocated resources will put the company at a disadvantage to its competitors.¹⁷

Firms have been outsourcing human resource activities at a phenomenal rate. Furthermore, they have been outsourcing a wide range of activities. For example, firms routinely outsource the administration of 401(k) plans, executive search activities, payroll functions, employee assistance programs, human resource information systems, benefits administration, and outplacement. As a result of the demand for outsourcing, a whole new service industry of personnel service providers has
been created, often by human resource executives who were downsized during the 1980s and early 1990s. Although many firms have been willing to outsource a wide range of their human resource activities, virtually all of them have retained the critical and sensitive functions of performance management, employee relations, and labor relations. 18

INVESTMENTS IN TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT

Specific investment approaches will be examined in this section, beginning with new approaches, which result in enhanced “employability” of employees.

Investments in Employability

While there have been dramatic declines in the prevalence of employment security policies, some companies are now investing in their human resources by providing developmental experiences that make employees much more employable should the employment relationship end. These developmental investments might include the provision for growth opportunities, a learning environment, training, and retraining. Having a workforce that is characterized by its employability is probably a necessary prerequisite for corporate survival. General Electric’s experiences provide an example of the new
employability approach. In the aftermath of General Electric’s workforce reductions of 25 percent, there was recognition by its chief executive officer (CEO) Jack Welch that the company would have to attract quality employees with desirable achievement opportunities instead of job security policies. Welch, who was widely regarded as one of the most visionary and effective CEOs, was strongly criticized for his actions as indicated in the following passage:

Welch says that when he took over, the need for change was obvious, and he moved quickly. He was vilified as heartless in his zeal to reshape the corporation by eliminating jobs, earning himself the nickname “Neutron Jack.” When Welch left a GE facility, the story went, the building was still standing but the people were gone.

Interestingly, Welch stated that strong managers, like him, produce the only real job security in the current environment. His rationale was that such managers make the major structural changes necessary to increase their companies’ competitiveness and ultimate survivability, often through the elimination of unneeded jobs. Conversely, he argued that weak managers, who do not take such actions, endanger the competitiveness of their companies, ultimately causing the loss of jobs.
Because the types of experiences that result in future employability (e.g., valuable learning experiences and progressively more challenging assignments) are typically not the result of chance, and are instead the product of intentional developmental programs, they involve resource allocations or monetary outlays and will be considered as investments in this discussion. Kanter’s description of the employability concept is summarized in the following discussion:

If security no longer comes from being employed, then it must come from being employable. In a post-entrepreneurial era in which corporations need the flexibility to change and restructuring is a fact of life, the promise of very long-term employment security would be the wrong one to expect employers to make. But employability security—the knowledge that today’s work will enhance the person’s value in terms of future opportunities—that is a promise that can be made and kept. Employability security comes from the chance to accumulate human capital—skills and reputation—that can be invested in new opportunities as they arise.\(^\text{22}\)
Bruce Ellig, the former Vice President of Human Resources for Pfizer, has provided another view of the concept of employability and the respective obligations of employers and employees:

[I]t is hard to argue against a position that says individuals have a responsibility to be the best they can be to improve their employability, and employers have a responsibility to ensure they are getting the best results from each employee before terminating them. This means that the employer has an obligation to coach and counsel as well as to provide appropriate training programs. Training programs provide the opportunity to improve existing skills and/or acquire new ones. It is the employer’s responsibility to make such opportunities available; it is the employee’s responsibility to take advantage of them.
Current Practices in Training Investments

As indicated earlier, heavy investments in training will be necessary for future strategies and competitive advantage. Nonetheless, U.S. companies seem to lag behind the practices of companies in several other industrialized countries. For example, a study by the Congressional Office of Technology Assessment reported that “auto workers in Japan receive more than three times as much training each year as workers in American-owned assembly plants in the U.S.” U.S. workers not going on to college do not receive the training of their counterparts in other industrialized countries. In contrast, technical workers in other industrialized countries are often trained in well-developed apprenticeship programs. Approximately 59 percent of the German workforce has been trained through apprenticeships. In Japan, new employees often receive months of training by their employers. Japanese companies are investing in human resources by training these workers.

There are some notable exceptions to the U.S. tendency to lag behind the Japanese and Germans in employee training. One of the most progressive examples of investment in training technical and production workers is provided by Corning, Inc. Corning’s experience demonstrates that a company can earn high returns by investing in human resources. At one point,
Corning faced a common dilemma of many U.S. companies in that its foreign competitors had acquired the same technology that had enabled it to be dominant in the past. Given its competitors’ lower labor costs, it had to adopt a different approach unless it moved its production facilities overseas. Corning decided that to compete on a global basis it would need a world-class workforce. It reopened a plant in Blacksburg, Virginia, and staffed it with 150 production workers from a pool of 8,000 applicants. Although most of those hired had completed at least one year of college, Corning invested in extensive technical and interpersonal skills training. Training took up 25 percent of total working time during the plant’s first year of operation. The plant’s empowered workers take on duties previously performed by managers and use their broad range of skills in a team-based approach. An intensive emphasis on skills is maintained as workers must master three skill modules within two years in order to retain their jobs. In contrast to the narrow job definitions in many U.S. plants, the Corning plant has only four job classifications instead of the previous 47. Because of the workers’ broad skills, the plant can retool quickly. The result is that during the first 8 months of operation, the plant made $2 million in profits in contrast to an expected $2.3 million start-up loss. Because of these successes, Corning is adopting the same approach in 27 other factories.
Some other well-managed U.S. companies also have invested heavily in training employees who work in teams. These companies include A. O. Smith, Boeing, Cummins, Ford, General Electric, IBM, Kodak, Motorola, Polaroid, Procter & Gamble, and Xerox. Another example of a company that invests heavily in training is the Dana Corporation. Like Corning, the Dana Corporation has used training as a means of gaining an advantage vis-à-vis its competitors. In a recent year, Dana invested $10 million in training 8,500 employees with the expressed purpose of enabling them to meet competitive needs. Companies in Fortune’s best 100 companies to work for also provide extensive training:

So the 100 Best are making major investments in employee education at multimillion-dollar facilities and through generous tuition-reimbursement programs. On average, the 100 Best lavished 43 hours of training on each employee . . . Some companies have begun to advertise these learning labs in their recruitment materials. At brokerage firm Edward Jones (No. 11), new brokers are immersed in 17 weeks of classes and study sessions at a cost of $50,000 to $70,000 per head. “We consider training an investment rather than an expense,” explains Dan Timm, a principal at the St. Louis company.
On-the-Job Training

*On-the-job training* is another way in which an employer may invest in human capital needed for strategic advantage. Such investments may be made by structuring a job so that employees learn while they work. For example, employees’ skills may be increased by learning how to perform new tasks or operate new equipment. Employers may structure jobs so that these skills may be learned from other employees. They may also give employees time to learn new procedures or how to operate new equipment through self-instruction, such as by reading technical manuals, or by learning new software through self-instruction. Employers may also absorb the costs of lower productivity while workers lacking relevant skills learn through interaction with skilled employees or through trial-and-error processes.

Gary Becker has noted that on-the-job training’s impact on workers’ productivity levels is frequently underrated. Likewise, economist Lester Thurow argues that on-the-job training provides the bulk of skills used on the job while formal education serves a *signaling function* of communicating to employers the trainability of job applicants. Economists calling attention to the importance of on-the-job training point out that a worker’s productivity is determined by the capital intensity of the job; type and extent of on-the-job training provided; the
worker’s ability to learn from the training, which is signaled by education; and how the jobs are structured, such as their promotion possibilities and responsibility level.\textsuperscript{32} The contribution of on-the-job training to productivity has also been hypothesized to vary according to occupation as a result of differences in such factors as the rapidity of skill obsolescence and difficulty of job tasks. The contribution to worker productivity of on-the-job training has been verified in an empirical analysis of governmental employees with on-the-job training being measured by the employees’ years of job experience.\textsuperscript{33}

**Investments in Management Development**

The continued development of managerial personnel is a critical strategic issue in most organizations and a particularly difficult challenge given the massive shifts in strategy. Before considering management development, it is useful to quickly review some evolving and forecasted trends in the managerial environment. It is clear that organizations are becoming less hierarchical and that many middle-management positions have been eliminated. Further, larger numbers of workers are better educated and many are professionals. As a result, they expect to participate more in decision making. In the future, more work is expected to be performed in task force or project teams, power will be shared, managerial status will be
Because of the participative aspect of these empowerment trends, many professionals and highly educated employees may have more exposure to managerial responsibilities and may develop related skills as a natural part of their work.

An important management development approach has been to rotate managers through successively more challenging assignments. Frequently, these *job rotation programs* seek to provide a broad view of the organization and as a result, may involve interdepartmental or *cross-functional assignments*. Use of job rotational programs is positively correlated with company size and is used most in transportation and communications and least in service industries.

Advantages of job rotation include the development of generalists, avoidance of overdependency on one supervisor, the challenge of new assignments, avoidance of dead-end career paths, cross-fertilization of ideas gained in other settings, increased interdepartmental cooperation as a result of the establishment of personal networking, and evaluation by different superiors in different settings. From a strategic perspective, a major advantage is that such programs develop a pool of managers who have been exposed to an area of the business who can then provide management talent in the event that there is an unexpected or sudden increase in the level of
business in that area. Such rotational programs are also widely used for high-potential or fast-track managerial personnel.\textsuperscript{36}

Conversely, the disadvantages of such job rotational approaches include the institutionalization of short-term perspectives because of frequent changes in assignments as one is “rotated out,” underdeveloped peer relationships, reduced loyalty to the organization if rotations are too frequent, expense when the rotation involves a geographic move, and personal impact on the employee and family.\textsuperscript{37} Other disadvantages include productivity losses due to the learning time required after each new job assignment, and the complications of rotations involving geographic transfers of dual career families.

Aside from job rotational approaches, other methods of management development include sending high-level executives and less senior high-potential managers to executive development pro-grams at leading universities. Shorter in-house training programs for less senior managerial personnel and more junior high-potential managers are quite common. Use of residential university pro-grams has been found to be most likely in the financial industry and least likely in services.\textsuperscript{38}
More systematic approaches toward in-house and off-site management development programs have been recommended by human resource practitioners and scholars. In some organizations, such approaches are evident. From the author’s personal observations of in-house programs for project managers in large banks and insurance companies, several companies are taking an investment perspective in systematic developmental approaches. Such programs involve high-level management in the analysis of the skills needed and in pilot tests of program content. They are also conducted on a continuous basis, as opposed to one-shot training sessions. They also utilize customized cases and materials, involve participants in exercises in which skills are developed and practiced, provide exercises in which participants apply program content to real problems that they currently have, and communicate either implicitly or explicitly that the managers are of critical importance to the organization.

Although these positive trends have been observed, a continuing problem exists. Management training is still an early casualty of budget cuts when companies encounter economic downturns. Unfortunately, in many organizations, management development is given a low priority and is viewed more as an avoidable cost rather than an investment. Where management development has to be “sold,” it is important to build in several of the components just noted to include specification of the
results expected and how they will be measured.\footnote{39} Given the expense of some programs such as executive MBA programs, it will be important to be able to determine the returns on the investment. Unfortunately, most cost-effectiveness studies of development programs have focused only on individuals and not on organizational impact or have used only subjective measures of organizational impact.\footnote{40}

\section*{Prevention of Skill Obsolescence}

Technological change is often a cause of \textit{skill obsolescence} in engineering, science, and the professions. Because of the rapidity of change, the knowledge half-lives in electrical engineering and computer science are five years and two and one-half years, respectively.\footnote{41} In addition, other professionals and managers run a risk of having their skills become obsolete because of changes in technology and methods. Technological change appears to affect individuals differently, as some grow and develop along with new technology while others fall behind.\footnote{42} Because technological obsolescence can limit an organization’s strategic alternatives, obsolescence in this area can be devastating and companies should have a strong incentive to invest in its prevention.
A model using both expectancy theory and human capital theory has been developed to explain such differences in individuals’ responses to changing technology. Given the critical strategic impact of technological change, such explanations should be of value to strategists. The model identifies motivation, along with individual, organizational, and external factors as determinants of whether individuals will develop the skills needed for new technology. Employees’ expectations of their ability to acquire new skills and the perceived reward instrumentality of such skills help explain employees’ motivation for skill acquisition. Such motivation is also related to the expected costs of investing in skill acquisition and the length of time for returns to be accrued. Nonetheless, the payback period can be misleading as there are several individual difference variables, such as breadth of interests, education, aptitude, and personality variables, that also affect individuals’ acquisition of new skills.43

A number of suggestions have been offered for the prevention of obsolescence. One suggestion is to provide challenge, particularly of a technical nature for technical specialists, in all phases of their careers. Individuals who face such challenges are less likely to become obsolete in later career stages. Likewise, responsibility, authority, participation, and employee inter-action also appear to be related to the prevention of obsolescence. Periodic reassignments requiring
new learning also help to prevent obsolescence and facilitate development. It is important to prevent employees from becoming overspecialized. Although the organization may benefit in the short term, excessive specialization may be exploitative and not be in either the individual’s or the organization’s long-range best interests. Organizations can explicitly encourage employees to stay abreast of developments in the field by incorporating knowledge acquisition activities and accomplishments in performance evaluation and reward systems. Organizations also can set goals for updating knowledge and reward such goal accomplishments. In addition to these suggestions, funding attendance at conferences and providing time to read professional literature can help to prevent obsolescence.\footnote{44}

An example of one company’s intensive efforts to prevent obsolescence is provided by Hewlett-Packard. The company’s approach with its engineering workforce has involved the establishment of cooperative programs with universities. In one year alone, 1,000 Hewlett-Packard employees were able to take courses at Stanford University while another 200 took courses at California State University, Chico. Although Hewlett-Packard is a company involved at the leading edge of rapidly changing technology, it also will be important for other companies in lower-technology industries to make investments in their current employees.\footnote{45} As the rapid rate of technological change
continues, the problem of obsolescence will need continued attention.

**Reductions in Career Plateauing**

*Career plateaus* occur when employees have occupied a job in an organization for some period of time, have mastered all aspects of the job, and have low prospects for promotion. Eliminating or reducing the incidence of plateaus is important because they have the potential to create resentment and a sense of futility. As a result, there may be reductions in productivity. Plateaus are a natural consequence of a lack of organizational growth or change. They also occur because of the pyramidal shape of organizations and organizational inflexibility. Other, more employee-specific causes of plateaus are the personal choices of employees, lack of career skills resulting from naive perceptions of organizational realities, and lack of requisite skills for promotion.\(^{46}\)

Employees also may lack appropriate skills because changes in the external environment and resultant shifts in strategies may not have been anticipated in a company’s managerial development programs. In such instances, the company may be forced to hire managerial talent from outside. Aside from the expense of external hiring there may be detrimental effects on morale. Further, those brought in may
not have sufficient knowledge of the primary business to be effective.\textsuperscript{47} A lesson to be derived from such situations is that investment in developmental programs is not sufficient for the avoidance of plateaus. Instead, alternative future strategic scenarios must be considered in the planning of developmental assignments in order to have promotable managers.

Another cause of plateaus is related to developmental programs. Companies sometimes make inflexible decisions about which employees should continue in management development programs or those who should be placed on a fast track. Sometimes, these decisions are based on performance during the early stages of an employee’s career. Further, the decision may be made in the manner of a single elimination tournament in which one failure to be promoted or one unsuccessful performance may cause a manager to be taken out of the developmental program. Those left out of developmental programs or fast-track assignments are often relegated to dead-end career paths and become plateaued. In essence, the early identification of fast trackers may become a self-fulfilling prophecy. Furthermore, perceptions of being plateaued tend to have the greatest detrimental impact on job satisfaction and company identification for employees who have less rather than more tenure on the job.\textsuperscript{48}
Plateaus also may be avoided by more deliberate identification of *stars* (outstanding performers with high potential) and *solid citizens* (satisfactory or outstanding performers with less potential). More developmental assignments, challenges, and lateral moves for both categories can produce a pool of qualified managerial talent that should enable the organization to be more flexible and adaptive to strategic needs. Job rotation for plateaued employees also can reduce frustration and increase the chance for improved performance. The stress associated with career plateauing also may be reduced by managerial actions that provide recognition and appreciation in the absence of promotions, job enrichment, mentoring assignments, and lateral transfers that provide growth opportunities also may be helpful in this regard.\(^{49}\)
INVESTMENT PRACTICES FOR IMPROVED RETENTION

Companies invest in their workforces when they pursue practices and develop programs that increase retention. By failing to make such investments, they incur the high costs of turnover. Coarse-grained estimates place the costs of turnover at 150 percent of exempt employees’ compensation and at 175 percent for nonexempt employees. The determinants of turnover are reasonably well understood as there has been a great deal of research on the topic. Accordingly, there are sound practices that employers can follow in order to retain their employees.

Organizational Cultures Emphasizing Interpersonal Relationship Values

One of the most important determinants of employee retention is the organization’s culture. By investing in human resource practices that ultimately affect the organization’s culture, firms can influence retention. A longitudinal analysis examined the retention of 904 college graduates hired by public accounting firms over a six-year period. The study found a difference in retention related to the culture of the firms. For employees of firms with cultures characterized by interpersonal relationship values (respect for people and a team orientation), the median...
for retention was 14 months longer than in firms with cultures reflecting task values (detail and stability). Interestingly, the effects of the culture emphasizing interpersonal values appeared to be universal and were not contingent on employee characteristics.\(^{51}\) Other research has found higher retention in “fearless cultures” in which employees can speak up in order to challenge the status quo without being concerned about retribution. Retention improves with other related aspects of culture such as positive relationships with superiors, absence of conflict-laden relationships, having input into decisions, less emphasis on formal authority, information sharing, and support for employees.\(^{52}\)

**Effective Selection Procedures**

When firms hire employees that match well with the organization, the job, and their coworkers, there is an increased likelihood of retention. Recent survey research indicates that careful selection is the most widely used method for retaining front-line employees.\(^ {53}\) In addition to the use of selection procedures, such as valid tests and improved interviewing processes to obtain better job matches between employee job qualifications, the use of realistic job previews (RJPs) also can increase retention. RJPs attempt to show applicants what the actual job is going to be like. As a result, there is less likelihood that applicants will accept jobs that fail
to conform to their expectations. The exact means by which RJPs influence retention is the subject of some debate because there are several variables that can have an impact on their ability to affect retention. Nonetheless, RJPs provide a useful means for increasing retention in many circumstances. In addition, the use of biodata, which are data on objective characteristics such as years of experience, bilingualism, and college education, improves retention.

**Compensation and Benefits**

Equitable compensation is important for employee retention. In turn, greater compensation equity occurs with fair appraisal reviews, equitable ratios of inputs (e.g., effort, skill, education) to outputs (various rewards), exclusion of politics in compensation decisions, fair compensation structures, and communication of compensation procedures. Increased retention also occurs with performance-based compensation, pay incentives, and benefits that are valued by employees. Not surprisingly, the most frequently used approach for retaining senior executives is to improve their compensation and benefits. Companies in *Fortune’s* top 100 list typically offer both high compensation and generous benefits. For example, Merck has extraordinary benefits, and its pay ranks at the top of the scale. Merck employees have received $60,000 in stock options over the past decade while the average stock option gain for
nonexecutives at Cisco Systems has been $150,000. At WRQ software, employees pay nothing for their health care. At J. M. Smucker, the jelly maker, voluntary turnover in a recent year was only 5 percent. One of the company’s benefits is a savings plan for which the company provides 50 percent matching contributions.\textsuperscript{55} Retention bonuses provide a direct example of how compensation is being used to keep the company’s good employees:

For many companies seeking to hang onto employees, “retention bonuses” have become the tool of choice . . . The [oil] industry is offering bonuses of 15% to 50% of one year’s pay, spread over three years, to employees who stick around . . . Employers have to bolt their back doors, i.e., to fend off recruiters and minimize staff turnover because it is so expensive. Experts, such as those at the Hay Group consulting firm, estimate that finding and training a replacement costs 50% to 60% of the departed employee’s annual compensation.\textsuperscript{56}
Job Enrichment and Job Satisfaction

Job-enrichment practices, such as those building in increased responsibility or autonomy, knowledge of results, meaningful work, knowledge of how assigned tasks contribute to the greater activity of the larger organization, and skill variety, have been found to produce moderate reductions in turnover. Practices that enhance job latitude and job satisfaction also have a positive impact on employee retention. However, when high-performing employees feel undervalued, they tend to have higher turnover rates.57 Another company from Fortune top 100 companies provides a good example of the retention effects of job enrichment and job satisfaction:

“Being at a good company is like having a good wife,” says Floyd Williams, a senior production manager at sports gear maker K2 (No. 52), who gushes about the opportunity to work on as many as 25 projects at a time. “When you get used to a certain level of freedom and excitement, you don’t want to leave.” In fact, none of Williams’ three marriages has lasted as long as his 28-year career with the company. “One wife told me it was either K2 or me. And I said, ‘Well, I’m not leaving K2!’ “58
Practices Providing Work Life Balance

In addition to job-related factors and the work environment, the opportunity to obtain a balance between work and home life also has a positive impact on retention. Alternative work schedules, child care services, and provisions for family leave also facilitate retention. (The Family and Medical Leave Act sets minimum standards for family leave.) Conversely, unreasonable workloads are associated with turnover. It is no surprise that many companies in Fortune’s list of the best 100 companies to work for provide such benefits. Flextime is offered at 59 of these companies, while 18 provide opportunities for telecommuting. These top employers include a wide range of practices for balancing work and family life. For example, Deloitte and Touche has adopted flextime and telecommuting practices. Janus Investments has generous time-off practices. Unum provides subsidized child care for employees earning less than $40,000. The accounting firm Plante and Moran provides child care on Saturdays during tax season. The SAS Institute, the statistical software developer, has a 35-hour week and provides employees child care at a rate of $250 per month. It also provides 12 holidays per year and free medical care on site. At First Tennessee Bank, 91 per-cent of employees are on flextime.\(^{59}\)
Organizational Direction Creating Confidence in the Future

When employees are confident about their organization’s future direction, they are more likely to stay. Thus, setting a clear direction for the future and building confidence in the vision for the future should help improve retention. The following excerpt from *Built to Last: Successful Habits of Visionary Companies* provides an example of such direction:

Merck, in fact, epitomizes the ideological nature—the pragmatic idealism—of highly visionary companies. Our research showed that a fundamental element in the “ticking clock” of a visionary company is a core *ideology*—core values and sense of purpose beyond just making money—that guides and inspires people throughout the organization and remains relatively fixed for long periods of time. . . . we describe, support, and illustrate this crucial element that exists paradoxically with the fact that visionary companies are also highly effective profit-making enterprises.
Retention of Technical Employees

Retention of information technology specialists and other technical employees is a particular concern for many employers. The demand for such specialists and other highly skilled employees is so strong that companies have been very innovative in their retention efforts. For example, Burlington Northern Santa Fe has implemented a career development institute in which employees can learn new computer languages and other technical skills. The company also has increased the amount of communication with its technical employees and has helped develop their business knowledge and awareness.

Alcon Laboratories also has implemented special measures to help retain information technology employees. The company has a well-deserved reputation for being a very stable employer. It also offers very attractive compensation and benefit packages and gives employees the “red carpet” treatment. In addition, the company has a dual career ladder or track program for its information technology professionals. Like many other companies, Alcon allows casual dress and has implemented innovative work schedules such as allowing employees to work 80 hours in nine days in order to gain an additional day off.62
Other Practices in Facilitating Retention

Opportunities for training, new learning, growth, and promotion also have positive impacts on retention. Similarly, liberal transfer policies tend to reduce employee turnover. When employees can transfer, they have the opportunity to leave problem situations and are less likely to leave the organization. In addition, effective management of diversity and prevention of sexual harassment tend to increase retention. Marriott International, another of *Fortune’s* top 100 employers, has a workforce consisting of more than 50 percent minorities. The company has an excellent reputation for training and advancement opportunities and has a voluntary turnover rate of 37 percent even though the company operates in a low-wage industry. Enterprise Rent-A-Car also provides excellent opportunities for advancement as it moves new college graduates quickly into management jobs.

A summary of these positive influences on employee retention is presented in Table 1-1.
### Table 1-1

**Investment Opportunities for Improving Employee Retention**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Opportunities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Culture</td>
<td>Emphasizing Interpersonal Relationship Values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Team Orientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Respect for People</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Selection Procedures</td>
<td>Use of Realistic Job Previews (RJPs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use of Biodata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compensation and Benefits</td>
<td>Equitable Compensation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fair Appraisal Reviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Equitable Input-to-Output Ratios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exclusion of Political Factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fair Compensation Structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Performance-Based Compensation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pay Incentives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Valued Benefits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Enrichment and Job Satisfaction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practices Providing Work Life Balance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alternative Work Schedules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Family Leave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Child Care Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training and Opportunities for Personal Growth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunities for Promotion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Direction</td>
<td>Creating Confidence in the Future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal Internal Transfer Policies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Management of Diversity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevention of Sexual Harassment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INVESTMENTS IN JOB-SECURE WORKFORCES

Companies also invest in their human resources when they keep employees on the payroll through business downturns. Nonetheless, by the 1980s and 1990s, it became clear that employment security policies were often untenable, and downsizing became a daily feature of the business press. However, companies differed in the extent to which they resorted to downsizing or layoffs as many of the best ones did little or no downsizing. Although some companies provide employment security to enhance their chances of remaining union free, others provide such security for other workforce advantages. Increasingly, companies find that they must operate in environments characterized by rapidly evolving technological change, compressed product life cycles, and heavy emphasis on quality. In many such environments, greater employment security helps companies obtain the commitment, flexibility, and motivation needed from their workforces. Indeed, three of Fortune’s 100 best companies to work for have official no-layoff policies—Southwest Airlines, Harley-Davidson, and FedEx—and another, Hewlett-Packard, has been a leader in workforce security for decades.
Recognition of the Costs of Downsizing and Layoffs

Although there are many associated costs, downsizing is a fact of life in the United States, and layoffs occur with downturns in the business cycle. A strong labor market eliminated most cyclical layoffs in the late 1980s and 1990s, but frequent downsizing has continued into the twenty-first century. Downsizing is commonly linked to competitively driven structural changes in organizations, although it also is triggered solely by attempts to cut costs. Nonetheless, the costs of downsizing and layoffs are becoming better understood. For example, a study of approximately 100 surplus workforce situations revealed that it would have been more cost effective not to have laid off workers in 30 percent of the situations and to have laid off fewer workers in 20 percent. Layoffs have been criticized on the grounds that they are sometimes inefficient, relative to other cost-reduction strategies. A major inefficiency or cost associated with downsizing or layoffs is that a firm’s layoff practices may make it less attractive as a potential employer. A typical result of downsizing is that another 10 to 15 percent of an organization’s workforce will often quit after layoffs. The uncertainty of future employment often causes some of the better, more mobile employees to leave. These, of course, are the employees that the acquiring organization would like to keep.
Numerous other costs are involved in layoffs. One of the major costs is incurred in bumping practices. Because layoffs are typically conducted by inverse seniority, invariably where there is a union contract, employees with less seniority are “bumped” out of their jobs by more senior employees whose jobs have been targeted for elimination because of a lack of work. A chain reaction then occurs as more senior employees bump those with less seniority until, as in a game of musical chairs, the least senior is left without a job.\textsuperscript{70} The width of the seniority unit that will govern bumping rights determines the impact of bumping. Narrower seniority units or definitions prevent a senior employee from displacing a junior employee in a job in which he or she is not qualified. With broader seniority units or definitions, senior employees can bump into new jobs for which they lack skills. As a result, training is needed for them to reach the proficiency levels of the junior employees who were bumped. Unions generally argue for broader seniority units on the basis of fairness while employers seek narrower definitions in order to minimize the dysfunctional aspects of bumping.\textsuperscript{71} In addition to bumping costs, there are also severance, administrative, and intangible costs. Intangible costs sometimes involve declines in morale of the remaining workforce and disruption of work group synergy.\textsuperscript{72} These costs are presented in Table 1-2.
### Table 1-2

**Costs of Layoffs**

Costs Related to “Bumping” Less Senior Employees
- Reduced Productivity During Learning Periods
- Costs of Training Employees Assigned to Other Jobs
- Wage Supplements for Reassignments to Jobs Receiving Lower Compensation

Costs Related to the Termination of Employees
- Separation Payments
- Higher Rates for Unemployment Compensation
- Depletion of the Firm’s Investments in Training Employees

Administrative Costs
- Human Resource Processing Activities
- Clerical Expenses
- Costs of Conducting Medical Examinations of Laid-Off Employees
- Increased Supervisory Obligations for Managers of Reassigned Employees

Intangible Costs
- Decline in Morale of Remaining Employees
- Disruption of Efficiencies in Work Processes
- Higher Incidence of Accidents
- Depletion of Goodwill
- Irregular Age Distributions
- Voluntary Turnover Prompted by Layoffs

Avoiding Business Cycle–Based Layoffs

The advisability of laying off workers during economic downturns has been questioned by some companies and management scholars. Although the no-layoff policies of such companies as Southwest Airlines and Lincoln Electric are well known, there have been other examples from contemporary experience such as in Germany when a financially strapped shipbuilding company loaned 68 skilled workers to Daimler-Benz for one year. Another example is provided by the Sony Corporation. Sony’s refusal to lay off employees in its San Diego plant after a decline in sales paid off in increased employee commitment and increased performance in following years. As Akio Morita, the chairman of Sony, has stated:

American management treats workers as just a tool to make money. You know, when the economy is booming, they hire more workers, and [when] the recession comes, they lay off the workers. But, you know, recession is not caused by the workers.

Other leading U.S. companies that have offered employment guarantees in the past have included Johnson Wax, Nucor Corporation, Worthington Industries, Hewlett-Packard, and Hallmark. Hewlett-Packard has stated
that a central concept in its culture and human resource philosophy is the sharing of responsibilities in economic upturns and downturns. When orders at some of its manufacturing plants were lower than expected, employees were allowed to voluntarily go on leave without pay but with continued benefits and a guarantee of getting their jobs back after their return. After conditions deteriorated further, almost the entire nonsales workforce was furloughed two days per month without pay. Senior management were not furloughed and continued to work full schedules, but their pay was reduced by 10 percent.\textsuperscript{77}

\textbf{Alternatives to Layoffs}

In contrast to periods of permanent structural change when a downturn is expected to be of relatively short duration, alternatives to layoffs are often feasible. When companies avoid layoffs, they preserve their investments in employees’ skills and are able to avoid the expense and delay of hiring and training new employees once the recovery begins. When employees change employers, there is some loss of productivity because, if employed for more than a short time, they have acquired specific skills that do not apply to the new employer. Although layoffs are numerous, there is empirical evidence that firms attempt to avoid layoffs, thereby preserving their investments in human resources. A study of manufacturing firms found that they retain approximately 8 percent more labor during
downturns than needed for production. Even after some excess labor is used in alternative assignments such as maintenance of equipment and training, approximately 4 per-cent is hoarded.\footnote{78}

There are a number of alternatives having the potential to reduce the number of layoffs in the short term, although layoffs are better avoided through the use of long-term alternatives. Some of these alternatives deal with shutting off the inflow of personnel into the organization. When the inflow is shut down, attrition can then help draw down excess employees. Unfortunately, during general downturns, attrition usually does not have the desired impact. For attrition to have an effect, there must be high turnover. When a downturn is sudden and severe and turnover is low, attrition may not work quickly enough to save labor costs.\footnote{79} Another set of these actions involves some form of redeployment of current employees or curtailment of subcontracts and reassignment of work from contractors to the company’s own employees. A different set of actions involves sharing the economic loss through work sharing or incentives for early retirement. (The latter course of action can be quite expensive and is not always acknowledged.) Unsurprisingly, the survey of manufacturing companies noted earlier indicated that nonunion firms place greater importance on reductions in hours as an alternative to layoffs (69 percent and 37 percent, respectively).\footnote{80}
There are a few other short-term alternatives to layoffs, some of which involve pay cuts. Cuts may be accompanied in some instances by fewer days worked or with commitments from management that it will make it up to employees when conditions improve. Unpaid leaves of absence are also alternatives. Those taking leaves are guaranteed the job at the end of the leave.\textsuperscript{81}

Actions or tactics useful for avoiding layoffs in the long term are presented in Table 1-3. One of the initial tactics is to conduct human resource planning with employment stability as a goal. As with the short-term tactics, several are related to the inflow of personnel into the organization. A lean staffing approach, staffing for the long term, and focusing on nonspecialists where possible will help to establish appropriate inflows. Greater flexibility in job assignment may be gained by providing employment guarantees in return for reductions in numbers of job classifications.\textsuperscript{82} Another set of actions or tactics is related to maintenance of a productive workforce through training or retraining, judicious termination of unproductive employees, and using human resource buffers to supplement understaffing.
The feasibility of buffering appears to be increasing. The range of jobs for which temporary or contract employees are used is expanding. For example, the services of accountants, computer technicians, engineers, and financial managers are increasingly being obtained on a temporary or contract basis.\(^8\) Another example of flexible employment arrangements comes
from the entertainment industry. The Disney Company’s Walt Disney World has three classifications of employees: (1) full-time, in which employees work no fewer than four days and 20 hours per week; (2) casual regular, in which weekly minimums of one day and maximums of less than four days apply except during peak periods when more days may be worked; and (3) casual temporary, in which employees work during peak periods or as needed in nonpeak periods.  

A tactic oriented more toward the long term involves linking larger proportions of employee compensation to company performance, which has the effect of reducing costs during downturns. Of course, employees would no longer be assured of an even income stream but the likelihood of being laid off would decrease. Profit sharing and stock options have become common compensation components in many companies. As profit sharing, stock options, and other forms of variable pay account for greater proportions of employee compensation, there could be reduced layoffs when economic conditions deteriorate.
Employment Guarantees

Although the distinction between no-layoff policies and employment guarantees may be artificial, the latter, although a somewhat elastic concept, may take the concept a step further. Employment guarantees have been defined in the popular management literature as “oral agreements to move heaven and earth to avoid layoffs.” Employment guarantees are made feasible by many of the same actions as no-layoff policies. One of most important tactics is understaffing. Companies such as IBM and Motorola staff some of their operations with 70 to 85 percent of the number of permanent employees needed for production at normal demand levels. The difference in labor needed is usually made up with overtime, temporary employees, subcontracting, or employees contracted on a short-term basis. A second tactic is flexibility in job assignment, which is made possible by employees who can perform several tasks and the absence of restrictive work practices such as narrow task definitions. Such flexibility also is supported by retraining for those whose skills have been made obsolete by technological advances and redeployment of excess labor. An innovative tactic is to redeploy extra personnel into sales. A more common redeployment may be assignments to maintenance activities. A third tactic, work sharing, involves sharing the available work by reducing the number of hours for
each employee. However, work sharing or job sharing may not be legal in some states.  

Numerous benefits to employment guarantees have been found, many of which should have a positive impact on strategy implementation. Most of these benefits are simply the obverse of how employees act when they are insecure about their jobs. Several benefits result when a work scarcity mentality is avoided. These include volunteering ideas for labor savings, working at an optimal pace, foregoing restrictive work practices, and performing tasks beyond the job description. Other benefits appear to be related to increased receptivity of employees to changes. These include accepting management-initiated changes, working overtime even when inconvenient, volunteering for job-broadening training, deployment flexibility, and increased loyalty. Additional benefits include increased retention, morale-related productivity gains, elimination of bumping costs, elimination of the need for early-retirement incentives, and reduced hiring and training costs during post-recessionary periods.
The Work Effort and Job Security Relationship

Some companies have learned hard lessons that employees may not be willing to be sufficiently flexible in their work assignments when their employers have employment security policies. Unfortunately, high-standards companies that provided such employment security in the past may have endangered their own adaptability and survival through these enlightened or progressive human resource practices. Not only have some employees failed to reciprocate by making personal adjustments needed for the welfare of the company, employees may become shielded from the realities of the marketplace and too complacent in today’s era of intense competition. Interestingly, with an appropriate level of job insecurity, employees may work harder. A recent field study has found an inverted “U”–shaped relationship between job insecurity and work effort. As presented in Figure 1-1, effort increases as insecurity escalates from low to moderate levels, but it declines with high levels of insecurity. The implications for human resource investment policy are that there may be trade-offs between the benefits of employment security policies and the costs—to include the amount of effort that may be expected from employees. However, this relationship is obviously only an average tendency to which there are many exceptions.
FIGURE 1-1
Relationship Between Job Security and Effort

ETHICAL IMPLICATIONS OF EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES

Downsizing, layoffs, terminations, and other employment practices often involve ethical issues. When these actions are implemented unfairly or without regard to the dignity and rights of employees, there are ethical problems as well as adverse performance effects. A Japanese company’s recent attempt to lay off one of its workers provides an example of the ethical issues of such actions in another culture. Japanese companies have traditionally offered lifetime employment and have set the example for employment security practices throughout the world. However, many Japanese companies have bloated workforces, and lifetime employment has eroded somewhat, even though layoffs are opposed by Japanese culture and restricted by law. As a result, some companies have attempted to get some of their lower-performing employees to quit.

Sega Enterprises, Ltd., the producer of video games, wanted to lay off Toshiyuki Sakai, one of its employees in Tokyo. Sega proceeded to inform Sakai that his performance was substandard and offered him a severance package. He refused to quit and rejected the package. The following account of the company’s treatment of Sakai after he turned
Three days later, Sega told Mr. Sakai to take home all personal belongings, turn in all company property and report to an office dubbed the “Pasona Room,” after the English word personnel. He arrived to find the room empty, except for a desk, three chairs, a bare locker and a telephone that couldn’t make outside calls. Mr. Sakai was given no work to perform and allowed no diversions. He was being laid off, Japanese style. “I’m not going to be able to hold out for a day of this,” Mr. Sakai recalls thinking. Months later, however, he was still clocking 40 hours a week there . . . Mr. Sakai had written orders to stay in the room every day from precisely 8:30 A.M. to 5:15 P.M. . . . In late April, Sega announced a plan to cut its work force by one-quarter . . . By June, 750 employees had accepted severance packages. Mr. Sakai claims that Sega used the Pasona Room to frighten others into taking its buyout offers. “Everyone’s afraid they might be the next to be thrown into solitary confinement,” he says.⁹²
NONTRADITIONAL INVESTMENT APPROACHES

Investments in Disabled Employees

A nontraditional area of human resource investment involves providing support for programs that return disabled employees back to the workforce. Frequently, companies deal with employees who have become disabled by relying on the company’s long-term disability insurance policy to provide economic support. Unfortunately, there is little emphasis on facilitating the employee’s return to the job. In contrast, companies such as 3M and Eastman Kodak have developed programs that enable disabled workers to return to work.\(^9\) According to 3M’s rehabilitation program supervisor, “Returning an employee to work makes good economic sense. With today’s electronic aids and devices, we can return almost any worker to most any job.”\(^4\)

Aside from the economic motivations for investing in disabled workers, the law provides additional incentives. The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) requires employers to make reasonable accommodations for such workers. In addition to preserving the company’s investment in the employee, there are obvious humanitarian benefits as well. Unfortunately, many companies are not aware of the support
services that rehabilitation organizations provide or the devices that enable a disabled employee to perform the job again. Often, relatively inexpensive devices or aids can allow a physically disabled employee to be a productive worker again. Such approaches include raising the height of desks in order to provide wheelchair access, providing curb ramps for wheelchairs, providing appropriate handrails, simple changes in rest room facilities, lowering elevator controls, and removing structural barriers such as revolving doors. Simple changes such as alterations in the job may also be made, such as allowing physically disabled workers to work shorter hours. Other inexpensive approaches include providing battery-powered scooters, computer attachments that enable the deaf to make telephone calls, and computerized speech-recognition aids. In order to facilitate the exchange of knowledge on how to accommodate disabled workers, companies such as AT&T, Du Pont, Hartford Insurance, IBM, and Sears are sharing with other companies the knowledge they have acquired in accommodating disabled workers.  

The return from investments in disabled workers can be quite attractive. One large Chicago bank changed the job of a transcriptionist so that only dictated work is typed. The employee, who is blind, types dictated work at up to 96 words per minute without errors. The experiences of Pennsylvania Power and Light Company (PP&L) provide further endorsement.
of investing in disabled workers. PP&L found the quantity and quality of work performed by 12 part-time disabled workers to be equivalent to that of other employees in its cash receipts department. Further, to the extent that such programs can enable disabled workers to continue work, there may be some ability to limit insurance rates. 97

Ironically, advances in medical technology may allow even more disabled people to join the workforce. People who would not have survived a disease or injury in the past may now live, but may be disabled. Further, with increasing life spans, there is greater likelihood that people will experience a disabling condition. 98 Disabled workers may become an even more attractive source of labor when there are labor shortages.

**Investments in Employee Health**

Another nontraditional investment approach involves improvement of employees’ health. Such investments can increase the productivity of employees. For example, in underdeveloped countries, increasing the quality of nutrition and providing basic medical care can increase the productivity of employees and would thus constitute investments in human resources. Companies operating maquiladoras in Mexico have learned that they must furnish two meals a day to ensure that their workers are receiving sufficient nutrition. As a result,
some of the better employers place a great deal of emphasis on high-quality food service as well as medical services. Companies from the United States and other industrialized countries that have maquiladora plants in Mexico commonly operate medical clinics at the plants, which provide treatment for employees and their dependents.

Other health-related programs are directed at reduction of smoking because the relationship between health problems and smoking is well known. It has been found that employee absenteeism rates are approximately 50 percent higher for smokers. Rates of early disability and mortality are approximately 300 percent higher. The combination of these and the secondary effects of smoking cost companies an extra $2,500 each year per smoker. Because of these costs and the detrimental impact on productivity, some employers have adopted hard-line policies against smoking. Furthermore, there is empirical evidence that policies prohibiting smoking on company premises have caused employees to quit smoking. Such a policy at a telephone company led to the following results: “Overall, 21 percent of the respondents who were smoking at the time they heard about the policy had quit smoking; 42 percent of quitters said they stopped smoking because of the policy.” This decline was statistically significant; however, the support program that accompanied the policy did not appear to produce differences in quitting
behavior.\textsuperscript{101} Nonetheless, another empirical study that employed an experimental design, with experimental and control groups drawn from two companies, found increased quitting behavior to be associated with training, financial incentives, and competition.\textsuperscript{102}

There are several other examples of company actions in this area. Cardinal Industries, which has a similar requirement, pays for smoking cessation programs. At Pullman Company PTC Aerospace, employees who smoke must pay an additional charge for health insurance that other employees do not have to pay. Litho Industries adopted a no-smoking policy for employees both on and off the job. Likewise, a number of fire and police departments have adopted comprehensive no-smoking policies.\textsuperscript{103} The stressful nature of these emergency services and the prevalence of heart disease among firefighters probably explain why these departments were early adopters of no-smoking policies. The number of companies enforcing no-smoking policies has increased substantially according to surveys by the Bureau of National Affairs and the Administrative Management Society.\textsuperscript{104} As resistance to no-smoking policies indicates, part of the investment component may be the expense of defending the policies in arbitration procedures or in court. Further, during the initial year after employees stop smoking, their levels of absenteeism and job tension increase while their job satisfaction declines.
On the other hand, employers that give smokers breaks to leave the work area or the building may find that nonsmokers feel that they are treated unfairly unless they receive equal break time.\textsuperscript{105}

Another investment in human resources is also related to health issues. Large numbers of companies have invested in fitness centers and physical conditioning programs. Many claim very positive returns for their investments. For example, Mutual Benefit Life Insurance found that after it provided a fitness center for its employees, the average number of workdays missed by the facility’s users was 2.51 days and annual medical claims were $313. In contrast, nonusers averaged 4.25 missed workdays and medical claims of $1,086. In addition to the fitness centers, the company established an on-site health clinic. A return of two dollars for every dollar invested is claimed, without counting increased morale.\textsuperscript{106}

There also are claims of other fitness-related outcomes. These include better mental health, stress resistance, increased commitment, increased productivity, lower absenteeism, and lower turnover. Although the relationship between fitness and health benefits has been well established, there are other potential outcomes of fitness programs that have not been adequately examined. More research is needed to determine the relationship between fitness programs and productivity, commitment, turnover, and absenteeism.\textsuperscript{107}
Some organizations, such as hospitals, may need to make other nontraditional investments, such as in programs that reduce the incidence of employee burnout. Such programs may involve support and close monitoring of the self-esteem of employees working in jobs having high potential for burnout. Because low self-esteem appears to be a cause of burnout, as well as a result, a downward spiral can occur without interventions to enhance burned-out employees’ self-esteem.\(^{108}\)

Finally, a more indirect health-related investment has been made by Sunbeam Oster Housewares, Inc. Sunbeam found that premature births were dramatically increasing its health care costs. During a two-year period, six premature births cost its health care program $1.2 million. As a result of finding that its employees were not well versed in prenatal care, Sunbeam established an on-site health clinic, required periodic checkups of pregnant employees, and made such employees attend an instructional program. The decline in health care costs was dramatic. Average medical costs per birth declined from $27,000 to $3,500 over a five-year period.\(^{109}\) However, it is easy to visualize situations in which such programs could be viewed as an undesired intrusion into the privacy of employees.
Countercyclical Hiring

In addition to not laying off as many employees as technical production requirements might suggest, companies may pursue countercyclical hiring strategies of hiring a limited number of managers and professionals during economic downturns. In essence, companies would be stockpiling a limited number of high-quality key personnel for future use in pursuing strategies requiring certain personnel capabilities. As opposed to economic upturns when competitors are also attempting to obtain the same personnel, bargains in quality can be obtained during downturns. Several other benefits may result from countercyclical hiring. One benefit might be a more regular age distribution, which is lacking the spikes or troughs that occur with discontinuous hiring. As a result of dramatically increased health insurance costs, age distributions have become a concern to employers that have disproportionate numbers of older workforces. Aside from the benefits of counter-cyclical hiring, there are obvious costs, such as hiring employees when they are not needed and equity issues with the current workforce. There also are several implementation issues such as the ability to forecast future human resource demand accurately enough to pursue such a strategy.\textsuperscript{110} Empirical studies of countercyclical hiring indicate that successful companies employ systematic approaches toward human
resource management and are more likely to make investments in human capital by hiring during downturns. \textsuperscript{111}
SUMMARY

This section has discussed the factors that should be considered in making strategic human resource investment decisions and the specific investment approaches that are available to help accomplish the strategic objectives of organizations. Presentation of the investment considerations began with a discussion of managerial values, followed by an examination of the unique risk and return aspects of investments in human resources. Next, the economic rationale for investments in specific and general training was examined. Utility theory was also examined as a means for determining returns on investments in human resources. Alternatives to such investments, in the form of strategic outsourcing were also discussed.

Specific human resource investments in training and development were then considered, beginning with investments in the future employability of employees. As noted, declines in the viability of employment guarantees and no-layoff policies have increased the importance of individual security through the notion of future employability. In order to have the world-class human resources needed to pursue strategic objectives, organizations must provide employees with skills and development they will need to be employable in the future. Training
investments constitute the bulk of investments in human resource investments. Nonetheless, the discussion of U.S. investments in training, relative to other leading industrial countries, indicated that the United States is lagging behind some of its competitors. On-the-job training was examined as an approach to investment in human resources. Management development programs also were examined from an investment perspective with specific attention to job rotational approaches. Other specific investment approaches also were discussed including the prevention of skill obsolescence and career plateauing.

Investments in employment practices also were examined in relation to the accomplishment of strategic objectives. Several practices that enhance retention and reduce the turnover of employees were identified. Costs of layoffs were discussed along with techniques for avoiding business cycle-based layoffs, alternatives to layoffs, and employment guarantees. There also was a discussion of the relationship between work effort and job insecurity. Additionally, nontraditional investment approaches were discussed, including countercyclical hiring, in which employers hire and stockpile high-quality candidates during economic downturns. Other nontraditional investments discussed included programs that help disabled workers return to work and investments in
employee health through such programs as those directed at smoking cessation and employee fitness.
CASE 1-1

Mergers and Acquisitions

In the past, the decision criteria for mergers and acquisitions were typically based on considerations such as the strategic fit of the merged organizations, financial criteria, and operational criteria. Mergers and acquisitions were often conducted without much regard for the human resource issues that would be faced when the organizations were joined. As a result, several undesirable effects on the organizations’ human resources commonly occurred. Nonetheless, competitive conditions favor mergers and acquisitions and they remain a frequent occurrence. Examples of mergers among some of the largest companies include the following: Honeywell and Allied Signal, British Petroleum and Amoco, Exxon and Mobil, Lockheed and Martin, Boeing and McDonnell Douglas, SBC and Pacific Telesis, America Online and Time Warner, Burlington Northern and Santa Fe, Union Pacific and Southern Pacific, Daimler-Benz and Chrysler, Ford and Volvo, and Bank of America and Nations Bank.

Layoffs often accompany mergers or acquisitions, particularly if the two organizations are from the same industry. In addition to layoffs related to redundancies, top managers of acquiring firms may terminate some competent employees.
CASE 1-1 continued

because they do not fit in with the new culture of the merged organization or because their loyalty to the new management may be suspect. The desire for a good fit with the cultural objectives of the new organization and loyalty are understandable. However, the depletion of the stock of human resources deserves serious consideration, just as with physical resources. Unfortunately, the way that mergers and acquisitions have been carried out has often conveyed a lack of concern for human resources. A sense of this disregard is revealed in the following observation:

Post combination integration strategies vary from such “love and marriage” tactics in truly collaborative mergers to much more hostile “rape and pillage” strategies in raids and financial takeovers. Yet, as a cursory scan of virtually any newspaper or popular business magazine readily reveals, the simple fact is that the latter are much more common than the former.²

The cumulative effects of these developments often cause employee morale and loyalty to decline, and feelings of betrayal may develop.³ Nonetheless, such adverse consequences are not inevitable. A few companies, such as Cisco Systems, which has made over 50 acquisitions, are very
adept in handling the human resource issues associated with these actions. An example of one of Cisco’s practices is illustrative. At Cisco Systems, no one from an acquired firm is laid off without the personal approval of Cisco’s CEO as well as the CEO of the firm that was acquired.4

QUESTIONS

1. Investigate the approach that Cisco Systems has used in its many successful acquisitions. What are some of the human resource practices that have made its acquisitions successful?

2. If human resources are a major source of competitive advantage and the key determinant of an organization’s ability to pursue a given strategy, why have the human resource aspects of mergers and acquisitions been ignored or handled poorly in so many instances in the past?

3. Interview someone who has been through a merger or acquisition. Find out how they felt as an employee. Determine how they and their coworkers were affected. Ask about the effects on productivity, loyalty, and morale. Find out what human resource practices were used and obtain their evaluations of what was helpful or harmful.
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SECTION TWO
The Human Resource Environment

As indicated in the conceptual framework, following the development of an investment perspective for making strategic decisions about human resources, managers need to scan the environment before formulating strategy. This section examines the numerous factors making up the environment of human resources as well as emerging trends. Because of its complexity and importance, the legal environment of human resources is covered separately.

Inarguably, the human resource environment is currently more turbulent than in any other period since World War II. During the last 10 years of the twentieth century, many political developments at home and abroad had massive impacts on human resources. Eastern European countries were freed from occupation by the Soviet Union, the Soviet Union was broken up into independent but unstable nations, civil wars broke out, and in less than one year East and West Germany were reunited. Almost overnight, previously communistic Eastern European countries became markets for western goods, suppliers of labor, and business competitors. The economic sphere of the European Community became a reality, as did the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA).
Technology also had massive impacts as well. The Internet alone had an impact of epic proportions. Dot-com companies and existing businesses created thousands of e-business and e-commerce operations, employing some of the labor force’s most talented workers. Companies providing infrastructure for the Internet, such as Cisco Systems, Oracle, Sun Microsystems, and Microsoft became some of the largest companies in the world based on their market capitalization.

Developments such as these affect business and human resources. It seems clear that the economic turbulence that characterized the last of the twentieth century will continue into the twenty-first century. Dynamic political and technological environments are likely as well. During such times of rapid change, the difficult processes of formulating viable competitive strategies and planning for their implementation become even more difficult as well as more important. Only some of the developments that occurred at the turn of the century could have been forecasted. Nonetheless, those organizations that scanned the environment, developed strategies, and planned alternatives for dealing with changing conditions probably fared better than those that did not.

This section will identify issues and trends relevant to strategy and human resources by following an environmental scanning framework. The framework for scanning is composed
of the following categories: technology and organizational structure, worker values and attitudinal trends, managerial trends, demographic trends, trends in the utilization of human resources, and inter-national developments. These trends and developments will be discussed in the following sections.

■ TECHNOLOGY AND ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

Broad Influences of Technology

Technology, particularly information technology, is having a major impact on the structure of organizations and on the nature of managerial work. Enterprise software systems have been implemented to integrate the major areas of business: manufacturing, sales, finance, supply-chain management, and human resources. These information systems have enabled companies to gain numerous benefits such as efficiency gains, quicker response times, better inventory control, enhanced coordination, and improved decision making. Companies now spend $23 billion a year on enterprise software such as Oracle, SAP, and PeopleSoft, compared with only $1 billion in 1990.1 Information systems such as these and others have eliminated the need for many middle management positions. Because much of middle management involves coordination and dissemination of information, many of its functions have been
computerized. With this removal of a level of the organizational hierarchy, a valuable training ground for top executives has been eliminated. Further, the context in which much work is currently being performed is changing. The era of the “smart machine” and the skilled professionals who operate such machines probably will produce conditions in which there is less need for supervision or a very different type of supervision. Human resource strategists will need to consider changes in the nature of managerial work that will result from the accumulation of knowledge power in nonmanagerial, technical positions.²

Managers who can be effective in such environments require new skills. Not only the number of managerial positions has changed, but also in many settings the nature of management has changed as well because of other developments. Thus, in information-based, lean and flat organizations, alternative job assignments and opportunities are needed for the development of tomorrow’s high-level managers.³

Although the need for middle managers and low-skilled employees has been lessened by information technology, it is useful to reflect on these developments before concluding that the jobs of human beings are being eliminated. Sar Levitan has put the effects of these developments in perspective.
There is nothing new about the prediction that labor will become less important as new technology replaces human labor with machines—this prediction has been heard repeatedly since the beginning of the industrial age. It can be asserted with some confidence, however, that this forecast is no more true today than it was a century ago.\(^4\)

Another impact of increasing technology is that skill and managerial educational requirements tend to increase. Although managers in advanced technological environments cannot have detailed knowledge of all aspects of the technology with which their subordinates work, they must have a conceptual understanding in order to provide effective support and direction.\(^5\)

Another impact of technology is that manufacturing is moving toward much shorter developmental cycles. New product development approaches based on concurrent or parallel engineering avoid the delays of sequential developmental processes. In parallel processes, engineering, design, purchasing, marketing, software, hardware, field support, and manufacturing specialists work together, beginning with the earliest product development phases.\(^6\) The availability of highly trained specialists who have the skills to
work effectively in such environments cannot be taken for
granted. Training programs and developmental assignments
must be planned to ensure the availability of such workers.

Influences of Human Resource Information Systems

As noted, firms have invested heavily in the implementation of
enterprise or integrated software such as Oracle, SAP, and
PeopleSoft. Such information systems include human resource
information system (HRIS) components and provide immediate
information to decision makers about the organization’s human
resource capabilities. Human resource departments and the
activities they perform have been affected dramatically by
these enterprise software systems, and executives can now
include more human resource information in the equation when
making strategic or operational decisions. In addition to their
impact on strategic and operational decision making, such
systems also have allowed firms to automate human resource
processes of a transactional nature. Such automation is
described as follows:

For example, managers and employees can now
use personal computers or kiosks to complete
many HR transactions. Employees can make
simple changes to personal information, such as
their home address or contribution to a 401(k)
plan, without going through any sign-off loops. Line managers can complete routine tasks, such as appraisals and salary changes, automatically.\(^8\)

The implementation of systems such as PeopleSoft and SAP also has led to the restructuring of human resource departments, jobs, and processes. Processes have been changed to conform to the requirements of information systems. Jobs also have been redesigned with fewer transactional activities because of computerization.\(^9\)

**Redeployment of Human Resource Staff to Operating Units**

One of the outcomes of organizational decentralization has been that human resource generalists have been redeployed from human resource departments to individual operating units. Such decentralization provides better service to the units because the staff member is on site and typically reports to the unit’s line management while retaining a dotted line or functional reporting relationship to the human resource department. Generalists, who can handle a relatively broad range of issues, are typically the staff members assigned to operating units. These individuals can access specialists in the human resource department when greater expertise is needed for various issues.
Because of the redundancies and costs associated with the deployment of human resource generalists to operating units, some observers have questioned the value of such assignments. Fred Foulkes has provided an interesting account of an exchange between the top human resource executives at two large companies. One argued that his Boston-based company had no human resource representatives at its Texas location where it had 400 employees. Instead, the company provided a toll-free number for its employees to call human resource representatives in Boston when they needed assistance with major issues, such as attempts at unionization or sexual harassment. In marked contrast, the other executive supported the deployment of human resource specialists to the operating units. He pointed out how difficult it would be for employees to have productive conversations with strangers on a toll-free line in Boston about such sensitive matters such as the autocratic behavior of their manager. Thus, although deployment to the operating units has costs, it also adds value that comes from having good human resource staff representatives on site who can sense the atmosphere and organizational climate. There is probably substantial value added by the deployment of trusted, sensitive, and compassionate staff members to the operating units.
New Organizational Structures

Not only is the nature of work and management changing, but organizations also are changing as a result of advances in information technology. The distinctions between management and labor have become blurred. Workers are becoming increasingly responsible to act on matters that they become aware of through computerized information systems. Further, there is a shift from individual to joint accountability because more group members have the same information for decision making. Because of the knowledge power of skilled technology workers, the structure of many of today’s organizations is poorly suited for the future. Regardless of the exact form, many organizations have become much less hierarchical. More work is being performed in task force teams and project-oriented work groups. Temporary organizations, such as task forces, require different managerial skills. Likewise, there is evidence that organizations are becoming more flexible, porous, and adaptive. In some, the organizational structure may become less pyramidal and more like a set of concentric circles. 11"
tasks demand. Most companies cannot take for granted the emergence of managers with the skills to operate in such environments. As a result, their numbers and skill requirements must be anticipated and developmental experiences planned so that the organization will have an adequate number on hand when the need emerges.

There are other views on the structure of future organizations. Aside from the structural changes noted, there are four new structural forms of interest: (1) unbundled corporations, (2) network organizations, (3) cellular organizations, and (4) respondent organizations. All four forms have the ability to adapt to rapidly changing conditions characteristic of the present and likely for the future.

**Unbundled Corporations**

Essentially, *unbundled corporations* employ a portfolio or conglomerate approach toward their peripheral business units. As a result, units are retained or divested according to profitability and risk criteria. An example of an unbundled corporation is Johnson & Johnson, which has 190 autonomous operating companies in 51 countries. Johnson & Johnson has had over 100 consecutive years of profitability and has achieved exceptional growth. The following provides an
indication of its willingness to add or divest units based on their performance:

Over the past 10 years, through ongoing mergers and acquisitions, we have added nearly 50 companies and product lines . . . More than one third of each year’s sales come from new products introduced within the past five years and from existing products launched into new markets.\textsuperscript{15}

In unbundled organizations, many of the traditional support services of bureaucracies are outsourced to consultants and vendors. For example, some traditional human resource management functions such as training are performed by vendors, along with some compensation and payroll functions. An advantage results from the potential to redeploy resources rapidly to more profitable alternatives. In addition, developing managers have more opportunities to exercise general managerial skills in running relatively autonomous business units that function as profit centers. For a small group of fortunate employees who form the core unit of the unbundled corporation, there is some job security. These units, which may be quite small, are composed of high-impact employees who coordinate the work of vendors, manage change, and manage the portfolio of business units.\textsuperscript{16}
While the jobs of the core of permanent employees are more protected, there is lower commitment to the employees of the peripheral units. Essentially, some of the employment security of the core employees comes at the expense of the peripheral’s employees. Other implications for human resource strategy are that some of the benefits of using temporary employees may be offset by the reduced control and inefficiencies of dealing with “employees” through a vendor/supplier relationship. Further, when scarce labor is involved, the wage savings of unbundling may be wiped out by the increased costs of components purchased from vendors who must employ such labor.17

**Network Organizations or Virtual Corporations**

Charles Snow, Raymond Miles, and Henry Coleman have used the term *network organizations* to describe organizations that are similar to unbundled corporations. (They refer to unbundled corporations, consisting of one corporate entity with multiple autonomous units, such as Johnson & Johnson, as *internal networks.*) One of the driving forces for the evolution or creation of network organizations is the need to outsource activities that other companies, consultants, or joint venture partners can perform better or more quickly. The term *virtual corporation* also has been used to describe similar organizations in which there is heavy reliance on outsourcing and a critical
need for speed. Membership of the network may include companies from throughout the world. Like unbundled corporations, network organizations also have a permanent core member that performs a broker role. However, the noncore membership of the network may be stable or dynamic. With the *dynamic network* form, the core network member or broker may replace network components with some frequency. For example, a member of a dynamic network performing a manufacturing role may be replaced because its production facilities cannot handle a new product design preferred by customers. However, with the *stable network* form, the organization retains the component members for long periods of time.\(^{18}\)

The managerial requirements in network organizations are somewhat unique and include (1) referral skills, such as needed for guiding problems to network components where there are solutions; (2) partnering skills, such as problem solving or negotiating for outcomes that are beneficial to all parties; and (3) relationship management, such as being attentive to customers’ and partners’ needs.\(^{19}\)
Cellular Organizations

Another structural form is called the *cellular organization*, which has some similarities with classical guilds. Such organizations are typically groups of small technology-oriented companies that maintain affiliations over time. Employees of these companies are predominantly technical professionals. Subsets of the organization’s companies join forces on various projects when their unique skills and capabilities are needed. One company takes the leadership role depending on the nature of the project. Individual companies also may join projects even when they only want to learn about a new technology that may be involved. The skills required of managers in cellular organizations are technical knowledge, cross-functional experience, international experience, collaborative leadership, self-management skills, and flexibility.  

Respondent Organizations

Another structural form, the *respondent organization*, is essentially an entrepreneurial corporation that exists by filling niches to supply customized services to unbundled corporations and bureaucracies. In such corporations, decision making is quick and likely retained at the level of the central entrepreneurial figure. Unfortunately, these corporations are risky and have high failure rates. The positive trade-offs, from
the employee’s perspective, are that although there is greater risk and less individual development from participative decision making, there should be opportunities to develop as a generalist and acquire new skills as well as the potential for financial gain. Some of today’s smaller Internet players are respondent corporations.

**Stimulus for Entrepreneurial Businesses**

Entrepreneurial firms, medium-sized companies, and small businesses are accounting for increasing numbers of jobs as employment accounted for by the largest U.S. corporations has declined. Some of this growth in jobs may be related to their role in providing services or manufactured components for larger companies. In essence, some may be playing the role of respondent corporations. A study by Donald Hicks of job creations in the Dallas metropolitan area found that 61 percent came from new businesses whereas 25 percent came from existing small companies. Some of the human resource knowledge base developed for large corporations may not be directly applicable to quickly responding, lean respondent corporations and smaller businesses. Nonetheless, recent literature describes small-business applications of such managerial innovations as open-book management and team building. Further, there has been a tendency for some innovative, smaller companies to decentralize the human
resource management function by distributing greater personnel responsibilities to line managers. A future challenge for the managers of these organizations will be to develop or adapt existing human resource practices for these settings. Interestingly, some human resource executives who lost their jobs as a result of corporate downsizing now operate successful consulting firms that supply human resource services to smaller businesses.

WORKER VALUES AND ATTITUDBINAL TRENDS

Before examining worker attitudes and values, it is important to note that attributing less work-oriented values to a younger generation has been a long-standing tradition. As a result, popular views on the work values of younger employees may be biased. Seymour Lipset has observed the following:

Beliefs about the work ethic vary over time and place. There is, however, a general inclination for older people to believe that things were better—or at least more moral, more decent—when they were young.
There are a several arguments that can be used to support the contention that the work ethic in the United States is strong and that it has remained relatively stable. One argument is that employees have worked the same number of hours per week for over 45 years and that when commuting is included, they are spending more time in work-related activities. Thus, workers are involved in more hours of work-related activity and are spending less time in leisure. Another argument is that the overwhelming majority of U.S. workers enjoy their jobs, and as a result, work appeals to them. A final argument is that U.S. workers are second only to the Japanese in the pro-portion who keep working after they reach 65 years of age. The meager retirement benefits for Japanese workers may explain their tendency to remain employed.  

Lipset’s warning and arguments notwithstanding, there have been some shifts in work values of importance to strategic management. Among the most important of these are values and attitudes of employees toward their employers. As discussed in the previous section, unbundled organizations typically display low loyalty to the employees of their peripheral units. This lack of loyalty seems to be reflected in the attitudes of the younger cohorts of today’s employees as well. Terence Pare has observed the following about young college graduates: “They show no loyalty toward their corporate employers and expect none in return. It may be a perfect
Indeed, Daniel Yankelovich and Bernard Lefkowitz predicted some time ago that employee loyalty toward employers would decline. There is ample evidence that levels of loyalty have probably declined on both sides, along with shifts in some other fundamental work-related values. However, decreased loyalty is probably not a unique characteristic of younger workers. In a survey, 57 percent of the respondents indicated that they were “less loyal to their employers than they were five years ago.” Reasons for declining loyalty include executives’ receipt of large bonuses during cutbacks and perceived lack of concern on the part of management for the welfare of employees. Indeed, there has been a growth of cynicism in the workforce, probably resulting from such factors as excessive focus on the bottom line to the exclusion of other values and lofty executive salaries.

An understanding of trends in other work values, particularly those of younger workers, is critical to understanding the future human resource environment. One study of work values analyzed data collected from a survey of high school students and young, newly hired male smelter workers and female telephone operators. The study found that high school students tended to place greater emphasis on extrinsic values than the recently hired employees. Conversely, the recently hired employees placed greater value on the intrinsic aspects of work. These employees had strong values of
wanting to take pride in their work, being involved in their jobs, and performing meaningful work. The initial work experience of young employees, even in relatively low-level jobs, apparently has the potential to shift their work value foci from extrinsic to intrinsic work aspects. Interestingly, it is only after lengthy socialization in the work environment that there are work value changes from intrinsic to extrinsic.\textsuperscript{31} The implications of these findings are that blaming young entrants to the labor market for an emphasis on extrinsically oriented work values may be counterproductive because the real cause for such values may be companies’ mismanagement of the socialization process of young workers.

Further research indicates that younger U.S. workers are not more materialistic than workers from other countries. A comprehensive study compared work values of subjects from the United States, Germany, Holland, Israel, Korea, Taiwan, China, and Hungary. The U.S. sample was drawn from undergraduate and graduate business students mostly between the ages of 21 and 39, of which more than 90 percent were employed in full-time jobs from a broad range of occupations. The responses of the subjects, who were asked to rank 24 work values, revealed the following:

1. U.S. subjects ranked pay 15th, which was about the same for most other countries.
2. Having an interesting job was the most important value for U.S. students, as well as for subjects from Germany and Holland. Subjects from Israel, Korea, and Taiwan also ranked job interest as one of the top three work values. Subjects from China and Hungary viewed job interest less importantly, ranking it at eighth and seventh place, respectively.

3. The second-ranking work value for the U.S. subjects was achievement, which was also ranked first or second by subjects from all countries except Germany. Surprisingly, German subjects, who were small-business managers and employees or business students, ranked achievement in ninth place.

4. When compared to German subjects, U.S. subjects placed much higher value on advancement and responsibility, while German subjects placed much higher emphasis on benefits, security, and supervision.

5. A final difference of interest is that while U.S. subjects—along with subjects from Germany, Holland, Israel, and Taiwan—placed contribution to society in last or next to last place, subjects from China ranked it much higher, fourth place, apparently as a result of their collective culture.\(^{32}\)
The implications for strategic management of these results are that U.S. workers are interested in the types of jobs that they perform and that they still have desirable work values. Younger workers who currently account for a major portion of the workforce and who will dominate it during the rest of the decade and beyond, feel entitled to meaningfulness and involvement. They want interesting work, to participate in decisions affecting them, autonomy, and opportunities to grow. Pay will remain important, but workers will probably not be as focused on pay as in the past. These findings are consistent with the description of changing work values conveyed in the following:

After a decade of excessive consumerism and blind ambition, American workers between the ages of 25 and 49 are beginning to emphasize public service and family life as measures of success . . .

The trend toward greater interest in aspects of job satisfaction, such as autonomy and interesting work, are even reflected in the significant impact such factors have on workers’ intentions to vote for unionization. Recent research also has demonstrated the significance of values as determinants of job choice decisions.
The values of older workers also may be important to strategic management. When labor short-ages persist, older workers will have to be persuaded to stay on the job or be drawn back into the labor force. One critical element to their return may be job satisfaction. Unfortunately, there is evidence of continuing bias against older workers in various aspects of the work relationship.\textsuperscript{36} Although there is empirical evidence of a positive relationship between job satisfaction and age, the relationship is curvilinear and reflects a decline in job satisfaction among older workers, as a result of such factors as lost influence and unmet expectations.\textsuperscript{37} Since downsizing organizations also have targeted older, higher-paid workers for voluntary early retirement programs as a means of cutting costs, older workers also may feel unappreciated. In planning for the environmental challenges of the future, strategic managers may need to develop approaches to prevent the decline of job satisfaction of older workers.
MANAGEMENT TRENDS

Several managerial trends are having an impact on human resources. Trends discussed in this section include work teams, virtual teams, open-book management, management of diversity, total quality management, reengineering, management of professionals, and managing in the aftermath of mergers and acquisitions.

Management of Diversity

Because of the increased heterogeneity of the workforce, which will be discussed later in this section, managers must be prepared to deal with the challenges associated with such demographic changes. Effective management of diversity can increase an organization’s productivity through several avenues, one of which is increased problem-solving ability. Such productivity may result from increases in creativity that have been hypothesized to be related to heterogeneity. For example, bilingualism and biculturalism have been found to be related to divergent thinking, which in turn has been hypothesized to be associated with creativity. Recently, it has been demonstrated that ethnic heterogeneity in small groups is associated with increased quality of ideas generated for solving problems. Increased heterogeneity also may bring another benefit—the prevention of the “groupthink” phenomenon that
occurs only in cohesive groups. However, whether these benefits will be obtained is dependent on how well diversity is managed. Such factors as the amount of diversity, communications, ease of discussing differences, cultural awareness training, and awareness of background information on group members affect the quality of idea generation.  

Through such contributions, the management of diversity may enable companies to gain competitive advantages. In addition to diversity-related creativity and problem-solving advantages, companies also may be able to tap gender and racially diverse markets better with a more diverse workforce. They also may obtain better acceptance from these markets as a result of a good public image based on diversity. As an example, the Avon Corporation has had success with this strategy. Companies having good records in managing diversity may be able to attract better employees. Organizations that do a good job of managing diversity also tend to be more flexible because they have broadened their policies, are more open-minded, have less standardized operating methods, and have developed skills in dealing with resistance to change.  

Although prejudice still exists, there is evidence that progress has been made. For minorities and females, obtaining jobs with companies is less of a problem than it was in the past. Instead, any apprehension about minorities and females
is more likely to be based on perceptions of their qualifications. These perceptions are affected by the fact that, on average, minorities and females have less training and education.\(^1\) As Roosevelt Thomas has stated: “Companies are worried about productivity and well aware that minorities and women represent a disproportionate share of the undertrained and undereducated.”\(^2\) To the extent that companies generalize from classes to individuals and make unfounded attributions, they underestimate the value and contribution that minorities and females can make. Not surprisingly, the careers of minorities and females tend to plateau earlier than those of male nonminorities.

Two caveats on the implications of the diversity literature seem warranted. One is that some of the empirical literature recommends that researchers should seek to determine the optimal level of heterogeneity because there is a curvilinear relationship between heterogeneity and performance.\(^3\) An example of such a recommendation is that “groups should pay careful attention to how much they increase diversity . . . too much diversity can lead to communication problems and unavoidable conflict.”\(^4\) Unfortunately, if one had knowledge of an optimal level of heterogeneity, the application of such information to increase performance might lead to specific consideration of race, ethnicity, or gender in making work assignments, which would appear to violate civil rights
legislation. A second caveat is that much of the past research on racial diversity has focused on blacks and whites but has not devoted much attention to Hispanics. As will be discussed later in this section, Hispanics are the fastest growing segment of the workforce. Thus, managers need to be sensitive to diversity issues for all races and nationalities as well as gender and other forms of workforce diversity.\footnote{44}

**Work Teams**

Work teams have been of increasing interest to managers in a number of leading companies, such as Procter & Gamble, Eli Lilly, and Motorola. These companies have developed substantial expertise in the utilization of teams.\footnote{45} John R. Katzenback and Douglas K. Smith define work teams as “a small number of people with complementary skills who are committed to a common purpose, performance goals, and approach for which they hold themselves mutually accountable.”\footnote{46} A number of benefits have been attributed to the use of work teams as an organizational form. These include improved decision making, improved performance, improved quality, and increased flexibility afforded by the ease with which they can be created and disbanded. The use of teams may also lead to reduced labor costs, lower employee turnover, greater service efficiency, facilitation of change resulting from reduced individual threat, and shorter product development
cycles. Empirical analysis of the long-term performance of work teams involved in business simulations has provided some evidence of their effectiveness.  

In spite of the advantages, there also are disadvantages with the use of work teams as they are sometimes subject to the dysfunctional groupthink phenomenon and norms of production restriction. Further, as researchers Eric Sundstrom, Kenneth P. De Meuse, and David Futrell have pointed out, the literature on work teams provides mixed evidence on their effectiveness and identifies a large number of factors that potentially influence work team effectiveness. These include developmental aspects, the boundaries of the teams, and the organizational context. There also are examples of difficulties with the implementation of teams such as Levi Strauss, where the introduction of teams led to declines in productivity and morale.

Although work team effectiveness is a complex subject, effective work teams have some common characteristics. Such characteristics include relatively small size, dedication to a common purpose, commitment to common performance standards, willingness to be collectively accountable, equitable and effective work and role assignment procedures within the team, and complementary skills. Effective work teams also
require compensation approaches that reward teamwork, such as gain sharing or team bonuses.\textsuperscript{50}

Aside from their complexity and the potential disadvantages of teams, there is great interest in their potential contributions. For example, in design and production situations, \textit{cross-functional work teams} have been found to be effective in reducing the time required from initial product design to eventual production through simultaneous engineering. Such teams, which typically include both design and production engineering personnel, as well as program managers who mediate differences, are ideally housed in the same area. Another benefit derived from these teams is the broadening experience that takes place within the teams across engineering specialties.\textsuperscript{51}

An example of the use of work teams having a great deal of autonomy is provided by the experiences of Steelcase, Inc., which introduced work teams into its new Context plant. The plant’s hourly employees are organized into some 47 work teams, several of which are cross-functional in nature. In addition to normal production work, these teams perform many activities that normally would have been managerial responsibilities, such as scheduling production, scheduling vacations, ordering materials, and purchasing new equipment.
Performance evaluation and compensation reviews are still the responsibility of managerial personnel.\textsuperscript{52}

Steelcase has derived a number of important benefits from its work groups. One is that the teams, which include machine operators, tend to make better machinery purchasing decisions than managers. Another benefit is savings in labor costs because the proportion of indirect labor costs is lower than other plants in the industry. For example, there is no need for the position of assistant foreman. An additional benefit is that the Context plant has experienced an annual turnover rate lower than one percent. Furthermore, communication has been facilitated as a result of the use of work teams. Finally, Steelcase has found that its workers have not become complacent because of the sense of ownership produced by the teams.\textsuperscript{53}
Virtual Teams

Virtual teams have members who work closely together even though they are based at different locations, including different countries, and may even be in different time zones. They typically have members from different functions and work across organizational boundaries as well. Advances in telecommunications, such as the Internet, e-mail, cell phones, and videoconferencing, have made virtual teams a possibility. In turn, market factors such as shorter product life cycles, rapidly shifting customer tastes, and international competitive pressures have provided the driving force for the use of technology to develop virtual teams. A team at a Johnson & Johnson unit provides a good example of a virtual team. This team has been assigned the task of developing a new surgical product and bringing it into production. The team consists of representatives of various functions and has members in Arlington, Texas, and Juarez, Mexico, where production facilities are located. Team members communicate frequently with each other using e-mail, fax, and telephone, and the team leader also makes frequent trips between the different locations.
Human Resource Outsourcing

One of the most significant forces affecting human resource management has been the outsourcing of human resource functions. Human resource outsourcing is commonly understood as the permanent contracting out of activities that were previously performed in-house. The trend toward outsourcing has been extremely widespread, and recent surveys have found as many as 91 to 93 percent of responding companies engaging in outsourcing.\textsuperscript{55}

The trend toward outsourcing has been caused by several strategic and operational influences. From a strategic perspective, some human resource departments have attempted to shift their focus and resources toward a more strategic role through the use of outsourcing. To accomplish this, human resource executives have used outsourcing to relieve their departments of some of the more mundane aspects of the function, such as those involving routine, low-value-added transactions. Outsourcing also has been used to help reduce bureaucracy and to encourage a more responsive and cost-sensitive culture by introducing external market forces into the organization through the bidding process. In addition, outsourcing has been used for political purposes, such as to reduce or control head count in human resources.\textsuperscript{56}
Outsourcing has been pursued for several operational reasons as well, such as for greater efficiency or better service in the performance of functions. For example, companies almost universally outsource 401(k) plans because large financial services companies can provide almost flawless low-cost administration of the plans. Other examples include medical claims processing and the processing of benefit continuation under the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA). Outsourcing also has been seen as a vehicle for cutting costs. While cost reduction is an important consideration in many firms, the evidence indicates greater likelihood of successful outsourcing when it is pursued as part of a coordinated plan, such as for strategic focus and service quality, rather than solely on the basis of lower costs. In addition, outsourcing has been used to obtain specialized expertise that is not available in-house. During the past two decades, down-sizing has often reduced the number of human resource specialists in human resource departments. This reduction in staff has required organizations to go to outside vendors to obtain specialized services, such as for test validation or in-depth assessments for leadership development.57
Open-Book Management

The practice of sharing financial and performance information is often referred to as *open-book management*. Essentially, the practice relies on the notion that empowered employees can make informed decisions and take informed actions on behalf of the firm. Because employees have the information and are empowered, they are almost compelled to take action. Jack Stack of Springfield Manufacturing has been credited for being the inventor of open-book management. Stack acquired a nearly bankrupt plant from International Harvester and was able to achieve a remarkable turnaround through the use of open-book management. One of his most critical changes in implementing open-book management was to help employees think of the firm as a business instead of an organization that reconditioned diesel engines. Interestingly, “He persuaded employees to view running the business as a game they could learn to play—and win.”

Open-book management is broader than many human resource practices as it combines a number of practices such as profit sharing, use of bonuses, scoreboarding (reporting results on score-boards), and training employees to understand the business. It often places heavy emphasis on the use of games in which the objective is to defeat a problem instead of other employees. Typically, firms that practice open-book
management develop simplified methods for reporting their financials to employees and train them to interpret various measures of performance. Open-book management usually combines generous bonuses beyond competitive base pay for a broad group of employees when the firm’s goals are achieved.59

Such bonuses are carefully spelled out as indicated in the following:

The bonus in open-book companies is an agreed-upon part—a significant part—of every-one’s compensation package. It pays out only if the company or business unit hits certain goals, which are determined and spelled out in advance. The bonus is every-body’s reward for boosting the company’s performance—for succeeding in business . . . Right away you can see a couple of conditions that an open-book bonus plan must meet. For one thing, it has to be generous—generous enough to matter . . . A bonus plan that leaves out any group of regular employees runs counter to the basic ideas of open-book management. So does a plan with widely disparate rewards . . . A bonus is an addition to competitive base pay.60
Another positive feature of open-book management is that the sharing of such information instills a sense of trust among employees. In firms that do not practice open-book management, financial and performance information is often restricted to high-level executives. This restricted information flow conveys to other employees that they are not to be trusted with such information. As a result of its positive features, open-book management has the potential to enhance employee motivation.\(^6\)

Examples of companies using open-book management include R.R. Donnelly and Sons, Carolina Safety Associates, and Terminex (North Carolina). The Bradshaw Group, Inc., in Richardson, Texas, provides an example of a small company that is practicing open-book management. The firm trains its employees to understand accounting and financial terms and shares ten percent of its firm’s profits when profit goals are achieved.\(^6\)
Total Quality Management

While not new, another continuing trend of importance to management strategists is *total quality management (TQM).* TQM, pioneered by Edwards Deming, is a broad-based, systematic approach for achieving high levels of quality. Many leading companies such as Motorola, Cadillac, and Xerox, whose strategies require them to survive against the pressures of world-class competition, have implemented TQM. In a strategic context, TQM is probably most accurately categorized as a tactic for carrying out strategies requiring high levels of product or service quality. Essentially, TQM pulls together a number of well-known managerial principles into a coherent and systematic frame-work. Through the systematic interaction of these principles, TQM has the potential to lead to increased quality. TQM principles emphasize:

- Articulation of a strategic vision
- Objective and accurate measurements
- Benchmarking
- Widespread employee empowerment and team building
- Striving for continuous improvement
- Emphasis on a systems view of quality that conceptualizes quality-related activities as being highly interdependent
- Leadership committed to quality
Great emphasis on customer satisfaction

Interestingly, TQM programs have the potential to increase the importance of the human resource management function. Human resource management plays a major role in providing more systematic training, facilitating changes that empower employees, instituting team-based reward systems, and communicating to workers their role in quality. David Bowen and Edward Lawler have described the relationship between TQM and human resource management as follows:

The importance of the HR side of the quality equation provides HR departments with a golden opportunity. Quality can be the “business issue” that truly brings senior managers and HR execs together to move from just HRM to strategic HRM. A major role in the quality improvement effort puts HR in a position to contribute directly and visibly to the bottom line, to add value to the company’s products and services in the same way that other functions, such as sales, accounting, and production, add value.

Before the human resource function can make full contributions to TQM efforts, high quality must be assured within the function itself. Unfortunately, measurement of the
function’s contributions is often difficult because of their indirect effects. Nonetheless, valid measures of human resource effectiveness can be developed. One means by which this might be accomplished is through external benchmarking. *Benchmarking* provides a useful means of both evaluating the quality of human resource programs, activities, and impact as well as a means of identifying areas in which resources should be concentrated. The following quotation by David Ulrich, Wayne Brockbank, and Arthur Yeung describes this practice:

> Benchmarking HR practices provide the means of focusing attention on highest value-added HR activities—those practices which are more likely to be practiced by successful companies. Rather than fall into the trap of trying to do everything well and please everyone with insufficient resources—which results in no one being satisfied—HR professionals could use benchmarking to focus limited resources on critical activities.\(^{66}\)

Evaluation of the human resource function can also be accomplished by asking other managers in the organization to evaluate the quality of services provided by the human resource management function.\(^ {67}\) One guide for evaluation is to place greatest emphasis on measuring the most critical human
resource management attributes, with secondary emphasis on the precision with which these attributes can be measured. This point is evident in the following statement by Curt Reiman, Director of the Baldrige Award for the U.S. Department of Commerce: “A company doesn’t earn money making measurements. The trick is to avoid great measurements of irrelevant things. You may have to live with approximate measurements of exactly the right things.”

Along this same line, proponents of TQM also advocate the use of Pareto analysis. The basis of Pareto analysis is that a small number of factors has a disproportionately large impact on outcomes, such as quality. Therefore, by correcting a few critical problems, disproportionate improvements in quality can be obtained.

One of the important impacts of TQM, from a human resource management perspective, is that it places great emphasis on training. TQM maintains that errors and mistakes, which detract from the quality of companies’ products and services, are a predictable result of untrained workers, and therefore training must be provided. Consistent with the emphasis on measurement, in some companies that use TQM, training is evaluated with the use of control groups and experimental designs.
In contrast to training, TQM is sharply at odds with conventional human resource practice in the area of performance evaluation. According to Deming, traditional performance evaluation systems are flawed because they are directed toward the individual instead of the team. Such systems also focus on assigning blame for past mistakes instead of pointing out direction for the future and may even detract from teamwork. Deming also argued that faulty systems and procedures are usually the cause of quality problems, not the performance of individual employees. TQM proponents also maintain that compensation should be directed toward teams instead of individuals. In addition to disagreement over performance evaluation, there also is controversy among TQM proponents over the appropriateness of team-based pay. Even some companies that have won the Baldrige Award for quality have not extended TQM into the areas of performance evaluation or compensation. Instead, companies implementing TQM have focused on problem areas that detract from quality, are relatively easy to fix, and do not involve much risk. For example, many companies focus their TQM efforts on improving training and communications. Fewer companies have shifted from more traditional compensation systems to team-based pay, abandoned their performance evaluation systems, or instituted self-managed teams. Motorola and Cadillac are exceptions in that they have instituted such teams.\textsuperscript{71}
As with any managerial innovation, TQM is not without problems. One criticism is that TQM efforts can lead to goal displacement, in which TQM becomes an end instead of a means. In such cases, attention is diverted from productive activities to gaining approvals from committees, filling out forms, and other bureaucratic procedures. The well-publicized difficulties encountered by Florida Power & Light and the Wallace Company after they won the Baldrige Award for quality provide wonderfully ironic examples of this problem. Additionally—although not the fault of TQM—during economic difficulties, some companies have reduced the level of employee empowerment. Executives in these companies have blamed employee empowerment for slower decision making. However, this appears to be a short-sighted criticism since the critical decision implementation process is facilitated by employee empowerment. Nonetheless, even in Japan there has been second-guessing of employee empowerment and consensus decision approaches because of their slowness. As a result, some leading Japanese companies have turned to more top-down–oriented chief executive officers. Another problem is incompatibility of some basic TQM concepts and downsizing strategies. Bernado De Sousa from Ciba-Geigy Ltd., has stated:

Because the aim of TQM is to add value to all stakeholders in every activity, it must of necessity make a company more efficient . . . Increased
productivity implies producing more with the same resources or, in a saturated market, producing the same amounts with fewer resources. In the latter case, which is the rule rather than the exception in the industrialized nations today, downsizing is the inevitable consequence.\(^73\)

Although De Sousa claims that layoffs can be avoided, presumably by attrition, worker insecurity resulting from downsizing or layoffs would seem to undermine the TQM philosophy.

**Integrated Manufacturing**

*Integrated manufacturing systems* provide a new approach for streamlined manufacturing. Such systems are commonly composed of *advanced manufacturing technology (AMT)*, TQM, and *just-in-time (JIT)* inventory control methods. AMT is a manufacturing approach based on highly computerized technologies, such as *computer-aided manufacturing (CAM)*. JIT inventory control is a method for delivering manufacturing components to the production line at the shortest practical time before they are needed. When these technologies and managerial systems are combined, integrated manufacturing systems have the potential to provide greater dissemination of
information, remove barriers associated with functional specialization, promote collaboration to solve quality problems, and develop congruence between goals of cost, quality, and desired production lead times.\textsuperscript{74}

These systems require knowledge workers whose levels of technical and problem-solving skills are advanced beyond those needed for earlier forms of manufacturing and have major implications for human resource management. Scott Snell and James Dean conducted an empirical analysis of the types of human resource practices associated with various components of integrated manufacturing systems. In companies in which there is greater emphasis on AMT and TQM, there is more selectivity in hiring, more comprehensive training, greater developmental use of performance appraisal, and greater emphasis on external pay equity. These results are consistent with companies’ motivations to hire and maintain high-quality workforces and to preserve their investments in human resources.\textsuperscript{75}
Strategic Human Resource Management
Section Two

Reengineering

Reengineering, which is also called process innovation, core process redesign, and business process reengineering, has been practiced since the late 1980s, often by companies facing intense competitive pressures. Essentially, reengineering is directed at achieving large cost savings by eliminating unneeded activities and consolidating work. It also sometimes redirects work across traditional departmental boundaries in order to accomplish work more quickly in cross-functional teams. Accordingly, reporting relationships are sometimes changed along with reward structures. The type of service desired by customers is the key to the process.

An example of reengineering is provided by its application at Texas Instruments. In this application, the driving force was the desire to reduce the time required for making customized semi-conductor chips for a customer. In another example, the driving force was increased competition. In this case, GTE revamped its customer service process when it found that customers wanted to call only one number for repair service, to obtain answers to billing questions, or to obtain additional services. Prior to reengineering, customers having service problems called repair clerks, who then recorded the information and then forwarded it to repair personnel. These activities were subsequently combined into one job performed...
by employees called front-end technicians who also now operate testing and switching equipment relocated from repair personnel. As a result, the front-end technicians solve 30 percent of all service calls, and a smaller percentage of calls must be passed on to other repair personnel. Another example involves a bank. In order to reduce its operating costs the Banca di America e di Italia (BAI) reengineered its retail banking operations with the goal of becoming a paperless bank. After reengineering activities involved in depositing checks, the number declined from 64 to 25. As a result of these and other changes, employees in each branch declined from seven to nine prior to reengineering to three to four afterwards. With these labor savings, the bank was able to open 50 new branches with its existing workforce.

Often, reengineering requires cross-functional coordination and the crossing of organizational boundaries. Because it may disrupt existing power relationships and eliminate organizational jobs, it has high potential for conflict. Because the process often fails to obtain desired improvements and it has high potential for destructive consequences, organizations should not engage in reengineering unless they perceive a serious need. Furthermore, reengineering typically does not achieve the level of improvement desired. The conventional wisdom is that the organization’s strategy should provide direction to the process by indicating the major
business activities that should be reengineered. Activities unnecessary to these business needs are potential targets for elimination. As with any intervention of this nature, the organization’s culture will have a major impact on its success. In many contemporary organizational cultures, the broad direction for reengineering should come from top management, while the specifics of reengineering should be the responsibility of those who perform work. In addition to the requirement for extensive time commitment from the chief executive, successful reengineering is more likely to take place where it is applied to a broad range of activities, training programs accompany work redesign, and there is extensive communication with employees.\textsuperscript{79}

As a closing note on reengineering, it should be noted that some high-level executives are not convinced of the ultimate value of reengineering. They have observed the elimination of jobs and such a massive increase in the workload of remaining employees that they have serious concerns about the long-range, detrimental human impact of such programs. Because of such reactions, the use of reengineering may diminish somewhat in the future.
Management of Professionals

Because of their nature, professionals require a different form of management and provide a challenge for human resource management. Important characteristics of professionals are that they often have low organizational loyalty, require substantial autonomy, follow a code of ethics established by their profession, adhere to standards of the profession, and have a high need for intellectual and technical challenges.\(^8\) The availability of managers who can manage the work of professionals cannot be taken for granted. The difficulties are well known, and there has been a long-standing controversy over whether such managers should be members of the relevant profession themselves or laypersons. The problems of failing to plan for the development of managers who can be effective in such settings are apparent. Mary Anne Von Glinow has stated:

Maximizing a professional’s productivity has led to the adoption or development of new methods of work organization that limit hierarchical levels of supervision, link pay and other rewards to performance, ease the tensions between the competing cultures of professionals and other employees, and give professionals greater participation in the decisions that affect their lives.
These managerial challenges and their solutions are crucial to the success and long-term survival of every high tech firm. The changes . . . require different and sometimes counterintuitive management skills and practices.\textsuperscript{81}

A human resource problem for the future will be to develop career paths for professionals. To move up in an organization, professionals have traditionally pursued an administrative track. Since they are often unprepared for management or administrative careers, they may not find such work satisfying. As a result, dual career ladders are sometimes provided, one in management and the other within the professional work.\textsuperscript{82} Planning for career progressions for professionals will require greater attention to the development of alternative tracks that will satisfy the needs of both professionals and their employing organizations. Large public accounting firms provide a remarkable example of turnover problems among professionals. A study of one such firm found that retention rates, after 60 months with the firm, ranged from 6 to 29 percent.\textsuperscript{83} A challenge for the future will be to develop career tracks for professionals that will enhance organizational loyalty.
Managing in the Aftermath of Mergers and Acquisitions

Although the level of merger and acquisition activity has lessened, mergers and acquisitions still are a permanent feature of the economy. Whether a merger or acquisition is successful depends on more than financial considerations. Success often depends on how well the two organizations’ human resources are integrated. As a result, the degree to which human resource aspects of mergers and acquisitions are planned can be critical.  

Bruckman and Peters have stated:

The amount of time and energy needed to successfully merge two sophisticated organizations, however, is more likely to resemble the planning and execution of the invasion of Normandy, accompanied by the resultant clash of cultures from many elements attempting to work together toward one end.

There is much evidence of the failure to work through human resource issues even when organizations are acquired for their human resources. It also has been argued that planning for the contingencies of a merger is critical because human resources will pay the price. If the company loses a takeover battle, there may be redundant employees and the
new entity will have to resort to layoffs. Conversely, if a company is successful in fending off a takeover, personnel layoffs are generally required to pay the costs of the defensive actions. 86

## DEMOGRAPHIC TRENDS

Many of the major demographic trends for the future are relatively well known. Nonetheless, these massive changes in demography have important implications for human resource management. Major changes include an aging workforce, the baby boom age glut, the baby bust labor shortage, increased racial diversity, and greater feminization of the workforce. These developments, particularly the variations in growth across different age cohorts, will have major implications for the career potential of individual workers. Planning will be necessary to avoid age bulges, age gaps, and surpluses in job categories or job families. 87
An Aging Workforce

As indications of aging trends, the median age for the U.S. population will increase from 42 in 1998 to 45 by the year 2008, while the median age for the labor force will increase from 39 in 1998 to 41 in 2009. Some of the implications of aging are that the workforce will be more experienced, stable, and reliable. As a result, it should be more productive. However, an older workforce may lead to less flexibility as older workers may not adapt as quickly to a dynamic economy. Greater costs will also result from greater pension contributions that are likely to be associated with an aging workforce. One implication of this trend is that as the workforce ages there should be correspondingly greater health care costs. Huge increases in health care costs have already occurred. Companies’ age distributions have already begun to affect their production costs and ability to compete. Interestingly, during the postwar period in which Japan’s remarkable economic growth occurred, it had a relatively smaller proportion of retired people to support than other industrial countries.
The Boomer Age Bulge

Projections of the labor force through the year 2008 reveal vast differences in the size of age cohorts. As Table 2-1 indicates, the intermediate age groups will decline. Participants in the 25-to-34 age group will decline 1.3 percent from 1998, while those in the 34-to-44 age group will decline by 6.9 percent. In contrast, participants in the youngest groups will increase. Those 16 to 19 will increase by 13.8 percent, while those 20 to 24 will increase by 16 percent. The largest increases come at the upper end of the age groups where the boomers are located. Labor force participants aged 45 to 54 will increase by 29.7 percent from 1998 levels, while those 55 to 64 will increase by a phenomenal 55.8 percent. The implications of these projections are dramatic. There will be a shortage of workers aged 25 to 44, while there will be an abundance of more experienced workers with the largest age category in the labor force of ages 45 to 54. 92
Table 2-1
Civilian Labor Force

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Category</th>
<th>1998</th>
<th>2008⁰</th>
<th>Percentage Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16 to 19</td>
<td>8,256,000</td>
<td>9,396,000</td>
<td>+13.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 to 24</td>
<td>13,638,000</td>
<td>15,814,000</td>
<td>+16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 to 34</td>
<td>32,813,000</td>
<td>32,398,000</td>
<td>-1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 to 44</td>
<td>37,536,000</td>
<td>34,945,000</td>
<td>-6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45 to 54</td>
<td>28,368,000</td>
<td>36,790,000</td>
<td>+29.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55 to 64</td>
<td>13,215,000</td>
<td>20,588,000</td>
<td>+55.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65 and older</td>
<td>3,847,000</td>
<td>4,645,000</td>
<td>+20.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

⁰ Projections.


Labor Shortages

At the beginning of the twenty-first century, firms faced the tightest U.S. labor markets in 30 years. In some states, the unemployment rates for adults fell below three percent. The combination of an exceptionally strong economy and demographic trends produced the labor shortages that had been predicted solely from demographic trends. Employers were expected to respond to the shortage by hiring retired workers and creating more varied work schedules to accommodate their needs. Indeed, as the shortage developed, employers responded in many predicted ways like hiring
disabled workers such as the mentally challenged and retired workers. Barring an economic collapse, labor shortages also are predicted for the future:

The traditional want ad will be replaced with “situation wanted” ads: Workers will place these ads on the Internet or other media and wait for companies to call them. They will have good reason to expect a call back. The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics projects 151 million jobs by 2006 and 141 people employees. As often happens today, many of those workers will be working two jobs.

The lure of jobs with dot-com or e-business companies and the prospects for rapid accumulation of wealth has made the labor market even tighter for highly skilled workers who are willing to take risks and live with uncertainty. Nonetheless, the most admired companies in the United States such as Lucent Technologies, General Electric, Microsoft, and Dell Computer have high ratios of applicants to jobs. These companies are aggressive recruiters, but ratios of applicants to jobs as high as 81 at Southwest Airlines help reinforce the notion that good employees are attracted to companies that have good management even in tight labor markets.
The Internet has created many of the jobs for highly skilled workers and has helped the labor market work more efficiently by providing information about jobs and applicants and facilitating match-ups. Internet recruiting has become so important that trade journals publish ratings of the top job sites such as Monster.com or Jobs.com. In addition to its advantages of speed and economy, Internet recruiting reaches the global labor market. Internet sites also offer the potential for tremendous volume. For example, GTE receives 20,000 to 30,000 résumés each year through e-mail. In addition, there is great specialization. For instance, one site specializes in job openings for morticians.\(^96\)

In addition to recruiting efforts, companies have responded to labor shortages by hiring non-traditional workers. A number of companies have achieved excellent results by hiring disabled employees. For example, at Carolina Fine Snacks, 50 percent of the employees have various impairments including mental retardation and cerebral palsy. Nonetheless, after hiring these employees, the company’s productivity climbed from 50 to 60 percent of capacity to over 90 percent, and turnover declined dramatically. Du Pont also has a long history of hiring disabled employees and five percent of its workers have disabilities.\(^97\) Kroger has an excellent record of hiring mentally challenged individuals to work as grocery
bargainers and has been able to cope with tight labor markets with these reliable and loyal employees.

Older workers also have provided an excellent source of labor. Although many older workers are not interested in full-time work, they appear to be interested in “fill-in” work of a part-time nature if the jobs provide flexibility and are close to home. The Senior Employment Service in New York and Operation Able in Chicago provide examples of successful employment of older workers. Companies such as Cigna, Grumman, and Hewlett-Packard are already using innovative approaches in staffing with older workers, frequently hiring their own retirees. The Days Inn hotel chain has staffed 25 percent of its reservation workforce with older workers.98

Interestingly, the reserve of female workers that provided needed labor in the past has been depleted by their current involvement in the labor force. Liberalized policies that would allow greater immigration of skilled workers also are also being viewed as a remedy for shortages of labor.99

Unfortunately for unqualified workers, U.S. employers will need entry-level workers whose skills are on par with global standards. Peter Morrison has stated, “When today’s first-graders reach adulthood they will compete within a global labor market and will need intellectual skills and levels of education
and literacy never demanded of their predecessors.” Stated differently, “jobs that are currently in the middle of the skill distribution will be the least-skilled occupations of the future, and there will be very few net new jobs for the unskilled.” The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics has projected that 40 percent of the growth in jobs through 2008 will require at least an associate’s degree.

Greater Racial Diversity

The labor force will become much more diverse in the twenty-first century. The category consisting of Asians and others (Pacific Islanders, Native Americans, and Alaskan Natives) is projected to grow by over 40 percent through 2008, the fastest of all racial groups. Hispanic participation is expected to increase by 36.8 percent, and Hispanics will become the largest minority group in the labor force by 2008, accounting for 12.7 percent of the labor force. The participation of black workers is expected to grow more slowly, 19.5 percent. Growth in labor force participation of white workers will be the slowest, only 9.7 percent. As a result of these growth patterns, by the year 2008, over 29 percent of the workforce will be composed of nonwhites. As noted earlier in this section’s discussion of the management of diversity, organizations will need to plan to take advantage of diversity instead of forcing conformity. Likewise, organizations will need to be proactive in helping to
create a work environment in which the creativity and innovativeness of diversity will flourish.104

Changing Occupational Distributions for Women

Females have constituted a growing portion of the workforce for several decades. However, this growth has slowed tremendously as women are predicted to constitute 48 percent of the workforce by 2008, only one percentage point more than in 1998. While the occupational distribution of women still differs from that of men, they have made great strides in several job categories. Women now account for 68.3 percent of the workers in training, human resources, and labor relations and for approximately 50 percent of accountants, although they are still underrepresented at the level of partner. Women have advanced most rapidly in cutting-edge industries because the need for pure intellectual horsepower overcomes inclinations for exclusion on the basis of gender. For example, they have fared well as information workers and as computer scientists. In the past 10 years, they also have made impressive inroads as engineers, sales engineers, and as support staff for technical sales.105

In order to attract talented women, many employers have work arrangements that better accommodate childbirth and, for women as well as men, the care of young children. Such
approaches include part-time schedules, flextime, flexi-scheduling, and allowing employees to work part of the time at home. Experiences with the latter have been reported at both General Motors and Citibank for managerial and professional personnel. The trends toward greater flexibility are clear. Between 1991 and 1997, the proportion of the civilian labor force working on flextime increased from 15 percent to 27 percent.  

Dual-Career Couples

An issue related to increased feminization of the workforce is the number of dual-career families. The number of couples having two wage earners has increased rapidly, having passed the two-thirds point more than a decade ago. In order to accommodate such families, many employers offer support services such as “sick child” care programs and day care. Such services are believed to produce reductions in absenteeism, lower turnover, recruiting advantages, and a positive impact on productivity. In order to help such dual-career couples, as well as single parents, employers now provide several forms of support. For example, referral services for child care are provided by one of the large public accounting firms as well as IBM. Other companies have set up child care facilities on company premises. Campbell Soup Company has had success with such a program. However, such programs are not
automatic successes. Corning Glass and Merck encountered high costs and resentment from employees who did not need such services.  

TRENDS IN THE UTILIZATION OF HUMAN RESOURCES

The Internet, e-mail, fax machines, cable modems, digital subscriber lines, personal computers, other forms of telecommunications, and express mail make up a set of forces that have allowed many workers to work off-site by telecommuting. Some also have been able to relocate geographically while continuing to perform the same work for their employers via telecommunications technology. Workers are relocating in the United States in patterns that are very different from past migration flows.
Telecommuting

Telecommuting, or telecommunicating, does not necessarily involve geographic relocation but simply involves working at home at least part of the time. In recent years, the number of workers who telecommute has increased dramatically, with estimates of more than 10 million working at least 20 percent of the time at home. An indication of this trend toward telecommuting is evident in the experience of U.S. West, where telecommuters now account for 16,000 of the company’s 54,000 employees. Another example is Merrill Lynch’s Private Client Technology Unit in which 19 percent of employees are telecommuters. Furthermore, the U.S. federal government also has a program for telecommuters called *flexiplace* that is used by employees of agencies such as the Internal Revenue Service.  

Telecommuting is thought to bring several individual benefits, including time savings from the avoidance of commuting as well as at-home child care, ease of working for multiple employers, access to jobs by disabled workers, and lifestyle advantages. There is a positive impact on the environment as well when fewer workers are on the highways. Organizational benefits include recruiting advantages, lower costs in using part-time workers, increased ability to use skilled professionals on an ad hoc basis, reduced likelihood of
unionization, less need for office space, productivity improvements, better morale for those employees given the option of telecommuting, and employee retention. AT&T states that it is able to retain more of its employees because of telecommuting. Some observers have asserted that telecommuters work more efficiently. ¹¹¹

Nonetheless, there are potential problems with such arrangements, including control difficulties, career limitations related to lack of visibility, workers’ concerns about missing opportunities, social isolation, less sense of belonging, and reduced loyalties to both employer and employee. There are also concerns about the security of confidential or competitive information when it is transmitted over telephone lines from to and from the telecommuter. Although encryption technology may reduce such threats, security is a concern for some companies. Telecommuters also need remote-office and information technology support. In addition, some managers find it difficult to trust their employees to work at home without their supervision. ¹¹²
Relocation of Work

Telecommunication advances have allowed information workers to migrate from cities to rural areas and small towns. This migration has created what futurists Naisbitt and Aburdene call the *electronic heartland*. These workers have been attracted to the heartland because there is less crime, a lower cost of living, and quality-of-life benefits. Workers who are making this relocation include owners of home-based businesses, writers, artists, stock traders, composers, software developers, and engineers.\(^{113}\)

Companies also are relocating their operations. In information systems and data processing, companies are relocating their facilities to areas where there are favorable costs. For example, a New York money center bank relocated its data processing operations to a nearby state where real estate and the cost of living are lower. Information is transmitted electronically back and forth with no delay in information system responsiveness while achieving substantial cost savings.

It is increasingly common for automobile rental companies and hotels to locate their reservations operations in areas of the country where there are wage advantages. For example, Hertz has its reservations and accounting operations
in Oklahoma City. Thrifty and Avis both have reservations operations in Tulsa, and Budget’s reservations operations are in Carrollton, Texas. Reservations operations for Hyatt Hotels are located in Omaha, Nebraska. These geographic areas offer wage advantages over many areas in the United States, and location is irrelevant to the nature of the work performed.

Recently, manufacturing companies have been relocating out of California because of the high costs of land and labor as well as the regulative environment. For example, California-based Applied Materials built a new $100 million facility in Texas because of such factors. Other examples include Weiser Lock, which closed a plant in California and moved it to Tucson where labor and cost of living are substantially lower. Similarly, Atlas Pacific Engineering relocated from northern California to Pueblo, Colorado, for lower labor and land costs. Companies from service industries also are relocating. Bank of America, for example, relocated its credit card unit from Pasadena to Phoenix. Additionally, the expense of operating in such high-cost areas as New York City has prompted some large companies to move their headquarters to less expensive areas. W. R. Grace announced its intentions to move its headquarters to Florida while JCPenney and Exxon–Mobil had already moved their headquarters from New York to the Dallas/Fort Worth area.
Growing Use of Temporary and Contingent Workers

Another important human resource issue is the increasing use of temporary or contingent workers. Temporary employees are often used to provide a buffer of protection for the jobs of the core of permanent employees. Further, the use of such workers is increasing, and there is likely to be additional unbundling in the future. In contrast to core employees, contingent workers have short-term affiliations with employers. Examples include temporaries, subcontracted workers, part-time workers, consultants, life-of-the-project workers, and leased employees. Companies also are using more “leased” employees who are “rented” from a temporary help agency on a long-term basis. Not surprisingly, unions typically resist the use of temporary workers.\(^\text{117}\)

Although there is growing use of higher-skilled temporary employees, the largest category of temporaries is still administrative support or clerical work. The second largest category is industrial help workers such as laborers, equipment cleaners, helpers, and handlers. Because demand for such industrial help workers is cyclical and seasonal, the advantages to the employer are obvious.\(^\text{118}\) Temporary workers are even being used in the health care industry as registered nurses, practical nurses, and x-ray technicians.\(^\text{119}\)
As indicated, the nature of temporary jobs is changing as there is a shift toward the higher skill levels. Temporary workers now include accountants, computer specialists, engineering personnel, financial executives, and technical writers. In information systems, temporary management services are being used for project management, installation of new systems, or during transition periods. Temporary management personnel and executives are sometimes early retirees from major computer companies or managers displaced as a result of restructuring.\textsuperscript{120}

**Factors Prompting Use of Temporary or Contingent Employees**

A number of factors encourage the use of temporary or contingent employees. Because of economic uncertainty or turbulence, many employers are reluctant to hire permanent employees and have increased their use of contingent employees. Another factor is fluctuating workloads.\textsuperscript{121} A client of Atlanta-based Norrell Corporation provides an example of adaptation to such fluctuations. The client organization has only 50 employees, while Norrell supplies it with 450 temporaries. Because the client needs most employees for only a seven-month cycle, it uses temporaries. Previously, the organization had 400 full-time employees and was overstaffed part of the time and understaffed the rest of the time.\textsuperscript{122} Companies also
can avoid paying overtime pay by using temporaries during peak demand periods. Growing and declining companies have been found to use more temporary employees. The use of temporaries who can be dismissed on short notice allows these companies to protect the core of permanent employees. Nonetheless, in tight labor markets, it may be difficult to obtain qualified temporary employees.

Other factors prompting the use of contingent workers include avoidance of recruiting, hiring, and training expenses for workers who are to be used only a short time and avoidance of severance costs. The perverse effects of legislation also may have prompted the use of temporaries in some instances. For example, the Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act (WARN), which was designed to provide advance notice of plant shutdowns to full-time employees, may encourage the use of temporary workers. Other advantages for employers in the use of such workers include flexibility, potential savings in labor costs, and acquiring labor needed during hiring freezes.

In addition to benefits for employers, there are some benefits for temporary or contingent workers. These benefits include the flexibility to match lifestyle and family obligations with work and the ease of finding a job. For women, who constitute approximately two-thirds of the temporary
workforce, the benefits also include exposure in the job market, opportunities to obtain work experience and work skills, and the opportunity to sample employment situations. Opportunities to reacquire work skills and confidence may have appeal for women who have withdrawn from the labor force for substantial lengths of time. Youthful workers also may be attracted by temporary work as opportunities to gain work experience.125

Factors Limiting the Use of Temporary or Contingent Employees

Although there are several advantages for employers in using temporary employees, there are also disadvantages. One disadvantage is the increased likelihood of missing affirmative action goals. Employers may not obtain desired numbers of female and minority employees in their permanent workforce if they curtail hiring and rely extensively on temporary workers. Another disadvantage is the need to train such workers. With temporary executives, disadvantages may include inordinate emphasis on short-term financial performance and absence of company loyalty. Disadvantages for temporary employees include lower opportunities to receive health insurance and retirement benefits, lower pay, and fewer training and educational opportunities. However, temporaries frequently have benefit coverage from spouses’ employment.126
Employee Leasing

Employee leasing is different from the use of temporary workers because there is no implication that employees will be other than full-time, long-term employees. Often, when an employer makes the decision to lease employees, his or her employees then become employees of a leasing firm. The leasing firm then supplies these same employees to the original employer. As with the use of temporaries, there are some advantages with employee leasing. One primary reason for leasing is that small employers can obtain more economical health insurance by virtue of the leasing company’s larger numbers of employees and inclusion under pooled rates. Another motivating factor is that all payroll and administrative services are performed by the leasing company, leaving the management of the small company free to focus on other aspects of the business.127

However, there are other disadvantages with the use of leased employees. One is that some of the advantages of small size, such as exclusion from coverage by various federal laws based on size limits, are lost because of the leasing company’s larger size. The use of a leasing company also may not eliminate liability, as there may be a shared employment relationship. Another disadvantage is that a number of leasing
companies have failed, leaving the employers using leased employees liable for workers’ compensation.\textsuperscript{128}

\section*{INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS}

\textbf{Global Competition}

Companies competing on a global basis will need to use world-class labor to obtain the quality needed for some product markets. For example, the Dana Corporation uses its training programs to develop employees who can produce at the level of world competitive standards. One of Dana’s accomplishments has been to develop some of its U.S. workers into world-class machinists.\textsuperscript{129} One large food manufacturer has obtained specialized world-class information services by having programming done in Mexico and routing work done in England.

Moving foreign nationals across international boundaries is another approach for highly skilled individuals. However, the use of U.S. expatriate workers in overseas holdings may be declining. In some U.S. companies with large overseas holdings, the number of U.S. expatriate workers is relatively small. For example, during one year, Honeywell had 27,159 employees overseas but only approximately 200 were U.S. citizens.\textsuperscript{130} Instead, there may be a growing tendency to bring
foreign nationals to the United States for a few years’ training with the parent company and having them take on the managerial or professional responsibilities in their countries. The legal restrictions involved in these actions may be critical. Some large organizations have human resource management specialists who have developed expertise in working through the legalities for such moves.

**Global Sourcing of Labor**

Innovative uses of labor on a global basis are evident. One example is a large U.S. insurance company in which claims are processed in Ireland. The combination of a common language, an educated labor force, a shortage of jobs, and relatively low wages make this an attractive option. As operations have been set up, claims data are sent from the United States using overnight airmail and electronic transmission. An interesting benefit of this relationship is that, in addition to the low cost of labor, there is a time differential advantage as work delivered overnight can be worked on several hours prior to the normal starting time of 8:00 A.M. on the East Coast. Additionally, U.S. companies sometimes have data entry performed offshore in order to take advantage of wage differentials. In some instances, data entry is performed by clerical workers who do not even speak English. For example, American Airlines has data entry performed in China and Barbados.¹³¹
Several Asian countries such as Korea, Singapore, Taiwan, Malaysia, and Indonesia are major U.S. trading and outsourcing partners. Nonetheless, the dramatic changes in Eastern Europe also have implications for labor supplies. Germany is especially intriguing. Although productivity in the eastern portion of Germany is lower because of the residual effects of communism, the prospects for rapid productivity growth are good because the labor force is literate, competent, mechanically adept, and has a strong work ethic. This transition to high productivity is in stark contrast to expectations of the labor force in many U.S. cities where illiteracy among workers is high. 132 Although the workforce from the former East Germany may be more skilled than those of some Eastern European countries, the labor forces of these countries are attractive in many respects and are now accessible to Western companies.
North American Free Trade Agreement

The North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) between the United States, Canada, and Mexico eliminates tariffs on goods produced in these countries. Canada is the largest trading partner of the United States and Mexico is the second largest. The act is still controversial, with unions claiming that jobs have been lost, while employers and the U.S. Department of Commerce point to job creations. Regardless of the various claims, the effect on trade among the three countries is indisputable because there has been remarkable growth. Trade between the United States and Canada increased by 56 percent during the first four years alone. Even more impressive is that during the same period trade with Mexico increased by 113 percent. In addition, NAFTA has probably helped stimulate interest in broader trade agreements between countries in North and South America, such as the proposed Free Trade Area of the Americas that would include many nations. 

NAFTA and the possibility of further trade agreements have several interesting implications for human resource management. Many human resource managers become involved in their companies’ operations in Canada and Mexico. For example, along the border region of Mexico and Texas, human resource managers commonly commute between El Paso, where they live, and Juarez, where their plants are
located. These human resource managers are bilingual and knowledgeable about the cultural and legal environment of human resources in Mexico. Similar examples exist for Canada as well. Some of the future challenges for human resources will be to develop effective practices for their cross-border operations, such as equitable compensation systems and the ability to move key employees into their operations in all three countries. They also will need to help develop managers and key professionals who can work effectively in the cultures of the other countries.

**European Community**

Access to this huge market has major human resource implications for U.S. companies that have operations in European Community (EC) countries or do business with them. The relaxation of trade rules and the adoption of uniform standards within the EC have produced efficiencies in moving goods and workers across borders that have implications for U.S. operations in Europe. Nonetheless, the European labor environment remains highly unionized, and governmental regulations make it very difficult to lay off or terminate employees. However, the EC may produce benefits for U.S. operations in Europe through more unified regulations affecting human resources. From another perspective, there also is the possibility of a unified response from a huge market that can
affect domestic U.S. operations. For example, the EC was vehement in its attack on the Boeing and McDonnell Douglas merger because of the threat to the EC’s Airbus. For some time, U.S. takeovers of European companies have been viewed as threats to the national identities of Italy, France, and Germany. However, in this instance, the resistance was to a purely U.S. merger.
SUMMARY

This section has overviewed several trends and developments that are likely to affect human resources in the twenty-first century. The impact of technology on employee skill requirements and jobs was considered along with the impact on organization structure. As a result of information technology, organizations are becoming less hierarchical and more adaptive and flexible. The emergence of unbundled corporations, network or virtual organizations, cellular organizations, respondent corporations, and the growth in entrepreneurial businesses were discussed. Some of these new organizational structures or forms that take contingent views toward organizational units and their workers are becoming more commonplace. The examination of worker values and attitudes revealed that employees also are becoming less loyal toward their employers, more concerned with having interesting jobs that allow them to grow, and more inclined to feel that they are entitled to participate in decisions affecting them.

Several important managerial trends were examined, including the need to manage an increasingly diverse workforce and to harness its capacity for creativity. The increased use of teams and the emergence of virtual teams was discussed. Team practices, such as rotating leadership responsibilities
among team members based on the stage of product development cycles, were addressed. The increasing practice of human resource outsourcing was described as a major change in the management of human resources. In addition, there was discussion of the continued emphasis of TQM, which requires a number of changes in the human resource function, including a stronger service orientation. The implications of several other managerial trends were examined, including integrated manufacturing, process reengineering, and managing an increasing number of professionals. There also was a discussion of how organizations will need to prepare for and deal with the aftermath of mergers and acquisitions.

Several other trends also were examined, including demographic trends such as the aging work-force, the age gaps and bulges that have resulted from the baby boom and baby bust, the possibility of continuing labor shortages, greater racial diversity, changing occupational distributions for women, and dual-career couples.

Trends in the utilization of human resources were also examined, including telecommuting and the relocation of work. The implications of telecommuting and the migration of information workers to rural areas and small towns for cost-of-living and quality-of-life reasons were discussed. In addition, there was a discussion of the relocation of companies that are
taking advantage of low costs in Midwestern, Southwestern, and mountain states. The trend toward increasing use of temporary or contingent workers, which has expanded to professionals, was discussed. The increased internationalization of business and global sourcing of labor also were examined along with the implications of NAFTA and the EC.
**CASE 2-1**

**U.S. Automobile Manufacturing in the Twenty-First Century**

In 1989, economists John Rutledge and Deborah Allen predicted a resurgence of U.S. manufacturing before the new century. They predicted that resurgence would be stimulated by increased investment in the capital base of machinery and tools by which products are manufactured. When they made their prediction, many U.S. manufacturers were using outdated tools and machines, compared with those of global competitors. As a result, some U.S. products were not competitive in price or quality.

Factors expected to drive the resurgence of manufacturing included a low rate of inflation and the demographic influences associated with the baby boom. U.S. manufacturing investment stagnated during earlier periods of high inflation, which reached 14 percent in 1980. High inflation caused investors to purchase tangible assets, such as hotels and office buildings, as inflation hedges. Since stocks and bonds do not provide this same hedge, they became less attractive investments and funding for the plant and equipment needed for production of goods became more difficult to obtain. The attack on inflation during the 1980s and tax reform...
made tangible assets less attractive as inflation hedges and tax shields. Stocks and bonds then became relatively more attractive.¹

One foundation for the economists’ prediction was aging of the baby boomers. When the economists made their predictions, the baby boomers had reached their mid-forties and were predicted to start to save more. The savings of this huge age cohort were expected to serve as major sources of funding for the new plant and equipment needed to make U.S. manufacturing competitive in world markets.² The oldest of the baby boomers were in their mid-fifties in 2000 and will be in their mid-sixties in 2010. This is a huge age cohort and is expected to push the median age of the U.S. labor force to 45 in 2008. As a result of the baby boomers and past layoffs based on inverse seniority, some U.S. manufacturing firms in the year 2000 had workforces with an average age in the mid-fifties.

Employment in manufacturing was fairly stable in the 1990s while manufacturing productivity increased. With increased productivity, fewer workers were needed to manufacture the same amount of goods. (The health of the industry is not necessarily indicated by whether there is a growing or declining level of employment.) Furthermore, some manufacturing employment shifted to the services sector as a
CASE 2-1 continued

result of outsourcing. (Employees of firms supplying services, such as information services, for manufacturing companies are not counted in manufacturing employment.) Interestingly, in automobile manufacturing the capital requirements for assembly plants has declined as indicated in the following:

We could be seeing a radical transformation in where and how cars are built, predicts David Cole, director of the Office for the Study of Automotive Transportation at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor. But will we? Assembly plants can now be built for around US$400 million, instead of the $1 billion they historically cost. These “disposable plants” could, at least in theory, be readily written off, making site selection decisions extremely flexible and short-term. “We’ve learned a lot about plant design and about designing with less redundancy,” explains Cole.

In addition, experts on the automobile industry say that labor costs are increasing in Mexico and that it actually costs more to build a plant in Mexico.

“Mexico is still generally a cheaper place to do business, but not as cheap as it used to be. Labor, for example, is getting more expensive . . . . The labor force in northern
CASE 2-1 continued

Mexico is getting increasingly sophisticated, and wages have gone up.” . . . Building a plant in Mexico also entails a number of unexpected costs . . . “Simple materials like concrete may be cheaper, but overall, I can build a plant cheaper in South Carolina than I can in Mexico” . . . That’s because there are few to no local suppliers for more sophisticated building systems like air conditioning, and because the energy and water constraints mean the plant has to be built for greater efficiencies than would be necessary in the United States.\(^5\)

Interestingly, the labor costs of producing automobiles in Canada are lower than in the United States and productivity is substantially higher. Additional developments in the automobile industry are that the manufacturers would like to sell automobiles over the Internet, which they predict would reduce the average price of automobiles by approximately $1,000. However, there is stiff resistance from the dealers who have been able to obtain legal restrictions making direct sales more difficult for manufacturers. Finally, the United Auto Workers (UAW) has lifetime employment agreements with the automobile manufacturers.\(^6\)
Questions

1. Consider all of the information presented in this case and your knowledge of current economic and business conditions. What human resource issues should managers in the automobile industry be prepared for in the future?

2. How might the employee skills, management practices, and automobile manufacturing companies change in the future? How would you expect managerial trends to affect human resource practices and policies in future automobile manufacturing?

3. Describe how the human resource and managerial environments of automobile manufacturing firms in the twenty-first century differ from the same environments in the 1970s. (You may need to do some reading or interview someone who can provide a historical perspective.) Try to explain these differences with respect to the effects of technology, organizational structure, worker values, managerial trends, demographic trends, and trends in the utilization of human resources.

4. Explain how the North American Free Trade Agreement may affect the U.S. automobile manufacturing workforce in the United States by the year 2010.
CASE 2-1 continued
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Strategy Formulation

The fourth component in the conceptual framework, strategy formulation, provides direction to the organization. Effective organizational strategies are required for the organization to accomplish its mission while being guided by an investment perspective. After scanning the environment for opportunities and threats and the introspective process of evaluating strengths and weaknesses, the organization is ready for strategy formulation. As noted in the Preface, human resource planning also may provide input for strategy formulation, although it is sequenced in the conceptual framework after strategy formulation.

This section will first discuss the importance of human resource management to strategy formulation. Following this discussion, the theoretical foundation for strategic human resource management will be presented, along with strategic concepts and definitions. International strategy, a topic of rapidly growing importance, will then be discussed. The section will then examine the contributions that human resources can make to corporate strategy and the interaction between strategy and human resources. After this discussion, strategy-driven role behaviors, types of human resource activities, types of firms, network organizations, and organizational learning will be examined. Following these strategic topics, the integration
of strategy with human resource planning will be explored. Finally, personal requirements of strategically oriented roles will be discussed. Although the material presented in this section is often expressed in a human resource context, the strategic principles have broad application to all managers.

**IMPORTANCE OF HUMAN RESOURCES TO STRATEGY**

Human resource management has become more important to general management, largely as a result of its role in providing competitive advantage, the rush to competitiveness, and an awareness of the demands of the technologically advanced environment of the future.\(^1\) Strategist Michael Porter has found that human resource management is a key to obtaining competitive advantage.\(^2\) In a growing number of organizations, human resources are now viewed as a source of competitive advantage. There is greater recognition that distinctive competencies are obtained through highly developed employee skills, distinctive organizational cultures, management processes, and systems. This is in contrast to traditional emphasis on transferable resources, such as equipment that can be purchased by competitors. Increasingly, it is being recognized that competitive advantage can be obtained with a high-quality workforce, which enables organizations to compete
on the basis of market responsiveness, product and service quality, differentiated products, and technological innovation, instead of reliance on low costs. An example of human resource–based competitive advantage is provided by John Deere’s efforts to automate its factories. As a result of the development of exceptional talent and expertise in factory automation, the company established a technology division. Another example is provided by ARCO’s increased emphasis on human resource management issues in its executive development program. Examples such as these indicate the broader responsibilities and importance of today’s more strategically oriented human resource management.

Aside from its role in providing competitive advantage through a quality workforce, the necessity of controlling labor costs also has elevated the role of human resource management. As a result of intense pressure to control costs, general managers have gained a greater awareness of the impact of inefficient use of human resources. Managers need look no further than underutilized workers, lack of trust, resistance to change, antagonistic labor–management relations, motivational problems, and restrictive work practices to find causes of lower productivity. Interestingly, resources allocated toward better utilization of human resources may prove to be more cost efficient than investments in plant and equipment. Because of potential cost efficiencies, improved human
resource management can play a key role in the organization’s competitive strategy and in the development of distinctive competencies.  

Economic turbulence also has increased the importance of the strategic role of human resource management. Turbulence, globalization, technology, dramatically changing demographics, and differences in workforce values have created almost unprecedented environmental uncertainty. Strategic human resource management and the subprocess of human resource planning are increasingly being seen as means of buffering environmental uncertainty. Not surprisingly, human resource management is becoming integrated into the strategy formulation and planning process. As human resource management becomes a more important component of a company’s competitive strategy, general management has an incentive to ensure alignment and consistency between strategy and human resource practices and policies. The first alignment challenge comes with finding the answer to the following question: “What kinds of people will be needed to lead the organization in the years to come?” The expectation is that people and practices, which are aligned with future strategic needs, produce superior organizational performance. While the evidence on this point is mixed, some recent empirical studies have found higher performance to be related to integrated, strategic human resource management. There
has also been recognition of contributions of human resource management to company success in international endeavors. Such success is more likely when international involvement is rewarded and international business training is provided. It is also more likely when managerial selection and promotion criteria incorporate international experience. Nonetheless, before such contributions can be made, a coherent human resource strategy must be developed and linked to the organization’s overall strategy.

THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS

Strategic Concepts and Definitions

The term *strategic human resource management* has become a widely used in the management literature. In general, the goal of strategic human resource management is the effective application of such resources to meet organizations’ strategic requirements and objectives. When defining the term, practitioners tend to emphasize its implementation role, as revealed in the following definitions:

Getting the strategy of the business implemented effectively . . . getting everybody from the top of the human organization to the bottom doing things that make the business successful.”
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A more comprehensive academic definition of strategic human resource management specifies the following:

Strategic human resources management is largely about integration and adaptation. Its concern is to ensure that: (1) human resources (HR) management is fully integrated with the strategy and the strategic needs of the firm; (2) HR policies cohere both across policy areas and across hierarchies; and (3) HR practices are adjusted, accepted, and used by line managers and employees as part of their everyday work.\(^\text{14}\)

Patrick Wright and Gary McMahan have offered a similar definition of strategic human resource management.\(^\text{15}\) Their definition is “the pattern of planned human resource deployments and activities intended to enable an organization to achieve its goals.”\(^\text{16}\)

Given these definitions of strategic human resource management, a comprehensive theoretical framework can now be used to organize knowledge of how human resource practices are affected by strategic considerations. Such a theoretical framework has been developed by Patrick Wright and Gary McMahan and is presented in Figure 2-1. This framework presents six theoretical influences, four of which
provide explanations for practices resulting from strategy considerations. The first, the resources-based view, explains practices that provide competitive advantage, such as the unique allocation of the firm’s resources, organizational culture, and distinctive competence. For example, a firm might allocate its resources to produce superior selection procedures and compensation systems in order to obtain distinctive competence. The second influence, a behavioral view, based on contingency theory, explains practices designed to control and influence attitudes and behaviors. It stresses the instrumentality of such practices in achieving strategic objectives. The third draws on cybernetics systems. This view explains the adoption or abandonment of practices resulting from feedback on contributions to strategy. When viewed from this perspective, training programs might be adopted to help the organization pursue a strategy and would be updated according to feedback. The fourth, an agency/transaction cost view, explains why companies use control systems, such as performance evaluation and reward systems. In the absence of performance evaluation systems linked to reward systems, strategies might not be pursued.¹⁷
FIGURE 2-1
Strategic Human Resource Management: 
A Theoretical Framework

The other two theories provide explanations for personnel practices that are not driven by strategy considerations. Resource dependence and power theories explain practices caused by power and political influences such as legislation, unionization, control of resources, and expectations of social responsibility. The final influence, institutional theory, explains that practices, such as the use of inappropriate performance evaluation dimensions, may exist because of organizational inertia rather than conscious or rational decision making.\textsuperscript{18}

**Strategy**

The contemporary literature provides a number of different definitions of strategic management. James Brian Quinn’s definition of strategy focuses on the integration of goals, policies, and action sequences: “A strategy is the pattern or plan that integrates an organization’s major goals, policies, and action sequences into a cohesive whole.”\textsuperscript{19} Thus, strategy deals with providing direction, coordinating, and providing a decisional framework. Another role of strategy deals with the allocation of resources. The following definition by William Henn focuses on this aspect of strategy: “Strategy is the concentration of resources on selected opportunities for competitive advantage.”\textsuperscript{20} Strategist Kenichi Ohmae has made a similar point, “Merely allocating resources in the same way as your competitors will yield no competitive advantage.”\textsuperscript{21} Henn’s
and Ohmae’s definitions focus on making hard decisions to take resources from less promising product lines, projects, and the like, and concentrating them in areas where the company can obtain a strategic advantage. By failing to be selective about opportunities and failing to make tough decisions about the company’s distribution of resources, they are spread too thinly across all product lines. As a result, companies that fail to concentrate their resources are at a disadvantage. Thus, strategy performs directional, coordinating, decision-making, and resource allocation functions.

**Strategic Planning**

Definitions of strategic planning, also called the *strategy formulation process*, differ in their emphasis on rationality and formality. The following is James Craft’s description of *rational/comprehensive* strategic planning:

The rational/comprehensive process, frequently advocated in strategic planning texts and apparently by many practitioners, emphasizes purposeful activity through a logical formulation of goals, examination of alternatives, and delineation of plans prior to actions. It tends to have a long-term orientation and focuses on measurable forces affecting the firm, as well as on quantitative activities and procedures.
The process of formal rational/comprehensive strategic planning is typically composed of the following steps:

1. Development of organizational philosophy and mission statement
2. Environmental scanning
3. Analysis of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT analysis)
4. Formulation of strategic objectives
5. Generation of alternative strategies for achieving objectives
6. Evaluation and selection of strategies

This series of steps makes no mention of the political aspects of strategic planning. Nonetheless, the formality of the process and its emphasis on logic and quantitative processes should not obscure the fact that strategic planning is conducted by a dominant coalition. Because of the political nature of the process, some aspects of a plan will be negotiated. \(^{25}\)

In contrast to formal/comprehensive strategic planning, informal/incremental strategic planning emphasizes the emergent and temporal nature of strategy and has a shorter-term orientation. \(^{26}\) According to Quinn, to a certain extent the managed or logical incremental approach represents an adaptive process, making changes and adjustments to strategy
on the basis of new information. Such planning is not “muddling through,” “disjointed,” or “unconscious.” Further, manager- or logical incremental planning is not inconsistent with formal planning, but instead leads to quicker implementation and reduces the likelihood of catastrophic errors that might result from rigid adherence to formal rational/comprehensive planning. Logical incrementalism is consistent with adapting to input from organizational subunits and functional areas as information becomes available. This appears to be the case as more of the responsibilities of strategic planning are being shared with line managers.

Although the two types of strategic planning differ, their use is not mutually exclusive as companies tend to employ both approaches. It is probably more useful to think of strategic planning as a balance between rational/comprehensive and incremental planning or a matter of degree. Regardless of the degree of formality versus incrementalism, strategic planning serves a number of vital functions, which are presented in Table 2-2.
Table 2-2  
Functions of Strategic Planning

1. Periodic forward scanning
2. Analysis based on longer time frame
3. Communication about goals and resource allocation
4. Framework for short-term plan evaluation and integration
5. Institutionalization of longer-term time horizons necessary for investments such as in research and development
6. Decisional criteria framework for short-term decision making


Competitive Strategy in Business Units

To this point, the discussion of strategic planning has been primarily focused at the corporate level. Nonetheless, competitive strategies at the business level are very relevant to human resources and the development of human resource strategies. Michael Porter’s framework provides a good basis for understanding competitive strategies at the business level. Porter has argued that there are five forces that affect the
potential profitability of an industry: These forces, which have some foundation in the economic reasoning of the economist Alfred Marshall, include the ease with which new competitors can enter an industry, customers’ bargaining power, suppliers’ bargaining power, the strength of rivalry among the industry’s competing firms, and the availability of substitutes for the industry’s goods or services. In turn, there are several specific characteristics by which each of these forces can be evaluated. For example, the strength of barriers to entry into an industry is determined by such influences as economies of scale, capital costs, and governmental regulation. These forces provide the basis for the development of an analytical tool called the value chain, which provides insights into how firms assess their capabilities to compete and make decisions regarding their competitive strategies. Examples of primary activities in the value chain include operations, outbound logistics, and service, while examples of support activities include human resources and technology.  

The combined understanding of an industry’s attractiveness and an awareness of the firm’s capabilities to compete allows firms to chose a strategy for competing in the industry. Essentially, there are three generic strategies for competing in an industry: low-cost leadership, differentiation (distinctive products or services), and niche or focus variations that apply low-cost leadership or differentiation in a narrow or
focused segment of the industry. Such business competitive strategies are important to human resource strategy formulation because different human resource practices are consistent with different competitive strategies. Raymond Miles and Charles Snow’s adaptive model of business strategy provides insights into how firms adapt themselves for better alignment with their competitive environments. Their model is addressed later in this section.

**Planning in Strategic Business Units**

Human resource management can play an important role in strategic planning at the level of the strategic business unit and, as noted, is one of the links in value chain analysis. This role may be examined in the context of human resource input in the development of strategic alternatives. For example, a strategic business unit’s marketing group may identify an opportunity during its planning processes. Marketing planners then develop alternative strategies for exploiting the opportunity. As a part of the planning process, representatives from the functional areas such as production, finance, and human resources make inputs on the strengths, weaknesses, and resource requirements. Human resource management would be expected to provide an analysis of the staffing implications of each alternative. The product of these planning processes is then submitted to the corporate top management team for
approval and funding. In some corporations, the vice president for human resources would also be a member of the executive committee making the final decisions on these planning proposals. This representation of human resources by the human resource vice president or senior human resource official would constitute a separate role.  

**Human Resource Strategy**

To this point, the discussion of strategy and strategic planning has focused on the general concept of strategic human resource management and the relatively broad concepts of corporate level and strategic business unit considerations. The next focal point is *human resource strategy*, which has been defined by Randall Schuler as follows: “HR strategies are essentially plans and programs to address and solve fundamental strategic issues related to human resources management.”  

Human resource strategy focuses on the alignment of the organization’s human resource practices, policies, and programs with corporate and strategic business unit plans. Consistent human resource policies and practices are important concerns of general management as well as the human resource function.  

Differences in human resource management policies and practices across industries demonstrate that policies and
personnel practices vary according to the environment in which companies operate. However, industrial categories do not explain all such differences because variations in company strategies also determine human resource policies and practices. Companies generally try to avoid excessive emphasis on achieving a fit between their strategies and human resource policies and practices. Excessive concern with fit can be detrimental, since there must be transition periods during which mismatches will occur. Likewise, too much fit between a company’s human resources and its strategies may unnecessarily restrict the range of employee skills, detract from innovation, and limit the capacity to change.  

**Human Resource Planning or Staffing Planning**

Human resource planning provides input into higher-level strategic planning processes. One benefit of such planning is that, regardless of the accuracy of forecasts involved, the very act of developing forecasts forces managers to reassess the fundamental assumptions under which the organization operates. Other contributions of human resource planning are that it signals the need for change and serves to guide the activities within human resource management toward greater compatibility with the organization. The process of *human resource planning*, in sequential order, includes environmental scanning and an interface with strategic planning, forecasting
human resource demand, inventorying the organization’s current stock of human resources, forecasting both internal and external supplies of labor, comparing supply and demand forecasts, developing plans for dealing with shortages and surpluses, and feeding back these results in a strategic planning interface.  

INTERNATIONAL STRATEGY

Companies use different strategies to produce products and services that enable them to compete in the global marketplace. These strategies include multinational strategies, global strategies, transnational strategies, strategic alliances, and hybrid strategies. Nonetheless, world-class workforces are required with all of these strategies. Human resource management must be able to identify sources of such labor and plan its use. Even with alliances, human resource management input is critical for both strategy formulation and implementation. 
Multinational, Global, and Transnational Strategies

International strategies may be described as multinational, global, transnational, or mixtures of basic strategies. With a *multinational strategy*, companies operate in countries chosen for their individual profit potential. All activities related to design, production, and marketing are then performed in each of these countries. (These are called *value-chain* activities.) *Multidomestic strategies* customize the product and its marketing to the unique preferences of each country. In contrast, global strategies produce standardized products, with different activities such as design and production being located in different countries, depending on labor costs, skills, or other strategic advantages. With *transnational strategies*, companies compete in the global marketplace through the use of networks and strategic alliances.  

Multinational or multidomestic strategies provide a power advantage in dealing with unionized workers, because labor difficulties or other production problems only shut down production and revenue flows from one country’s operations or a small set of countries. However, they do not produce the economies of scale of global strategies. With global strategies, economies of scale are obtained by maintaining only a few different product models. As a result, lower costs and higher quality are obtained. Japanese automobile manufacturers
provide an example of a successful application of this strategy. A disadvantage with this approach is that standardization does not address all customers’ preferences. Likewise, greater coordination is required, and marketing may be less effective. A human resource implication of the global strategy is that there is concentration of resources and talent on a smaller set of activities. Thus, with the global strategy, it is important to locate each of the value-chain activities where there is world-class labor, in terms of cost or skills. Another human resource implication is that with a global strategy, a company would probably be particularly vulnerable to strikes or labor relations problems at any link in the value chain, since the whole process is dependent on each link. However, with more than one source of manufacturing facilities, the company can shift production to other operating plants.40
Strategic Alliances

Companies are increasing their use of strategic alliances with foreign companies. Such alliances allow companies to combine their distinctive competencies in order to gain an advantage in producing or marketing a product. Frequently, U.S. companies reduce their labor requirements by forming alliances with foreign firms. However, the history of U.S. companies’ experiences with strategic alliances indicates that the arrangement may be fraught with perils. According to David Lei and John Slocum, alliances can be extremely dangerous for companies that outsource manufacturing. The allure of low-cost production, without the costs of investing in product development and new manufacturing technologies, is particularly seductive. Unfortunately, U.S. companies pursuing this strategy have typically ended up being “deskilled” or “hollowed out” in critical skill areas. Although in the short run financial benefits of entering into an alliance may be impressive, in the long run the alliance partner doing the manufacturing typically becomes the dominant player in the market. This occurs as a result of the U.S. partner’s diminished manufacturing knowledge and the manufacturing partner’s capture of knowledge of the other company’s core competencies.41
Lei and Slocum have concluded the following:

Collaboration may unintentionally open up a firm’s entire spectrum of core competencies, technologies, and skills to encroachment and learning by its partners... Alliances can be used as an indirect strategic weapon to slowly “deskill” a partner who does not understand the risks inherent in such arrangements.42

A prime example where this has occurred is the consumer electronics industry in which U.S. companies such as General Electric, RCA, and Zenith held dominant positions in all skill areas of the industry. Twenty years after their entry into alliances, virtually no consumer electronics are manufactured in the United States, while alliance partners have become dominant in the industry. More significantly, their alliance partners have used the knowledge gained from these U.S. companies to develop core competencies and take the lead in other areas such as miniature lasers and sensor systems. The greatest danger of transferring such skills occurs in situations in which there is frequent interaction and exchange between the organizations’ engineering and technical employees. Companies that have outsourced manufacturing in alliances frequently no longer have the skills to compete in manufacturing and may be relegated to marketing the alliance partner’s products. Further,
because of the integrated design, production, and marketing processes required for today’s short product development cycles, the pace of the dependent company’s decline may quicken.\textsuperscript{43}

Lei and Slocum have concluded that the importance of domestic manufacturing may have been underestimated. For example, companies that have licensed foreign companies to use their manufacturing technologies have placed themselves at future disadvantage. As Lei and Slocum pointed out, “As technology becomes a greater source of competitive advantage, licensing decisions can often radically shift the firm’s competitive posture in that industry.”\textsuperscript{44}

Human resource managers need to know how to decrease the likelihood of these undesirable outcomes. Measures that may prevent alliances from working to the eventual disadvantage of the company include: (1) understanding the real aspirations of the alliance partner, (2) keeping in mind the original purposes of the alliance so that objectives are not redefined to the company’s disadvantage, (3) avoiding a false sense assurance provided by legal control since the real key is knowledge transfer, and (4) keeping alliance interface managers in place over long periods of time so that subtle nuances are understood.\textsuperscript{45} Because the latter is often in opposition to the length of job rotation cycles in
management development programs, human resource managers may need to lengthen such cycles.

**Sustainable Global Competitive Advantage**

Interestingly, predictions by some observers that the United States would become an information economy while underdeveloped countries would take on the less skilled manufacturing roles appear to have been off the mark. These predictions have underestimated the intellectual resources of such countries and the limited capital investments required for entry into the information industry. For example, the city of Bangalore, India, has high-quality computer programming talent that U.S. companies and companies from other countries are using for development of highly complex computer software. The Indian programmers have the reputation of exceptional ability and the persistence to be able to develop very complex programs. Further, their lower salaries compared to U.S. standards makes them a highly sought out source of world-class labor.\textsuperscript{46} Strategists would do well to avoid a premature dismissal of other countries’ long-run capabilities and focus on the factors that provide companies with real and *sustainable competitive advantage* in the global economy.
Likewise, there are other strategy-related human resource implications of globalization. With greater globalization of markets, it will become more difficult for companies that do no human resource planning to compete with companies from other countries that have taken advantage of such strategy and planning contributions. For example, Volkswagen has attributed some of its managerial successes to its human resources. Volkswagen maintains a long-term approach, which is evident in its training programs that prepare workers for highly automated production systems. Also tied in with its human resource and planning efforts is Volkswagen’s extensive involvement in apprenticeship training programs. During one year, 4,500 apprentices were employed by Volkswagen and guaranteed permanent jobs after completion of training, even though unemployment levels in Germany were relatively high.\textsuperscript{47} Volkswagen’s stock of skilled workers may provide it with a sustainable competitive advantage over its rivals. Nonetheless, Germany’s current high wage rates have offset this advantage to some extent.
Globally Competent Managers

A growing area of strategic importance is the recruitment, selection, and development of globally competent managers. Nancy Adler and Susan Bartholomew have studied the human resource requirements for “transnationally competent managers” who have global understandings of business and broad cultural knowledge. Such managers have the flexibility to live in different cultural environments, can interact simultaneously with individuals from several different cultures, and have an egalitarian view of colleagues from other countries. A staffing goal would be to have a rich mixture of such managers from different countries, fluent in several languages, who use world-class standards for performance benchmarks. In order to acquire such managers, human resource managers must hire world-class individuals from throughout the world; develop them through transnational assignments; prepare them for organizational learning roles, such as in strategic alliances; and remove any glass ceiling limitations on promotions based on home country considerations. Unfortunately, Adler and Bartholomew found that most human resource operations in U.S. and Canadian multinational corporations do not meet these requirements.48
Location of Production Facilities

Decisions regarding the location of production facilities and related questions of labor cost and labor productivity provide particularly intriguing strategy-related questions. Although companies may have achieved production success with their human resource practices in one country, whether they can achieve success in other countries with the uniform application of human resource practices is subject to debate. For example, a recent study of the multinational corporation, Alcan, examined its production operations in Canada and Britain. The study found major differences in the extent to which best practices, such as flexible work practices and lean staffing, could be implemented in production facilities. As an example, managers in Britain had greater flexibility to make changes while fewer could be introduced in Canada because of the influence of seniority.49

Furthermore, there are growing questions about whether old notions of control and hierarchical structure are appropriate for international operations. As noted in the discussion of network organizations earlier, production can occur anywhere in the world. (Network organizations are discussed in greater detail later in this section.) Interestingly, some of the complications of inter-national operations may be simplified by greater use of outsourcing. BP Amoco has contracted to outsource a
substantial amount of its international human resource management activities, including payroll, benefits, and other administrative functions. Nokia also handles some aspects of its international operations with outsourcing.

Production location decisions today frequently involve considerations of various sites in Asia. While many Asian countries went through a setback that will linger for several years, the expansion of markets and location of production facilities in Asia, particularly in China, has enormous implications. The growth of private entrepreneurship and manufacturing in China has been truly phenomenal. Private sector production in China now makes up 60 percent of the country’s gross domestic product (GDP) compared to zero percent in 1979. Furthermore, the list of international companies with manufacturing operations in China constitutes a virtual who’s who of inter-national business.

In addition to these developments, the competitive environment that companies now face in Europe is different than that which existed prior to the establishment of the European Union, the European Monetary Union, and euro currency. U.S. and other non–European Community companies have used mergers, joint ventures, and strategic alliances as means of gaining access to European markets. An example of such a joint venture is the Whirlpool and Philips arrangement in
which Whirlpool appliances carry the Philips brand in European markets. Another strategic issue involves the entry of several Eastern European countries that are negotiating for entry into the European Union. Such memberships are important strategic human resource issues because they determine the ease of utilizing human resources across borders, as well as the markets for companies’ products. At this point, there is uncertainty about many of the human resource implications of these developments.

From a more regionalized perspective, the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) has added more flexibility in the location of production facilities. Prior to NAFTA, U.S. automobile manufacturers located assembly plants in Mexico in order to have access to the Mexican market. A NAFTA time schedule phases out tariffs on U.S. automobiles imported into Mexico as long as 62.5 percent of their costs come from North American production. On one hand, because NAFTA will allow automobiles to be imported from U.S. plants without tariffs, there is less incentive to shift production facilities to Mexico. On the other hand, lower labor costs in Mexico as well as Canada argue for establishing plants in Mexico and Canada to take advantage of their lower labor costs. (As noted in Case 2-1, plant construction costs are higher in Mexico.) It is likely that many jobs requiring high skills will be created and retained in the United States, while a substantial number requiring lower
skills will be shifted to Mexico until its workforce develops such skills.

From this discussion of international aspects of strategy, it is evident that companies’ human resource strategies and policies cannot be developed in isolation to those of global competitors. Having human resource strategies or policies superior to those of domestic competitors is no longer sufficient. Companies must scan the regulatory environments of countries in which they wish to manufacture and sell their products in order to determine the human resource implications. Further, before they decide to locate production facilities in other countries, they also must understand the impact of cultural differences on issues as basic as the compensation mix.56
HUMAN RESOURCE CONTRIBUTIONS TO STRATEGY

Human resources can make contributions to strategy and strategic planning in a number of ways. Systems such as performance appraisal, staffing, training, and compensation enable managers to implement the organization’s strategic plan. Human resource planning also links strategic management and business planning with these systems. Most models of strategic human resource management view the function as having an implementation role, and it has been less common to find companies using unique human resource capabilities as a primary input in strategy formulation. Nonetheless, more companies are drawing on human resource management in the strategy formulation process. Situations in which human resource capabilities serve as a driving force in strategy formulation occur where there are unique capabilities, such as noted earlier with the example of John Deere’s creation of a technology division. Another example is Arthur Andersen’s unique human resource capabilities in training. The accounting firm’s Saint Charles, Illinois, training facility, which resembles a college campus, provides it with a competitive advantage. Thousands of Arthur Andersen employees receive uniform training by the firm’s own highly regarded instructional staff at this facility each year. Because of its facilities and in-house
instructors, the firm can react quickly to the changing demands of its clients.

Additionally, recognition of the human resource cost implications of strategies can be brought into the strategy formulation process when human resource management plays an important role. This has not typically been the case in the past, until such costs have become extreme. To be sure, goal displacement or losing track of the objective is an outcome to be avoided when human resource capabilities are a primary driver in strategy formulation. However, such dysfunctional side effects can be avoided with periodic reviews of the process.

Environmental Scanning and Competitive Intelligence

Human resource management has a role in environmental scanning, just like the finance and marketing functions. Scanning activities are particularly important in periods of rapidly changing technology and dynamic market environments. Typically, such scanning efforts focus on trends three to five years into the future and cover developments in demographics, technology, social issues, economics, and the regulatory environment. An example of trends of interest to human resource scanners might be the reactions of competitors to
greater access to Mexican labor markets resulting from NAFTA and whether Japanese auto manufacturers can find a way to assemble cars in Mexico and ship them duty-free into the United States.\textsuperscript{62} Another example would be the Battelle Memorial Institute’s development of inexpensive biodegradable plastics. Biodegradable plastics have cost as much as $250 per pound, while Battelle’s new plastics range from $1 to $2 per pound.\textsuperscript{63}

One interesting way in which the human resource management function can make additional contributions is in the area of \textit{competitive intelligence} as the function can be an important source of such information. For example, because human resource managers receive résumés from employees at competing firms within the industry, they know who is moving. They also know the skills and types of individuals headhunters and competitors are recruiting. The types of individuals applying for jobs and trends in their applications can provide information that will help identify the direction being pursued by a competitor.\textsuperscript{64} More specifically, human resources can provide the following \textit{corporate intelligence}:

From public information and legitimate recruiting and interview activities, you ought to be able to construct organization charts, staffing levels and group missions for the various organizational
components of each of your major competitors. Your knowledge of how brands are sorted among sales divisions and who reports to whom can give important clues as to a competitor’s strategic priorities. You may even know the track record and characteristic behavior of the executives. 65

Regardless of the form of linkage between human resources and the strategic planning process, human resource managers must predict the type of people that will be needed to support the strategy. 66

**Implementation of Resource Reallocation Decisions**

A major role of human resource management is to assess the feasibility of implementing a strategy and to provide such input in the strategy formulation process. Because the essence of strategy is to concentrate resources so that the organization can gain advantage over its competitors, this means that some units, divisions, or product lines must be denied resources. As a result of the denial of resources, human resource management must prevent the demoralization of those not receiving resources. Often, areas not receiving resources are still critical, at least in the short run, to the success and prosperity of the company. For example, those business areas in which there are opportunities and in which the company has strengths (the star
areas) will be provided more resources. These resources would come from areas in which industry opportunities are expected to decline in the future, but in which the company now has strength and is making money (cash cows). Resources also would come from those areas characterized by both unattractive industry opportunities and low company strength (dogs). As resources are taken away from the cash cows and dogs, the manner in which employees from these areas are treated is critical to successful implementation of the strategy. For example, will those in areas facing eventual elimination be allowed to transfer out to the star areas? How will retrenchment or downsizing be handled?  

**Lead Time for Dealing with Labor Shortages and Surpluses**

Another potential contribution of human resource management comes from the lead time produced by human resource planning. The greater lead time provides alternatives for dealing with shortages or surpluses of labor. Additionally, if the organization has included the use of temporary and contingent employees in its staffing strategy, such employees provide a mechanism for strategic maneuvering, because this type of labor can sometimes be considered as a variable cost. As a result, employers have more degrees of freedom and flexibility to exercise options. Unfortunately, human resource
management does not yet have a strategic role in many organizations and, as a result, adequate lead time is not provided in many companies. A survey of the human resource managers of Midwestern manufacturing companies, facing financial problems or threats from intense competition, revealed that 94 percent of them had fewer than 60 days to plan down-sizing. As a result, other alternatives were seldom considered in these companies.69

■ STRATEGY-DRIVEN ROLE BEHAVIORS AND PRACTICES

Competitive strategies require different human resource practices and different role behaviors. The role behaviors needed of employees throughout an organization provide a rationale for the linkage between competitive strategies and human resource practices. For example, the competitive strategies of (1) innovation, (2) quality enhancement, and (3) cost reduction can be used to explain how different employee behaviors are needed for successful implementation of different strategies. These behaviors are roles that go beyond skills, knowledge, and abilities.70
Essentially, for successful implementation of an innovative strategy, employees probably need to be cooperative—because of the interdependencies involved, highly creative, oriented toward the long term, risk takers, and comfortable with ambiguity. Companies pursuing such strategies include Johnson & Johnson, 3M, and Hewlett-Packard. With quality-enhancement strategies, employees need to place emphasis on production or service processes, risk reduction, and predictability. Examples of companies pursuing quality-enhancement strategies include L.L. Bean, Toyota, and Corning Glass. In contrast, for successful implementation of cost-reduction strategies, employees should be focused on the short term, risk averse, predictable, results oriented, and comfortable working by themselves.71

For each of the different sets of strategies and role behaviors, different human resource practices are required. General categories of such human resource practices include planning, staffing, appraisal, compensation, and training and development. It has been hypothesized that under innovation strategies, the appropriate role behaviors will be more likely to obtained with (1) group-oriented, long-term appraisal systems; (2) generalized skill development and broad career paths; (3) compensation approaches accentuating internal equity; and (4) flexible compensation packages including stock ownership. For quality-enhancement strategies, it has been hypothesized
that human resource practices should include (1) employment security guarantees, (2) extensive training programs, and (3) participative decision making. With cost reduction, it has been hypothesized that desired role behaviors are more likely with (1) performance appraisal systems emphasizing results in the short term, (2) virtually no training programs, (3) very specialized jobs, (4) narrow and specialized career paths, and (5) procedures for continual tracking of wage rates in the labor market.\textsuperscript{72}

\section*{STRATEGIC HUMAN RESOURCE ACTIVITY TYPOLOGY}

The role of individual human resource activities may be better understood through the application of a conceptual typology developed by Alan Speaker, senior vice president at Synhrgy HR Technologies. The typology categorizes human resource activities in a $2 \times 2$ matrix according to two dimensions: (1) the extent to which such activities are relational or transactional and (2) whether they have high or low strategic value. At one end of the transactional and relationship continuum are transactional activities that are mostly administrative and impersonal. The performance of these activities does not require a high level of interpersonal skill, and many of these activities can be computerized. At the other end of the
continuum are activities that require high levels of interpersonal skill, political awareness, and sensitivity. For the strategic-value dimension, at one end of the continuum are activities that have direct business impact on the firm’s ability to implement its competitive strategies. At the other end of the continuum are activities that have a more indirect or less strategic impact. The model is presented in Figure 2-2. Although there has been no survey of practitioners indicating agreement as to the placement of activities in specific quadrants, Figure 2-2 provides some examples. It should be noted that the strategic value of the activities may vary according to the specific circumstances faced by each firm.
**FIGURE 2-2**  
*Strategic Typology of Human Resource Activities*

| High | Staffing Planning  
(pipeline development) | Performance Enhancement  
Consulting  
Employee Relations  
Labor Negotiations  
Executive Compensation  
Employee Development  
Management Development  
Recruitment Interviewing |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Benefits Planning</td>
<td>Important to Executives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Retirement Planning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Low | Payroll  
Benefits Administration  
Retirement Administration  
Employee Records  
Relocation Administration  
Recruitment Information Processing | Recruitment Information Processing  
Employee Assistance Programs |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Important to Employees</td>
<td>Important to Employees</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** Slight modification of model developed by Alan W. Speaker, Synhrgy HR Technologies, Alpharetta, GA, 2000.
Examples of activities in the low strategic value/transactional quadrant include such tasks as payroll, benefits administration, employee records, and relocation administration. These activities do not have immediate impact on the firm’s ability to implement various strategies, such as those emphasizing new product innovation, exceptional product quality, or low costs. Nonetheless, such activities are important to employees who become very concerned when their paychecks are not in the right amount or they are having difficulties with benefits such as medical claims. These activities must be performed accurately, in a timely manner, and with cost efficiency. The firm’s executives do not view these activities as strategically important and do not become concerned with them unless there is a problem. However, when such activities are performed poorly, human resource executives quickly get into trouble. Human resource departments must ensure that the activities in this quadrant are performed well before they can take on more strategic roles. In many instances, these activities are good candidates for outsourcing, which enables human resource departments to shift their focus and staff resources to a more strategic venue. Baron and Kreps make a similar recommendation in that they argue that activities of low strategic importance and low social interdependence should be outsourced and that the decision criteria for such decisions are cost and flexibility.
The evolving wisdom of strategic human resources argues that the function can make its greatest contributions in the upper right quadrant. Human resource executives see an imperative to move their departments toward greater contributions in this area. Activities in the high strategic value/relationship quadrant have a more direct impact on the firm’s ability to successfully implement its competitive strategy. For example, if the firm has poor relations with its unionized workers and this produces restrictive work rules and resistance to more flexible work arrangements, then the firm is likely to have difficulty implementing a low-cost strategy. Likewise, if the firm does not have a good executive compensation program, then it is likely to have more political infighting and will encounter greater difficulty in getting its executives to cooperate for the good of the company. Given such conditions, the firm is unlikely to succeed with a differentiation strategy requiring superior customer service. Because excellence in these activities can provide firms with a source of competitive advantage and some are based on trusting relationships developed over time, they are unlikely to be outsourced. In contrast to executives, the firm’s other employees are less likely to attach as much importance to these activities.

Several planning-related or design activities fall within the high strategic value/transactional quadrant. These activities potentially affect the firm’s ability to implement strategies in the
future. For example, staffing planning or human resource planning probably falls within this category. Such planning is necessary to ensure the availability of key people to implement the firm’s strategies in the future. Compliance with governmental regulations is another activity of high strategic value of a transactional nature. For example, firms need to evaluate and monitor their staffing practices and analyze the upward mobility of their female and minority employees to ensure equal employment opportunity. If firms fail to comply with these regulations, the financial liabilities incurred can prevent them from successful implementation of their strategies.

The last quadrant, low strategic value/relationship, may include activities such as employee assistance programs. These activities or programs require substantial relationship skills such as trust, confidentiality, and genuine concern for employees’ welfare. However, except for the long-term preservation of the firm’s investments in valuable employees, positive contributions to employee morale, and good corporate citizenship, such an activity has little immediate impact on the firm’s ability to implement its strategies.
CLASSIFYING HUMAN RESOURCE TYPES

Greater understanding of industrial and strategic differences can be obtained by examining different classifications of strategic types. Interestingly, principles of enlightened management suggest that companies should develop their employees, strive toward providing employment security, and seek to have supplies of internal candidates prepared for promotion when vacancies occur. Nonetheless, some companies do not manage their human resources in accordance with these principles, nor is there any indication that they should. In fact, promises of job security, committing too much of the company’s resources to human resource programs, and placing too much emphasis on employees’ feelings about strategic decisions can make them uncompetitive. An analysis of one company’s experience with employment security policies following the plunge of its stock revealed the following: “One discovery . . . was that the provisions of employment security did not automatically motivate employees to learn new skills, change jobs, or relocate to the extent demanded by the crisis.” Examples such as this demonstrate that the application of human resource management principles must be tempered by industry differences.
Systematic differences in utilization of human resource practices may be explained by a typology of career systems developed by Jeffrey Sonnenfeld and Maury Peiperl. Companies in this typology are classified as (1) *clubs*, (2) *baseball teams*, (3) *academies*, and (4) *fortresses*. This typology has been overlaid on an earlier typology of strategies developed by Raymond Miles and Charles Snow. In the Miles and Snow typology, the corresponding four basic types of strategies are, respectively: (1) *defenders* (low-cost producers), (2) *prospectors* (product differentiators and innovators), (3) *analyzers* (imitators of successful prospectors and focused operations), and (4) *reactors* (companies with dysfunctional strategies). Figure 2-3 presents the Sonnenfeld and Peiperl model.77
FIGURE 2-3
Strategic Staffing Policies

**FORTRESS**
HR Strategy: retrenchment
Entry: passive recruitment
Development: retention of core talent
Exit: frequent layoffs

**BASEBALL TEAM**
HR Strategy: recruitment
Entry: recruit at all career stages
Development: on-the-job, little formal training
Exit: high turnover, cross employer career paths

**CLUB**
HR Strategy: retention
Entry: early career
Development: as generalists, slow paths
Exit: low turnover, retirement

**ACADEMY**
HR Strategy: development
Entry: strictly early career
Development: extensive training for specific jobs, elaborate career paths/job ladders
Exit: low turnover, retirement, dismissal for poor performance

The personnel policies followed by companies in each of these categories provide marked contrasts. For economy of presentation in the following discussion, the characteristics of companies in the Miles and Snow categories are covered within the Sonnenfeld and Peiperl categories.

**Club.** When the strategy is to be the *low-cost* producer, the focus is on cost control. With cost control as the guiding principle, predictability and a short-term focus are valued. Companies in this category compete by increasing their efficiency in controlling costs, maintaining quality, and providing customer service. Types of companies in the club category include airlines, banks, utilities, and governmental agencies. Club personnel policies emphasize development and training, as employees are hired in only at entry level, talent is developed within the organization, and higher-level vacancies are filled by promotions from within. There is an expectation that employees will remain with the company for a long period and there is low turnover. In terms of “make” or “buy,” these companies “make” their own higher-level employees. A company well known for its managerial excellence in this category is Lincoln Electric.

**Baseball Team.** Companies in this category pursue an *innovation* strategy. As such, they design and produce new products and routinely redeploy resources from discontinued
products to the development of new ones. Hewlett-Packard is an example of a successful company in this category. In Sonnenfeld and Peiperl’s framework, investment banks, broadcasting companies, software developers, entertainment companies, and biological research companies fit this category. Companies in this category also can be professional firms such as law firms, advertising agencies, consulting firms, and accounting firms. When innovation is the strategy, those organizational conditions that foster risk taking, cooperation, creativity, and a long-term perspective are valued. Accordingly, companies pursuing an innovation strategy invest in training their employees and managers. In addition to providing more training, they also tend to train their employees in skills that apply beyond their present jobs. These differences highlight the benefits of integrating strategic planning and human resource planning.

The baseball team brings in talent at any level within the organization and does not place much emphasis on development. Instead, there is a “buy” approach to talent. Nonetheless, there also may be development through rapid assignment changes. However, career paths often involve interorganizational moves as individuals take jobs with other companies as they develop and command greater compensation, responsibility, and professional stature. Promotion policies are often “up or out” as those passed over
for promotion are terminated. Not surprisingly, in such companies, performance appraisals are more results oriented. The trading of baseball players from one team to another provides a good example of career paths and the high talent and high turnover of the organizations in this category. Another example of career progression in this category might be the local television reporter who moves up to a national news network. Empirical evidence of distinctive “make” or “buy” patterns of human resource management practices has been established in a study of MBA students who have accepted offers of employment.

Closer examination of the baseball team quadrant indicates some potential contradictions. Sonnenfeld and Peiperl’s category of baseball teams does not correspond completely with Miles and Snow’s prospector category because certified public accounting (CPA) firms and law firms probably do not operate at the same level of innovation as prospectors such as Hewlett-Packard. Firms emphasizing innovation, the prospectors in Miles and Snow’s typology, have also been found to place a heavier emphasis on training than less innovative companies. There is also a need for lower turnover in such firms because the loss of personnel can be extremely disruptive. Great disruption results from turnover in these firms because their quick rate of learning often leaves organizational knowledge unrecorded. Explanation for this apparent
contradiction may require more complex descriptions of baseball teams in Sonnenfeld and Peiperl’s typology. Even without considering prospectors, within the baseball team quadrant itself, law firms and CPA firms do indeed have high turnover, but typically it is confined mainly to the lower levels. The employees at the higher levels, partners, have very low turnover as they are frequently able to reap the financial rewards of managing the efforts of junior professionals.

**Academy.** Academies are somewhat of a hybrid in that they are both product innovators and competitors in long-run production roles. They attempt to exploit niches in the marketplace. Types of companies in this category include manufacturers of electronics, pharmaceuticals, consumer products, and automobiles. Texas Instruments is an example of a successful academy. The personnel policies of the academy, which follows a *focused* strategy, fall between the two extremes of clubs and baseball teams. In this category, there is substantial emphasis on development but some outsiders are hired to fill higher-level positions. These companies both “make” and “buy” human resources. There are extensive career paths within the companies themselves. Performance appraisal tends to emphasize process.  

Although the personnel policies of these companies differ, they are consistent with their companies’ overall strategies.
**Fortress.** Companies in this category are in highly competitive markets and are at the mercy of their environments. Examples of the types of companies in this category include those in hotels, retailing, publishing, textiles, and natural resources. Because companies in this category are essentially reactive, there are few systematic strategic implications.

**NETWORK ORGANIZATIONS AND STRATEGY**

Network organizations are an important development in the human resource environment. Such organizations have developed as a result of advances in communications technology, desires for workforce flexibility, and intensified worldwide competition brought about by financial and economic deregulation. *Network organizations* readily acquire or divest their organizational units based on their return on assets and outsource activities that other companies or venture partners can produce at a lower cost in less time. Outsourcing enables network organizations to maintain an optimal size and lower economic risk of ventures into new markets. Essentially, network organizations retain for themselves only those activities in which they have expertise. Several different firms may be involved in a network, with the activities of product
There are differences between network organizations in their degree of permanence and externality. They can even operate internally within giant companies, such as General Motors. In the case of internal networks, efficiencies are sought through the use of market-priced transactions between network components. For external networks, at one end of the spectrum are dynamic net-works that have lead companies that basically act as brokers, outsourcing virtually all activities to a changing set of companies. Lewis Galoob toys, with only 100 employees, provides an example of such a network that outsources manufacturing, design, development, distribution, and collection of accounts receivable. At the other end of the external spectrum are stable networks in which one company remains as the central core as an investor and outsources to subsidiaries and other independent companies. BMW provides an example of the latter. As a result of computer, satellite, and telecommunications technology, company components of the network that per-form outsourced activities may be located throughout the world.  

One strategic implication of network organizations is that lead firms will have needs for employees who have the entrepreneurial skills required for the broker activities of
establishing the network. Project management experience across functional areas may help develop the kinds of skills needed. Additionally, the internal entrepreneurship approaches of firms such as Texas Instruments may also develop the entrepreneurial skills needed to establish networks. Further, because the establishment and operation of networks require contracting skills, managers of construction engineering and negotiators may prove to be good sources of network operators. As these skills indicate, while network lead companies and brokers have fewer permanent employees than more conventional companies, they will have to invest heavily in the training of their permanent core of very highly skilled employees.  

ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING

As noted earlier, one of the problems of international alliances is that one partner may learn more and benefit more from the alliance than its partner. Companies sometimes become deskilled as a result of the alliance. This has been a problem for U.S. companies, particularly in alliances with Japanese and Korean companies. The problem is especially important because competitive advantage is increasingly being obtained from the invisible assets of organizational knowledge and information. This knowledge or know-how is also referred to as
intellectual capital. Increasingly, intellectual capital is being viewed as a source of competitive advantage. Further, a rate of organizational learning faster than competitors is important to maintaining such an advantage. One of the challenges related to intellectual capital is that most companies lack experience in managing it. Nonetheless, less hierarchy, fewer rules, and an absence of barriers to free exchange of information within organizations appear to be important to effective management of intellectual capital. One reason why intellectual capital has not received enough emphasis is that it is difficult to measure. This is not surprising because intellectual capital may be described as "the sum of every-thing everybody in your company knows that gives you a competitive edge in the marketplace." Nonetheless, a crude back door approximation can be obtained by calculating Tobin’s q, which is "the ratio between a company’s market value (stock price times shares outstanding) and the replacement value of its physical assets."

From a more theoretical perspective, one of the major roles of human resource management is to provide control. Such control may focus on behavior, such as through use of performance appraisals; outputs, such as accomplishment of goals; and inputs, such as through the selection and training of employees. Because of the difficulty in measuring intellectual capital, organizations will be unable to use controls that require
precise measures of organizational learning. It might be speculated that input controls would be appropriate because they avoid the necessity of having precise measures of learning. By selecting employees motivated toward learning and self-control, less emphasis on other controls may be required.

**Organizational Learning in International Alliances**

Because organizations’ abilities to learn from alliance partners are affected by human resource practices and activities, it is critical to the company’s own welfare that they are complementary to learning. Several human resource management practices can facilitate organizational learning. These include:

- Communicating the strategic goals of the alliance widely within the organization, such as the void of organizational knowledge that necessitated the alliance
- Forcing the focus of decisions beyond temporary short-run gains to the long-range consequences of outsourced manufacturing capabilities
- Rewarding organizational learning through career progressions based partially on acquisition of knowledge
- Not allowing the alliance partner to control human resource management functions, such as staffing the venture
• Maintaining some slack in staffing on site so that there can be an adequate focus on learning
• Providing managers and staff members who have language skills and training in the culture
• Making longer alliance assignments
• Monitoring the human resource assignments of the alliance partner, such as where personnel are assigned after they rotate out of the venture.  

### INTEGRATION OF STRATEGY AND HUMAN RESOURCE PLANNING

The integration of business strategy and human resource strategy and planning is particularly important for long-range planning efforts. Furthermore, with the recognition of the potential contributions of human resource planning, line managers have taken on greater responsibilities for these planning efforts. The following provides a vivid description of why there should be greater integration of the processes:

Because there is a greater understanding that an organization’s work force cannot be turned around on a dime, long-term human resource planning is gaining currency. It is an activity that demands integration of the skills and knowledge
of the human resource planner and all the other executives responsible for strategic planning.  

Evolution of Strategy and Human Resource Planning Integration

There are probably four stages in the evolution of linkages between strategic business planning and human resource management. The first stage is called an *administrative linkage*, although there is no real linkage. Senior executives operate as if qualified personnel are always available in the labor market, and the human resource unit is relegated to a paperwork-processing role. The second stage involves a *one-way linkage* in which the human resource function becomes involved only in implementation. In the third stage, there is a *two-way linkage*. This involves a reciprocal relationship in which the human resource function helps implement strategic business plans and also provides input to strategy formulation. The final stage is called an *integrative linkage*. This stage goes beyond the reciprocal relationship to an equal involvement with other functional areas of business in the development of strategic business plans, including issues outside of the human resource area. Interestingly, a fully integrated linkage may be described as informal.
Determinants of Integration

The strategy and human resource planning linkage is affected by a number of influences, including environmental factors such as intense competition, which often requires productivity enhancements and workforce downsizing; technological change, which requires different employee skills; and changes in the composition of the workforce. Less integration is likely in stable environments. Another influence is level of diversification, as greater integration occurs in companies with one dominant core business as opposed to diversified companies. At the opposite end of the continuum, where an organization’s divisions are in different core businesses, a decentralized structure would be likely. Greater integration also occurs where the top human resource executive has equal status with the heads of the other functional areas and has credible line experience. More integration also occurs out of necessity where there are severe skill shortages. Greater integration also occurs where compensation systems reward executives’ performance. Likewise, it occurs where line managers perceive that human resource planning can help them implement strategies that will further the goals of the company. One way in which the benefits of human resource planning can be demonstrated is provided by the following practical advice from the Director of Human Resource Planning and Development at Corning Glass: “Identify the issues that are
making it tougher on line managers, then explain how good HR planning can help solve some of those problems.”

As noted earlier, changing demands for skills also has the potential to affect the degree of integration between strategic planning and human resource planning. With the decline in proportion of employment accounted for by manufacturing and growth of services, there has been a changing demand for employee skills. In the service industry, there is concurrent creation and consumption of the service by the consumer. As a result, service workers must be more involved in controlling quality, make appropriate adjustments when standards are not met, and must be responsible for more of their own supervision. Such changes dictate that service workers be more involved and committed to the organization. In order to create institutional climates and processes, which provide information and power sharing necessary for employees to operate in this manner, companies must plan ahead and make major changes in organizational direction. Nonetheless, there is considerable confusion about manufacturing and its importance in the United States. Although a smaller proportion of the labor force may be employed in manufacturing in the future because of greater automation, computerization, robotics, and new technologies, the importance of manufacturing to the United States should not be underestimated.
As indicated, the changing composition of the workforce also may cause greater integration between strategy and human resource planning. Human resource planning efforts, which forecast diversity can help organizations identify the proactive efforts needed to take advantage of the unique perspectives that diverse employees bring to the workplace. In the future there will be substantially more women, minorities, and immigrants in the U.S. labor force. There will be older workers who will be attracted back into the workforce, perhaps with the aid of innovative scheduling approaches and other inducements. Further, as a result of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), there will probably more disabled employees on the job. Finally, there will be more diversity involved with coordinating activities that result from the global sourcing of labor.\textsuperscript{102}

Mergers and acquisitions may also cause stronger planning and strategy linkages in the future. Their dismal record, in terms of both financial performance and adverse effects on employees, may be improved when human resource issues are planned out before the merger. In companies having recent merger or acquisition experience, human resource managers report that the top-level managerial talent of the firm to be acquired is the most important human resource criterion to be considered prior to a merger.\textsuperscript{103} Nonetheless, the reported failures to consider these very issues prior to mergers or
acquisitions indicate that there has been a failure to integrate human resource planning with the strategic planning process.

Conversely, integration is less likely where senior management incorrectly assumes that there are qualified employees in the external labor market and specifies that areas such as finance and marketing should have sole responsibility for strategic planning. Human resource executives who lack a strategic perspective of the business also impede integration. Several benefits of linkage and integration are presented in Table 2-3.
Table 2-3
Benefits of Integrating Human Resource Planning with Strategic Planning

1. Generates more diverse solutions to complex organizational problems
2. Ensures consideration of human resources in organizational goal-setting processes
3. Ensures consideration of human resources in assessment of organization’s abilities to accomplish goals and implement strategies
4. Reciprocal integration prevents strategy formulation based on personnel rigidities/preferences
5. Facilitates concurrent consideration of strategic plans and managerial succession

Conditions Under Which Integration May Not Be Appropriate

Strategic integration is appropriate only after the human resource management function has progressed through earlier forms of development. In fact, Baird and Meshoulam state that a partial determinant of the effectiveness of an organization’s human resource management is the degree to which it matches the organization’s developmental stage. For example, without managerial comprehension of such processes as environmental scanning, strategy development, and managerial succession, the resources devoted to strategic integration efforts will be wasted. Additionally, a sophisticated compensation program may fail because the information and administrative systems required for its implementation may be undeveloped. It also follows that the stage of development in human resource management should match the stage of development of the parent organization.105

The five stages of organizational development are as follows:

1. *Initiation*, the start-up or entrepreneurial stage characterized by informality
2. *Functional growth*, the stage at which functional specialization and a more formalized structure develops
3. *Controlled growth*, the stage at which professional management is brought in, product lines are expanded, and productivity and cost control are emphasized

4. *Functional integration*, the stage in which coordination is increased to deal with inter-dependencies between functions and there is an increase in strategic emphasis

5. *Strategic integration*, the ultimate stage of development in which there is workforce flexibility and adaptability, extensive use of teamwork, broad sharing of human resource responsibilities, and human resource input into strategic decision-making processes

*Table 2-4* presents describes the developmental range of several strategic aspects of human resource management, including management’s realization of potential contributions of human resources, control and structure of the human resource function itself, human resource program offerings, skills of the human resource staff, information technology, and environmental scanning and awareness. 106
Table 2-4
Strategic Components of Human Resource Management Relevant to Internal Fit

1. Management Awareness. Ranges from a focus on administrative needs, such as hiring and firing, to a full integration of human resource considerations in all management decision making.

2. Management of the Function. Includes the structure of the human resource function and the planning, allocation, and control of its resources. The structure may vary from very loose or nonexistent through matrixed and decentralized.

3. Portfolio of Programs. Ranges from simple salary administration and record-keeping programs to very complex and sophisticated flexible compensation, environmental scanning, and long-range planning programs.

4. Personnel Skills. Personnel professionals need appropriate skills. Basic programs and simple information systems require basic skills. The addition of complex programs and growth in size requires more advanced, differentiated, and specialized skills.
Table 2-4  continued

Strategic Components of Human Resource Management Relevant to Internal Fit

5. **Information Technology.** Information tools range from manual record keeping to sophisticated distributed systems with modeling capabilities. Information technologies range from the absence of formal analytical tools to advanced forecasting and simulation based on statistical tools.

6. **Awareness of the Environment.** In the initial stage, because of pressures involved in start-up, management does not systematically assess and react to the environment. At the strategic integration stage, management is very aware of the internal and external environments and their impact. They remain flexible and adjust to opportunities and risks that arise.

THE HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGER AND STRATEGIC PLANNING

The human resource function sometimes fails to play a major role in the organization’s strategy formulation process because of the planning inadequacies of human resource executives. However, planning difficulties are not unique to such executives. Indeed, managers from all functional areas have problems with strategic planning. This section will review these general problems and will address the specific implications for human resource management.

Planning Problems

It is well known that managers are action oriented, often preferring the action of decision-making or problem-solving interactions. In contrast, part of the planning process is done in isolation. There is a lack of feedback or knowledge of results for prolonged periods of time. Further, it is difficult to justify the time needed for planning in relation to more immediate problems that press for solutions. Thus, in spite of its value, many managers do not like to plan. In addition to these general planning problems, there are further problems with strategic planning because it often results in reallocations of resources that determine power and status. Effects of the desire to retain
the status quo, through resistance to change, are evident in symptoms such as excessive defense of existing resource allocations, information hoarding, and excessive control of the planning process through manipulation of agendas. Attempts to maintain the status quo also may be evident in symptoms such as padding budgetary requirements.  

Other causes of problems in the strategic planning process include mismatches between the tasks of planning and individual managers’ skills. Strategic planning requires thinking in terms of the organization as a whole and relationships between the organization and the numerous factors that affect it within its environment. The ability to see patterns at the macro level is more important than processing bits of information to find the solutions to micro-level problems. One of the symptoms of such mismatches is a propensity to slip back into operational issues and the inability to complete tasks. A final problem is lack of top-level executive commitment to the strategic planning process. Symptoms of this problem include managers’ attempts to read between the lines to determine top managements’ real views on the importance of the process. Compounding these difficulties is the typical absence of rewards for superior planning performance.
Requirements for Strategic Human Resource Managers

Human resource executives sometimes lack the qualifications to take an important role in the company’s strategic planning processes. Requirements for those who can operate in strategic human resource management go beyond the requirements of functional competence. Research into the role characteristics reveals the following personal qualifications for such involvement:

(a) Information management skills—statistics, analysis, and research; (b) Planning skills—the knowledge of planning and planning methodologies plus statistics techniques; (c) Management skills—skills in the various business functions and environmental analysis; (d) Integration skills—competency at managing organizational interfaces, and skill in assessing the organization plus setting priorities; and (e) Change management skills—the skills of anticipating the future, facilitating changes, and developing organizational activities.
Aside from selecting human resource executives on the basis of these qualifications, weaknesses with current personnel can be overcome even where there are cognitive skill mismatches. For example, pairing planners with offsetting skills and using planning teams may minimize the effect of individual cognitive weaknesses. The tasks of planning can also be broken up into phases, some of which can be performed by those whose cognitive skills are not well suited to strategy formulation. For instance, greater responsibilities for information gathering might be assigned to those whose strengths are not consistent with strategic thinking.\textsuperscript{111} Using teams to offset weaknesses seems to have appeal: “Although the ‘universal manager’ may have lost credibility, the ‘universal management team configuration’ seems to have gained popularity.”\textsuperscript{112}
More organizations are recognizing that their human resources provide a source of competitive advantage. This recognition, along with increased environmental uncertainty, greater pressure to control costs, and increased governmental regulation, have elevated the strategic role of human resource management. As a result, there is growing involvement of human resource management in strategy formulation. Where human resources are an organization’s source of competitive advantage, human resource management has a critical role of providing “up-front” input in the corporate level strategic planning process. Human resource planning provides another important linkage with organizational strategy by providing input on the availability of critical labor and by adding lead time to deal with shortages and surpluses of employees. Other strategic inputs of the human resource function include environmental scanning and competitive intelligence.

At the next level of strategy formulation, human resource strategies help align personnel practices, policies, and programs with strategy so that desired employee roles and behaviors will support different strategies (e.g., innovation, quality enhancement, cost reduction). A typology of activities indicates how human resource activities vary in their contributions to
strategy implementation. Sonnenfeld and Peiperl’s typology provides an explanation of differences in human resource strategies, their relationship to organizational strategies, and differences in personnel practices and policies across industries. Unbundled or network organizations also are of importance to the discussion of human resource strategy because they provide new challenges. While some traditional human resource functions may be unnecessary in such organizations, their core of permanent employees will require extraordinary levels of training and skill development.

Another critical aspect of strategy formulation is international human resource strategy. Aside from deciding such issues as whether to pursue multinational or global strategies, companies must resolve the human resource problem of becoming deskillled as a result of international alliances. In the past, U.S. companies have not learned as quickly as many of their international alliance partners and have been weakened as a result of this deficiency. Decisions over the location of production facilities now involve a much broader range of alternatives from all over the world. As a result, human resource practices and policies are critical to international strategies and organizational learning. The relationship between companies’ international strategies and human resource planning should be understood because there
can be major differences in the human resource management implications.

In spite of recent developments, in most companies, there is still need for a stronger integration of human resource planning with organizational strategy formulation. Factors that influence the level of integration include industry differences, shifts in economic activity, changing technology, and changing demographics. Several examples of integration of the processes were provided in this section, along with the barriers that have often limited such integration in the past. Finally, human resource managers must develop the personal skills needed to contribute to the strategy formulation process.
### CASE 2-2

#### Integrating Strategy and Human Resource Management

The experiences of several organizations provide good examples of the integration of strategy and human resource management. One such example is provided by the experiences of People’s Bank, a financial services company headquartered in Bridgeport, Connecticut. Massive changes began to take place in the business environment of banking with deregulation and relaxation of ceilings on interest. Money markets began to drain off funds that ordinarily went into banks’ deposits, forcing them to rely on more expensive sources of funds. Further, the money center banks began to compete in the same middle markets as regional banks. People’s, which was a small regional bank, responded by changing its strategy from a product orientation to one directed toward markets. With a product orientation, products are developed and then markets are sought out in which to sell the product. Conversely, a market orientation involves an opposite approach in that market demands are determined and then products developed to serve the market. As a result of these changes, People’s transformed itself into a diversified financial services company with 139 branches and a fully integrated banking services and stock trading presence on the Internet.\(^1\)
Because of major changes in People’s strategy, there was a recognition that new organizational structures would be needed to accommodate the changes. The organization was decentralized, hierarchical levels removed, strategic business units formed, and new senior vice presidencies created within a matrix structure. The bank then conducted a study of the types of employees that would be needed with the new strategy’s skill and organizational requirements. Major changes were undertaken as a result of the audit. For example, the performance appraisal system was revised. The revised system emphasized goal setting, linked individual goal accomplishment, and rewards with the attainment of the bank’s objectives, and places greater emphasis in performance appraisal and marketing and sales. Further, human resource planning was more fully integrated with the strategic planning process through synchronization of its scanning processes with the bank’s overall environmental scanning process.²

The experiences of the U.S. Navy provide another example of the integration of strategy and human resource management. As a result of its linkage of strategic planning with human resource management, the Navy was able to pursue a proactive strategy that provided lower labor costs. In the Navy’s case, its human resources planners analyzed the
labor cost savings of a strategy involving its civilian employees that would substitute local wage policies for national wage policies. By developing human resource forecasts to determine the labor market reactions to these changes, planners could determine whether sufficient labor supplies would be available with the cost-saving strategy. In this example, the planners also examined the impact of the reduction of private-sector middle management positions and found that higher-quality employees could be hired.  

Ingersoll-Rand’s experiences with one of its divisions also provide a good example of the outcome of a strong linkage between strategy and human resources management. Ingersoll-Rand’s rock-drilling division was experiencing rapid growth and had shortages of labor. It also needed to train its employees to work with new technology and wanted to control labor costs. The outcome of integrating its human resources capabilities with its strategic planning process was that the company implemented a number of programs, including gain sharing and employee involvement teams. It also had employees participate in decisions on the purchase of new technology and made a major commitment to technological training.
A final example of the integration of strategy and human resources is provided by Maid Bess, a manufacturer of uniforms. The company faced intense competition from foreign manufacturers, and control of labor costs became very critical. Because of its labor intensity, the company closely integrated human resource management with the strategic planning process. As an outcome of the integrated strategic planning process, the company’s executive vice president designed a compensation program that incorporated bonuses that enhanced productivity, increases employee wages, and reduced turnover.5

Questions

1. Based on these descriptions of the experiences of People’s Bank, Ingersoll-Rand, and Maid Bess, what is the unifying theme of the role played by human resource management?

2. How does the strategic role of human resource management in the U.S. Navy case differ from the others?

3. What were the environmental influences stimulating the actions described for each of these organizations?
CASE 2-2 continued

4. What managerial trends are indicated in the experiences of these organizations?

5. The Ingersoll-Rand case indicates that its solutions to the problems it faced were based largely on employee empowerment approaches. Explain how employee empowerment can provide a viable source of competitive advantage to be considered in strategic decision making.
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SECTION THREE
Human Resource Planning

As indicated in the conceptual framework presented in the Preface, the conventional wisdom has been that organizations conduct human resource or workforce planning after strategy formulation as a means of implementation. However, as also indicated in the framework, where human resource planning is fully integrated with strategy and has a reciprocal relationship, it provides input in the formulation process. In such an evolving role, human resource planning may identify competitive advantages of the organization’s human resources or it may be used to assess the feasibility of various strategic alternatives, in terms of human resource capabilities. This section will begin with a discussion of the growing strategic role of human resource planning. Next, it will explore the topic by providing an overview of human resource planning and the managerial issues involved. It will then examine factors that influence the selection of forecasting techniques, discuss specific supply-and-demand forecasting techniques, and provide examples of their application.
THE STRATEGIC ROLE OF HUMAN RESOURCE PLANNING

Human resource planning is linked in several ways with strategy formulation and implementation. One such linkage is its developmental role.

Developmental Planning for Strategic Leadership

A management development expert observed that there is currently more interest in succession planning today than there has been during the past 30 years. Because of the rapidly changing environments in which companies must compete, there is concern that there will be a shortage of individuals with the requisite skills and talents who can lead companies in the twenty-first century. Given the significant costs of leadership failures at the highest organizational levels, it is important to have qualified replacements for high-level executives. Succession planning, a form of human resource planning discussed later, is an important part of the solution to the successorship problem. Such planning, as well as other forms of human resource planning, is becoming more critical to the successful formulation and implementation of strategies. Succession planning is quite challenging in today’s rapidly changing environment because the skills that will be needed in
the future are not well defined. Nonetheless, the potential strategic contributions of succession planning are substantial.¹

Assessment of Strategic Alternatives

As organizations’ human resources are utilized more frequently as sources of competitive advantage, human resource planning and forecasting will become more central to the strategic planning process. It will be essential for human resource executives or other executives to be able to forecast the future availability of employees having knowledge in such critical areas as technology. Companies that are developing a critical mass of employees who are knowledgeable or skilled in a particular technology may gain a potential source of competitive advantage. Similarly, information regarding critical employee knowledge bases provides important input for strategy formulation. Conversely, given a particular strategic alternative, it is useful for human resource executives, as well as other executives, to be able to forecast the human resources necessary to carry out various strategies.
Adding Value

The literature often states that human resource planning is becoming more important to organizations. While some observers have noted the difficulties of planning during turbulent periods and have downplayed the current role of human resource planning, there is some indication that other organizations are placing major emphasis on succession planning for top-level executives, as well as other forms of planning. Reasons cited for human resource planning include shifting demo-graphics, the proportion of total costs accounted for by labor costs, and the competitive pressures of the global economy.²

In addition, a large study of 968 organizations by Mark Huselid found human resource planning to be positively related to the intensity of the organizations’ research and development efforts.³ There also is some empirical evidence that strategic planning is positively related to financial performance. Although various studies provide mixed evidence on this relationship, methodological problems appear to be responsible for some inconsistencies in results.⁴ More specifically, it also has been hypothesized that human resource planning is related to profitability. Although there is good reason to expect such planning efforts to increase profitability, methodological limitations also have prevented the empirical
validation of this hypothesis. Establishing such an empirical relationship is very difficult because of the many potential indirect effects of human resource planning and the time required for its effects to be manifested in profitability. Nonetheless, recent empirical research has found a positive relationship between succession planning for chief executive officers’ and company profitability.\(^5\)

Unfortunately, it is typically difficult to quantify value added in human resource management. The results of some human resource programs and policies undoubtedly have major impacts on morale and motivation, although they are not easily translated into dollars and cents. However, many human resource programs probably do not add value and do not conform to the investment perspective advocated in this text. Fortunately, some progress has been made in the area of measurement with such techniques as utility analysis.\(^6\)
Contribution to Strategic Human Resource Management

Aside from anecdotal evidence on the strategic importance of human resource planning, surveys of company practices also provide an indication of its increasing importance for strategic applications. A survey asked human resource executives from 137 companies to indicate the reasons why their companies engaged in human resource forecasting, which is a major component of human resource planning. The top three reasons were for developing their human resources (77.6 percent), for avoiding personnel shortages (73.1 percent), and to obtain information for decisions (73.1 percent). A second set of reasons for human resource forecasting included the following: affirmative action efforts (63.6 percent), budgeting (62.1 percent), and career planning (59.7 percent). As noted earlier, forecasts are probably needed for the development of estimates of when affirmative action goals can be reached.7 Similarly, another survey has found an association between the development of affirmative action strategies and human resource planning.8
Strategic Salary Planning

As noted earlier, survey results indicate that over 60 percent of companies conduct human resource planning for budgetary purposes. A related budgetary issue is strategic salary planning. Interestingly, compensation systems are one of the few business systems that have remained relatively static. Nonetheless, for effective implementation, such systems must change if they are incompatible with organizational strategies. While the importance of having compensation systems that are compatible with organizational goals is well known, in reality such compatibility is often not obtained. Strategic salary planning goes beyond ensuring compatibility and draws on the rationale of the essence of strategy.9 Fundamentally, strategic management rejects the notion of allocating resources in the manner of competitors and instead advocates concentration of resources.10 This rationale for strategic salary planning is demonstrated in the following:

Realistically, few employers can justify above-average workers in all positions. An organization’s business strategy leads to a staffing strategy and that, in turn, provides a basis for developing the compensation strategy. It may be that “world-class” experts are needed in just a few key positions. If the organization’s success is
dependent, for example, on its marketing expertise, this may justify higher pay levels in this function.\(^{11}\)

Thus, strategic salary planning, which is based on input from human resource plans, provides another example of the strategic role of human resource planning.

### OVERVIEW OF HUMAN RESOURCE PLANNING

Although a brief definition of human resource planning was provided earlier, a more comprehensive definition is appropriate for in-depth treatment of the process. Human resource planning encompasses the following steps:

1. Interfacing with strategic planning and scanning the environment
2. Taking an inventory of the company’s current human resources
3. Forecasting the demand for human resources
4. Forecasting the supply of human resources both from within the organization and in the external labor market
5. Comparing forecasts of demand and supply
6. Planning the actions needed to deal with anticipated shortages or overages
7. Feeding back such information into the strategic planning process\textsuperscript{12} (Step 4 could precede step 3.)

This section will place emphasis on the actual process of human resource forecasting.

**Planning in a Context of Change**

Because the major themes of this text deal with the strategic aspects of human resource management, a longer-range time perspective has been adopted. Since strategy and planning are essentially forward-looking activities, they are critical responsibilities of general managers. Although planning and strategy are sometimes neglected because of the press of current demands, at times these planning activities also take on an unwarranted sense of importance and can distract managers from the real goals of the organization. The rational and proactive nature of the process, uncluttered by the very real problems of implementation, may cause the planners to forget that they are dealing with changing phenomena.

The dangers of having a plan chiseled in granite and lesser forms of inflexibility are well known. The rapidity of and scope of environmental changes that can affect human resource strategy and plans are formidable and should not be forgotten. For example, Cisco Systems’ annual sales grew from $1.2 billion in 1994 to $13 billion in 1999, during which time
the company made 41 acquisitions. In addition, the company planned to make as many as 25 more acquisitions in 2000. While Cisco’s number of acquisitions is remarkable, its success in assimilating acquired firms has been one of the keys to its success. Cisco’s flexible planned approach for assimilating new employees from acquisitions contrasts with the experiences of many other companies that have mishandled acquisitions, often because of failures to plan for human resource issues. In addition, the company’s early application of the Internet to its human resource function also points out the fundamental role of change at Cisco.\textsuperscript{13} Admittedly, Cisco’s example of growth is extreme, but it illustrates how flexibility is required in many environments.

**Responsibility for Human Resource Planning**

In early practice, human resource planning was often the responsibility of a specialist in the human resource area. This planning was sometimes conducted with little involvement of others in the organization. Not surprisingly, when planning was conducted in this manner, the data supplied for use in forecasting were often inaccurate. Managers were asked to take the time to supply information for something that they did not understand. Because they did not see how forecasts could help their job performance, the value of forecasts was not appreciated. These earlier experiences reveal that when the
planning process is complex and cumbersome, as is more likely on a centralized basis, its value to managers is not as readily apparent. Further, when planning is concentrated in a single corporate planning unit, other management personnel may be demotivated by their exclusion from the strategic planning process. The weaknesses of centralized planning are even more apparent in large companies having diverse operating divisions. In these companies, decentralized human resource planning seems much more appropriate.\textsuperscript{14}

Fortunately, the thrust of human resource planning has changed. There is evidence of much greater line management involvement in human resource planning and thus greater strategic impact. Surveys of planning practices reveal that greater emphasis is being placed on the use of simple forecasting techniques with line management involvement as opposed to heavy reliance on centralized planning and forecasting practices based on sophisticated quantitative forecasting techniques.\textsuperscript{15} Even with extensive line management “ownership” of the process and recognition of its value, extensive staff involvement is still required to facilitate the process. Martin Greller and David Nee have pointed out the requirement for balancing of responsibilities between line and staff in the following two statements: “(1) The manager knows what needs to be done and has control of the day-to-day assignments that allow real development to occur. (2) Human
resource planning requires that someone pay consistent attention to the process, year in and year out, not just when there is a crisis.  

**Failure to Plan for Human Resources**

There are a number of examples in which the failure to plan for human resources has had a major adverse effect on organizations. For example, General Electric once encountered difficulties because of a mismatch between the skills of its engineering staff and the work that needed to be done. At the time, General Electric had 30,000 electromechanical engineers whose skills were becoming largely irrelevant because the company’s needs were shifting toward the skills possessed by electronics engineers. Eventually, the company recognized that its difficulties were caused by a failure to plan in earlier years. Problems such as these prompted General Electric’s chairman to urge his managers to conduct human resource planning. A multinational corporation that planned a technologically advanced smelter for construction in Brazil provides a similar example. Because the company did not assess the availability of the computer technicians and service workers in the geographic area, it had to make expensive changes in its plans in order to match the plant with the available labor supply. Public accounting firms provide another example. Some of the difficulties in public accounting firms have been attributed to
the failure to plan for the succession of top managers. Part of this failure of planning appears to be related to the unique nature of the partnership form of these organizations.\textsuperscript{18}

The public sector has not been immune from these problems. An example of a failure to plan is provided by the construction of an expensive, state-of-the-art jail facility in Fort Worth, Texas, as a solution to severe problems of inmate overcrowding. Well into the actual construction phase of the project, officials were shocked to learn that the facility, which had incorporated recent innovations in design, would be much more expensive to operate than they had assumed because the design required high staffing levels. Since labor costs are the most important cost in operating a jail, the effects of this oversight were profound.\textsuperscript{19}

Other causes for failure to plan or failures in planning are related to inadequacies in broader strategic management processes. A survey has indicated that the most common problem in human resource planning is a lack of precision in business operating plans.\textsuperscript{20} An example is provided by the following statement from the vice president of personnel for the Quaker Oats Company: “Little is gained by grafting a HR plan to an unreliable business plan.”\textsuperscript{21}
Quinn Mills has reported a similar response from an executive:

“Tell my staff to quit talking to me about human resource planning,” said one executive. “We can’t plan for people because we do a miserable job of business planning. And I don’t want another nest of strategic planners in the company.”

Although the literature had advocated that companies should place increased emphasis on human resource planning, there was still a lack of enthusiasm for the process by practitioners for many years. Nonetheless, by the late 1970s, human resource planning activity appeared to have increased. Some observers of the turning point cited a reactive response to the need to comply with equal employment opportunity legislation and greater recognition of the contribution of human resources to the performance and profitability of companies. In order to comply with affirmative action goals and timetables, some planning is a practical necessity. The experiences with the jail project just described can be contrasted with the experiences of the U.S. Navy’s shipyards operations in which a total workforce of 80,000 was reduced to 72,000. Because of forecasting, alternative actions enabled the Navy to achieve these reductions while having to release only 58 employ-ees.
Similarly, survey results reveal that companies doing extensive human resource planning have been able to minimize layoffs during a recession. 

**MANAGERIAL ISSUES IN PLANNING**

Several important managerial issues are critical to human resource planning. Among the most important are the personal implications for planners as well as acceptance by the organization and challenges to planning efforts.

**Personal Implications**

Aside from the reasons noted earlier for human resource planning and the associated benefits, there is another pragmatic reason of individual importance to managers. This reason is related to the fact that the planning process will have normally required the human resource manager to communicate with other managers, senior executives, and staff members about the future human resource environment and the associated staffing issues. It will also have forced the human resource manager and other managers with planning responsibilities to have thought through these staffing issues and to have examined their operating assumptions. Although there are limitations and abuses of planning and there has been resistance to human resource planning in the past, there are
benefits as well. An important benefit from the planner’s perspective is that senior management will be more comfortable with the knowledge that the manager has a plan.\textsuperscript{26} As such, senior managers have greater confidence that the manager has thought through the implications of potential demand and supply relationships and there is less chance that the company will be unprepared in the future.

**Changing Receptivity Toward Planning**

As noted in this section, a paradox of planning is that it is difficult to conduct when it is most needed. The turbulent business environment in which companies currently operate is obviously a difficult time in which to plan. Nonetheless, there is substantive evidence that companies have increased their emphasis on human resource planning. It is evident that some corporate-wide planning objectives require centralized, sophisticated human resource planning processes. However, as noted earlier, there has been a trend toward the use of simple planning and forecasting techniques on a decentralized basis by line managers. This trend has developed at a time when planning has been difficult and long-term planning horizons seem to some like a relic of a foregone era. As the human resource function’s role shifts from direct involvement to greater indirect and shared involvement, it will need to take on a more strategic role in environmental scanning and more
responsibility for assisting in the development of pools of talent for the new jobs of the future. Further, the human resource function will need to help redesign organizations to meet the demands of the future, such as being able to respond to customer preferences more quickly, provide higher quality, make faster decisions, and be more cost competitive. The interplay of the current trend toward organizational restructuring and redesign will have to be integrated with strategic human resource planning efforts.

Implications of the European Experience

It is interesting to speculate whether the growing restrictions in the United States on employers’ abilities to lay off employees also will serve as an additional incentive for human resource planning. In the future, if layoffs in the United States become more restricted by legislation, as in Europe, U.S. companies may place greater emphasis on human resource planning as a means of avoiding employee surpluses. This may be an interesting hypothesis to consider, as some European companies had developed sophisticated human resource planning programs prior to the 1980s. Expertise in human resource planning also is evident in the recent planning success of one of the companies now making up Astrazeneca Pharmaceuticals. C. J. Verhoeven, a Dutch researcher, has
pointed out the importance of employment security policies as a factor encouraging human resource planning:

In some countries—for instance, in the Netherlands—the commitment of many organizations toward their personnel is high, which means that protection from dismissal exists as well as good career opportunities, good work circumstances, and the like. This is partly in contrast to the United States, where people can be fired on short notice in many organizations.\(^{29}\)

Guvenc Alpander has provided a similar perspective on Dutch firms in an example of the Philips Company’s human resource planning efforts for a new plant. Because of its responsibilities to an immobile workforce, Philips assumed employment responsibilities from 20 to 30 years into the future. Consequently, Philips forecasters attempted to link the plant’s technology to its workforce for the next 20 years.\(^{30}\) Whether such firms will be able to maintain commitments to their employees in the future remains to be seen, because many European firms have experienced strong pressures to downsize.

Verhoeven also has identified concerns over irregular age distributions, such as disproportionate numbers of younger or older employees, as a reason for human resource planning.\(^{31}\)
Although there is little in the literature on the effects of irregular age distributions in the United States, as noted in earlier, some companies with disproportionately older workforces have incurred higher health care costs. Their health care outlays have challenged their cost competitiveness. Such challenges will probably grow in importance and will consume more of the planning time and attention of general managers.

It is interesting to speculate on whether European countries will reduce restrictions on terminations and layoffs as in the United States. Some European observers have noted their desire to obtain productivity gains made possible by the greater workforce flexibility enjoyed by U.S. firms.
SELECTING FORECASTING TECHNIQUES

Several factors influence the techniques used to forecast either the supply or demand for human resources.

Purpose of Planning

One such factor is related to the purpose of human resource forecasting. If the purpose is to forecast the supply of human resources in order to identify and eliminate bottlenecks in the career paths of promising managers, replacement charts or Markov analysis may be used. Conversely, if the purpose is to forecast the future age distribution of a company’s workforce in order to estimate its likely health care costs, it would be better to use some form of renewal analysis in which specific numbers of employees in various individual jobs, job categories, or job families would be relatively unimportant. In the former case, detailed data would be required on movements through the various jobs; in the latter case, the data requirements might be limited to employment data, age distributions, turnover, and retirement trends.
Organizational Characteristics

Several other factors influence the selection of forecasting techniques. One such factor is the size of the organization. For example, minimum numbers of incumbents in the various positions are necessary to develop reliable probabilities of transitions from one position to another. Nonetheless, companies having as few as 2,000 employees have developed effective human resource forecasting models. Size also is related to the sophistication of forecasting techniques, with larger companies tending toward greater sophistication, although industry and planning horizons also affect the relationship. Human resource forecasting also varies in sophistication across divisions within large companies. Another factor in selection of forecasting techniques is the complexity of the organization. With greater complexity there are more differences in model parameters and fewer common assumptions that can be applied. Further, another factor is that with longer-range forecasting horizons, there is a tendency to use more sophisticated forecasting techniques.\textsuperscript{33}
Industry Characteristics

The type of industry also affects technique utilization, as companies in regulated industries tend to use more sophisticated forecasting techniques. These industries are normally subject to less change and, as a result, forecasts can be quite accurate. Not surprisingly, forecasts in utilities, insurance companies, and railroads have often been highly accurate. This accuracy could be contrasted with an industry, such as high-fashion women’s clothing, in which forecasts can be off by a wide order of magnitude. Regardless of the planning technique employed, a paradox of planning in general is that it is probably the most difficult to conduct in circumstances in which it is most needed. Because human resource planning is undertaken to reduce uncertainty, the resultant need for planning is greatest in industries facing the greatest environmental change.\(^{34}\)
Environmental Turbulence

Some general trends in the use of various human resource forecasting techniques are also evident. Consistent with the decentralization theme mentioned previously, a survey of forecasting techniques by Quinn Mills indicates that the most prevalently employed techniques are relatively unsophisticated ones that can be readily understood and used by line managers. Many of these relationships also are explained by forecasters’ perceptions of the level of uncertainty in the environment. Thomas Stone and Jack Fiorito have developed a perceived uncertainty model, which explains the selection of forecasting techniques. Their model’s predictions are consistent with Mills’ findings as it predicts lower utilization of sophisticated techniques such as Markov analysis, operations research, and computer simulation, under conditions of moderately high and high perceived uncertainty. Essentially, their model indicates that sophisticated techniques cannot be used effectively in such environments because they require greater stability for accurate predictions. Such conditions describe the current environment of many companies and may explain the trend toward use of less sophisticated techniques. The results of empirical research by Huselid, noted earlier, are consistent with Stone and Fiorito’s predictions. Huselid found that companies with moderate levels of workforce volatility are more inclined to engage in human resource planning.
Interestingly, those with low workforce volatility probably perceive less need for such planning whereas those with high volatility probably find it ineffective.\textsuperscript{36}

The trend toward increasing economic turbulence began during the 1980s and has continued into the twenty-first century. The level of turbulence also has posed difficulties for economic forecasters. Interestingly, economic forecasting, which thrived during the 1950s and 1960s when conditions were much more stable, began to lose credibility during the 1980s. By the 1990s, many companies, such as Eastman Kodak, Citibank, Xerox, and Equitable Life had eliminated their economic forecasting staffs.\textsuperscript{37} This loss of credibility is illustrated in the results of studies by Stephen McNees:

Stephen McNees . . . has made a specialty of comparing economic forecasters’ predictions against what has actually come to pass. His data show that the forecasters have made huge errors around virtually every major recent turning point of the economy—recessions as well as recoveries . . .\textsuperscript{38}

In spite of the decline in credibility of macro-level economic forecasting, many economic forecasters have made a successful transition to more micro-level applications, such as
forecasting the behavior of industries or specific companies.\textsuperscript{39} Thus, although the value of macro-level forecasting may have declined, more micro-oriented applications, such as human resource forecasting, currently have greater credibility and value.

**Other Considerations**

The sheer number of forecasting techniques also can pose problems for those who must make decisions on which techniques to use. Several factors should be considered in making these decisions, including time horizon, level of technical or mathematical sophistication required of the forecaster, cost, whether appropriate data are available, the stability of the data on which forecasts will be based, and level of detailed data required. Other factors include accuracy, whether the technique is effective at identifying turning points, whether the forecast output includes a measure of central tendency, and an indication of the breadth of potential outcomes. One precaution regarding forecasting horizons is that the desire to extend the forecast far out into the future should be tempered with a recognition that with long-range time horizons, the process will become more complex and time consuming. The costs may also increase disproportionately to the forecast’s value. A general recommendation for improving forecasting, which appears to have a great deal of validity, is to
use a combination of techniques in order to offset their different disadvantages. The basis of this recommendation is revealed in the following account:

The research on combining forecasts to achieve improvements (particularly in accuracy) is extensive, persuasive, and consistent. The results of combined forecasts greatly surpass most individual projections, techniques, and analyses by experts . . . combining forecasts—particularly with techniques that are dissimilar—offers the manager an assured way of improving quality.

David Georgoff and Robert Murdick have prepared a general guide to the selection of forecasting techniques. Their guide covers 20 different techniques and includes a set of questions to which the forecaster provides answers for guidance in selecting the most appropriate technique. The following sections provide greater detail on several techniques that have potential applicability in human resource planning and forecasting. Because demand and supply forecasting are inter-changeable in the planning sequence, and supply forecasting may be easier to understand, the discussion will begin on the supply side.
FORECASTING THE SUPPLY OF HUMAN RESOURCES

Techniques used to forecast supplies of human resources may be classified as either *quantitative* or *qualitative*, although the distinction is sometimes unclear. Further, some forecasting techniques may be used to forecast both the supply and demand of human resources. Thus, classifications of techniques as either supply or demand, as well as quantitative or qualitative, must be arbitrary to some extent. With these limitations in mind, the category of quantitative techniques includes Markov analysis or network flow models, attrition analysis models, computer simulation, operations research techniques, and renewal models. The category of qualitative supply forecasting techniques includes replacement charts or succession planning and supervisory estimates. Occasionally, human resource inventories will be categorized as planning or forecasting techniques. However, they are not really forecasting techniques even though inventories provide the database from which forecasts of internal supplies of human resources are derived. This section will describe replacement charts, succession planning, Markov analysis, renewal models, and computer simulation. In addition, the current utilization of these techniques will be discussed.
Replacement Charts

Replacement charts describe a company’s organizational structure in terms of individuals occupying various managerial and professional positions. For each position incumbent, potential replacements are identified along with such information as their individual potential for advancement and numbers of years’ experience needed before being qualified for the next higher position. The individual’s age also may be included for estimating retirement dates. For each replacement, the potential replacements for that individual also are listed with similar information. Thus, the replacement chart, which is likely to be computerized, provides a description of how vacancies can be filled from the internal labor market. It also shows the associated cascading effects.

In determining the time when potential managerial replacements will be ready to take on higher-level responsibilities, an assessment of their current skills must be conducted and matched against those required for higher-level positions. There are two organizational dimensions that should guide such assessments: (1) the hierarchical or vertical level of various jobs and (2) where the job falls in a continuum from basically individual contributions to managing the efforts of others. Thus, the assessment should include not only the skills that will be required for vertical moves, but also the skills to
move horizontally, typically toward the broader orientation and responsibilities of general management. Movement upward often entails a shift toward the managerial end of the continuum. Beginning with the individual contributor end of the continuum and moving toward the managerial end, employees would be assessed against skill requirements for the following tracks: technical development, technical application, technical management, operations management, and business management.  

Another aspect of the utilization of replacement charts to forecast supplies of human resources involves the assessment of the organization’s current employees’ abilities and qualifications to take on future positions. Before the number of qualified replacements for a current or future position can be determined, there must be a means of comparing potential replacement candidates with the position’s requirements. Robert Gatewood and Wayne Rockmore have provided an extensive description of an electric utility’s systems and procedures that have enabled the company to evaluate this matching activity. One important component of the company’s system is its human resource inventory, which is based on supervisory estimates of individual employees’ capabilities of performing various job tasks. In this company, supervisory evaluations of their subordinates’ capabilities are obtained with a lengthy questionnaire. The job requirements, in terms of
tasks and employees’ characteristics and capabilities to perform these tasks, are combined in a document called a talent bank, which is similar to a replacement chart. Self-assessments, instruments administered by the human resource staff, information from the talent bank, and assessment center data are used to guide the training and developmental efforts needed to prepare employees for future and current needs. An interesting side benefit of the company’s system is that career paths have become better understood and the company now does a better job in career counseling.  

Emerson Electric provides a good example of replacement planning for managers. The company, which has had 165 consecutive quarters of growth in its net income, has 117,000 employees in 60 divisions. While this example is displayed in physical format, it could be easily computerized. The example also indicates the confidentiality with which such information is treated and the security measures that are applied to the end result of the process.  

If there is an Exhibit A for Mr. Knight’s [the CEO] management style, it is the “Organization Room,” an unmarked chamber at Emerson’s headquarters to which only a few people have a key. On the walls, floor to ceiling, are 1,400 2by 4-inch refrigerator magnets, one for every manager at
the company. Each magnet displays, in tiny print and color coding, date of hire, date of birth, international experience, a photograph, and postgraduate degrees. Separate organizational charts reduce elaborate personnel evaluations—entire career histories, really—to a single dot of color: orange for outstanding, green for above-average, red for underperforming. When a key job becomes open, Mr. Knight slips into the room and studies the walls, yanking down the magnets of a handful of candidates.48

**Succession Planning**

Although similar to replacement planning and the use of replacement charts, *succession planning* tends to be directed toward a longer-range time horizon and is more focused on development. It is also more concerned with the development of pools of potential replacements, as opposed to individuals. Succession planning involves more elaborate planning for skill development of potential replacements, is more systematic in the assessment of potential replacements and their developmental needs, and generally applies to higher levels of managerial positions.49 For example, at Air Products and Chemicals, Inc., which has annual sales in excess of $1 billion, the succession plan involves only approximately 300 key jobs.50
A paper company now owned by Kimberly-Clark provides a good example of succession planning. Succession planning in this case involved the assessment of managers occupying positions as plant managers. As a result of succession planning and associated developmental efforts, the division was able to solve productivity problems. Prior to these efforts, the division suffered from problems related to employee dissatisfaction, autocratic management styles, and the aftermath of downsizing. The assessment procedures, conducted by an outside consulting firm, involved administration of a battery of tests and personality assessments by psychologists. Following the assessment, managers were provided detailed individual feedback on areas in which they needed further development. One of the keys to success in this succession planning effort was the emphasis placed on detailed specification of the skills and requirements needed for performance as plant managers.

In some companies, succession planning also incorporates developmental planning for high-potential managers while they are still in lower-level positions. This is especially prevalent for minorities and women who are likely to become long-range successors. Additionally, succession planning also may be concerned with the future requirements of executive positions since the necessary personal skills and characteristics may differ substantially from current requirements. Given the growing interdependencies across
functional areas in many companies, one promising approach for developing potential successors for positions of the future may be to assign them leadership responsibilities in cross-functional teams. Nonetheless, current executives may be hesitant to make selection decisions on projections of future skill requirements that are difficult to quantify.\textsuperscript{52} A related difficulty is revealed in the following account:

It becomes extremely difficult for top management to have confidence that they are selecting successors with this new profile when there are no data they can trust. Before, when executives were selecting successors in their own image, the data were less important, since they could use their own intuition, a sense that “he’s one of us.” (And he usually was a he.)\textsuperscript{53}

To the extent that succession planning is participatory and plans are incorporated into career development sessions, there may be reduced turnover of valued managers. For those informed that they are next in line for a position, there may be a motivational effect as well as an enhanced likelihood that they will remain with the organization.\textsuperscript{54}
While there are important benefits of succession planning, there are increasing concerns about the ability of traditional succession planning to produce qualified successors, particularly on a position-by-position basis. Improvements to the process involve 360-degree feedback, more self-initiated programs, and developmental assignments across functions and units. Of course, events such as acquisitions and mergers also can make such plans meaningless and increase the level of top management turnover.\(^{55}\) In this regard, James Walsh has found that “59 percent of each company’s top management team departs within 5 years of a merger.”\(^{56}\) In cases wherein change in the strategic direction of the organization is needed, succession plans become less important. The rationale is that organizations are more likely to obtain such changes in strategy with outsider successor executives. Such executives are less likely to be subject to the influences of escalating commitment and are more inclined to have a different vision. Empirical research is consistent with this reasoning and supports the notion that outsiders are more likely than insiders to change an organization’s strategy.\(^{57}\)

Fortunately, some of the complexity of the details of succession planning can be handled with computer software. For example, there are software packages that have been designed for succession planning, such as Succession Plus, which is available in Oracle versions.\(^{58}\)
Markov Analysis

In the past, some researchers observed that companies tended to have greater expertise and placed greater emphasis on forecasting the demand for human resources than for their supply. However, the application of *Markov analysis* to human resource forecasting changed the situation by providing a practical and versatile technique for forecasting internal supply. As such, the techniques can serve the strategic purpose of evaluating the availability of human resources required for different strategies. Markov models have an advantage of being relatively simple to understand, although they can be quantitatively sophisticated.  

In setting up Markov models (see Figure 3-1), the forecaster must account for all possible moves or flows of employees in an organization. Such moves include moves into the organization, moves from one job to another, and exit moves. Moves between jobs can be upward moves in hierarchical level as well as moves across functions. Essentially, Markov models begin with distributions of the number of employees in various job categories at a starting point in time. These distributions are then transformed by a *transition probability matrix* into a forecasted distribution of employees across these same job categories one period later. The transition probabilities in each row of the matrix must total
to 1. The diagonal set of transitional probabilities, after excluding the column representing exit moves, represents the proportion of employees remaining in the same job from Time 1 to Time 2. Markov models cannot take into account more than one move per time period.\footnote{60}

For purposes of illustration, the Markov model in \textit{Figure 3-1} contains only five different jobs and an exit move. Although not reflected in this example, the jobs also could be arrayed in terms of their hierarchical level, with Job 1 being lower in the job hierarchy than Job 2, and so on. The forecasted distribution of employees for period 2 is obtained by multiplying the initial distribution of employees by each column of transition probabilities. The number of employees for each job in the forecasted distribution is the sum of each of these levels of employment as multiplied by the column’s transition probabilities.\footnote{61} Although any time period can be used, time periods of one year are relevant for many applications.
FIGURE 3-1
Markov Model for Forecasting Supply
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<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Distribution of Employees in Time 2** |
| **Job 1** | **Job 2** | **Job 3** | **Job 4** | **Job 5** | **Exit** |

*Note:* Numbers of employees in each job in Time 2 are rounded off to the nearest whole number.

The transition probabilities for Markov models are typically derived from historical data on the movements of employees between jobs, as well as exit moves from the organization. For example, transition probabilities from Job 1 to Job 2 might be determined by computing the percentage of employees in Job 1 who make such a move over a one-year time period. An important consideration for the use of Markov models is that with small numbers of job incumbents, the
transition probabilities become unstable. For example, if there are only two employees in a job and one leaves, a transition probability based on the number remaining would be only .50. This could be a very misleading transition probability.62

Another problem is that the probabilities derived from such percentages may not be stable if based on only the moves in one single year. Accordingly, the forecaster may want to compute an average percentage of employees making such moves over several years (e.g., from three to five years) in order to obtain a more stable transition probability. The positive aspect of the trade-off is that, with probabilities based on percentages derived from several years of data, they are less subject to spurious influences. Unfortunately, the downside is that the impact of recent trends will be muted to the extent that such recent data are averaged in with data from earlier years. With transition probabilities based on only one or two years of historical data, however, employee movements between jobs will track more quickly and recent trends will be more heavily represented in the forecast.

Human resource forecasters can obtain the proper balance between slower and quicker tracking transition probabilities through a process of trial and error. For example, a forecaster may attempt to forecast the movements of employees between jobs that occurred last year. He or she
could experiment with transition probabilities based on movements for one year prior to that, an average of the two previous years, an average of the three previous years, and so on, and compare these forecasts with what actually happened. In this manner, the forecaster can determine the particular number of years that produces transition probabilities that will result in the most accurate forecast. Of course, any use of historical data assumes that certain conditions of the past will remain in the future, which may not be true.

In addition to forecasts of an organization’s internal supply of human resources one year into the future, Markov analysis can be used for longer-range forecasts. Heneman and Sandver have pointed out that, through applications of matrix algebra, forecasts for multiple years into the future can be developed. Additionally, they have explained that such forecasts can incorporate new hires in the various jobs for individual years. Iterative approaches provide an alternative for extending Markov analysis forecasts several years into the future. With an iterative approach, the forecasted distribution of employees across job categories is used as the input for the next year’s employee distribution, which is then used with the transition probabilities to derive the next forecasted distribution. This process is then repeated for a forecast of another year into the future and can be performed on computerized spreadsheets. Forecasters must bear in mind that the validity of the transition
probabilities will probably be lower as the forecast is extended further into the future since more conditions are likely to change.

Aside from use in forecasting, Markov analysis also can be used for audits of the human resource function to determine whether there are any irregularities in the flow of employees through an organization’s different positions. This can be done by constructing separate Markov transition matrices for minorities and females and comparing their similarity. Likewise, Markov analysis may have applicability in the development of affirmative action goals because it can be used to forecast the internal supply of minorities and females that will be available in various positions at some point in the future. Additionally, the technique may be useful for identifying career paths and mobility patterns that may be helpful in career planning and development. Researchers also have demonstrated the feasibility of using a combination of Markov analysis and human resource accounting to forecast and depreciate the future value of an acquired firm’s human resources.  

Although Markov models are classified here as a supply forecasting technique, they also can be used in conjunction with specifications of future demand. For example, a large computer manufacturer with many years of forecasting experience uses demand specifications with Markov models.  
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Forecasters combine Markov analysis with demand scenarios, by beginning with a specification of the desired future distribution of employees in various job categories, typically in higher-level positions. By working backward, the forecaster then determines the magnitude of the transition probabilities that will be needed to create the flow of employees from the existing distribution into the desired future distribution. Promotion rates and termination rates are examples of human resource policies that would be adjusted to obtain the desired flow of human resources through the company to achieve the desired future distribution of employees. Transition rates also can be changed to reflect changes in such policies. By running the models with different transition rates, corresponding to policy changes, the impact on human resource flows between jobs and hierarchical levels can be determined.66

Another example of an application of Markov analysis is provided by the experiences of the Weyerhaeuser Company. In this example, the model was first developed during a growth phase of the company. The model was used to forecast the number of employees in a specialty, on a corporate-wide basis, that would be available from the company’s internal labor supply. In the event that internal supplies were forecasted to fall short of demand, accelerated programs were instituted to provide the training needed to qualify current employees to take on the responsibilities for the positions in which shortages
were anticipated. During this phase, the model was used for decisions on a daily basis. Following this period, there was a recession that changed the situation from shortages to surpluses of employees and the company needed to reduce the number of employees by 700. Fortunately, information from the model helped decision makers discover that the solution to the problem could come from attrition of current employees. By modeling human resource flows through Markov analysis, Weyerhaeuser was able to reduce its employee surplus within 15 months through attrition rather than layoffs. In subsequent years, the company used the technique to examine flows of exempt personnel within its separate divisions. A weakness of Markov analysis was revealed when small numbers of employees in the various job categories prevented effective utilization of the technique.\textsuperscript{67}
Renewal Models

Another category of human resource forecasting techniques consists of renewal models. These models reflect the movement or flow of employees through companies as they are “pulled” upward to fill vacancies in higher-level job categories. An advantage of renewal models is that they involve simple mathematics and are readily understood by managers. Renewal models, in their simplest form, can use age cohorts of employees as the focus of analysis. As the level of incumbent employees in an age group is projected forward into the future, the group is “aged” by one year. When greater rates of change are expected, shorter time periods may be used. The “aged” cohort is then adjusted for losses of employees due to various forms of attrition. Rates of attrition can be obtained from historical data and typically differ across the age cohorts. Typically, attrition would be relatively high with younger workers, such as recent college graduates and for age cohorts close to retirement.⁶⁸

In addition to “aging” employee cohorts and adjusting age cohorts for attrition, renewal models also may be configured in accordance with the job classification hierarchy and also may reflect the hiring of new employees and promotions of current employees into different job categories. The numbers of employees in each job category may be adjusted during the
process to reflect needs for growth or contraction, which is dictated by the company’s strategic plan. Starting with the top of the job hierarchy, the human resource planner can work downward through each job category, in a stepwise manner, to determine the number of employees that must be promoted from the lower classifications and the flow policies that will be needed to supply such numbers. For example, in addition to promotion rates, needs for external hiring can be identified, as well as needs for training programs for specific job categories predicted to have shortages.\textsuperscript{69}

Renewal models also can be run with different specifications of promotion rates so that their differential impacts can be determined. The models also can be run with different attrition rates and other planning assumptions. Additionally, renewal models can be applied to specific populations, such as minorities and females, so that a company’s future affirmative action status may be forecasted.\textsuperscript{70}
It is sometimes stated that computer simulations are the most useful forecasting techniques for guiding business decisions. Simulations have the advantage of allowing the forecaster to create a number of different future scenarios by altering the values of the simulation’s parameters. Through this process, the forecaster can determine variations in forecasted values according to different formulations of future conditions and can plan alternative courses of actions to reduce uncertainty and manage risk. Further, computer simulations allow planners and forecasters to assess the sensitivity of the simulation model’s parameters to alternative specifications. By running sensitivity analyses, forecasters can gain an understanding of the impact of inaccurate assumptions. With the rapidly increasing power of personal computers and advances in software, computer simulations are likely to grow in importance as human resource planning and forecasting techniques.

An example of a strategic application of a combination of computer simulation and attrition analysis to forecast supplies of human resources is provided by the experiences of two public school districts in British Columbia. In this application, the current inventory of teachers was projected into the future after reductions for attrition. Attrition estimates were based on historical rates, which differed according to age cohorts and by
school district. The following account describes the outcomes of this planning effort:

The most important outcome of these applications of manpower planning was that the analysis encouraged school administrators to think strategically about the manpower resources they managed. By using specific procedures to estimate the supply and demand for teachers, those factors which influenced the district’s ability to balance supply and demand became more visible and explicit . . . A second aspect of this strategic orientation to manpower management was that school administrators concentrated on the importance of the relative rates of manpower flows into, through, and out of their organizations.
Utilization of Supply Forecasting Techniques

A survey mentioned earlier also determined utilization rates for various supply forecasting techniques. The results of this survey are presented in Table 3-1 in terms of the percentage of companies using such supply forecasting techniques. As indicated in Table 3-1, the two most frequently used techniques are replacement charts or succession planning techniques (66.7 percent) and human resource inventories (66.7 percent). At the other end of the spectrum, only 7.6 of the companies used regression analysis while 6.1 percent used Markov analysis/network flow models. The small proportion of companies using Markov analysis/network flow models is consistent with the trend, reported earlier, toward simpler, less sophisticated techniques that can be used by line managers.
### Table 3-1
Supply Forecasting Techniques

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Percentage of Companies Using Technique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Succession Planning or Replacement Charts</td>
<td>66.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Resource Inventories</td>
<td>66.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisor Estimates</td>
<td>48.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rules of Thumb or Nonstatistical Formulas</td>
<td>27.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Simulation</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renewal Models</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regression Analysis</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Markov or Network Flow Models</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exponential Smoothing or Trend Extrapolation</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operations Research Techniques</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Nonetheless, many companies have human resource forecasters, often possessing doctoral degrees, who do sophisticated, large-scale organization-wide forecasts of their organizations’ internal supplies of human resources. These forecasts are not necessarily replaceable by the trend toward
greater human resource planning at the managerial level and typically serve separate functions. For these applications, Markov models are probably still very important forecasting techniques. In addition, although 7.6 percent of the responding companies reported the use of regression analysis for forecasts of human resource supplies, the technique’s direct applicability as a supply forecasting technique is not readily apparent and its use in this application may be overstated.

**FORECASTING THE DEMAND FOR HUMAN RESOURCES**

There are a number of practical difficulties in forecasting the demand for human resources. As a result, companies report dissatisfaction in this area and acknowledge that demand forecasting is the weakest link in their human resource or workforce planning efforts. For example, a common constraint on the value of forecasts, based on extrapolations of current labor and output relationships, is ignorance of whether current manning levels are appropriate. The massive reductions in labor utilization by companies facing intense competition have highlighted this problem. With the strategic moves toward leaner organizations, there have been labor cuts beyond those prompted by the efficiencies of new technology. Interestingly, along this same line, some companies implementing total
quality management (TQM) programs have found that they need fewer employees. Similarly, the process of reengineering, which is often associated with the adoption of new technology and the utilization of new computer systems, can reduce the number of employees required to perform work. Thus, human resource planners must use appropriate learning curve parameters, which reflect expected productivity improvements, in order to avoid overestimating the demand for human resources.75

Table 3-2 presents labor productivity data from the U.S. manufacturing sector as well as the entire business category. As the data indicate, in manufacturing, productivity increased substantially from an index value of 93.0 in 1990 to 140 in the first quarter of 2000. In contrast, the productivity gains were more modest in the entire business sector, which includes services. In this sector, the productivity index increased over the same time period from 95.1 to 116.6. Data for specific industries, where even greater differences are evident, are presented in Table 3-3. For example, productivity in electronic components increased from an index of 100.0 in 1987 to 222.0 in 1996, while there was a decline over the same period for eating and drinking establishments. In that labor-intensive service industry, the index declined from 100.0 in 1987 to 93.7 in 1997. In another labor-intensive service industry, hotels and motels, there was only a slight increase in productivity, 100.0 in
1987 to 107.9 in 1997. Furthermore, it should be noted that these are highly aggregated productivity averages. At greater levels of industry specificity, there may be even larger variances in productivity and learning curves.
## Table 3-2
*Trends in U.S. Labor Productivity*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Manufacturing Output per Hour</th>
<th>Business Output per Hour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>93.0</td>
<td>95.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>95.1</td>
<td>96.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>102.2</td>
<td>100.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>105.3</td>
<td>101.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>109.4</td>
<td>102.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>113.8</td>
<td>105.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>119.6</td>
<td>107.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>125.9</td>
<td>110.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>134.0</td>
<td>114.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>140.0&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>116.6&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Indicates data are for first quarter only.

Table 3-3
Trends in U.S. Labor Productivity in Selected Industries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Services Output per Hour</th>
<th>Manufacturing Output per Hour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Commercial Banks</td>
<td>Eating &amp; Drinking Places</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>105.3</td>
<td>102.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>109.6</td>
<td>102.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>109.2</td>
<td>104.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>106.6</td>
<td>103.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>111.3</td>
<td>102.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>120.1</td>
<td>101.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>123.8</td>
<td>98.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>132.3</td>
<td>97.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>142.0</td>
<td>95.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>93.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: — indicates data not available.

Additionally, in forecasting demand, forecasters must choose predictor variables (independent variables) that are linked with variations in the underlying level of business activity.\textsuperscript{76} This requirement for forecasting is evident in the experiences of a computer manufacturer that utilizes computerized productivity models to predict the demand for human resources. These models, which are based on statistical correlations between workload and staffing levels, enable the company to forecast the demand for human resources in its manufacturing divisions, as well as in marketing and services. In some other departments, where such relationships are less systematic, more qualitative techniques are used.\textsuperscript{77}

An interesting forecasting example is provided by the case of maintenance workers. In forecasting the demand for maintenance workers, the reliability of the equipment to be repaired is an important predictor variable. With equipment that is to be maintained, forecasters can use such factors as the mean time between failure of components as indicators of the number of maintenance workers needed. In the case of maintenance work, these estimates of the demand for maintenance workers can be considered in conjunction with decisions to purchase equipment. In cases in which a stable employment level of maintenance is desired, purchases of equipment can be phased over time so that expected failures will not occur all at once, necessitating higher levels of
maintenance workers. With phased purchasing, all equipment does not need maintenance at the same time and lower levels of maintenance workers who have a steady amount of work to perform can be maintained.  

It also should be noted that with some potential predictors of demand, a doubling of business activity might not necessarily translate into a doubling of the need for employees in a particular job category. For example, the number of kilowatt hours generated by an electric power plant could double while there is no greater need for safety inspectors or billing clerks.

As indicated earlier, some forecasting techniques have both supply and demand applications. Replacement charts and renewal models have demand implications because they also indicate vacancies when replacements are promoted into vacancies at higher levels. Computer simulations also may be used for both supply and demand forecasting. These techniques have already been covered in detail and will not be addressed in this section. This section will briefly describe the qualitative techniques of heuristics, rules of thumb, and the Delphi technique. It will focus more extensively on the quantitative techniques involving management science and operations research applications and regression analysis.
Heuristics, Rules of Thumb, and the Delphi Technique

*Rules of thumb* are simple guidelines that are used to predict demand for human resources. For example, a retailing chain may have developed a heuristic that specifies that for every 12 new stores, another regional manager will be hired. *Heuristics* are conceptual frameworks, often expressed as diagrams, which help human resource forecasters organize relevant conceptual relationships and trace through the outcomes of various personnel action alternatives. Using the retail chain example, forecasters might consider the strategic plans for the number of new stores the next year, then apply the heuristic to forecast the number of regional managers that will be needed.

One common qualitative approach for forecasting the demand for human resources is the "*bottom-up*” approach in which unit managers estimate their specific human resource needs for the next period. These estimates are then combined into aggregate forecasts for the whole company. The *Delphi technique*, an iterative judgment refinement technique based on the collection of expert opinion, is sometimes categorized as a qualitative demand forecasting technique. This technique can approach the accuracy of quantitative techniques and does not require a historical database. Nonetheless, the Delphi technique is used for such purposes by only a very small number of organizations.
Operations Research and Management Science Techniques

Techniques such as *linear programming*, *integer programming*, and *network optimization techniques* are generally considered as operations research or management science techniques. Such techniques can be used to determine optimal personnel flows through organizations. These flows can be managed through specification of time-in-grade requirements for promotions, rates of turnover, and the like. Managed flows can produce desired stocks of personnel in various positions or ranks at points in the future. A further extension of linear programming, called *goal programming*, allows human resource planners to take into consideration sequential and multiple managerial goals or constraints, such as maximum head counts, budgetary limitations, and so on. Goal programming has been used in human resource planning models that also can factor in equal employment opportunity considerations.\(^\text{82}\)

The use of such planning techniques runs counter to the trend toward more reliance on less sophisticated approaches. However, such techniques are still very important in that they affect the service capability and profitability of major corporations and governmental organizations. Human resource planning systems based on these techniques require mathematical sophistication and complex computer programs.
They also are expensive to develop. Nonetheless, they are often key systems in large organizations, which produce savings of millions of dollars in labor costs. Such systems are developed by human resource planning specialists. Although they are developed and maintained on a centralized basis, they may be used on computerized networks by line managers for applications such as the development of optimal workforce schedules.\(^{83}\)

The United Airlines Station Manpower Planning System provides an example of the application of such techniques. This system has been used to develop work schedules for several thousand United employees who work as customer service agents and reservation sales representatives. While the system is used primarily for short-range planning, it does enable managers to forecast the number of employees needed to maintain desired service levels a few weeks and months into the future. It also allows industrial relations specialists to formulate the costs of various negotiated configurations of contract settlements. The system has been used to optimize the utilization of customer service agents at its airport operations. Through the specification of optimal staffing levels, sufficient numbers of agents are available to handle customer demand, but not so many that employees are underutilized. Managers and schedulers at each airport are able to use the computerized system to develop work schedules that take into
account the unique demands of operations and employee preferences. Additionally, the system provides an optimal schedule standard for the minimization of labor costs. Managers of United’s airline ticket reservations centers also make similar use of the system.  

Aside from the benefits already noted for this computerized simulation system, the complexity of airline operations necessitates the use of such systems. Several modules in United’s system are needed to handle this complexity. Specifically, forecasts of demand for reservations representatives are determined on the basis of historical data through application of regression analysis and moving averages. The system’s demand module takes a queuing approach to build in management’s specification of customers’ acceptable waiting times and employs a Poisson distribution to simulate the frequency and spacing of incoming calls for reservations. A similar approach, drawing on aircraft arrival trends and passenger loads, is used to forecast the demand for customer service agents. Aside from the system’s demand forecasting module, there are modules that deal with starting times, scheduling, days off, and reports. Specific techniques employed in some of these modules include linear programming, continuous linear programming, and network assignment models.
A practical managerial problem of user resistance was encountered when United’s system was being implemented. Because the developers of the system needed to bring it on line quickly in order to meet the demands of business, potential users were not sufficiently involved in the system’s development. As a result, the users perceived that the system did not meet all of their needs. This resistance was overcome by involving the potential users in refinements of the system and by making it more flexible to their locations’ specific needs. Benefits of the system have included approximately $6 million in annual labor costs savings, increased employee satisfaction with scheduling, and better customer service.\textsuperscript{86} The overall impact of the system is captured in the following quotation from a United manager: “Just as the (customer) lines begin to build, someone shows up for work; and just as you begin to think you’re overstaffed, people start going home.”\textsuperscript{87}
Regression Analysis

*Regression analysis* is a robust statistical technique having applicability to forecasting demand for human resources. Although its greatest applicability may be for centralized human resource forecasting at the corporate level by planning specialists, its wide availability as a feature of computerized spreadsheets makes it a potential technique for widespread adoption by line managers as well. *Multiple regression analysis* allows the forecaster to control for several potential influences on the number of employees needed in a particular specialty.

An example of the use of regression analysis for predicting demand is provided by an application at the New York Power Authority (an electric power utility). In this application, regression analysis was used to predict such dependent variables as the overall staffing level and staffing levels for various categories of employees (e.g., professionals, managers, technicians, craft workers, service and maintenance workers). The predictor or independent variables used in the models include such variables as the number of kilowatt-hours produced, operating revenues, sales, and the capital budget. A limitation of this application is that the variables are only of a general nature. Therefore, they are inappropriate for predicting the demand for specific jobs, such as the various professional or managerial specialties. Another aspect of this application of
regression analysis is the stability of the utility’s environment. Because utilities typically have stable environments, assumptions of stable relationships between the predictor variables and the dependent variable are more likely to be valid than in many environments characterized by turbulence.  

**Utilization of Demand Forecasting Techniques**

The survey of techniques cited earlier also examined the utilization rates for demand forecasting techniques. The percentage of companies utilizing the various techniques are reported in Table 3-4, which indicates that the simple techniques of supervisor estimates (69.7 percent) and replacement charts or succession planning techniques (65.2 percent) are the most heavily utilized techniques. At the other end of the distribution are regression analysis (9.1 percent), and the Delphi technique (3.0 percent). While the study found that there has been a decline in the utilization of regression analysis from earlier periods because of the reliance of line managers on simpler techniques, corporate-level specialists in human resource planning, who do large scale organization-wide forecasting, probably make extensive use of regression analysis.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demand Forecasting Techniques</th>
<th>Percentage of Companies Using Technique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supervisor Estimates</td>
<td>69.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Succession Planning or Replacement Charts</td>
<td>65.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rules of Thumb or Nonstatistical Formulas</td>
<td>37.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Simulation</td>
<td>18.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exponential Smoothing or Trend Extrapolation</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regression Analysis</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delphi Technique</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SUMMARY

This section has reviewed the changing environment that has increased both the strategic importance and the difficulty of human resource planning. Organizations are concerned about having an adequate supply of successors for their top-level positions who will have the experiences and skills needed to provide leadership in this century. With the recognition of human resources as a source of competitive advantage, human resource planning will have a larger strategic role in the future. Along with increasing strategic importance, there also has been a trend toward decentralization of the responsibilities for human resource planning to line managers.

Aside from the benefits of such planning, the problems that organizations incur when they fail to plan also were discussed. Such problems include having shortages or surpluses of employees with various skills and experiences, as well as higher operating costs, which result from failures to include staffing projections in strategic plans. A number of managerial issues related to planning also were discussed. These issues included the importance of human resource planning to individual managers, the changing receptivity toward human resource planning, and the paradox of the value of planning.
Additionally, implications of European experiences with human resource planning were discussed.

Forecasting techniques also were discussed in some detail, beginning with the factors that determine the utilization of different techniques. These factors include the purpose of planning; organizational characteristics such as size and complexity; industry characteristics; the level of environmental turbulence; and other considerations such as data availability, forecasting horizon, the user’s mathematical sophistication, and accuracy requirements. The discussion of supply forecasting techniques included replacement charts, succession planning, Markov analysis, renewal models, and computer simulation. Trends in the utilization of the various supply forecasting techniques also were reviewed. Techniques for forecasting the demand for human resources also were discussed, including the general category of heuristics, rules of thumb, the Delphi technique, operations research and management science techniques, and regression analysis. Differences in the utilization of these techniques also were discussed.
## CASE 3-1

### Human Resource Planning Support Systems

The description of United Airlines’ short-range Station Manpower Planning System, provides an indication of the importance of having appropriate computer systems to support such efforts. Although the United system’s forecasting range is on the short-term end of the spectrum, its computerized system has an obviously important financial impact in cost savings. While some human resource forecasting approaches are qualitative rather than quantitative and therefore require minimal computer support, many others require sophisticated software. Because organizations’ human resources are utilized more frequently today as sources of competitive advantage, human resource planning inputs will become more critical in the strategy formulation process. As a result, both human resource executives and other senior managers will need timely information on the future availability of critical human resources. Similarly, they will need timely information on the staffing requirements of a particular strategic alternative. Interestingly, even in the most traditional area of human resources—labor relations—computerized systems are already being used in union contract negotiations to provide on-the-spot cost evaluations of proposals and counterproposals.
Fortunately, a number of computer software packages are available for strategic human resource applications. For example, specialized software can be obtained for succession planning, human resource forecasting, and modeling human resource flows. In managing the software acquisition and implementation process, there are several factors to be considered. One suggestion is that the software evaluation team should include representatives from end-user groups, information technology (IT), and any other support groups. Because of the greater decentralization of human resource planning in many organizations, users’ perceptions of the user friendliness and usefulness of software should be even more critical. As line managers take on more responsibilities for succession planning, human resource planning, and forecasting, there will be increased need for systems they can use without great difficulty. Along this line, efforts to educate line managers on use of these software packages should enhance the ultimate success of the company’s human resource planning and forecasting efforts. While adequate representation from these groups is critical, the evaluation team should be small enough to perform its task in a timely manner. A second suggestion is that the evaluation team should develop a set of initial screening procedures for use in narrowing down the list of packages to a smaller set for in-depth evaluation. Potential
screening procedures include checking the software’s functionality against a requirements list, checking with human resource contacts in other companies using the software, viewing vendor presentations, and obtaining recommendations from industry associations.¹

A third suggestion pertains to the in-depth examination phase. The assessment in this phase should assign highest priority to the mandatory requirements. Beyond whether the software performs the required functions, other components of this phase include an assessment of the technical compatibility of the software with the organization’s other software systems; the software’s functionality or types of operations it performs; the adequacy of documentation; ease of enhancing the software as future requirements and business conditions change; ease of maintenance; the level of training that will be needed for users; and an assessment of the vendor’s staying power and the likelihood of satisfactory service in the future. More detailed checklists of factors for software evaluation are available in the practitioner literature.²

Although there is growing availability of human resource planning software, managers should remember that user dissatisfaction is still a problem with various software packages. Such dissatisfaction often results because the complexity of
software has been underestimated and insufficient resources have been allocated to its implementation.\textsuperscript{3}

Questions

1. What would be some critical parameters or assumptions in software used to forecast an organization’s internal supply of human resources?
2. Which of a company’s computerized databases should be integrated with a computerized succession planning system? Which ones should not?
3. What are the factors that could prevent a company from realizing the benefits of an investment in human resource planning software? Explain how each one affects the return on investment.
4. What organizational groups should be represented on a committee that will develop the requirements list against which human resource planning should be evaluated?
CASE 3-1 continued
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SECTION FOUR
Strategy Implementation: Workforce Utilization and Employment Practices

The sixth component in the conceptual framework is strategy implementation. In order to accomplish their missions, organizations formulate requirements for returns on investment, scan the environment for opportunities and threats, formulate strategies, plan human resource requirements, and then implement their strategies. Unfortunately, implementation is usually the most difficult part of management and has often been overshadowed by the emphasis on strategy formulation. Fortunately, there is growing awareness of the actions needed for strategy implementation and an expanding literature on the topic. This section will cover several areas of implementation beginning with the efficient utilization of human resources through workforce flexibility and the widespread use of teams. Such efficiencies have become increasingly important because of pressure to control labor costs. Next, approaches for dealing with employee shortages will be discussed along with the related topic of human resource outsourcing. This discussion is followed by an extensive examination of selection practices. Approaches for dealing with employee surpluses are discussed after this examination. The section concludes with approaches for dealing with some special implementation challenges.
EFFICIENT UTILIZATION OF HUMAN RESOURCES

Several managerial practices have the potential to provide for more flexibility in workforce utilization. More recently, such flexibility has been obtained by cross-training and other innovative practices. A more traditional approach involves operating on a nonunion basis.

Cross-Training and Flexibility in Assigning Work

Flexibility in work assignment is a key to efficient utilization of human resources. Chaparral Steel in Midlothian, Texas, provides one of the most extreme examples of the efficiencies that can be obtained. Chaparral, which was established in 1973 as a start-up operation, has great work-force flexibility because it has only two job classifications in its production operations: one dealing with production activities and the other with maintenance. It has obtained flexibility in workforce utilization through extensive cross-training and by operating on a nonunion basis. By paying skill-based or knowledge-based pay, Chaparral has motivated its employees to master a broad range of skills, which enable them to perform wide-ranging activities. Even non-production employees are fully utilized. For example, security guards perform computer data-entry functions, serve as paramedics, and perform safety functions such as checking
fire extinguishers. In addition to efficient utilization of human resources, Chaparral has achieved its position as one of the world’s most efficient producers of steel through heavy emphasis on technological innovation and computerization.

Interestingly, most of Chaparral’s research and development efforts come from its production employees, as it views product development as a responsibility of production personnel. Because of heavy emphasis on profit sharing and the avoidance of individualized suggestion systems, which discourage teamwork and information sharing, the company’s employees are motivated to work together in developing technological advancements in production. Although Chaparral’s research and developmental efforts come from its production employees, these are well-trained employees. Chaparral’s production employees who have only high school educations go through two years of training in such areas as electronics, hydraulics, and statistical process control. Further, there is very high representation of college-trained engineers at Chaparral, such as those running the fur-naces. Admittedly, Chaparral has a production advantage in producing steel from scrap. However, its efficiencies are remarkable considering that with less than 1,000 employees, Chaparral’s annual production of approximately 1.5 million tons of steel comprises about 1.5 percent of the steel produced in the United States.
Interestingly, although Chaparral has achieved much of its productivity through technology, its managerial approach has also made substantial contributions. This is because the company’s industry leadership in technological innovation is, in part, a result of its unique work environment. Major characteristics of this environment include encouragement of risk taking; challenge in the form of specific, reachable goals; the freedom to question; trust; and an absence of policies. In fact, Chaparral has a “no fault” absence policy in which “an employee can be absent for a good reason, no reason, or a bad reason.” Interestingly, with this policy, “the daily absence rate is less than one percent.” Chaparral’s former CEO, Gordon Forward, has explained the company’s rationale for the absence of policies as follows:

We don’t have policies . . . We felt that a lot of the procedures in many organizations were designed to catch the 3 percent who were trying to cheat in one way or another. We decided to design our rules for the 97 percent we can trust. The others would stand out like sore thumbs, we figured, and they’d eventually leave. That’s exactly what happened.
The efficiencies made possible by technological innovation and human resource flexibility also are evident in the experiences of Frost, Inc., a small manufacturer in Grand Rapids, Michigan. Frost wanted to diversify its product line and decided that it needed greater flexibility in both its production facilities and its employees and managers. At the time it had machinery and employees who could perform only very limited numbers of functions. Frost replaced outdated machining equipment with robots and numerically controlled machine tools, introduced an automated inventory control system, and automated its office functions. Specific managerial and human resource changes included broadening employees’ skills and job responsibilities, making each employee a stockholder of the company with options to purchase additional stock through its 401(k) plan, moving all hourly employees to salaried status, educating its employees on the new technology, eliminating perks such as reserved parking places, and eliminating several layers in the management hierarchy. Other changes included wide dissemination of company information, adding quarterly bonuses driven by the company’s productivity, and increasing the level of employee participation in decision making. The productivity increases made possible by these changes, and a reduction in the number of employees to approximately 120, enabled the company to increase the level of sales per employee from $80,000 to $200,000.7
Commonalities in the approaches of Frost, Inc. and Chaparral include broadened employee job scope and responsibility, lean staffing, small size, informality, information availability, financial incentives based on company performance, and a flat organizational structure. It is important to note that the efficiencies obtained at Chaparral and Frost, Inc., through flexible work assignment and broadened jobs, were accompanied by corresponding changes in involvement in decision making, compensation, informality, and education.

Using Work Teams

Requirements for Effective Teams

Several conditions must be present before teams are likely to be effective. One of the most important is that there must be a compelling purpose that is served by real teamwork. Team members have to buy in to the objective and feel responsible and accountable for performance, and their managers need to provide frequent reinforcement of the team’s pursuit of this compelling purpose. Effective teams also have members whose skills are complementary; therefore, careful selection of team members is critical. Some companies select team members on the basis of their personality characteristics as well as their technical skills. Personality assessment instruments, such as the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI), are being used for this
purpose. Some companies also have begun to help ensure a better fit by collecting information about the work preferences of potential team members through the use of questionnaires.\textsuperscript{9}

In addition, effective teams share feedback with each other. Teams require substantial training, and their members often benefit from being trained to present honest feedback in a skillful manner. Another ingredient of effective teams is that their members trust each other. As teams mature, they also can become self-governing as leadership responsibilities become shared within the team. Such self-governance reduces the amount of hierarchy needed in the larger organization’s structure. The leadership that develops from teams also increases the stock of leadership talent within the whole organization.\textsuperscript{10}

In addition to the conditions that must be present within the teams, compatible organizational systems also are required for team effectiveness. Compensation, other rewards, and performance appraisal systems must be adapted to teams with the move from individual to team contributions. For example, some companies have emphasized team contributions in the announcements of promotions.\textsuperscript{11}
TRW provides the following team-based compensation:

“We have something going on called Project ELITE [Earnings Leadership in Tomorrow’s Environment],” says director of compensation Harvey Minkoff, “where a number of people there are temporarily assigned to the effort, and it’s expected they’ll return to their units or to a full-time permanent position sometime in the future. We have established specific goals for that project, and each individual, in turn, has established specific goals. A significant portion of their pay is tied to the accomplishment of their goals and the accomplishment of their organization’s goals.” This could range from 10 percent for lower-paid workers to 25 percent for those at higher levels. (Why do lower-paid workers get less?) The thinking is that they should be exposed to less risk in their total compensation packages than should higher-paid workers.

Interestingly, the larger organization should have high performance standards before teams can be expected to produce at a high level. Managers also need to be aware that a substantial amount of time is often required for the
development of effective teamwork. Teams go through phases before they reach peak performance, and certain behaviors occur at different phases. For example, teams go through the *forming phase* as they attend to organizational issues such as who will perform various tasks. Next, they typically encounter conflict with each other as they work through procedures for dealing with various issues. This phase is often referred to as the *storming stage*. The next phase, called *norming*, involves the establishment of understanding of how things should operate and what conduct is acceptable behavior. Finally, when the team has worked through these growing pains and has developed team skills, it reaches the *performing phase*.\(^\text{13}\)

Managers also need to provide frequent feedback to teams about their performance. When teams are working on projects, they need to be tracked on their performance of the various mile-stones required for completion. In the case of project teams, it is important to celebrate the accomplishment of these milestones. For example, a product development team may have milestones for detailed development of the product specifications, development of a prototype, consumer testing, and so on. When teams complete these milestones, the team’s members need to celebrate their accomplishment, and managers should provide rewards and contribute to such celebratory events. Managers also need to be aware that, because of the emphasis and focus on teamwork, that teams
sometimes become inner-directed. As a result, they often fail to interact effectively with units outside of the team. When teams have been formed to work as a temporary task force pursuing a one-time project, instead of an ongoing permanent team, it is especially important to have the team report regularly to higher managers and executives as well as outside units to keep others apprised of their progress.\textsuperscript{14}

Executives and managers also need to be aware that teams require a substantial amount of their attention and are sometimes referred to as “high-maintenance” entities. One observer has likened teams to a Ferrari in that they can produce high performance but they also require high maintenance. Teams are not a silver bullet solution for all organizational problems, and they are often ineffective because the conditions necessary for teamwork are not present.\textsuperscript{15}

**An Example of an Effective Team**

The Murder Squad of the Kansas City, Missouri, Police Department provides an excellent example of how effective teams operate. As a result of the squad’s teamwork, the city has the highest percentage of murders solved of any city in the United States. Most of the team members are detectives who have many years of experience. All started as patrol officers and worked their way up to be detectives. Team members
share a strong desire to solve murders. This is consistent with research on teams, noted earlier, which shows that in order for teams to be effective, they must have a compelling purpose.

Many of the murders occur in an inner-city area in which there is a trend toward the killing of strangers. When a murder case is assigned to the squad, a team of approximately 8 to 10 detectives works 28 consecutive days on the case, going home only to sleep. While normal working hours are 8:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M., teams are called back to work any time a murder occurs, and they may work for 24 consecutive hours. The teams are racially mixed and consist mostly of men, although there are some female members. Like most teams, there are members who make unique contributions. For example, a team may have a member who is a master interrogator. Because the teams stay on the job, there is continuity of effort and a continuous flow of information within the team. As a result, leads do not fall through the cracks as easily as they do when detectives work independently. Finally, as with many teams, the work of the teams is stressful, and the detectives often use humor and play practical jokes on one another to break the tension.
Operating on a Nonunion Basis

In order to gain greater flexibility, companies commonly pursue strategies of operating on a nonunion basis. Such strategies are sometimes a major determinant of the organization’s structure, affecting divisional composition, plant size, and plant location. Anil Verma has studied some large multiplant firms, having both union and nonunion operations. One strategy he found among firms desiring to reduce their exposure to labor relations problems was the approach of building small new plants that operate on a nonunion basis rather than investing in increased capacity in existing unionized plants. Emerson Electric provides an example of such strategies. The company, which has both unionized and nonunion plants, has an effective organizational structure for economical manufacturing. This structure also has reduced the likelihood of unionization in some of its plants. Emerson has some divisions that carry well-known product line names, such as Skil tools, In-Sink-Erator kitchen appliances, Dremel hobby tools, and Ridgid tools, as well as industrial product manufacturing such as Fisher controls. As a result of locating its plants in small rural communities and organizing by divisions having strong name identifications, stronger employee commitment and lower costs may be obtained, as well as an increased likelihood of remaining nonunion. In addition to these organizational characteristics, there are numerous other variables that affect
the likelihood of unionism such as the individual characteristics of the work-force, job content, compensation, industry, job satisfaction, perceptions of union instrumentality, characteristics of unions, governmental regulation, and macroeconomic influences. Because of space limitations, a detailed discussion of these influences cannot be provided here.21

DEALING WITH EMPLOYEE SHORTAGES

The combination of demographic influences and a robust economy can produce severe labor shortages in many occupations. Upturns and downturns are normal features of the economy, and individual employers may experience skill shortages of qualified managerial and professional personnel at a particular point in time. Nonetheless, technology workers have been in particularly short supply. Companies have gone to great lengths to meet the demand for technical specialists. For example, Burlington Northern Santa Fe has implemented an employee referral program for technical employees in which current employees can receive a $3,000 reward for referring a technical employee who is hired.22 VMware Inc., a software company in Palo Alto, California, obtained most of its 62 new hires in one recent year mostly through word of mouth.23 Employee referrals are often an excellent source of employees...
because employees often tend to refer people like themselves. If a company has a good workforce, then there should be good referrals. When minorities and women are underrepresented in a company’s workforce, however, sole reliance on employee referrals will tend to perpetuate the problem of underrepresentation.

**Strategic Recruiting**

Interestingly, the use of the Internet has added another venue to recruiting and is serving a tremendous need for matching employees with employment opportunities. Company Websites often inform viewers of the company’s mission and how it is being pursued. They typically provide a graphical presentation of how the company is organized and include a recruiting section. There are usually explanations of career fields, job opportunities, and provisions for e-mailing résumés directly to the company. The Internet provides another component that must be aligned with the company’s recruitment strategy and can help provide the appropriate human resources for pursuing specific strategies.

There is empirical evidence of the importance of such a strategic alignment. An analysis of human resource practices of well and poor-performing companies found that the well-performing companies in the retailing industry were much more
strategic in their orientation to selection and recruiting. One of these well-performing companies, as a part of a major strategic change, broke with its traditional human resource practices by using a front-end strategy of combining higher selectivity with higher salaries. It had previously placed less emphasis on hiring quality and had used an attrition approach for eliminating marginal employees.\(^24\)

One way in which recruiting can be more strongly linked with strategy is to focus on those sources providing the greatest number of desirable employees. Along this line, a number of studies have evaluated different recruiting sources in order to identify differences in important work-related outcomes such as performance, turnover, attitudes, and absenteeism. For example, one study focused on a company’s research personnel who had bachelors, masters, or doctoral degrees in chemistry or biology. For these types of employees, those making recruiting contact with the company through newspaper ads and college placement offices had lower performance than those responding to professional journal/convention ads or contacting the company on their own volition. Employees who responded to newspaper ads also had higher absenteeism rates. Further, those recruited through college placement offices had the lowest levels of job satisfaction. These results indicate that for research employees, newspaper ads and college placement offices are less desirable.
recruiting sources. Unfortunately, as with most of the research in this area, it is difficult to generalize from such results. In this case, the subjects were highly educated research personnel. Employees having doctorates are often active in professional associations that have well-developed job placement services at their conventions. Such employees might likely have a training deficiency if they do not understand how placement works in the professional discipline.

The study pointed out an interesting possible explanation for differentials in recruiting source success. The potential explanation was that the various recruiting sources provide differing amounts of information about companies and jobs. Those sources associated with greater applicant information produced better results because self-selection led to better job and applicant matching. However, a more recent study was unable to lend support to the differential knowledge and self-selection explanation. Because of the equivocal nature of the literature and a failure to find any relationships between recruiting sources and performance, this same study concluded that it is probably counterproductive to attempt to identify differentials in success rates across various sources of recruits. Instead, the study recommended that companies focus on those characteristics of individual applicants that are stronger predictors of job performance.
Another strategy-related recruiting issue is the extent to which the company should rely on internal or external recruiting, or a mixture of the two. Some well-managed companies hire externally only at the entry level and fill all higher-level positions from within the firm. Examples of such companies include Merck, 3M, and IBM. There are a number of advantages associated with internal recruiting. These include having more reliable information on internal applicants, the motivational impact of employees knowing that promotions will be filled from within the company, less recruiting and selection expense, quicker response time, and a shorter adjustment period in the new job because of the internal applicant’s familiarity with the company. Unfortunately, internal recruiting may lead to managerial inbreeding, which may be particularly disadvantageous in rapidly changing environments in which old strategies may be ineffective. Further, external recruiting has the advantages of providing fresh ideas, requiring less internal employee development, and possibly facilitating affirmative action.

Employee shortages may not even require recruiting. Aside from the obvious approach of assigning more overtime, another alternative to recruiting is provided by temporary help firms. As indicated in earlier sections, in addition to reduced recruiting responsibilities, temporary workers provide greater flexibility in matching staffing with workload requirements.
Because of heavy reliance on temporary workers, some companies have even created temporary worker programs within their own companies. For example, Fidelity Investments has temporary employees who cover about 90 percent of the company’s needs for temporaries. Fidelity’s program provides temporary employees with substantial stability in work, although it is not guaranteed. A benefit to Fidelity is that it obtains quality temporaries who are knowledgeable about its procedures.  

### Special Recruiting for Minorities and Females

Organizations often have shortages in their numbers of minorities and females. Recruiting in this area is affected by a company’s public image. Companies that have created positive public images, through their leadership in developing diverse workforces, have an advantage in attracting females and minorities. Companies such as “Merck, Xerox, Syntex, Hoffman-La Roche, and Hewlett-Packard have been aggressively using favorable publicity to recruit women and racioethnic minorities.” Typically, such companies have introduced greater flexibility in work assignment and have provided support services such as child care facilities, which also reduce turnover. PepsiCo is another company that has placed heavy emphasis on diversity. As a result, it has excellent representation of minorities and females throughout its
top-level positions. As a part of its efforts, the company has provided attractive scholarships and summer internships for talented minority MBA students. PepsiCo has been very successful in recruiting these talented individuals upon graduation. In addition to these actions, PepsiCo has also provided leadership as a corporate citizen. PepsiCo has also been active in sponsoring diversity management workshops for business professors.

Many companies have moved beyond the requirements of affirmative action and are now focusing on the management of diversity. Nonetheless, for this to be a meaningful emphasis, there must first be an adequate representation of minorities and females, at least at entry level. Thus, affirmative action is a prerequisite. For those companies that have been successful in obtaining good representations of minorities and females at entry level, their next concerns are how to retain and facilitate the advancement of minorities and females to top positions. Thus, companies seeking to get maximum production out of their workforces should identify and remove barriers that limit individual employees’ contributions. Much of what is meant by the term *management of diversity* is directed toward increasing productivity.33
Flexible Retirement as a Source of Labor

With an aging population, it seems likely that labor shortages may be partially addressed by extending the number of years that employees work before retirement. In the future, a number of factors may motivate older workers to remain on the job. Some of these influences are limited retirement benefits or inadequacies in health care benefits for retirees.

The larger older-age cohorts and smaller youngerage cohorts may create a labor shortage. Because of this shortage, older people may be called on to provide needed goods and services. This may be a fortuitous situation because the psychological well-being of older persons is enhanced if they are allowed options for flexible retirement. This could be implemented with phased-in retirement or a reduced number of working days, instead of total retirement. Because of the centrality of work to our lives, the opportunity to continue working could provide great benefit. Surveys of managers and executives indicate a desire to work more years through various flexible approaches, such as phased retirement, transfers, and job redesign. Nonetheless, even though mandatory retirement at a given age is prohibited for most types of employees, senior executives are sometimes opposed to flexible retirement approaches. Some of this resistance may be related to the difficulties involved in individually determining who should be
allowed to continue working. Determinations of fitness for continued employment would presumably be based on performance and medical evaluations. It is easy to visualize the greater difficulty of telling a long-time, loyal employee that he or she must retire because of performance inadequacies instead of letting an impersonal policy serve as the standard. In addition to some executives’ opposition to flexible approaches, a large number of older workers favor early retirement in the interests of the organization as well as the employee.\textsuperscript{35}

We were surprised to find that older respondents, compared to younger respondents, were more likely to agree that it is in the best interests of both the organization and the employee for senior exempt employees to retire at age 65 or even earlier.\textsuperscript{36}
Managing Vendors of Outsourced Functions

As noted earlier, many human resource management functions have been outsourced. When such functions are outsourced, the human resource executive or manager’s role changes from supervision of employees who perform these functions to managers of a vendor relationship. The skills required for managing such relationships are different than those of direct supervision and involve the negotiation of contracts, sensitivity to the more strategic issues such as the importance of avoiding dependency on one vendor, and the need to maintain service levels through a contractual relationship.

■ SELECTION OF EMPLOYEES

Excellent selection procedures are essential for obtaining a workforce that can become a source of competitive advantage. While training and employee development also are critical, it is very difficult to overcome the built-in headwind of poorly qualified or mismatched employees. Furthermore, while some skill deficiencies can be overcome by training, the additional financial outlays required to make up for poor selection can place a firm at a disadvantage to its customers. High-performing companies are very selective in their staffing decisions.
Reliability and Validity

A number of requirements must be met before firms can make good selection decisions. First of all, selection procedures need to have the psychometric properties of reliability and validity. Reliability means that the procedure, be it a test or an interview, needs to produce approximately the same result when the procedure is repeated. Thus, if a test is used, an applicant’s score from one administration of the test should correlate well with his or her score on the next administration of the test. This form of reliability is called test–retest reliability. Similarly, when a manager interviews job applicants, his or her assessments of the applicants should correlate well if the interviews are repeated at a later date. In addition, better results are achieved when multiple interviewers are used. Interviews are reliable when there is agreement among the interviewers about an applicant, which means that their ratings are correlated. This form of reliability is called interrater reliability. Greater reliability is possible when interviewers can be trained to gather information from applicants on dimensions that can be assessed with some degree of accuracy, such as communication and interpersonal skills. Interviewers also gain useful information by using interviews to fill in gaps in information obtained from the résumé, application, and references.
Selection procedures also must be valid. Validity means that the procedure predicts what it is supposed to predict. With selection procedures, this means that the test or interview predicts job performance in the position for which applicants are being selected. In order for selection procedures to be valid, they must first be reliable. There are several forms of validity relevant to selection. The first is predictive validity. With predictive validation, potential selection procedures, such as batteries of tests, are given to job applicants. However, during the validation procedure, selection is based on procedures other than the tests. After sufficient time for those hired to have learned their jobs, their job performance is then correlated with test scores. Tests having a significant and substantial statistical relationship with job performance are said to have predictive validity.

Another form of validity is concurrent validity, which has the practical advantage of not requiring a time lag before tests can be used. With concurrent validity, tests are given to current employees and their test scores are compared with their job performance. Both predictive and concurrent validation are called criterion-related forms of validity because they are validated on the criterion of job performance. A third form of validity is content validity. There is no statistical basis for assessing the content validity of a selection procedure, such as a test. Instead, content validity is established by having a panel
of subject matter experts review the test items in order to determine that the test covers the domain of the subject. All three forms of validity can be used to defend the use of tests when selection decisions are appealed. There are other forms of validity and reliability that are relevant for test developers and testing specialists; however, the details of these are beyond the purposes of this discussion.

**Job Analysis**

Job analysis provides the foundation for good selection by identifying the knowledge, skills, abilities, and other requirements (KSAs) necessary to perform the job. Knowledge of the KSAs is necessary before selection can begin. Traditional job analysis identifies the tasks that make up a job, and these tasks form the basis for job descriptions. There are two approaches for collecting information for job analysis: interviews of job incumbents and their supervisors and the use of task inventory questionnaires. A system is available for job analysis in the form of the Position Analysis Questionnaire (PAQ). The PAQ is a highly sophisticated job analysis questionnaire consisting of 195 items that can be used to collect information about jobs in a highly organized and quantitative form. The PAQ has been used to develop compensation structures that reflect greater contribution for jobs that are more demanding. Nontraditional forms of job
analysis are evolving to deal with situations in which there is extensive teamwork or flexible work assignments.\footnote{37}

**Interviews**

Interviews are a universal feature of selection systems. Recent research has shown that interviews can have substantial validity, particularly when they have more structure and are conducted appropriately. One very large-scale research study found a validity coefficient of .47 for interviews and .62 when more structured interviews were used. (Validity coefficients range from 0 for no predictive ability to 1.0 for perfect predictive ability.) Thus, the predictive ability of interviews can be increased with more structure, which means that the interviewers ask the same questions of applicants so that they can be compared on the same dimensions. Other suggestions for improved interviewing include restricting the range of dimensions to be assessed to a small number of skills and abilities and knowledge that is most important for the job. Another suggestion is to limit the amount of information about the applicant that is reviewed by the interviewer before the interview. By limiting this information, the interview remains an independent predictor and the interviewer is less biased by information obtained from other means. In addition, the use of multiple interviewers helps improve predictive validity, although
the use of panel interviews with simultaneous participation of multiple interviewers may not add predictive power.  

**Behavioral Interviews**

Another way to improve selection interviews is to use behavioral interviews. Essentially, in a behavioral interview, a candidate might be asked to describe how he or she dealt with a particular situation in the past. For example, an applicant might be asked to describe how he or she dealt with an employer who made a serious mistake. When interviewers ask applicants about past experiences, more predictive information can be obtained than through questions couched in hypothetical situations. Greater predictive power results from questions about past experiences because past behavior is generally a good predictor of future behavior.

Because of the greater predictive ability of behavioral interviews, more companies are using the approach. Bank One’s use of the procedure provides a good example. At Bank One, applicants are informed about how they will be interviewed. For example, Bank One provides a preparation sheet that tells applicants that they will be asked about a specific situation such as, “‘How did you help pull your team together to meet goals?’” The same questions are asked of
applicants, which helps improve interrater reliability and the validity of the selection procedure.

**Testing**

The use of selection tests provides another means for improving the selection process. There are several types of tests that are relevant to selection. Some of the more common types of tests used for selection include cognitive or mental ability tests, personality tests, work sample or performance tests, and integrity tests.

*Cognitive ability tests* are commonly used to assess an applicant’s capability to perform a job. Furthermore, they often have fairly high predictive ability. For example, studies have found the following validity coefficients between jobs and cognitive test scores: arithmetic reasoning for computer programmers = .57, general mental ability for first-line supervisors = .64, and mechanical comprehension for operators in the petroleum industry = .33. *Personality tests* also are commonly used for selection purposes. Researchers have established that the “big five” personality dimensions, as measured by the NEO–Personality Inventory and Personality Characteristics Inventory (PCI), can be very useful for selection. The big five personality dimensions are extroversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, emotional stability, and
openness to experience. Conscientiousness has been found to be a good predictor of job performance for almost all types of jobs and, not surprisingly, extroversion has been found to be related to performance in sales jobs. Finally, paper-and-pencil integrity tests have been found to be useful in predicting theft and other undesirable behavior, even though applicants may attempt to fake their responses.\textsuperscript{40}

\textit{Performance or work sample tests} require job applicants to perform some of the actual tasks required for the job. For example, applicants for machinist jobs could be given a set of blueprints and be asked to produce a part, while applicants for a computer technician job might be asked to diagnose a problem with a network server. Work samples or performance tests have the advantage of legitimacy because it is easy to see the connection with the job. Because applicants are frequently potential customers of the company, they may be more likely to feel that they have been treated fairly if they have been given work sample tests. Work samples or performance tests also tend to be free from racial or gender biases as well. Work samples also can be obtained from applicants for positions such as graphic designer, commercial artist, or business writer by asking applicants to supply portfolios of their work for review.
Assessment Centers

Assessment centers are another selection procedure that offers relatively high predictive validity for managerial and supervisory jobs. Assessment centers are intensive selection procedures that may last one to two days, in which multiple assessors observe the abilities of applicants in a wide range of settings. These procedures can be used for selection and are particularly useful for promotions to supervisory-level positions where there is no prior experience to assess; they are also well suited for development. Assessment centers combine several traditional selection procedures, such as interviews and tests, with procedures that simulate managerial work in a job setting. For example, in-basket exercises are an almost universal feature of assessment centers. In-basket exercises ask applicants to prioritize and describe the actions they would take to deal with the items that would be typically encountered in a manager’s in-basket. Such items might include memos, phone messages, requests from employees, and short internal reports.41

Other examples of simulation components in assessment centers include business games and the leaderless group, in which applicants may be asked to make a presentation to a group of other applicants in an attempt to support a hypothetical employee for a promotion. Because none of the applicants have any authority, only their personal abilities to
influence others can apply. Research indicates that the simulations account for much of the predictive ability of assessments centers. In addition, when done properly, assessments centers involve training for assessors in interviewing and observational skills. One reason for the high predictive validity of assessment centers is that they involve high ratios of assessors. Another reason is that the assessors normally are higherlevel managers, from at least two levels higher in the organization, who have performed the job themselves. An example of a very elaborate assessment simulation is the Looking Glass, Inc.® exercise developed by the Center for Creative Leadership in Greensboro, North Carolina. In this assessment simulation, which is used for developmental purposes, assessees play the roles of managers and executives in a hypothetical company.

Because only limited space can be devoted to selection issues here, readers who wish to learn more about this subject are encouraged to refer to Human Resource Selection by Robert Gatewood and Hubert Feild.
DEALING WITH EMPLOYEE SURPLUSES

There are several methods by which companies may reduce the likelihood that they will have to lay off employees. These include both short-range and long-range approaches. Several of these approaches need further explanation. Two of these are redeployment and retraining, with the latter often being required before employees can be redeployed without being laid off.

Redeployment and Retraining

The prevention of skill obsolescence and career plateauing were covered earlier. Unfortunately, obsolescence is not always prevented and retraining may be required. With the increased rate of technological change and potential for skill obsolescence, *retraining* may become more important. As a result, many companies provide retraining for managers whose skills have become obsolete. A critical determinant in the success of such programs is managers’ self-efficacy beliefs, or expectations that they will be successful in mastering the new skills. Interestingly, some companies send the wrong message.\(^\text{43}\)
Executives often adopted a “slash and burn” strategy when retraining efforts failed to realize objectives, laying off managers who did not acquire new competencies, behaviors, and attitudes. Layoffs following retraining programs may send a message to the workforce that retraining is a futile endeavor.\textsuperscript{44}

IBM is an example of a company that provided extensive retraining for employees to be redeployed within the company. However, most companies do not provide retraining for the employees they lay off. A study by Leana and Feldman found less than 10 percent of laid-off workers receive such assistance from their former employers. Because governmental agencies provide various retraining programs, the response of most companies is to leave such training to these agencies. However, there are exceptions, for example, the Ford Motor Company, which funds and operates the National Development and Training Center. Laid-off workers going through the Center receive individualized retraining, specific to their needs.\textsuperscript{45}
Early Retirement

In dealing with an excess of employees, companies frequently offer *early retirement* incentives in which employees currently ineligible for retirement receive additional years’ credit and a bonus payment that enhances pension benefits. Major concerns with this practice are the effects on the company’s pool of talent and the impact on early retirees. Ann Howard conducted a longitudinal study of AT&T and Bell System managerial employees that addressed these concerns. One of the study’s major conclusions was that there were no significant differences at the 20-year mark in the performance ratings of managers who took early retirement versus those who did not.\footnote{46} The study concluded the following:

Thus, the companies suffered no loss in quality of management talent as a result of the early retirements . . . there are no indications that the most capable managers leave the company if a golden handshake for those nearing retirement age is offered. Nor, of course, are the least capable most likely to leave.\footnote{47}

The same study also investigated other characteristics between managers taking early retirement and those remaining. Although performance ratings at their 20th year
were not significantly different, for those retiring early, work had a lower priority in their lives, they were less conscientious about quality work, perceived lower likelihood of future promotion, and were more dissatisfied with their present jobs. In addition, they were more dissatisfied with their supervisors and the company. Further, they were more dissatisfied with the company a number of years before they retired. In retrospect, some of this greater dissatisfaction may have been manageable because there were warning signs of its development. Nonetheless, the overall evaluation of the early retirement program was that the more highly motivated managers who had better work and company attitudes remained.  

On the other side, from the perspective of those taking early retirement, these managers seem to be motivated by an instrumentality rationale. They had fewer financial concerns and stronger life interests outside of work, such as hobbies and socializing. Nonetheless, there was some dissatisfaction with the manner in which the early retirements were handled. A particularly troublesome issue was a change in the performance appraisal approach, because it was perceived as a means of shoving them out of the company.
One manager describes this perception as follows:

About the time they introduced the new benefit plan, they also introduced a new appraisal plan. I had always been rated above average, but the new appraisals were done by managers upstate. I became the bottom of the list. My boss and I both broke into tears. Rather than face another unsatisfactory rating, I decided to leave the company.\(^{50}\)

A reaction such as this indicates that abrupt changes in performance appraisal approaches are likely to be viewed as deceptive and may create ill will. Thus, one guideline for downsizing through the use of early retirements is that abrupt changes in performance appraisal should be avoided. Further, a truly voluntary approach is preferred because coercive approaches will be seen for what they are.\(^{51}\) To protect themselves from charges of age discrimination, employers downsizing through voluntary early retirement programs typically request that employees sign waivers against claims under the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA). Several specific conditions must be met before such waivers will constitute valid defenses against such charges.\(^{52}\)
Of course, it is sometimes more desirable to focus on eliminating the poorer performers, which necessitates another approach. From the standpoint of employee welfare, those opting for early retirement will probably be better prepared from a financial standpoint. Because some retirees indicate that they would like to work to maintain contact and earn extra money, the company should also consider providing part-time employment. Finally, the early retiree’s contributions to the company should be recognized with a demonstration of the company’s appreciation. Although performance may have declined at some point, an employee’s many years of service to the company merit recognition, and the conclusion of a long career should not carry the stigma of a forced retirement.

Retreat from Employment Security Policies

From the late 1980s to the mid-1990s, structural changes in the economy, increases in productivity resulting from technology, computerization, and intense global competition led scores of companies to abandon employment security policies and downsize their workforces. Although a recession also accounted for some layoffs, many were the result of permanent structural changes as companies were able to accomplish the same or more work with fewer employees. Many companies that had maintained no-layoff policies in the past reverted to layoffs. For example, IBM, which had long maintained a
no-layoff policy, announced plans to reduce employment by 10,000, but planned to avoid layoffs through use of a financial incentive program. Nonetheless, by 1992, the company found that it had to reduce its employment by 40,000 during that year alone. IBM tried to become more responsive by shifting to semiautonomous or free-standing units, a process called *deconstructing*. Essentially, IBM tried to obtain some of the quickness and accountability advantages of rapidly responding personal computer and workstation manufacturers such as Sun Microsystems and Dell. By the middle of the 1990s, IBM had made massive cuts in its workforce. The business press reported that “The promise of ‘employment security,’ not long ago a bright hope for curing America’s competitive problems, has faded.” Job security or income security, however, is still a goal of major importance to employees.

**Downsizing and Layoffs**

Before conducting *layoffs*, there should be a careful analysis of their effects in the long run, as well as in the short run. For example, if a company conducts layoffs in response to short-term losses, it may find that its long-term survivability is endangered. A short-term problem may only be symptomatic of a larger problem that is not addressed by layoffs, such as lack of adaptability. In reality, layoffs, such as in the research and development area, may place a company in the position of
mortgaging its future. Such cuts may prevent a company from pursuing its intended strategies because it has focused on short-term tactical moves to the detriment of strategy. Thus, before conducting layoffs, companies should seek an appropriate balance between short-term and long-term demands, as well as between the goals of workforce stability and organizational adaptability. Downsizing strategies are also more effective when the most effective performers can be retained. In some instances, the performance evaluation system may need improvement for accurate identification of such individuals. Further, the reward system may require modification to obtain the flexibility needed to retain them. Such flexibility is necessary because of resource scarcities that often prompt downsizing strategies but may be obtained through future-oriented rewards such as stock ownership and profit sharing.59

Companies also must be aware that even their short-term problems may not be solved by downsizing because of the loss of skills resulting from the departure of experienced employees who are offered early retirement options or severance packages. There is empirical support for this caveat, as the study of declining industries, mentioned earlier, found that “The poor performers [companies] looked at their actions (e.g., layoffs or early retirements) as individual events without considering the long-term consequences.”60 It has been
hypothesized that organizations having previous experience with layoffs will reduce their workforces through methods that are less severe, because their managers are predicted to have more timely insight of surpluses. With this recognition, they should take remedial action more quickly and should be in a position to rely more on attrition or redeployment. It has also been hypothesized that companies having less slack in their resource base are more likely to reduce employment by resorting to more severe approaches, such as layoffs.  

The Carlson Travel Network, a large travel agency that had conducted layoffs, provides an example of short-term problems related to layoffs. One important client, who had planned to travel to Taiwan after completing business in Japan, found while in Japan that he could not travel to Taiwan without a visa. This necessitated his flying back to Minnesota before going on to Taiwan. An inexperienced agent had made a mistake. Eventually, Carlson’s quality of service improved to desired levels and the company obtained desired efficiencies. However, this and other problems occurred during the learning period. As noted earlier, in conducting layoffs, companies must be careful not to deplete their knowledge base such that their distinctive competencies are lost.
Downsizing strategies, which often involve layoffs, along with other approaches such as attrition and hiring freezes, have been widespread throughout the U.S. economy. Nonetheless, companies sometimes find that downsizing and associated layoffs begin a vicious cycle. Typically, the cycle is initiated by more intensified competition that cuts into the company’s revenues. Lower revenues then lead to efforts to quickly cut costs and some employees are laid off. Although the company is left with fewer employees, the workload remains constant. “Survivors” often experience overwork, stress, frustration, and declining morale as they operate in crisis mode, attending only to immediate problems. Additionally, remaining employees also tend to become more risk averse and narrow-minded. As a result, there are insufficient workers available to examine the underlying causes of problems and fewer resources available for research and developmental efforts. Because of these detrimental effects, customer satisfaction wanes, causing revenues to decline further, thus precipitating another round of layoffs to cut costs. Another problem with downsizing strategies is that companies frequently do not obtain the benefits of reduced expenses, profitability, and increased return on investment that they had hoped to achieve. Cost savings are also wasted when consultants have to be hired to supply the expertise lost from staff layoffs. Some observers have even
estimated that replacements eventually have to be hired for 10 to 20 percent of the employees who were laid off.\footnote{64}

After all alternatives have been exhausted and there is no other alternative, layoffs sometimes become unavoidable. To enhance the likelihood of success, downsizing should be viewed more systematically. Typically, downsizing strategies must be accompanied by changes in other factors that have an impact on organizational efficiency, such as the design of the organization and elimination of redundancies.\footnote{65} Some key findings about the conduct of downsizing are presented in Table 4-1.
Far too many companies are not well prepared for downsizing; they begin with no retraining or redeployment policies in place, and they fail to anticipate the kinds of human resource problems that develop subsequently.

Six months to a year after a downsizing, key indicators often do not improve: expense ratios, profits, return-on-investment to shareholders, and stock prices.

Survivors’ syndrome is a common aftermath. Be prepared to manage it. Better yet, try to avoid it by actively involving employees in the planning phase of any downsizing effort.

Recognize that downsizing has exploded the myth of job security, and has accelerated employee mobility, especially among white-collar workers. It has fundamentally altered the terms of the psychological contract that binds workers to organizations.

To bring about sustained improvements in productivity, quality, and effectiveness, integrate reductions in head count with planned changes in the way that work is designed.
Table 4-1 continued

Key Findings About Downsizing

Downsizing is not a one-time, quick-fix solution to enhance competitiveness. Rather, it should be viewed as part of a process of continuous improvement.


Further, layoffs have too frequently been conducted without sufficient regard for employees. In order to minimize the adverse consequences to employees, managers should consider the guidelines that are presented in Table 4-2 and discussed in the following paragraphs.
Table 4-2
Guidelines for Conducting Layoffs

Give Early Warnings/Announcements of Layoffs

Soften the Impact with Compensation and Benefits

Utilize the Services of Outplacement Firms

Supply Retraining Services

Provide Equitable and Decent Treatment of Laid-Off Employees

Ensure Supportive Treatment of Survivors

Maintain a Cooperative Approach with Unions

Uphold Obligations to the Community


Companies should give employees advance notice that they are going to be laid off. Reasons for not providing notice are based on fears that employees will sabotage equipment or quit, leaving the company without workers to complete
production prior to the plant’s closure. In a study of layoffs in the steel industry and work related to National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) programs, researchers found that less than 50 percent of employees had received advance notice.\(^66\) There is evidence that employers’ concerns about the dangers of providing advance notice are unfounded and that there are no associated declines in productivity or greater instances of sabotage. In contrast, companies actually benefit by providing advance notice because they are likely to be perceived more positively by the public.\(^67\) The Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act (WARN) applies to companies having 100 or more employees. Under the act, employers must provide 60 days’ advance notice of plant closings to employees, unions, and officials at state and local levels when 50 or more employees will lose their jobs.\(^68\)

Additionally, employees tend to receive other benefits from advance notice. One benefit is that early notification enables employees to prepare for their departure from the company.\(^69\) Another is that their period of unemployment may be shorter. Empirical evidence indicates that the period of unemployment for those receiving advanced notice is shorter than for those who do not.\(^70\)

Those being laid off should receive severance pay and benefits should be extended. Aside from humanitarian reasons, providing severance pay may preserve the company’s
relationship with the employee and enhance the company’s chances of rehiring the employee after business improves. Additionally, severance pay may be perceived to reduce the likelihood of litigation.\textsuperscript{71}
Employers also should make outplacement services available to employees. Outplacement services tend to stimulate laid-off workers to pursue retraining opportunities and to relocate. Likewise, they provide opportunities for building social support. Although the effectiveness of outplacement services varies by employee level and needs, their role in providing a base of operations for contacting employers appears to be uniformly valuable. Additionally, employees’ perceptions of fair treatment are probably enhanced by outplacement services. Although research evidence has not definitively established that outplacement programs are effective in helping workers become reemployed, such programs may have an additional major benefit of facilitating employees’ psychological adjustment to the loss of their jobs and in helping them regain their self-confidence.\footnote{72}

Other suggestions for carrying out layoffs include supplying additional training, particularly where declines in industries have made employees’ skills obsolete; attending to the morale of remaining employees, such as by not making derogatory remarks about laid-off employees; pursuing cooperative efforts with unions to avoid layoffs; and displaying corporate social responsibility by helping to defray the costs incurred by the community in which layoffs or a plant closure are conducted. A final suggestion is to avoid preferential treatment of minorities and women even if the company has an
affirmative action objective of increasing their representation. Such treatment has not been well received by the courts, particularly where seniority systems are circumvented.\textsuperscript{73}

The impact on remaining employees or survivors should be taken into account when conducting layoffs. Whether layoffs are perceived to be conducted according to random criteria or on the basis of merit, they may have an impact on the work performance of survivors. A laboratory experiment, drawing on the tenets of equity theory, has demonstrated that subjects who survived layoffs conducted on a random basis were more productive in terms of quantity after the layoffs. The theoretical basis for this finding is that the survivors of a random layoff experience positive inequity. Positive inequity results because survivors believe their ratio of outcomes to inputs to be more favorable than those who were laid off. This is because their performance or inputs were no greater, but the outcomes of those laid off—losing their jobs—were less. In order to restore equilibrium and to reduce feelings of guilt, the survivors worked harder and produced more. Experimental conditions ruled out an alternative explanation: that the survivors’ increased productivity may have resulted from feelings of anxiety regarding future layoffs.\textsuperscript{74}
Regardless of the layoff strategy used, the impact in human terms will be considered by all but the most cold-blooded managers. The human cost of a layoff or termination may be assessed in terms of the anticipated length of the period of unemployment. Clearly, the morale of remaining employees will be adversely affected by prolonged periods of unemployment of those laid off or terminated, except in the most extreme cases of misbehavior. Unfortunately, it is difficult to predict the average length of time employees will remain unemployed because there are numerous explanatory factors. However, a New York outplacement firm has used a 60-variable formula to predict the period of unemployment for its clients.\(^7\) A rule of thumb also exists. Although its predictive accuracy is unknown, the rule predicts that a terminated manager will remain unemployed for “one month for every $10,000 of income.”\(^6\)
Termination Strategies

Although terminations may be indicative of deficiencies in other human resource management systems, they are often required for organizational change and have even been categorized as an organizational development process. As such, terminations may be critical for the implementation of a shift in the strategic direction of an organization. Terminations of managers have been necessary in organizational evolutions in which managers, who can work effectively within an informal structure, cannot adapt to the more formal structure required with growth in size. Terminations also have been used where entrepreneurs, who were effective in founding companies, could not make the transition to the different managerial requirements of a bureaucratic environment.77

Companies should develop approaches toward termination that assure employees that termination will be for just cause and that the performance appraisal, coaching, and counseling systems will have warned them that their performance must improve or that certain behaviors are unacceptable. However, companies also must terminate employees in a manner that communicates that substandard performance and inappropriate behaviors will result in termination. Companies need an approach that eliminates unsatisfactory performers while allowing competent employees
to feel secure in their jobs, committed to the company, capable of taking reasonable risks, and deserving of their loyalty. In the absence of such an approach, the company will not have a performance culture, nor will it have employee commitment. Interestingly, experienced outplacement consultants have observed that managerial terminations are usually due to personality-related conflicts with the terminated employee’s manager. In contrast, fewer than 5 percent of managerial terminations are based on the grounds of incompetence.\textsuperscript{78}

In terminating unsatisfactory performers, U.S. employers have an advantage over many European competitors in that they have much greater latitude. For example, in Italy, governmental regulations require an employer to pay up to $130,000 in benefits to terminate an employee 45 years of age who has been employed for 20 years. Termination costs are not as expensive in all European countries as the cost in Ireland would be $13,000 under the same circumstances.\textsuperscript{79}

Unfortunately, even with an appropriate balance between employment security and the maintenance of performance and behavioral standards, the implementation of such balanced termination strategies often leaves much to be desired. In recent years, terminations have been conducted too frequently with little regard for the dignity of the employee. Employees are frequently told of the termination and escorted by security
personnel to their desks to pick up their personal property, and then taken to the door. Although often related to fears that the terminated employee will sabotage a computer system or other company assets, this rationale is not always applicable.\textsuperscript{80} The following examples are more typical of termination actions than they should be.

A supervisor at a tractor plant in Dubuque, Iowa, got the ax while he was on vacation. “He got a call at home. Company officials told him to meet them in the parking lot of a local fast-food restaurant. He got in his boss’s car and [his boss] read him a brief notice,” says Earl Payson, a lawyer who represented the client in an age-discrimination suit against the same company. “They wouldn’t answer any questions. My client had been with the company for over 25 years.”\textsuperscript{81}

My own son was terminated [recently] by an advertising company with a note on the door. It said, ‘You’re fired. Come and see me.’ It was signed by his boss.\textsuperscript{82}

Although the literature on terminations is largely prescriptive and anecdotal, there are some practical guidelines. One is that terminations should be conducted as business
decisions. Employees should be told that the termination is an irrevocable business decision. In contrast to the advice offered by some attorneys, employees should be told the reasons for their termination.\textsuperscript{83} The advice of some attorneys is that providing the reason for the termination simply gives the employee another rationale for initiating litigation. Nonetheless, such advice hardly meets the standard of fairness that managers themselves should apply, as well as the expectations of fairness held by other employees.

Outplacement services should be provided to help the employee make the adjustment from ending the employment relationship to beginning the search process. This adjustment process is sometimes equated to a grieving process in which the employee goes through predictable steps. It has been suggested by some observers that these steps are analogous to the Kübler-Ross five stages of dying: denial, anger, bargaining, depression, and acceptance.\textsuperscript{84} Outplacement counselors may be of assistance in helping the terminated employee work more quickly through these stages to acceptance, at which point constructive steps can be taken toward obtaining a new job. Career counseling and realistic assessments of strengths and weaknesses may also be helpful in shortening the period of time before the employee can obtain a new job. Employees receiving outplacement assistance feel more fairly treated by the company.\textsuperscript{85}
Another suggestion is to exercise care in the timing of terminations. Employees frequently want to take positive action to obtain another job as quickly possible. Therefore, terminating employees before a weekend or during a holiday may be unduly stressful because they cannot pursue job search activities at this time. Further, during these times, the employee may have too much time to brood over the termination. Managers also should consider the impact of a termination on other employees because how a coworker is terminated may have a lasting impact on employees’ perceptions of the company. Terminations should be conducted only after prior warning, real attempts to improve the employee’s performance or correct unacceptable behavior, and a thorough investigation surrounding the last-straw incident. Managers often delay too long before terminating employees. One reason for delay is that managers tend to feel guilty about terminating employees and may blame the employee’s failures on themselves.  

In conducting the termination session, the manager should describe the conditions of the separation, benefits, and the nature of recommendations the company is willing to make. A practical suggestion is that the severance package and explanation of benefits should be in writing because the employee may not “hear” the information during such a traumatic time. In the termination session, the manager should
cover the essential information, convey appropriate appreciation for the employee’s contributions, and treat the employee with respect and as humanely as possible, but the session should not be a debate and should be fairly short, usually about 15 minutes.  

SPECIAL IMPLEMENTATION CHALLENGES

Several developments in the area of employment practices and policies provide special implementation challenges. Career paths for technical professionals pose one problem. Dual-career couples provide another important challenge to strategies requiring a mobile labor force.

Career Paths for Technical Professionals

Technical professionals, such as engineers or information technology specialists, often face limited opportunity for career advancement unless they leave their specialties for management positions. Professionals who make such choices and serve in management positions for some time find that it is difficult to return to their previous field because their technical knowledge has become obsolete. Companies have attempted to remedy this problem by establishing a dual-career path system that allows advancement on a separate technical ladder as the employee acquires more expertise and experience. Technical
professionals need not move to the management path in order to move ahead in compensation, increasingly more challenging work assignments, and title. Dual-career paths are also used to help retain technical professionals. For example, Alcon Laboratories has implemented technical and management tracks for its professionals in information technology. Dual-career paths or ladders also have been implemented at Air Products and Chemicals for its research and development staff. Examples of corresponding levels on the ladders are the following: Level 9—Director (managerial), Consultant (technical ladder); Level 10—Assistant Vice President (managerial ladder), Senior Consultant (technical ladder); and Level 11—Vice President (managerial ladder), Executive Consultant (technical ladder). In addition to a progression in job titles, employees in the technical ladder receive the same compensation as those on the same level in the managerial ladder.\textsuperscript{88}
Dual-Career Couples

Increasingly, companies are facing challenges in transferring employees because of the rising number of dual-career couples. Two-income families are now involved in a high proportion of transfers as the spouses of 65 percent of employees also work. Further, the woman is more frequently the employee who is being transferred. With women now comprising a large percentage of professional occupations, it is not surprising that they are increasingly the employees being transferred. An obvious problem companies face in transferring employees involved in dual-career situations is the spouse’s ability to find a commensurate position. Such fears are well grounded: 51 percent of those spouses who were reemployed after the move received lower salaries and benefits than in their previous jobs.\(^8^9\)

Another problem encountered with dual-career couples is their frequency of turnover when the spouse works for another large employer that transfers employees. For female employees, there is a perception, whether valid or not, that they may be more susceptible to turnover in such circumstances. This perception is as follows: “Because the female manager is seen as more often following her spouse in a relocation decision, her dual-career family status is considered more of a liability.”\(^9^0\) A related problem concerns
travel requirements. Where both individuals have jobs that necessitate extensive travel, there are difficult problems with caring for children and in finding enough time for the couple to be together.91

Most employees in dual-career situations have a strong desire for assistance in obtaining employment for their spouses. Fortunately, companies’ human resource personnel are in an advantageous position to provide such assistance, because they are the most attuned to job opportunities and are frequently networked with other area employers. One such example is an employer network in Columbus, Ohio, which is made up of over 40 organizations.92 As specific examples, General Motors provides referrals and counseling assistance for spouses and IBM provides similar assistance.93 More specific examples of employer assistance are the following:

Atlantic Richfield Company, The Dow Chemical Company, Eastman Kodak, IBM, Merck & Co., Procter & Gamble, US Sprint, and Warner-Lambert will all help spouses find jobs. Many will give serious consideration to hiring them.94

Aside from obtaining another job for the spouse, another problem faced by dual career couples is the details of moving. In the past, the wife, who was less likely to be employed,
typically handled these details. Further, family support systems now handle more duties such as childcare, housekeeping, and assistance with elderly parents. These support systems must be reestablished with a move to a different geographic location. With dual-career couples, the details involved with transfers have increased and cannot be handled by a spouse who is not employed. As a result, more time is required for the transfers, along with earlier notice.\textsuperscript{95}

A related issue of greater importance in recent years is requests for transfer assistance when the other half of the dual-career couple is not a spouse. A survey revealed that almost 20 percent of companies furnish relocation assistance in such situations.\textsuperscript{96}

However, there are a number of problems companies face in these situations, such as, “How significant does the other have to be to be considered a partner? Is the length of time the relationship has existed a factor in defining partners? What about samegender couples?”\textsuperscript{97}

Another response to problems such as these is that more companies are adapting their policies to deal with the special issues involved with dual-career couples. A survey of nepotism policies (employment of relatives) indicates that, of the
companies planning to change their nepotism rules, 58 percent intended to make them more liberal. Companies at the forefront in liberalizing policies to accommodate dual-career couples are in high-tech industries. It is not surprising that high-tech industries offer more liberal nepotism rules because high-tech industries must attract high-quality talent, and will therefore bypass traditional approaches. Women have benefited from the progressive policies of such companies and have made great strides into the managerial ranks of high-tech firms because these firms have strong needs for talent.
SUMMARY

This section has covered methods by which companies obtain the efficiencies needed for implementation of their strategies. Employers have become more efficient and flexible by broadening the duties and responsibilities of their employees. Cross-training has been used effectively in these efforts to gain flexible work assignments so that employees’ time may be more efficiently utilized. In addition to producing benefits for the organization, cross-training has appeal for employees when combined with skill-based pay systems. Organizational cultures emphasizing trust appear to promote flexibility through such practices as the elimination of rules. Approaches for operating on a nonunion basis were also discussed as means of obtaining flexibility.

Several methods for dealing with shortages of employees and skills were discussed. These included strategic recruitment from both internal and external sources and special recruiting for minorities and females. Suggestions were provided for the conduct of flexible retirement programs as a means of dealing with employee shortages. The requirements for effective selection were briefly reviewed and several methods for improved selections were discussed—including behavioral interviews, testing, and assessment centers. Methods for
dealing with employee surpluses also were reviewed, including retraining and redeployment within the organization and early retirement. A brief description of the abandonment of employment security policies in the United States also was provided. Problems of downsizing and layoffs were then examined in some depth along with means for eliminating the dysfunctional effects of these actions. In addition, termination problems were discussed, along with suggestions for improving the effectiveness of these personnel actions.

Finally, the special challenges to strategies requiring a mobile workforce were discussed. Some of the most important of these challenges are encountered with technical employees and dual-career couples. Several suggestions for dealing with technical professionals and dual-career couples were provided.
The Health Care Industry

The health care industry has been going through major structural changes in order to become more efficient to help stem rising costs of health care. During the previous decade, health care organizations hired MBAs to help streamline their organizations, introduce new efficiencies, and market their services. In addition, many physicians are obtaining MBAs in order to help introduce better management into the health care industry. Health maintenance organizations (HMOs) continue to hold down costs by emphasizing prevention, by limiting access to specialists, by requiring copayments to make patients more sensitive to the costs of health care, and through increased bargaining power resulting from their size. There also have been mergers among health care organizations and hospitals. Unfortunately, many health care organizations have encountered financial difficulties and some have failed. The federal government also has tried to hold down costs by limiting Medicare and Medicaid reimbursements.

At the same time that the health care industry is struggling to become more efficient, the demand for health care is increasing and is expected to increase in the future because of an aging population, increased affluence, and
advances in technology. By 2008, 7.2 percent of the U.S.
population will be 75 years or older. This compares with 5.2
percent in 1978. Actual employment levels in selected health
care occupations in 1998 and projections for 2008 are as
follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OCCUPATION</th>
<th>1998</th>
<th>2008</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physicians</td>
<td>577,000</td>
<td>699,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dentists</td>
<td>160,000</td>
<td>165,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optometrists</td>
<td>38,000</td>
<td>42,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physician’s assistants</td>
<td>66,000</td>
<td>98,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registered nurses</td>
<td>2,079,000</td>
<td>2,530,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical therapists</td>
<td>120,000</td>
<td>161,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory therapists</td>
<td>86,000</td>
<td>123,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dental hygienists</td>
<td>143,000</td>
<td>201,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical lab technologists and technicians</td>
<td>313,000</td>
<td>366,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licensed practical and licensed vocational nurses</td>
<td>692,000</td>
<td>828,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech–Language pathologists and audiologists</td>
<td>105,000</td>
<td>145,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CASE 4-1 continued

Questions

1. Most people have some familiarity with hospitals and the health care industry. (If you lack such familiarity, you may want to interview someone who works in health care.) Based on your knowledge, in which quadrant of the staffing policies matrix (Figure 2-3) do you think hospitals are located? Are the staffing policies of hospitals more like baseball teams, academies, clubs, or fortresses? Explain your reasoning.

2. Examine the projections for the various health care occupational specialties. Are there substantial differences in the rates at which employment is expected to grow in the different occupations? How have the strategic actions by health care organizations, such as mergers, shifts to preventative approaches, and the focus on cost control, affected the expected growth of the different specialties? How is the market demand for medical care expected to affect employment in the different specialties?

3. Given the uncertainty of the demand for health care workers, how can health care organizations be prepared to meet their future needs for such employees? How can they help their employees prepare for their employment futures?
4. Do Porter’s competitive strategies of cost leadership, differentiation, and niche or focus apply to hospitals or health care organizations? Explain.

5. Interview someone from the health care industry about the changes in utilization of human resources that have taken place. What are the major changes? What are their personal views about the value of these changes? How does this person view the effectiveness of the implementation of these changes?
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Strategy Implementation: Reward and Development Systems

The seventh component of the conceptual framework presented in the Preface deals with strategy implementation through the use of reward and development systems. Reward systems provide the incentives and reinforcement for workforce behaviors that contribute to the implementation of strategies while development systems provide the workforce skills required for implementation. This section begins with a discussion of performance measurement systems, which provide the information required for allocation of rewards and developmental needs. Next, following a discussion of the limitations of traditional compensation systems, there is a discussion of strategically oriented compensation systems, including skill-based pay, team-based pay, broadbanding, variable compensation, and executive compensation. The section then discusses employee development approaches, including various training programs and methods, apprenticeships, management development approaches, management development for international assignments, and the strategic fit dilemma of whether to focus on selection or development of managers.
STRATEGICALLY ORIENTED PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS

The strategic importance of performance measurement systems is indicated in the following quotation by Clinton Longenecker and Dennis Gioia:

A shipping firm executive captured his personal credo in the phrase: “You get what you measure.” And we might add: “You measure what you value.” If the organization values short-term results, that is what it will measure and get. If it values executive development, a different emphasis emerges.1

Various approaches to performance measurement are available to help assess the degree to which the behavior of employees at all organizational levels contributes to the implementation of strategies. Measures of performance are necessary for the functioning of reward systems, which are discussed in the next section. All methods of performance measurement and evaluation are potentially useful means of providing feedback on the degree to which behaviors are congruent with organizational strategies. Likewise, they are all potentially useful means, although to varying degrees, of informing reward systems of the extent to which employees are
deserving of increased compensation, promotions, recognition, and the like. Further, they are all potentially valid sources of guidance for future developmental efforts, although they differ in their appropriateness in this regard.

Performance Measurement Approaches

A number of evaluation approaches have been traditionally used for performance measurement. Some of the most common are management by objectives, graphic rating scales, and narratives. The most advanced performance evaluation systems are those utilizing behaviorally anchored rating scales. These approaches will be discussed in the following section, beginning with management by objectives.

Management by Objectives

Management by objectives (MBO) is a widely used performance evaluation approach. In the case of MBO, the linkage with the implementation of strategies is easy to establish because the objectives can be specified as outcomes or milestones in the strategy implementation process. MBO typically begins with an initial phase in which the subordinate generates goals or objectives to be accomplished over the next time period. As a part of this process, the subordinate specifies the measures by which accomplishment of such objectives will be determined and outlines action plans he or she will use to achieve these
objectives. The superior also generates objectives for the subordinate and then meets with the subordinate to work out a joint agreement. At the end of the next time period, the subordinate is evaluated on the extent to which the objectives were accomplished and the existence of factors beyond the subordinate’s control that may have affected objective accomplishment. Unfortunately, as with all performance evaluation approaches, MBO has disadvantages as well. Objectives for some jobs are more difficult to write, such as for staff jobs, and problems occur when objectives are not well thought out. Further, the process may be viewed with cynicism if higher-level executives are not evaluated by MBO.²

Despite its disadvantages, a recent survey of Fortune 100 firms found that MBO was used by 80 percent of the respondents to evaluate executives and managers while 70 percent of the respondents used the approach for professionals. Furthermore, as with all evaluation approaches, organizations sometimes offset their disadvantages and take advantage of the strengths of various evaluation approaches by combining MBO, graphic rating scales, narratives, and other approaches.³
Graphic Rating Scales

The same survey also addressed the use of graphic rating scales and found that 31 percent of the Fortune 100 responding companies used such scales for nonexempt employees. Graphic rating scales involve a format of multiple-interval response scales carrying numerical values with short descriptive anchors. For example, a seven-point scale might be used for an item tapping an employee’s work quality. At the low end of the scale, the blank carrying a value of one might be anchored by characterization of “low quality of work” while the high-end blank carrying a value of seven would be anchored by a characterization of “high quality of work.” Graphic rating scales differ in whether their anchors are absolute, such as in the example just provided, or relative. An example of a productivity scale constructed with relative anchors would be where the low end of the scale would be anchored with “one of the least productive” while the top end would be anchored with “one of the most productive.” There is some evidence that anchors expressed in relative terms are superior to those expressed in absolute terms.

Unfortunately, although graphic rating scales can be improved with the use of anchors expressed in relative terms, they are typically not anchored in terms of behaviors and often have items that measure only traits. However, an advantage of
graphic rating scales is that their lack of behavioral specificity allows a standardized performance evaluation approach that can be used across large numbers of jobs. Organizations often find standardized approaches useful for comparison purposes, such as in developing a list of employees to be laid off on the basis of performance. However, because evaluators differ in the degree to which they are strict or lenient raters, some means of converting individual evaluators’ ratings into a standardized score is required when evaluations are to be used for comparison purposes. Finally, the results of graphic rating scales are fairly easily translatable into numerical indices, which can then be used for determination of raises. However, they have somewhat limited value for use in developmental counseling.6

**Narratives**

Another traditional approach to performance evaluation is the *narrative* description of performance written by an employee’s supervisor. Such approaches, which can be highly individualistic according to the unique aspects of the employee’s job, are sometimes used with higher-level professionals and managerial personnel. Disadvantages to this approach are the writing skills required on the part of the evaluator and the time taken to write thoughtful narratives. Further, it is difficult to translate
narratives into increases in compensation. Nonetheless, they are very useful in developmental counseling.

**Behaviorally Anchored Rating Scales**

The most advanced of the approaches to performance evaluation are *behaviorally anchored rating scales* (BARS). With BARS approaches, job incumbents are evaluated according to their performance on a relatively small set of job dimensions. A major advantage of the approach is that for each dimension, specific anchor points on the rating scale are provided in the form of observable behaviors. Thus, the evaluator is not forced to choose between the ambiguous meanings of adjective or numerical scale values. For example, in rating an employee’s performance as a consumer credit representative in handling denials of credit, the rater does not have to decide whether the employee merits a rating of 6 or 7 on a 10-point scale. With the BARS approach, the evaluator typically chooses among an array of observable behaviors for the one that is most representative. In the case of the credit representative, such behaviors might range from “tactfully informs the customer that credit cannot be extended at this time and encourages the customer to reapply at a later date” to “tells customer that he or she is a bad credit risk and that it would be pointless to reapply.” Because the evaluator is reporting observations, rather than making inferences about the mental processes of an employee,
there may be increased validity and less likelihood of bias. Unfortunately, research to date on BARS has not yet demonstrated that they are superior to other rating approaches in interrater reliability or in reducing leniency or halo errors. (Halo errors occur when an outstanding rating on one dimension of performance carries over to affect ratings on other dimensions.)

In spite of the failure of research to demonstrate the superiority of BARS, the greatest contribution of the BARS approach may be through its role as a feedback mechanism. Because of its focus on behaviors, the use of BARS may be less likely to lead to employee defensiveness and the feedback may be heard. Likewise, the BARS format produces ratings that are directly useful in developmental counseling because the employee knows the behaviors that should be adopted or discontinued. Further, its behavioral anchors carry numerical values, which can be summed across performance dimensions to provide an index translatable into merit increases in compensation. Unfortunately, BARS are applicable to only the specific jobs for which they are developed. As a result, it is practical to use them only for jobs having large numbers of incumbents because of their considerable developmental expense and the statistical expertise required. This is unfortunate, because further up the job hierarchy, there are ordinarily fewer job incumbents at the managerial and
professional levels. However, large organizations may have sufficient numbers of managers at lower levels, such as sales managers, store managers, and the like to justify their development. Likewise, many organizations have lower-level professional jobs with many incumbents, such as staff accountants, insurance claims adjusters, and registered nurses, who could be evaluated with BARS.⁸

**Behavioral Observation Scales**

*Behavioral observation scales* (BOS) are a variation of the BARS approach in that they add graphic rating scales to the observable behaviors that are developed from critical incidents as in BARS. Each of these observable behaviors and their response scales constitute a rating item, and there are multiple items for each dimension of performance. Ratings on each item are summed to produce a quantitative evaluation of performance in each dimension. Thus, instead of choosing which observable behavior within a dimension is the most characteristic of the employee’s performance, the evaluator rates several observable behaviors.⁹
360-Degree Feedback

Performance feedback from superiors, peers, and subordinates can provide good information for developmental purposes. One of the problems with performance evaluations in which only superiors rate their subordinates is that performance is evaluated from only one direction or perspective. While a manager may appear to be performing well when viewed from above, a very different evaluation may be obtained if evaluated from below from the subordinate’s perspective. For example, a manager may be taking driving subordinates in order to achieve short-term results instead of leading, motivating, and developing them for the future. In addition, when viewed from a horizontal perspective, a manager’s peers at the same level may have a very different evaluation as well, particularly if the manager does not cooperate with other departments and focuses only on the welfare of his or her own unit to the detriment of the organization as a whole. Because of these limitations of traditional top-down performance evaluation approaches, it is no surprise that 360-degree feedback systems have been almost universally adopted among Fortune 500 firms and in many other companies. Companies using 360-degree feedback systems include Shell Oil, Exxon, IBM, Caterpillar, GE, AT&T and Levi Strauss. Otis Elevator has even implemented a 360-degree feedback system on the Internet with encryption for security purposes. Evaluators can simply perform the evaluation
by clicking on the Internet site where the forms are provided and e-mail it to the consulting firm that summarizes the evaluations.\textsuperscript{11}

Evaluators in 360-degree feedback systems can include superiors, peers, subordinates, and even major customers. By using evaluations from each of these constituencies, a much more comprehensive picture of a manager’s developmental needs can be obtained. In addition, because the ratings in 360-degree feedback systems can be anonymous, a much more honest evaluation may be possible. The 360-degree feedback system also is better suited to the interdependent nature of many of today’s organizations, which are decreasing their reliance on centralized control and hierarchical decision making.\textsuperscript{12}

As with any system, there can be problems with the implementation of 360-degree feedback systems. For example, the 360-degree feedback system is supposed to be more appropriate for developmental purposes than for appraisal purposes. Nonetheless, they are sometimes used for performance appraisal where anonymity and breaches of privacy can become major issues. Because so many people are involved in 360-degree feedback systems, there is substantial likelihood that evaluators will discuss the ratings with others and violate the manager’s privacy. Thus, there are real
challenges to the confidentiality and privacy of the system. When used for appraisal purposes, there is much room for mischief and self-serving behaviors because anonymous evaluators could intentionally evaluate a manager lower than he or she should be in order to increase their own chances for a promotion. In addition, there is greater likelihood that rating biases will influence evaluations because so many evaluators are involved and there is less assurance that all have been adequately trained to provide valid evaluations. In order to prevent this source of inaccuracy, organizations should train their raters before implementing 360-degree feedback systems.\textsuperscript{13}

While there are problems with 360-degree feedback systems, just as with other evaluation systems, the approach has substantial potential to resolve many of the problems of more traditional approaches to developmental feedback and performance appraisal. In addition, some of its limitations as a performance appraisal approach also may be overcome.
Performance Evaluation of Executives

In spite of the value of performance evaluation systems, Longenecker and Gioia have found that such systems are not used very frequently for executives. More specifically, “the higher one rises in an organization the less likely one is to receive quality feedback about job performance.” Several questionable beliefs or myths are apparently responsible for the low regard for performance evaluation at the executive level. These myths are that performance evaluation is (1) not needed or desired by executives, (2) inconsistent with an executive’s dignity, (3) too time consuming for the schedules of the superiors of executives, (4) detrimental to executive creativity and autonomy, (5) irrelevant since executives must meet “bottom line” criteria, and (6) executive performance is too intangible for description. Nonetheless, Longenecker and Gioia found that these myths lack a factual basis. In marked contrast, their research found that executives desire feedback and that even though bottom line results are critical for executives, they still need process-type feedback. Further, when executive performance is considered too intangible for description, the vacuum of explanation may be filled by political explanations. Some suggestions may be helpful in encouraging the use of performance evaluation at executive levels. For example, the process should utilize written narratives instead of standard rating forms because of the highly individualistic nature of
executive work. It should also include clarification of organizational goals, discussions of how success will be defined, and assessment of the executive’s management style. Also, the process should be a regularly occurring activity and should be based on both process considerations and outcomes.  

**Effectiveness of Performance Measurement**

Human resource managers are sometimes criticized for the attention they place on the format of evaluation instead of the management of the evaluation process. Even the most unsophisticated evaluation approach can be effective while the most sophisticated can be ineffective. When employees understand the dimensions of performance on which they will be evaluated, know that they are being evaluated on relevant aspects of their jobs, view the evaluation process as valid, feel that their evaluations are fair, and see reward contingencies, they will “buy in” to the evaluation system. At this point, the evaluation system can help strategy implementation. Further, performance evaluation will have a greater impact on strategy implementation when evaluators make meaningful distinctions among different levels of performance. Unfortunately, there have always been political aspects of performance evaluation that reduce its effectiveness, such as when evaluators rate subordinates lower than they deserve in order to establish
managerial authority, encourage them to leave, or establish a convincing paper trail in the event that the employee is terminated.\textsuperscript{16}

\section*{STRATEGICALLY ORIENTED COMPENSATION SYSTEMS}

One of the critical means by which organizations implement their strategies is to reward employees for behaviors that are consistent with strategic goals. Reward systems provide the ability to reinforce desired behaviors and serve the traditional functions of attracting and maintaining a qualified workforce. Because of the centrality of compensation to strategy, the following discussion will focus only on rewards distributed through compensation systems. As indicated earlier in this section, a critical determinant of whether a strategy will be successfully implemented is the degree of flexibility of the workforce. In order to gain more flexibility from their workforces, many organizations have implemented new compensation approaches. Four of the more well-known compensation innovations are (1) skill-based pay, (2) broadbanding, (3) team-based pay, and (4) variable compensation. These approaches will be examined in this section along with executive compensation. However, before
examining these approaches, a review of traditional compensation systems should be helpful.

**Traditional Compensation Systems**

Millions of employees are compensated through traditional job-based pay systems. Such systems typically incorporate the use of *job analysis* to determine the knowledge, skills, and abilities required to perform jobs. Job analysis information is then incorporated into the process of *job evaluation*, which determines the relative standing of each job in the salary or wage hierarchy of an organization. Essentially, the process of job evaluation involves a review of each job to determine the extent to which *compensable factors* are present. Typically, jobs are evaluated on only a small set of compensable factors such as knowledge, know-how, accountability, effort, and problem solving. The *point system* is a common job evaluation approach, which uses a job evaluation manual to assign points to each job on the basis of compensable factors. Another job evaluation system is the *factor comparison system*, which involves a rather complicated approach of comparing jobs directly with each other in order to determine differences in the presence of compensable factors. *Hybrid systems*, which often involve a combination of the point system and factor comparison system, also are widely used. An example of a hybrid system is the *Hay Guide Profile Method*. Traditional
approaches involving job evaluation are used to determine internal equity or fairness in compensation among jobs in an organization. Salary surveys are then used to determine external equity with market rates. Managers then set rates of compensation by balancing considerations of internal and external equity.¹⁷

**Strategic Inadequacies of Traditional Compensation Approaches**

Unfortunately, traditional compensation systems leave much to be desired from a strategic perspective. One of the strongest criticisms involves the evaluation of jobs on compensable factors such as problems solving or know-how. By assigning differential points to various jobs on the basis of these factors, the process tells job incumbents—whose jobs are evaluated low on problem solving or knowhow—that they are not being paid to solve problems or think. A further criticism is that because of the job-based focus, each employee is compensated only for the performance of a specific job. Thus, the compensation system introduces constraints on managers’ flexibility in utilizing the workforce. When a person is asked to perform work outside of his or her job classification, there are problems in assignment of a pay rate to such jobs. The presence of a union complicates this further as the pay rates for the various job classifications are the result of collective bargaining.
Additionally, traditional compensation systems do not work well with managers and professionals. With such employees, the job-based focus of traditional systems conflicts with the individualized nature of their work. With increasing professionalization of the workforce, the importance of this problem will be magnified. To summarize, when compensation systems limit workforce flexibility and discourage workers from using their intelligence, they cannot facilitate the implementation of today’s competitive strategies.  

Skill-Based Pay

*Skill-based pay* or *knowledge-based pay*, in contrast to traditional compensation approaches, focuses on the individual, not the job. In fact, with skill-based pay, employees perform a number of jobs and receive the same pay rate, irrespective of the job. As noted earlier, in Chaparral Steel’s application of skill-based pay, there are only two general job classifications in its production environment. With skill-based pay, employees are able to increase their compensation as they acquire a broader range of skills. Thus, they have a strong incentive to learn. With the rapid rate of change in today’s business environment and the need for flexible assignment of work, there is an obvious need for employees to develop or broaden their skill repertoires. The flexibility of skill-based pay is revealed in the following description of its application in a container plant:
For example, a plant technician at the top of the skill range may work on electrical assignments when such work needs to be done or may be assigned to quality assurance or to operate a specific machine if no electrical problems require attention.²⁰

Because of such characteristics, companies dealing with stiff foreign competition have a higher propensity to implement skill-based pay approaches. Likewise, in companies in which promotional opportunities have been reduced because of the delayering of organizational structures, there also are higher propensities to implement skill-based pay.²¹ The extent of skill-based pay usage is revealed by a survey, which found that 51 percent of responding companies had implemented the approach. However, companies generally apply this pay approach to fewer than 20 percent of their employees.²²

Because of the advantages of skill-based pay, numerous companies have adopted this approach. For example, General Mills, Northern Telecom, and Honeywell have substantial experience with skill-based pay. Skill-based pay approaches have been frequently implemented in high-involvement manufacturing settings, and they also are being implemented in service environments. Although there are variations in how skill-based pay is implemented, employees typically start out at
a base rate and increase their compensation as they master a sequence of skill blocks. Typically, employees take several years to master the content of all skill blocks because they are generally fairly broad. For example, at a General Mills plant, all of the production processes are contained in four skill blocks. One of the more difficult aspects involved in the administration of skill-based pay involves the determination of the amount of pay that should be assigned to skill blocks. Nonetheless, market survey data are often used to establish the range and average values for skill blocks.\(^{23}\)

Skill-based pay is often implemented in conjunction with semiautonomous work teams. In such applications, employees master the skills required for a job and then rotate into another job in the team until its skills are mastered, and then into the next, and so on. Upon completion of the rotation, the employee can then move into another team and acquire more skills by rotating through its various jobs. Certification and recertification of skill block mastery is assessed through various approaches. Testing approaches, which constitute one means of certification, often involve sample observations of work, written tests, and oral examinations. Other certification approaches include assessment by multiple evaluators, including supervisors, peers, technical experts, management committees, and human resource personnel. Skill-based pay’s focus on compensation for skills also is contained in approaches used
with professional employees who are paid according to maturity curves. In maturity curve approaches, with increasing experience and development following the completion of formal education, professionals receive increased compensation.  

Aside from the flexibility advantages already noted, skill-based pay also has some other desirable effects although average wage rates tend to be higher. An important advantage is that the costs of higher wages are offset by higher productivity and increased quality. Other advantages include employees’ heightened motivation for training, greater task variety, employee-induced pressures on companies to provide training, and increases in employees’ self-esteem, which accompany the acquisition of skills. With skill-based pay, it also is easy to fill in for absences because of the availability of cross-trained employees. Skill-based pay also tends to give employees a broader understanding of production processes. Further, because employees gain compensation increases by expanding their skill sets, seniority is not the determinant of progression to higher-paying jobs. Another advantage of skill-based pay is that it provides greater job security for employees because they can perform a wider range of jobs.

Often skill-based pay is implemented in conjunction with total quality management (TQM) programs because higher quality often requires more highly skilled employees. It also is
implemented frequently in participative environments, and as noted earlier, in conjunction with semiautonomous work groups or self-managed teams. With teams, participative management, and high-involvement environments, employees can make meaningful contributions that result from their broader understanding of the production environment.\textsuperscript{26}

Although there are numerous benefits of skill-based pay, there are also problems, as with any other compensation approach. One problem involves compensating employees who have topped out on the skill progression. For these employees, some observers have recommended incentives in the form of gain sharing, in which benefits from cost reductions or increased productivity are passed on to employees. Another problem is that training is frequently insufficient to support skill-based pay approaches. Some managers have even been reluctant to release sufficient funds from their training budgets to support skill-based pay.\textsuperscript{27}
Broadbanding

In contrast to skill-based pay, broadbanding retains some of the components of the traditional approaches described earlier, such as a job focus and some utilization of job evaluation for key jobs—visible jobs having identifiable market wage rates. However, like skill-based pay, broadbanding can be helpful in strategy implementation because it is directed toward obtaining greater flexibility. Typically, broadbanding involves a reduction in the number of salary bands (pay grades). Interestingly, General Electric was able to reduce its number of bands to five for all employees. With broadbanding, the organization might reduce its salary bands for white-collar employees to three. For example, the first band for professionals might range from $55,000 to $91,000, the second for management might range from $58,000 to $121,000, and a third for leadership might range from $110,000 to $205,000. As these salary levels indicate, the salary ranges within each band cover a wide range of compensation. The advantage of maintaining fewer bands is that employees’ salaries can be raised substantially even without a promotion. Likewise, employees’ salaries could conceivably be reduced without resort to a demotion.  

Broadbanding is used frequently in conjunction with other changes that facilitate strategy implementation. For example, it may be used with reengineering, delayering of organizational
hierarchies, employee empowerment efforts, and cross-functional initiatives. Although a very different compensation approach than skill-based pay, it also encourages skill acquisition and development. With broadbanding, an employee who is paid the market value for a job, such as $56,000 for the professional band, can earn more by acquiring more skills. A second-generation version of broadbanding abandons most of the traditional compensation system components, such as job evaluation, and shifts to an individual focus rather than a job focus. For example, the second-generation approach would develop a market value for an individual based on his or her individual skills.  

In moving toward a broadbanding approach, some of the same advice applies as with conventional compensation systems. There must be sufficient employee understanding of the salary determination process, trust, a culture that emphasizes performance, and sufficient communication. Employees also must be aware of the skills that must be mastered for increased compensation as well as the means for their acquisition.
Team-Based Pay

With the growing importance of work teams noted earlier, compensation systems are needed to reward team members for behavior that facilitates strategy implementation. *Team-based pay* is being used more frequently in such settings. Typically, team-based pay is operationalized by specifying a goal or desired outcome and then allocating to all team members a reward for its accomplishment. Objective goals or outcomes are commonly specified, such as production levels, cost savings, or project completions, although goals also may be some form of subjective executive assessment. A wide variety of rewards may be used, cash as bonuses, stock ownership, trips, and time off from work.\(^{31}\)

Team-based pay offers a number of advantages, one of which is that it overcomes the difficult problem of measuring individual contributions. Another advantage is that it is likely to facilitate cooperation. Further, bonuses to teams, such as for the completion of a major project, can be given very shortly after the event, thereby strongly linking desired behaviors with desired rewards. A further advantage of team approaches to compensation may occur where team rewards are linked to the development of skills. In situations in which the team reward is not given until all team members are cross-trained, the team
members may help train or motivate those who have not yet acquired the necessary skills.\textsuperscript{32}

One type of team setting that is likely to appear more frequently in the future is the research and development team. There is evidence that team-based pay systems have worked well in such settings. One study of research scientists and engineers specifically examined the effectiveness of team-based bonuses. The study examined the impact of such pay on several criteria of effectiveness, including performance on projects as well as individual performance, satisfaction with pay, and a measure of cognitive withdrawal or propensity to leave. The study found that team pay was superior to individual-based bonuses and merit pay when evaluated according to these criteria. In contrast, the individual-based forms of compensation were not significantly related with the criteria. Further, other aggregate compensation in the form of stock ownership plans and profit sharing tended to enhance the retention of employees. With any group or team-based pay system, there is always a concern that some individuals may not do their share of work, preferring instead to be free riders on the efforts of more productive members. Interestingly, this study found that team members did not become free riders. Potential explanations for the absence of such behaviors include the combination of challenging work and the intrinsic motivation of professional employees.\textsuperscript{33}
Team-based pay often involves some form of gain sharing. However, unlike *gain-sharing* approaches such as the Scanlon Plan or the Rucker Plan, the gains to be shared are sometimes linked to the accomplishment of strategic objectives. Some strategic objectives tend to be more ambiguous than tactical objectives and require commitment from employees because desirable performance on their part may also be difficult to specify. The Fibers Department at Du Pont provides an example of a very large-scale team-based approach that incorporated gain sharing. The department wished to increase the emphasis on participation and team work and decided to pursue a goal of increasing annual earnings by 4 percent.\(^3^4\) The plan was operationalized as follows:

The Achievement Sharing Program is being phased in over approximately five years. At the end of this period, Fibers Department employees will be earning 6 percent less in their base pay than their counterparts elsewhere in the company. If the department meets its annual profit, the employees will collect the 6 percent difference; if profits fall below 80 percent of the goal, they will receive a 3 percent bonus, and at 150 percent they will receive a 12 percent bonus.\(^3^5\)
Unfortunately, the Du Pont plan, which also constituted a form of variable pay, was terminated two years after its implementation. The plan failed because of poor business conditions, which severely restricted or eliminated bonuses, and employees’ failure to cope with the downside risk. The plan also conflicted with Du Pont’s centralized culture and strategy by compensating employees for departmental results. The plan’s failure highlights the importance of careful planning and preparation necessary for successful implementation of such compensation programs. In contrast to Du Pont’s experience, Nucor Steel’s gain-sharing plan has been in existence for over 25 years. Part of the success of Nucor’s plan is probably due to its compatibility with the company’s “no frills” culture.\(^36\)

Because of the broader application of gain sharing, its impact on the productivity of whitecollar workers has been the subject of recent research. An office of a large public accounting firm operationalized gain sharing as a percentage of labor savings, which were determined by subtracting actual labor costs from allowable labor costs. The study found that gain sharing increased productivity and that employees worked “smarter.”\(^37\)
Variable Compensation

Variable pay plans have been implemented by a number of companies, such as Xerox, Westinghouse, and Nucor Steel. A major purpose for such plans has been to create among employees a sense of shared destiny. Such plans seek to accomplish this purpose by linking a portion of employee compensation to various performance measures. A common element of such plans is the concept of having a portion of employees’ compensation “at risk.”\(^{38}\) The rationale for variable compensation is appealing and, at first glance, seemingly uncomplicated. However, there is a level of complexity to these programs that must be understood.

An important consideration of variable pay plans is the form they will take. The first form is an increment to base pay, which is frequently called *add-on*. Bonuses based on company performance would constitute a form of add-on variable pay. The second is *at-risk* pay, which is normally operationalized by reducing employees’ base pay by a certain percentage and then allowing them to receive various amounts of that percentage and more, depending on performance measures. The third form, “potential base pay at risk,” is related to the second. This form of variable pay might be operationalized in situations in which the company has a tradition of steady raises, for example, averaging approximately 6 percent per year. This
practice would be changed by allocating only 3 percent as a regular raise. The remaining 3 percent is set aside for allocation with greater increases if performance targets are met or exceeded. While there are no strict guidelines for identifying the circumstances in which these forms of variable pay are implemented, companies encountering heavy pressure to reduce labor costs are more likely to use at-risk variable pay. Companies dealing with less pressure might use add-on pay to pave the way for a later introduction of other forms of variable pay. They might also use add-on pay for very high performance standards.  

Another element of complexity with variable pay involves the measures of performance to which pay is to be linked. Unfortunately, the use of some seemingly rational performance measures can lead to very dysfunctional results. For example, if one links variable pay to the profitability of an insurance company, claims representatives may not pay customer accident claims as they should. If these same representatives are paid according to customer satisfaction, however, they may be too generous in the settlement of claims. In any event, the measures should reflect the organization’s overall strategies. The range of measures may include profitability, improvements in quality, various financial ratios, and customer satisfaction. It is recommended that productivity not be defined in too narrow a fashion since some units could receive pay increases while
the company becomes unprofitable. Several recommendations regarding measures are presented in the following:

Therefore, even though different goals are used, it is best that these measures not pay off unless the organization gains real bottom-line results. This is central to new variable pay. Productivity measures may be used at the team level as long as they do not result in awards when the organization’s profit performance and quality have not improved . . . It is best for plans to generate awards only if both profit and productivity measures are satisfied.

Aside from creating a feeling of shared destiny, another potential benefit of such plans is better labor cost control. Variable pay plans may help provide employment security because with part of employees’ compensation being derived from the company’s profitability, with declines in business conditions and profits, total labor costs decline and employees may not need to be laid off.
Executive Compensation

The human resource function has been criticized for its failure to provide compensation systems that support companies’ strategies. Probably the first and most important step needed to obtain alignment between strategy and compensation systems involves designing the system for compensating executives. The impact of executive compensation systems has been described by Luis Gomez-Mejia and David Balkin as follows:

Executive pay is perhaps the most crucial strategic factor at the organization’s disposal. It can be used to direct managerial decisions and indirectly channel the behavior of subordinates. Because most organizations follow a pyramidal structure, whatever is rewarded at the top is likely to have a multiplier effect throughout all segments of the business. . . . mechanisms used to reward executives are likely to have an enormous effect on the company’s future.

The approaches used for executives are obviously critical to the implementation of strategies. Unfortunately, the problems of executive compensation, particularly with chief executive officers, continue to be particularly troublesome in
the United States and are a frequent subject of controversy to both employees and the public alike, particularly when executive compensation seems to run to excess. Regardless of the controversy, there is still need for sound executive compensation systems. For many years, executive compensation systems have involved a myriad of bonus systems, stock options, deferred compensation, and an elaborate set of perquisites. Nonetheless, there is increasing skepticism whether separate systems should exist for executives. Rosabeth Moss Kanter has described this problem as follows:

Every year routine company surveys of employees find greater skepticism about the fairness of traditional pay practices. Every year the numbers seem to get worse, possibly because traditional practices are skewed toward rewarding the climb to high positions rather than the contribution to organizational success.45

As a result of problems with compensation and the notion that compensation should be directed toward employees’ contributions instead of their positions, Kanter has recommended the following: “Large executive bonuses or stock options should not be allowed at all unless comparable bonus systems exist for employees in general.”46 If Kanter’s
recommendations are an indicator of future reality, executive compensation systems will be largely indistinguishable from those of lower-level employees except for the magnitude of differentials based on contributions. However, in accordance with the compensation innovations presented in this section, lower-level employees also are likely to receive a larger component of their compensation in the form of variable pay and gain sharing.

**EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT**

Several approaches are available for the development of workforce skills that are needed for strategy implementation. The discussion of employee development will begin with training programs.

**Training Programs**

Companies having an investment perspective of human resource management view training as an opportunity to increase long-term productivity. Training also may be viewed as the solution to a number of problems, such as substandard quality resulting from skill deficiencies and voluntary turnover of employees seeking more rewarding jobs. It also may reduce involuntary turnover of employees who are terminated because of skill deficiencies and provide a means of preventing skill
obsolescence. Aside from training’s value in enhancing productivity and helping companies to avoid these problems, it also is a means for avoiding shortages of qualified workers.

At the lowest-level jobs in the skill hierarchy, there is a need for training in basic skills. Even the most basic skills of reading and writing cannot be taken for granted in today’s environment. Because of these skill inadequacies, when there are labor shortages, companies may become more involved in remedial teaching. Further, with high levels of immigration, there will be a need to train immigrant workers in the United States cultural norms, language, values, and job expectations. Managers also may need training, such as in the immigrants’ language and culture. Further, the disadvantaged and traditionally unemployed may need training in basic skills such as work norms.  

In addition to training at the lower end of the skill hierarchy, a common need for workers in today’s information age is that they need more training in thinking skills or analytical skills. Workers need to have skills in drawing inferences, synthesizing, categorizing, and generalizing from data. Professor Edward de Bono of Cambridge University has developed programs for teaching thinking skills and has trained thousands of individuals through these programs, including executives from major corporations. An interesting outcome of
the information age has been that we now have vastly more information but will never have enough time to teach it. Therefore, we need to be better thinkers to benefit from this information. Naisbitt and Aburdene have summarized this need as follows:

The more information we have, the more we need to be competent thinkers. This is the quandary of the information society: We have an overabundance of data. But we lack the intelligence, the thinking ability, with which to sort it all out. That is why thinking is now as basic as reading.

Unfortunately, training programs often focus on mid to upper-level managers and do not place much emphasis on lower-level employees. The survey results in Table 4-3 indicate that salespeople, professionals, and first-line supervisors receive the most training: 40.7, 35.5, and 35.4 hours per year, respectively. Further, middle managers, first-line supervisors, and executives are the most likely to receive training, with 75.9, 73.3, and 67.3 percent of companies providing such training, respectively. In contrast, production workers are the least likely to receive training as only 33.3 percent, respectively, of organizations provide such training.
### Table 4-3

*Distribution of Training by Job Category*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Category</th>
<th>Percent of Organizations Providing Training</th>
<th>Mean Number of Hours Delivered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Middle Managers</td>
<td>75.9</td>
<td>35.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professionals</td>
<td>59.6</td>
<td>35.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executives</td>
<td>67.3</td>
<td>32.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salespeople</td>
<td>40.4</td>
<td>40.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-Line Supervisors</td>
<td>73.3</td>
<td>35.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior Managers</td>
<td>58.5</td>
<td>31.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production Workers</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>30.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer Service People</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>33.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office/Administrative Workers</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>19.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Aside from an uneven distribution of training across job categories, the extent to which companies provide training over time also is irregular. During good economic times, many corporations invest heavily in the training of their employees. Even though the cyclical nature of training is well known, some
observers have became convinced of the commitment of U.S. companies to training.
For example, trend forecasters Naisbitt and Aburdene concluded the following:

The recognition that people are a company’s critical resource—and its greatest storehouse of knowledge—is creating a boom in corporate training and education. Corporations are finally willing to invest in people and their skills through training and education to the degree that they have always invested in equipment.\(^5\)

Unfortunately, while it is hoped that this excerpt characterizes the current commitment of companies to training, past practices indicate that when economic activity wanes many companies slash their training outlays. Thus, the commitment that Naisbitt and Aburdene observed may be illusory, at least in some companies. An additional problem is that for training to be most effective, it needs to be systematic and continuous. Companies that conduct training on a “boom-and-bust” basis are unlikely to develop the kinds of human resources they need to gain a competitive advantage. Nonetheless, there are excellent companies that demonstrate a genuine commitment to their human resources, such as Motorola. A sense of this commitment is provided by a comment from a previous chief executive officer of Motorola, who stated that people are “the ultimate high technology.”\(^5\)
Further, such comments are more than just rhetoric at Motorola. For example, the company is teaching automated production concepts to its production employees, even those who have previously performed only manual assembly work. In this training, employees learn concepts of computer-integrated manufacturing (CIM) and receive hands-on experience in programming robots. “One of Motorola’s goals is for manufacturing employees at all levels to achieve literacy in modern automated factory concepts.” Similarly, Corning, Inc. is investing heavily in training its employees, particularly as a part of its efforts to improve quality. All of Corning’s employees have received two days of training in quality, and each year 5 percent of each employee’s hours are devoted to training. Corning is convinced that these investments in employee training have paid off in improved quality.
Training Methods

Training covers a broad area of human resource activities. Because of its breadth and importance, medium- and larger-sized companies typically have specialized training staffs. Although training is an area of specialization, general managers should be acquainted with several general training methods and instructional approaches. The methods discussed in this section include orientation training, socialization of new employees, on-the-job training (OJT), apprenticeships, coaching, mentoring, computer-based training, computer-assisted instruction, and experiential training. Job rotation also will be considered as a component in management development programs. Apprenticeships and management development will be covered later in greater depth. Many specifics of both on-the-job training and management development were covered earlier as part of a discussion of an investment perspective toward human resources.

Larger organizations generally have some type of orientation program for new employees. This training is important because it provides the first real work contact with the company and the first opportunity for new employees to develop an understanding of the company’s culture. Because of its importance, some companies are very careful about the content and approach of their orientation programs so as to
impart a particular impression. One useful suggestion for orientation and socialization is to assign an experienced employee to be the sponsor of each new employee. During this training, employees are actually introduced to the company’s norms and values. In designing orientation programs, it is probably advisable to place greater emphasis on imparting the company’s values to new employees, with less emphasis being placed on details, such as the technical issues of health care programs and retirement plans. With respect to the latter, employees should be given only “survival skills” or only enough information to get them through the first few weeks of employment. Details can be provided at a more leisurely pace when there is more time and less chance for information overload.  

_Socialization_ of new employees is extremely critical because it can have a major impact on employees’ understandings of such basic cultural norms as the company’s performance expectations. Socialization also is important because turnover often occurs during the early months of employment. Such turnover frequently occurs because there are delays before new employees become “permanent” members of work groups. In their permanent work groups, new employees form friendships, begin to make real contributions to the company, gain acceptance, and learn “how things really work.” Unfortunately, quick entry into a permanent work
group is at odds with job rotational approaches for new managerial employees. In rotational program approaches, trainees may be rotated from one functional area to another after assignments of two or three months. Only after completion of the rotational phase are trainees given a permanent assignment. The logic of such approaches is that the trainees will have a broader understanding of the company and how the components fit together. One means of reducing the turnover associated with rotational programs is to move new trainees in pairs or small groups to each new temporary assignment. In this manner, they have some peer group support and can begin to develop permanent friendships and support systems within their group. They also should be assigned “real” work, which provides a challenge and receive frequent and timely feedback.  

*Coaching* consists of the day-to-day feedback, instruction, and advice provided by the employee’s supervisor. Some observers have noted that the first supervisor is very critical to an employee’s career. This is because basic values, performance standards, confidence in one’s proficiency, and skills are developed by the first supervisor. Unfortunately, the importance of this assignment is often overlooked and opportunities are lost when new employees are assigned to mediocre supervisors.
**Mentoring** is another important method for training managers and professionals. Many of the subtle skills needed to advance to the highest-level positions are learned through mentoring relationships. Aside from providing viable role models, candid feedback, instruction, insights into the company’s politics, advice, and other support, mentors also serve in other valuable capacities. Mentors are frequently in the position of sponsors who help their protégés gain visibility and responsibility. One of the barriers to the advancement of women to the top positions of their companies has probably been the lack of female mentors in male-dominated career fields. Although men are sometimes the mentors of women and women the mentors of men, mixed genders introduce special complexities such as concerns about how others may perceive the relationship.64 An example of problems of perceptions and their heavy toll on those involved is provided by the case of Mary Cunningham, a young Harvard MBA, and Bill Agee, the CEO at the former Bendix Corporation, now part of Honeywell.65

Aside from providing an invaluable service to the developing manager or professional and the organization, mentoring can provide a great deal of satisfaction to the mentor. Mentors are usually 8 to 15 years older than the junior employee. Given the age and experience requirements, mentoring would be expected to begin at the midpoint of
managers’ and professionals’ careers. Nonetheless, contrary to intuition, both younger managers in their thirties and managers over 50 appear to have stronger interests in serving as mentors than those in the mid-stages of their careers. An interesting explanation is that mid-career individuals are not as available for mentoring roles because they themselves are often preoccupied with midlife crisis and the accompanying self-doubts and anxieties about the future. Mentoring can be a particularly valuable role for a manager who has reached a relatively high level in the company, but who will not be promoted further. Likewise, for those in the latter part of their career cycles, who may have stepped down from the highest positions, mentoring may be a very important role. Finally, in contrast to expectations, mentoring activity tends to increase during times of corporate stress, such as during downsizing. This is because for the mentor, the activity provides a source of esteem perhaps not otherwise available because of curtailed opportunities for advancement, and the like, and the junior employee may seek out mentors during such times for coaching and guidance.66

Computer-based training or instruction involves computer-generated presentation of material, through video and audio media, with interaction on the part of the student. For example, material may be presented in a format that requires the student to respond. The student’s correct
responses then receive positive reinforcement from the computer and incorrect responses are diagnosed, followed by additional instruction until the correct response is learned.  

An example of such training is provided by the American Airlines Flight Academy, which uses such an approach for transition training, in which pilots and flight engineers learn to operate another type of aircraft. It also is used for upgrade training, such as in the case of flight engineers preparing for copilot duties. An example of this training is provided in the following:

American’s Flight Academy, adjacent to Dallas/Ft. Worth International Airport, has 85 microcomputer high-resolution, color touch-screen monitors linked with audio tapes and slide projectors to present coursework and testing for pilots’ transition training. A pilot beginning the day goes to the library and pulls the binder containing the program he or she is to work on that day. Tapes, a slide tray, and a script. There are generally about 60–70 programs for a transition course, each lasting about 8–10 min., explaining the nature of a specific aircraft system or set of controls. After each presentation, with the pace controlled by the pilot, the crewmember is tested to determine whether he or she can do what is required, such as set up...
the hydraulic panel using the touch screen. A correct response lets the program proceed. If the pilot answers incorrectly, the system will set up the panel correctly, and the slide device and audio tape come on to explain why the answer was incorrect.  

This computer-based instruction is in addition to the very complex and expensive flight simulation training that American Airlines conducts on 20 flight simulators. These simulators are designed for specific aircraft, such as the Boeing models 767 and 727, McDonnell Douglas (now Boeing) models MD-80, DC-10, and the Airbus A300-600R. American’s training operations are extensive. In a recent year, the company expected to conduct over 100,000 pilot man-days of training at the academy. 

Another example of computer-based instruction is one for training sales personnel, which builds in role-playing:

Using a video camera mounted above the monitor, the student is filmed interacting with the customer segments, contained on a laser disk. The interface is an IBM Info-Window monitor with a touch screen. The final tape merges the student’s and customer’s responses for review.
Interestingly, computer-based instruction or training has low delivery costs but is expensive to develop. In contrast, the lecture instructional approach involves low development costs but is very expensive to deliver. Nonetheless, the advantages of computer-based instruction are meaningful. It can be readily available and accessible on demand at the student’s convenience, allows for self-pacing, and provides for active involvement through the interactive features of computerization. It also provides in-progress testing, reinforcement, and remedial training based on incorrect responses, and can be operated on a stand-alone basis. Such training also provides standardized training that can be widely disseminated within a company, and can provide realistic simulation of pragmatic work simulations.\textsuperscript{72}

Another training approach is called \textit{computer-assisted instruction}. In this approach, the computer may not be the primary instructional mode but may be used to augment more conventional training. The distinction between the terms is somewhat blurred because they are sometimes used interchangeably. Nonetheless, computer-assisted instruction seems to have a more general connotation. In recent years, there has been a substantial amount of research in the management information systems literature on how to design human–computer interfaces in computer-assisted training so as to obtain active involvement of the student. One important
finding is that the design can have a significant impact on learning effectiveness.\textsuperscript{73} Obviously, the Internet has tremendous ability to supply training. Companies and universities are rushing to increase their distance learning capabilities and taking advantage of the Internet’s capabilities. For example, Duke University now offers an Executive MBA over the Internet. Several other universities also offer masters’ degrees on the Internet.

**Apprenticeships**

*Apprenticeship programs* are not used extensively in the United States. Currently, they involve a very small proportion of the workforce, estimated to be only 0.16 percent. In contrast, apprenticeships involve 6.5 percent of the workforce in Germany.\textsuperscript{74} Apprenticeship programs are most highly developed in Germany, where they lead to examination and certification in approximately 400 occupations.\textsuperscript{75} As institutionalized in Germany, “About 65 percent of each class of middle school graduates enter apprenticeship training in fields ranging from skilled manufacturing to office work. Over 3 years, these would-be-apprentices spend 4 days per week in on-the-job training and at least 1 day per week at a state-supported vocational school.”\textsuperscript{76} The majority of students involved in the apprenticeship program, also called *dual training*, begin when they are 15 or 16 years old and finish in three years.\textsuperscript{77}
German students not going on to college see the value of making good grades because scholastic performance is one of the factors employers consider in selecting apprentices. Further, students see that completing an apprenticeship and passing the examination for certification leads to a good job with attractive compensation. Following completion of their training programs, large German manufacturing companies retain approximately 80 to 90 percent of their apprentices as regular, long-term employees, and placement rates are high for all sizes of companies. At six months after successful completion of their certification examinations, 68 percent of German apprentices have jobs in the occupations in which they apprenticed. In contrast, in the United States, unless one is going on to college, the grades one makes in elementary school and high school are not an important determinant of employment because the jobs typically require only low skill and provide low pay. Therefore, there is little incentive to do well in school.\textsuperscript{78}

German employers spend approximately two times as much on worker training than their counterparts in the United States. Further, their investments in apprenticeship training are partially funded by the German government. However, they usually do not pay apprentices the regular wage rate, typically lower than one-third of the regular rate. German firms also benefit from apprenticeships through the increased productivity
of their workforce as well as stronger relationships among workers and supervisors. Supervisors and managers tend to understand the jobs of their subordinates because many of them were trained in apprenticeship programs. 79

Unfortunately, there are a number of barriers or arguments in opposition to the adoption of German-type apprenticeship programs in the United States. One anticipated argument is that students will be forced to make the critical decision whether to pursue a vocational or university track while they are too young. Clearly, there will be a need for greater career awareness so that students can make informed decisions. Another argument is that because of the narrower focus of apprenticeship programs, students will not have sufficient breadth in their educations. A counter to this is that many students are already dissatisfied with school at a relatively early age and drop out anyway under the current system. Another argument is that because of the specificity of the training, the skills learned will become obsolete too quickly. This is not necessarily true because some skills can have broad applications. A final argument is that disadvantaged students, who are more likely to be minorities, will be disproportionately represented in the vocational track. As a result, they will have limited occupational mobility and truncated career paths. Unfortunately, the current reality is that the occupational outlook for disadvantaged youth is already abysmal and limited
by the absence of networking relationships for good jobs. Apprenticeship programs provide employment relationships, networks, and mentorships that help build good work habits and self-esteem.  

Interestingly, as good jobs offering career prospects for young people in the United States have become increasingly bleak for those without extensive education, there is some attention on apprenticeship programs. U.S. employers facing competition from Germany, Japan, and China have great need for technically qualified workforces and may become the champions of apprenticeship programs. For example, Sears has been involved in a pilot apprenticeship program in appliance repair. In the program, students attend high school half of the day and then, during the other half, participate in an apprenticeship program designed by Sears. The program is paid for by their high school and a grant of federal money through the National Alliance of Business. Other apprenticeship programs are being conducted for surgical technicians, medical secretaries, metalworkers, accountants, and printing. Such programs should counter employer complaints that high school graduates do not have the knowledge required in today’s more technological work environment. Unfortunately, in the United States, as contrasted with Germany and Britain, there is no comprehensive system for administering apprenticeship training. The German program is well integrated into the
educational system. In Britain, students of ages 16 and 17 who have discontinued their schooling are guaranteed two years of such training.\textsuperscript{81}

**Management Development**

Approaches to management development commonly emphasize *job rotation* through successively more responsible positions. Unfortunately, past organizational restructuring has eliminated many positions in the middle-management training ground. It may be challenging to groom managers for top-level positions in organizations in which middle-management positions have been eliminated.\textsuperscript{82} As a result, there may be more management development efforts in the future that utilize rotating leaderships of task forces or product development teams.

However, one of the most commonly used approaches of management development is still the rotation of managers through successively more responsible positions or a combination of broadening assignments and vertical assignments. A departure from these traditional rotational programs involves *cross-functional assignments*. 
An important insight into these assignments is provided in the following description:

While expertise-oriented managers are the bedrock of any organization, they succumb to Peter Principle traps when in leadership positions. . . . But if one moves a manager who is thought to have leadership potential to another area of expertise, that person is obligated to develop leadership skills in delivering results through people who have more expertise. The duration of this cross-functional job should be at least 3–4 years (contrary to the practice of many firms)—otherwise people will only develop skills in starting things off, not in implementation and execution.  

A good description of management training practices is provided by a study that surveyed training practices for managerial personnel in 611 companies having at least 1,000 employees. Although systematic assessment of formal training would seem prudent, the study found that only 27 percent of the responding companies reported having needs assessment procedures. However, needs assessment and company size were significantly correlated as larger companies are more likely to have needs assessment procedures. A number of other
important aspects of training also were found related to company size. Larger companies were more likely to involve their managerial employees in formal training programs, more likely to use job rotation as a training or development approach, and more likely to conduct career planning. There also were some significant industry differences as service industry companies were least likely to use job rotation as a management training approach and also were least likely to send their managers through university management development programs.  

One of the major results of the study was that the respondents expected to do more managerial training in the future in order to keep managers informed on current concepts and update their skills. The respondents also expected more managerial training in the future because of more corporate-level emphasis. Furthermore, managerial participation in such training was required by written policies in 22 percent of the companies. Another study provides empirical evidence of performance-related differences in approaches toward training and development in the retailing industry. In this study, one of the good performers implemented a major change in strategy during a period of decline. As part of the change, the company increased its emphasis on training, particularly of a strategic nature, such as competitor analysis. In contrast, the poor performers either stopped or scaled back their programs.
In addition to future changes in the amount and type of training, the speed of development has already changed. In the past, exceptionally talented individuals were developed for the highest positions through fast-track management development programs. For example, over a period of 32 years, Edgar S. Woolard Jr., moved through 20 jobs before he became the chief executive officer of Du Pont. While his tenure in these jobs ranged from only five months to three years, his experience was not unusual for fast trackers as promotions came after an average of 18 to 24 months on the job. Because of reductions in the numbers of middle-management jobs and the glut of the baby boomers, the rate of promotions has slowed dramatically. 87

In spite of developmental slowdowns and a reduction in the middle-management training ground, there are still means for developing high-talent managers. One approach is to use lateral moves. By making lateral assignments of both average performers and stars, there is less chance that the assignment will be perceived as dead end. Increases in the span of supervision and magnitude of responsibility without vertical movement also can promote development. Specific examples are PepsiCo’s use of lateral assignments for approximately 60 percent of its management-track assignments, and Hughes Aircraft’s use of lateral moves in which electrical engineers are assigned to quality control. An obvious advantage of these
lateral moves and the *slow-track* approach is that the manager develops a broader understanding of the company and is on the job long enough to see more of the fruits of his or her efforts. Another example of an alternative developmental approach is Du Pont’s assignment of managers to overseas posts as a prerequisite to top management positions.  

**Management Development for International Assignments**

The use of overseas assignments for development is in sharp contrast to the past when managers having poorer prospects for higher positions were relegated to international assignments, as indicated by the following quotation: “At Du Pont, where nearly half the sales are foreign, overseas tours are becoming *de rigueur* for eventual moves up.”

Unfortunately, U.S. companies have often failed to provide adequate training for expatriate assignments and have been dissatisfied with cross-cultural training. Nonetheless, such training can be more effective if it is supported by top management, based on adequate resources, and of sufficient duration. Where extensive cultural fluency is necessary, an immersion approach to training may be needed. Such approaches involve the use of field experiences, simulations, comprehensive training in languages, and sensitivity training.  

There also may be greater support in the future from top
management for such training. As early as the mid-1980s, Motorola was providing strategically oriented training on various countries in its senior-level executive development program. A related issue is that in order to obtain world-class labor, human resource managers and executives must acquire the skills to recruit, hire, and develop managers and professionals from other countries for global operations.

**Product Life Cycles and Managerial Fit: Development vs. Selection**

Earlier discussions have noted the importance of aligning human resource practices with the organization’s overall strategy. A related issue concerns the importance of matching types of managers with the organization’s strategies. Some strategists have proposed that different types of managerial skills or personalities are required for the different stages of product life cycles or different corporate strategies. Although there is no common agreement on the life-cycle stages, a common typology includes introduction, growth, maturity, and decline. Broader strategy categories might include steady-state and evolutionary stages. In the case of product life cycles, it is argued that in the introduction stage, a manager should be a risk taker or entrepreneur, while in the decline stage, the manager should be risk averse and focused on cost containment. There are problems with product life-cycle models
stemming from ambiguities in stage identification, the validity of prescribed styles or personalities needed for each stage, and inaccuracies in style and personality measurement. However, they have value in focusing attention on alignment either through hiring, development, or the use of reward systems. With the limitations of these approaches in mind, a careful contingency approach to matching or fit may have some value.\textsuperscript{93}

Along this line, some researchers have argued that for companies pursuing steady-state strategies, more effective matching will be obtained by placing greater emphasis on development rather than selection. With steady-state strategies, growth is achieved through internal expansion and managers must have a broad understanding of the business. Conversely, in organizations pursuing evolutionary strategies, selection should provide a more effective matching approach. Because evolutionary strategies rely on acquisitions and mergers for growth, the managerial talent needed to staff an unrelated acquisition can be obtained more easily through external selection.\textsuperscript{94} These results indicate that for companies growing through internal expansion, management development will be an important means of aligning managerial talent with organizational strategies.
SUMMARY

This section has discussed the role of reward and development systems in strategy implementation. Because performance measures are necessary for assessment of employees’ contributions to the implementation of strategies, various measurement approaches were discussed as antecedents to reward and development systems. Management by objectives was discussed along with graphic rating scales, narrative descriptions of performance, behaviorally anchored rating scales, behavior observation scales, and 360-degree feedback systems. Additionally, the lack of performance evaluation at executive levels was discussed. The absence of such formal evaluation for executives was attributed to several unfounded beliefs or myths. Suggestions were offered for increased application of performance evaluation to executives.

Following the discussion of performance measurement, reward systems were considered from a compensation perspective. Traditional job-based pay systems were described, and their inability to provide the flexibility needed for today’s competitive environment was discussed. Because of compensation’s critical role in new work systems, organizational processes, and organizational structures, several innovative compensation approaches were discussed. These approaches included skill-based pay, which focuses on the individual as
opposed to the job. Because workforces with high skill levels will be needed to obtain future competitive advantages, the alignment of rewards with skill acquisition can be critical to successful strategy implementation. The new compensation approach of broadbanding also was examined. Broadbanding, like skill-based pay, facilitates efficient workforce utilization. There also was a discussion of team-based pay, which rewards cooperative efforts, and a discussion of variable compensation. Variable compensation is becoming more widely adopted because it helps to create a sense of shared destiny among all employees. Such plans place a portion of employees’ compensation at risk and then link that portion to the achievement of overall performance goals. Variable compensation also has the potential to contribute to employment security. The role and current status of executive compensation also were examined.

Following the discussion of compensation systems, employee and management development were discussed as means of strategy implementation. Several training methods were examined, including both traditional and evolving approaches. These included new employee orientation, socialization, coaching, mentoring, computer-based training, computer-assisted training, experiential training, and job rotation. The training approaches of apprenticeships, which may receive greater emphasis in the future, and management development
were covered in detail. Management development was examined in terms of job rotation, cross-functional assignments, and lateral assignments.
Many readers have probably had a conversation in which a friend or coworker expressed amazement at the extremely high compensation of some chief executive officers (CEOs). Inevitably, there is a question of how such huge amounts of compensation can be justified. A notable example includes the Walt Disney Corporation’s CEO who received $203 million in one year.\(^1\) Another includes $58.5 million to the CEO of U.S. Surgical Corporation.\(^2\) Still another includes a signing bonus of $10 million and $180 million in stock options for the incoming CEO of Global Crossings who resigned after one year.\(^3\) Even severance packages for some CEOs are huge. The former CEO of Mattel resigned after substantial financial losses in the previous quarter and was given a $37 million package and over $708,989 per year for the remainder of her life.

Graef Crystal, a noted critic of CEO compensation, has spent a great amount of time studying the subject. For example, in his study of CEO compensation in health care organizations, in which there is great variance in compensation, he found no rationale according to organizational performance or size. Further, he discredited supply and demand
So is there any rhyme or reason to explain the huge variation of CEO pay levels? Short answer: Forget it . . . There’s no justifiable theory on a shortage of CEO talent to drive up CEO pay. But there is a creditable theory at work, the theory of CEO power. Pack the board with your friends, hire consultants who are good at blowing smoke, float a lot of statistics about how other companies offer their CEOs a ton of money, and, voila, you, too, can make a lucrative sum no matter how you perform, and see your pay rise at a rate faster than people who fill other important jobs in the organization.

On the other hand, there are defenders of current levels of CEO compensation. Consultants Ira Kay and Rodney Robinson have argued that the pay of CEOs is justified by the performance of their companies. Further, they have pointed out that academic research studies using time series methodologies provide the basis for such conclusions. Even Crystal has found a small positive relationship between performance, in the form of shareholder returns, and CEO compensation. He has
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found that such performance explains only 19.8 percent of the variance in their compensation, however, which leaves approximately 80 percent to other factors. Further, other critics have pointed out the vast differences between the United States and other countries in ratios of CEO compensation to the average worker’s compensation. Reports indicate that CEO compensation in some U.S. companies is now 200 times higher than that of rank-and-file employees whereas others indicate that the ratio has risen as high as 475 to one. When compared to other industrialized countries, the ratios are much higher in the United States.

Because of the problem of excessive compensation, several recommendations have been proposed. Some are very high-level policy recommendations, which would require legislation. One such recommendation is that the U.S. Glass-Steagall Act of 1933, which prohibits bankers from sitting on their customers’ boards of directors, should be amended to permit such practices. Presumably, such bankers would be more cost conscious. A radical policy recommendation is that the United States should move to a German style of codetermination system in which worker representatives sit on boards of directors. In contrast, another recommendation is to
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avoid solutions that are based on legislation because they are likely to introduce even more problems. Still another is that tax deductions should be disallowed for companies in which the CEO’s compensation is 25 times greater than the average for blue-collar workers.9

Several other recommendations are directed toward implementation at the organizational level. One is to link CEO pay to long-term profitability. A second is to put more stockholders and workers on boards of directors. A related recommendation is directed toward members of company boards of directors. That recommendation maintains that board members should ignore self-serving surveys that portray CEOs as underpaid in comparison to other CEOs. They also should be very skeptical of assessments concluding that CEOs are mobile. Still another recommendation is to use succession planning to develop an internal pool of qualified CEO candidates and thereby avoid seeking expensive replacements from the external labor market.10 A final recommendation would attack the problem in a more indirect manner. In response to the problems of excessive CEO compensation, as well as other factors, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) has proposed that stock option grants be reflected on financial
CASE 4-2 continued

statements as a charge to earnings.\(^{11}\) Without such a requirement, stock option grants to executives, which may eventually take on millions of dollars in value, are never reflected in financial statements.

Questions

1. Explain the potential adverse impacts on strategy implementation when the CEOs of companies receive extremely high compensation.
2. Discuss the merits of the various recommendations for solutions to the problem of extremely high CEO compensation.
3. What nonregulatory pressures are most likely to bring excessively high CEO salaries more in line with realistic levels?
4. Evaluate the argument that pay for performance justifies the level of compensation paid to the CEOs noted in the examples.
5. Evaluate the argument that the problem of excessive CEO compensation should not be addressed through legislation.
CASE 4-2 continued
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SECTION FIVE
The Performance Impact of Human Resource Practices

A major premise of the investment perspective of this text is that investments in human resources can provide a sustainable source of competitive advantage and can increase the likelihood of successful implementation of the firm’s business strategies. Because of these effects, investments in human capital have the potential to produce attractive rates of return for the firm’s shareholders. The process of investing in human resources goes beyond simply hiring and retaining good people, although these are fundamentals. Investments in human resources can take several forms. They may be relatively direct, such as in the case of training employees in order to increase their productivity. Human resource investments may take a more indirect approach as well. For example, such investments may be pursued through an attractive compensation plan that helps the firm boost employee productivity and facilitates retention of a highly talented workforce. Other examples might include investments in improved selection procedures, such as by acquiring more valid selection tests, or increasing the amount of advertising of job vacancies.

In recent years, human resource executives have been extremely interested in the empirical evidence on the relationship between various human resource management
practices and sound measures of firm performance. This interest has been prompted in many cases by pressure from senior management for solid evidence that their human resource departments are making contributions to the firm’s performance. This section will examine the impact of individual human resource practices and systems of such practices by reviewing some of the research on this subject. Most of the research studies drawn on in this section are empirical and use statistical techniques to control for other influences that may affect organizational performance. A few nonempirical works reporting findings from multiple observations also are incorporated into the discussion.

This discussion will begin by examining the impact of individual high-performance human resource practices, some of which have been asserted to be almost universally applicable best practices. It then addresses the limitations of individual best practices in terms of their effect on performance and of the evolution of individual practices to systems of practices. The discussion then focuses on the effects of systems of high-performance practices. The basis for expecting increased performance with systems of such practices is examined, followed by a consideration of the results of research studies attempting to determine whether systems provide superior performance to individual best practices. Finally, there is an examination of the contingency view of strategic human
resource management, which maintains that the full benefit of individual best practices or systems of practices is realized only when these practices support the firm’s business strategy and match well with the firm’s organizational context.

### Individual High-Performance Practices

A number of researchers have identified several high-performance practices or best practices. One of the most prominent of these advocates of universal best practices is Professor Jeffrey Pfeffer of Stanford University. Pfeffer has addressed these best practices in two book-length treatments: *Competitive Advantage through People* and *The Human Equation: Building Profits by Putting People First*. The first book identified 16 best practices while the second combined several and winnowed the list down to seven. Pfeffer’s research indicates that these seven management practices are nearly universal in their ability to enhance firm performance:

1. Employment security.
2. Selective hiring of new personnel.
3. Self-managed teams and decentralization of decision making as the basic principles of organizational design.
5. Extensive training.
6. Reduced status distinctions and barriers, including dress, language, office arrangements, and wage differences across levels.
7. Extensive sharing of financial and performance information throughout the organization.

Empirical evidence on the performance effects of these and several other human resource practices will be presented in this section. Research results on whether such practices actually have a positive impact on various measures of firm performance will be presented by the major categories of individual practices.

**Compensation**

Despite the importance of compensation and financial incentives to employees and firms, there has been a surprising lack of good research on its performance effects. Furthermore, traditional compensation practices have come under criticism:

Employees today are expected to work in teams rather than solely on their own. They are expected to keep learning new skills and to assume broader roles. They are expected to take
more risks and responsibility for results. As a consequence we are slowly coming to the realization that we may be paying for the wrong things, sending inconsistent messages about the company to its employees, or creating artificial expectations of continued advancement and raises, no matter how well the company performs.\(^2\)

Some researchers have asserted that there has only been one good study per year on the topic over the past 40 years.\(^3\) Another barrier also has limited our understanding of compensation, as well as other areas of management. That barrier has been the difficulty of synthesizing the results of multiple studies in order to arrive at firm conclusions about their collective findings. Fortunately, meta-analysis techniques have been developed that allow researchers to draw rigorous conclusions from comprehensive empirical reviews of the literature. A recent meta-analysis was able to reach very definitive findings about the performance effects of financial incentives. In addition, it refuted assertions by some scholars that financial incentives act to kill intrinsic motivation:\(^4\)

Our meta-analysis explored whether the relationship between financial incentives and performance was stronger for *extrinsic* (i.e., dull
and boring) tasks than for *intrinsic* (i.e., challenging and interesting) tasks. Presumably, if financial incentives erode intrinsic motivation, we would find them to be negatively related to performance for intrinsic tasks. The data show otherwise. It doesn’t matter what kind of work people are doing— incentives improve performance . . . Taken together, then, the hard data are unambiguous—financial incentives improve performance quantity; they *do not* erode intrinsic motivation.⁵

Highly experienced executives who are compensation experts with the Hay Group have reached a similar conclusion:

Deming is right in touting the merits of intrinsic motivation. Indeed many organizations have stifled that aspect of performance—and they have often done it through lousy pay and performance management strategies, as well as bad supervision and bureaucratic administrative practices. But to say that all extrinsic rewards are therefore bad is to miss the point. The fact is, a well-designed compensation program that is fully and properly aligned with an organization’s values
and culture does wonders for self-esteem and an eagerness to learn, not to mention performance.\textsuperscript{6}

As this excerpt indicates, in addition to the ability of compensation practices to complement other sources of motivation, they tend to work best where organizational contingencies, such as culture, are taken into account. As the individual practices are discussed, a number of contingencies will be noted that are probably important to consider before implementing even the most robust of the potential “universal” best practices.

**High Compensation Linked to Organizational Performance**

As with many compensation issues, there are different perspectives on high compensation as well as on making it contingent on organizational performance. Professor Jeffrey Pfeffer has asserted that it is folly for some companies to claim that their employees are their source of competitive advantage while they pay their workforces only the market average. He points out that Home Depot has achieved success because of its superior workforce, maintained by paying relatively high wages in a low-wage industry.\textsuperscript{7} Unfortunately, while there is anecdotal evidence that supports this assertion, there are few empirical studies on the impact of high wages
other than those that focus on low wages as an indirect cause of turnover, which adversely affects firm performance.

However, there is substantially more evidence on the impact of contingent compensation. A contrary view is provided by the Vice President for People at Southwest Airlines who says that her company does not believe in fancy compensation programs. Noting that the company is 85 per-cent unionized, she explains that these employees are paid on the basis of time in grade and that they, like all Southwest employees, receive profit sharing.\(^8\) Thus, the bulk of compensation is unrelated to performance. On the other hand, the remaining portion is linked to the collective performance of all employees at this high-performing company. The Southwest Airlines example does not provide strong evidence that contingent compensation is a universal best practice because its salaries are tied to seniority and its contingent compensation (profit sharing) is just one highly compatible component of the firm’s extraordinary organizational culture.

Stock options and profit sharing, which are discussed later in a separate section, provide other means of making a portion of compensation contingent on the firm’s performance. Many leading companies such as Microsoft, Bank of America, Intel, Owens Corning, and Starbucks have adopted stock option programs for all or very broad categories of employees, such as
those having satisfactory performance. It has been asserted that such forms of compensation add value by (1) helping to attract and retain employees, (2) building organizational commitment, (3) reinforcing skill and knowledge acquisition, and (4) motivating behaviors in line with the company’s strategic objectives. Thus, for broad-based stock options to have an effect on performance, they should make a positive contribution in at least one of these four ways.⁹

The literature indicates that broad-based stock options may not produce all of the benefits that their proponents have claimed. For example, there is little empirical evidence supporting the effectiveness of broad-based stock options in attracting potential employees. Likewise, stock options are probably not universally effective because there are several factors that influence their impact. As an example of their specific applicability, it has been observed that stock options work better for employees who are comfortable with risk. Employers such as Microsoft use stock options to attract risk-taking employees. Stock options can even help with retention because their impact can be enhanced by the use of vesting schedules that do not allow options to be exercised until employees have stayed with the company for a certain number of years.¹⁰
A review of the literature indicates several other factors that influence the performance effects of stock options. For example, organizational culture appears to have an interaction effect with stock options. It has been found that a combination of participative organizational culture and stock options produces faster growth rates while neither produces such results alone. Productivity effects also appear to lag the implementation of stock options because three or four years are required before employees develop commitment and cooperative work practices. Stock options also appear to work better in smaller companies. In addition, employees must be well informed before stock options are likely to influence them to act like the owners of the company and to align their behaviors with the firm’s goals. Information must be shared with employees and they must be trained so that they can understand financial measures and be knowledgeable about the financial drivers of the firm. Employees also need to be able to participate in decisions and understand the firm’s goals. A healthy stock market is obviously important.  

Michael Beer has offered additional advice about the conditions that should be present before contingent compensation can be expected to have a positive impact on firm performance. His critical views also call into question whether contingent compensation is a universal best practice:
Similarly, does it make sense for a company to ask its HR and line management executives to devote considerable valuable time and energy to administering tightly coupled contingent pay for performance compensation systems? Despite the rhetoric, these systems probably do not contribute much to the effectiveness of organizations. Systems that differentiate only at the extremes and payout on a variable ratio schedule for out-standing performances are effective—and far easier and less costly to administer . . . suffice it to say that some of the most successful companies in the world do not have executive bonus or commission systems, for example. They have thick team-based cultures . . . . It appears that complex compensation schemes may not only take a lot of time, they also do not motivate and may actually be injurious to building the very team-based culture companies are aspiring to develop.12
Incentive-Based Compensation

The previous discussion on contingent compensation linked to firm performance overlaps with incentive-based compensation. Nonetheless, because incentives can be unrelated to organizational performance, this form of compensation will be discussed separately. For example, incentives can include commissions based on sales, individual sales goals, and the like.

John Delaney and Mark Huselid have addressed the question of the performance impact of incentive-based compensation with an analysis of data on 590 for-profit and nonprofit organizations from the National Organizations Survey. The study used perceptual measures of organizational performance framed in the context of how other organizations in the industry had performed during the past three years. The study found that incentive-based compensation was significantly related to organizational performance for the entire sample of companies. As with other studies of firm or organizational performance, a number of control variables were employed in multiple regression analysis.
Profit Sharing

A study by Gary Florkowski and Kuldeep Shastri has examined the impact of profit sharing on shareholder wealth in unionized firms. This study examined shareholder returns after firms negotiated profit-sharing plans with their unions. The results of their study of 45 publicly traded firms indicated that shareholder returns increased following the announcements of such plans. Interestingly, the increases were the largest for firms having financial difficulties preceding the negotiated settlements. The results are meaningful because the researchers also concluded that the increased returns were not attributable to the conclusion of strikes or wage-reduction programs.¹⁴

The financial impact of profit sharing also has been studied in the banking industry. John Delery and Harold Doty’s multiple regression analysis of data from 192 banks controlled for several potential influences on financial performance. Results of the analysis revealed that profit sharing had a positive impact on both return on assets (ROA) and return on equity (ROE).¹⁵

Another study provides further evidence on the impact of profit sharing. This study examined the five-year survival rates of 183 small nonfinancial firms that conducted initial public
offerings (IPOs). The analysis of survival rates included several control variables expected to affect firm survival. The researchers utilized an organizational-based reward variable that captured the firms’ practice of rewarding employees with profit sharing and stock options as well as gain sharing and other customized rewards. The variable took on greater values with more components and broader application to the whole workforce. Results indicated that the reward variable was a highly significant and positive predictor of the organization’s survival.\textsuperscript{16}

**Team-Based Compensation**

Team-based compensation also has been examined in recent research. One study examined the differential impact of bonuses based on the performance of teams. Looking at bonuses resulting from team performance, the study sought to determine the impact of bonuses distributed on the basis of equity (bonuses allocated on the basis of each team member’s contributions) versus those distributed on the basis of equality (bonuses divided equally among team members). Data were obtained from 10 organizations for 57 teams with an average team size of 13 (team size ranged from 4 to 32). The study used perceptual measures of team effectiveness, productivity, and helping behaviors.\textsuperscript{17}
Results indicated that teams were more effective and demonstrated more helping behaviors when bonuses were allocated within the team on the basis of equity. As the size of the bonuses increased, there was also a significant increase in team productivity and effectiveness. In addition, there was significantly greater satisfaction with the team bonuses when members perceived that team performance was linked to team bonuses and when they perceived clear goals for the team. While such compensation practices have a positive impact on team performance, these results are not reported in Table 5-1 because they do not address the direct impact on the performance of the firm.18
### Table 5-1
**Individual Human Resource Practices Affecting Firm Performance**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Human Resource Practices</th>
<th>Positive Firm Performance Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Compensation</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broad-based stock options</td>
<td>Productivity (lagged), growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incentive-based compensation</td>
<td>Performance relative to industry (P), sales and customer satisfaction (in upscale markets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profit sharing</td>
<td>ROA, ROE, shareholder returns, survival</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diversity</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minority hiring during downturns</td>
<td>Shareholder returns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Employment</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Countercyclical hiring</td>
<td>Shareholder returns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downsizing (employment and assets)</td>
<td>ROA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early retirement programs</td>
<td>Shareholder returns (with good returns prior to announcement)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment security</td>
<td>ROA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human resource outsourcing</td>
<td>Financial performance (P), innovation (P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Industrial Relations</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decertification elections (union retained)</td>
<td>Shareholder returns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive labor relations (unionism)</td>
<td>Productivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strikes (11–29 days)</td>
<td>Shareholder returns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Internal Labor Market</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal career opportunities</td>
<td>ROA (prospectors), ROE (prospectors)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Motivation</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decentralized decision making</td>
<td>Operational outcomes (P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open-book management</td>
<td>Numerous reports of goals obtained (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participative decision making</td>
<td>ROA (defenders), ROE (defenders)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-performance work teams</td>
<td>Quality, labor productivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced status differentials</td>
<td>High-performance firm adoptions (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Performance Management</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results-oriented appraisals</td>
<td>ROA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 5-1 continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Staffing</th>
<th>Training</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive tests</td>
<td>Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selectivity</td>
<td>Performance relative to industry (P), productivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Succession of “outsider” CEOs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured interviews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WABs and BIBs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield analysis of recruiting sources</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** P = perceptual measures of performance; A = numerous anecdotal reports of performance impacts; ROA = return on assets; ROE = return on equity. Many performance effects are industry specific. Industry differences in performance effects are not indicated in this table. Some performance effects are strategy specific.

**Sources:** Studies reported in this section provide the basis for these results.

---

Financial rewards for results are only part of the compensation picture for teams. Teams are often asked to do things differently and to take risks that may not always produce desired results. If rewards are tied only to results, teams will not be motivated to take risks. Therefore, companies such as Motorola reward teams for desired activities and behaviors. Timely recognition for team members also is critical as with other employees. 19
A comprehensive study by Matt Bloom of compensation and performance in baseball has provided good insights into the effects of pay compression and dispersion. The study found that great dispersion in compensation between the members of a team impairs team performance. The research, which studied team and individual player performance and compensation for 1,644 players over nine years, found the following results:

Findings suggest more compressed pay dispersions are positively related to multiple measures of individual and organizational performance. The results of this study indicate that greater dispersion in pay within an organization is associated with lower individual and group performance, at least where work interdependencies are important.  

**Diversity**  
Research on the creativity of groups has found that ethnic diversity is positively related with creativity. Correspondingly, it has been asserted that the heightened creativity produced by a more diverse workforce can have a positive impact on the firm’s performance if properly managed. While it is a desirable practice to hire people who will fit well with the organization, this practice can result in dysfunctional homogeneity if carried
to an extreme. With extreme homogeneity, organizations may become less capable of adapting to changing circumstances and less flexible.\textsuperscript{22}

Recent research has examined this assertion by analyzing the hiring for affirmative action purposes during economic downturns. This research has found that firms placing greater emphasis on such hiring have better financial performance than other firms, as measured by shareholder returns, two years after the economic recovery. Emphasis on hiring for affirmative action purposes was correlated with the lagged financial performance variable. As with the other studies of firm performance, an extensive set of control variables was employed. Not surprisingly, the effects of increased diversity do not result in immediate performance because time is needed for the benefits of diversity to be manifested in increased performance. Speculative interpretations are that such hiring for affirmative action purposes has the additional benefit of enhancing the firm’s reputation among female and minority job applicants, as well as reducing the likelihood of litigation and its associated costs.\textsuperscript{23}

Another study examined the performance impact of cultural diversity in international operations of 442 Fortune 500 firms. Culturally related international diversification was expected to have a positive impact on firm performance. One
example, in which positive effects are expected, is the use of just-in-time inventory management techniques in cultures that are compatible with the technique, such as in Japan. In Japan, there is appreciation for efficient space utilization and group-oriented commitment to work duties. Another example in which positive effects are expected is by organizing marketing activities around commonalities such as exist between the United States and Canada, as opposed to the United States and Indonesia. Culturally unrelated global diversification was expected to have a negative result. For example, when companies diversify by establishing business units in countries with very different cultures, there is greater likelihood of misunderstandings and communication difficulties. With greater “cultural distances” between operations, there is need for more complex control systems and correspondingly higher transaction costs.  

The study, which employed a longitudinal design, measured performance by return on assets (ROA) and market-to-book value (MTB). Changes in these performance measures over various time periods were analyzed with regression equations including several control variables. Nonetheless, in contrast to expectations, the study found no impact on performance for either ROA or MTB resulting from several measures of cultural diversity. Stated optimistically, these results could mean that companies overcome factors that
would produce declining returns as they deal with increasingly heterogeneous environments. One speculative interpretation is that increased cultural diversity produces increased innovation and creativity that enable companies to become better at marketing to more diverse customers. This is a complex area that will need more research in the future before the effects are fully understood. However, for the companies that understand the relationships there are great opportunities for financial gain.

**Employment**

**Countercyclical Hiring**

Research also has examined the impact of the contrarian practice of hiring key employees during economic downturns. The practice is obviously a limited one because the firm is hiring while there is a downturn. Nonetheless, firms can obtain bargains in key personnel that may be needed to implement a strategy that will produce substantial returns after the recovery. For example, the firm may hire key research and development people on such a basis while the demand for their services from other companies is low. A recent study assessed the impact of this practice on shareholder returns. The study used a measure of executives’ perceptions of the extent to which their firms engaged in such practices during the last economic downturn. Multiple regression employing a number of control variables
found that shareholder returns two years after the downturn were positively related with the measure of countercyclical hiring.\(^{26}\)

**Downsizing**

Downsizing has been the subject of a great deal of normative discussion in both the popular press and academic literature.\(^ {27}\) A void in this literature was its failure to address the financial impact of downsizing. However, a comprehensive study has examined the effects of downsizing. This study analyzed 5,479 instances of downsizing over a 15-year period. The study examined the impact of downsizing on firm profitability (ROA) as well as shareholder return. Interestingly, the study found that downsizing firms did not obtain significantly greater returns than the average for firms in their industries. However, firms that pursued a combined approach of coupling downsizing with a restructuring of their assets (plant and equipment) had substantially higher returns on assets two years later than those that only downsized. More impressively, after adjusting for industry, those firms combining employment and asset downsizing had substantially greater ROAs two years later than stable as well as employment-downsizing firms. These results indicate the importance of coordinated approaches in which downsizing is complementary with the firm’s overall strategies, such as focus or retrenchment, in which plant and equipment are downsized as well.\(^ {28}\)
Another study found negative effects from the announcement of temporary staff reductions. Results of the study indicated that temporary staff reductions produced declines in shareholder returns. However, the researchers cautioned that these results are complicated by the fact that temporary layoffs, which convey a positive message about lower compensation costs, also communicate bad news about product demand.  

**Early Retirement Programs**

In the 1980s and 1990s, offers of early retirement became a regular news feature of the business press, although there was little evidence about the financial effects of such practices. Fortunately, an empirical study has examined the effects of early retirement practices on shareholder wealth. This study, which analyzed 51 announcements of early retirement programs, found that the effects were dependent on the firm’s performance before the announcement. For those firms having declining shareholder returns during the year prior to the announcement, there was no relationship with announcements of early retirement programs. For those firms that had good returns, the announcement had a positive impact on shareholder returns. One potential explanation for the significant results is that “Proactive downsizing made when a firm is doing well may signal an intended reorientation of personnel.
that goes well beyond a mere defensive reaction to decline through cost cutting.”

**Employment Security**

Employment security practices help to preserve the firm’s investments in its human resources. They also provide the stability needed to unleash the innovativeness of employees for the benefit of the firm. It has been asserted that employees who are more secure in their jobs are more likely to use their knowledge to increase the firm’s productivity. However, there is also a downside to such practices, and an inverted “U”-shaped relationship between job security and work effort was noted earlier. A study cited earlier by Delery and Doty has addressed the issue of the performance impact of job security. Their study of banks found that employment security practices were positively related to ROA. Unfortunately, most of even the best-managed companies had to abandon their employment security practices in the 1980s and 1990s. Nonetheless, for those companies that provide the right amount of job security, there can be positive returns. Interestingly, Southwest Airlines, one of the best-performing companies for years, and which operates in a turbulent industry, has never had a layoff.
Human Resource Outsourcing

Human resource departments have outsourced many of their activities over recent years. Indeed, recent surveys have found up to 91 percent of respondents reporting that their firms outsource some of their human resource activities. There are a number of explanations for this trend and several are related to increased demands for greater performance. Cost reductions and greater efficiencies are often cited as benefits of outsourcing. However, practitioners are quick to point out that when outsourcing is adopted solely for cost reduction, the result is often disappointing. Sustainable competitive advantage appears to result from outsourcing when it allows human resource departments to focus on value-added activities and when outsourcing helps to support the strategic direction of the firm. For example, by outsourcing employee relocation activities, the human resource department can reallocate its resources to higher-value activities such as performance management programs.

While there is little empirical evidence on the impact of human resource outsourcing, a recent study of small manufacturing firms has found that human resource outsourcing can contribute to several measures of firm performance. Although subjective measures of financial performance were used, the measures correlate well with
objective financial data. The study found that outsourcing had an indirect but positive impact on subjective measures of financial performance and innovation. The fact that the firms’ strategies moderated the relationships between outsourcing and firm performance provides support for the contingency view that human resource practices are more effective in some circumstances than others.  

Industrial Relations

Decertification of Union Bargaining Agents

While companies are legally prohibited from the instigation of employee attempts to decertify their unions, the nature of the labor relations environment can be expected to have some influence over such actions. Thus, the firm’s practices that shape the labor relations climate have the potential to indirectly influence decertification actions. Accordingly, decertification elections are included in this discussion of the effects of human resource practices. A recent study has examined the effect on shareholder returns of 153 union decertification elections. Potential investors are assumed to anticipate that unionism will redistribute the firm’s earnings toward wages at the expense of shareholder returns. Thus, the decertification of a union as the bargaining agent would be assumed to have a positive impact on shareholder returns. In contrast to this expectation, the
study found that elections retaining the union produced higher shareholder returns:

This study finds that firms that retained union representation in decertification cases actually outperformed those that ousted the bargaining agent in a partitioned sample comparison.\(^{39}\)

**Positive Labor Relations**

The manner in which firms handle relations with their unions and the workers they represent can have a number of effects. Such labor relations practices can affect the productivity of the workforce and financial performance. More specifically, it has been well established in the industrial relations or labor relations literature that unionism can have both positive and negative impacts on productivity. One explanation of the effects of unions is that through their representation of workers in grievance procedures and collective bargaining, unions provide workers with a means of expressing their concerns to management about workplace conditions. This means that unions provide a voice mechanism, which in some situations can have a positive impact on firm performance. For example, in situations in which management is unreceptive to the concerns of individual workers and there is no union to provide a voice, the only other alternative for dissatisfied workers is an
exit response of leaving for better conditions elsewhere. Because of the voice mechanism, it is argued that unionized firms have lower quit rates and encourage firms to provide more rational and professional management. In turn, these secondary effects lead to greater productivity.\textsuperscript{40}

Unions also can have a positive impact on productivity under certain labor market conditions. This can occur in situations in which the employer has monopoly power in the labor market (a condition of monopsony). When unions negotiate higher wages under such conditions, the economically rational response of employers is to add more capital per worker and to enhance the quality of labor. In turn, these secondary effects have the potential to increase productivity. However, unions may negotiate more restrictive work rules that lead to higher levels of employment than are necessary. Obviously, such secondary effects can lead to decreases in productivity.\textsuperscript{41} A concise summary of the effects of labor relations on firm productivity is provided in the following:

An important implication of the voice-response model is that productivity is likely to depend on the state of labor–management relations in shops. When those relations are poor, management is likely to have trouble getting high productivity. When they are good, workers and
management may pull together for the benefit of the firm. Three studies have examined the link between productivity and the state of industrial relations at plants, and all three have found strong support for this proposition.\textsuperscript{42}

In addition, it can be argued that under very specific conditions, the net effect of unionism and good labor relations may be positive. This argument is provided in the following:

What unions do to productivity is one of the key factors in assessing the overall impact of unions. The new quantitative studies indicate that productivity is generally higher in unionized establishments than in otherwise comparable establishments that are nonunion, but that the relationship is far from immutable and has notable exceptions. Higher productivity appears to run hand in hand with good industrial relations and to be spurred by competition in the product market, while lower productivity under unionism appears to exist under the opposite circumstances.\textsuperscript{43}
In spite of these findings, most employers probably do not feel that their firms obtain greater productivity as a result of unionism. Otherwise, they would encourage their workers to form unions, and this is obviously not the case with most employers. The effects of poor labor relations are more obvious. Strikes can provide an indication of the quality and impact of labor relations practices. While at first appearance strikes might not appear to be a human resource practice, they can reflect to some degree the quality of the firm’s labor relations effort or the overall management of the firm. Obviously, unionization does not equate with strikes but it does bring their potential. Furthermore, there is probably more than a grain of truth to the old expression that firms that have unions usually deserve them. Indeed, there are abundant examples of firms that were unionized as a result of their poor treatment of employees. Thus, there is a question of causality here in that unionism and subsequent strikes or work stoppages are sometimes reflective of poor management.

Nonetheless, there are many factors, aside from the quality of a firm’s labor relations function, that predispose a firm toward unionism. For example, automobile manufacturing, railroads, and airlines are overwhelmingly unionized as are many public sector organizations such as fire departments and police departments. Even the best-managed firms or departments in such industries will most likely be
unionized. As mentioned earlier, at Southwest Airlines, which is perennially in the top four on Fortune’s list of the 100 Best Companies to Work For, 84 to 85 percent of its employees are represented by unions.  

**Strikes**

The relationship between strikes and the financial performance of struck firms has been empirically examined using shareholder returns. One study found that after relatively long strikes (11 to 29 days), shareholder returns tended to increase. Conversely, after short strikes (1 to 10 days), the firms’ financial performance tended to decline, and after extremely long strikes (30 days or more), shareholder returns tended to decline dramatically. These results provide evidence of the conventional wisdom that companies win longer strikes (11 to 29 days) and that unions win short strikes (1 to 10 days). For the extremely long strikes, financial returns decreased dramatically up to 24 months after the strike, perhaps because the parties’ relationship may have taken on aspects of a death marriage.

The recent strikes at American Airlines and Boeing, which involved highly educated pilots, engineers, and technicians, were unique because college-educated, unionized professionals were striking. In the Boeing strike, there were several issues of
an economic nature but also some were related to perceptions that engineers were not treated well by the company’s management. In addition, one strike and one “sick out” by the pilots at American Airlines also were related to their perceptions of an unsatisfactory labor relations environment, a confrontational management style by the previous CEO, and perceptions that management was attempting to outsource routes that should be flown by American Airlines pilots. Although the first strike lasted only a matter of minutes before it was stopped by U.S. presidential action, the second “sick out” was very costly for the company and for passengers whose travel arrangements were disrupted by the strike. (Airlines are covered by the Railway Labor Act of 1926, which has a number of provisions that limit efficient conflict resolution.) It is instructive to consider the following: “In contrast to American and its long history of strikes, Southwest has never lost an hour of flying time to a labor dispute even though its work force is the industry’s most unionized.” It seems reasonable to conclude that failure to invest in good labor relations practices has negative financial consequences for firms.

While poor labor relations practices set the stage for poor financial performance, some conflict with unions may be unavoidable. In many instances, labor difficulties such as strikes are not representative of the quality of a firm’s labor relations practices. In some cases, a firm may be struck
irrespective of the quality of its labor relations. For example, if a firm bargains as part of a multi-employer bargaining association, such as in the trucking industry, all firms in the association may be struck if negotiations reach an impasse. In addition, in some instances, the decision to take a strike instead of settling on unfavorable terms with the union may be an investment in the future credibility of management negotiators and may be consistent with high-quality labor relations. Thus, a company that has “taken a strike” may gain some advantage in the future because when it says no to a union demand, the union may be convinced that the firm’s response is credible and may not pursue the issue. Furthermore, although unionization levels are at historically low levels in the private sector in the United States, several recent strikes, such as those at United Parcel Service (UPS), American Airlines, General Motors, Boeing, and Lockheed-Martin, have captured the attention of management observers.
Internal Labor Market

Researchers also have examined the performance effects of internal labor markets that provide for promotion from within. The Delaney and Huselid study, cited previously, found through analysis of data from the National Organizations Survey that promotion from within is significantly related to perceptual measures of organizational performance. Such promotion practices were correlated with performance for the for-profit organizations in their sample. Interestingly, these results were not found when nonprofit organizations were included in the analysis. However, an alternate measure of internal labor markets assessed the degree of vertical hierarchy as an indicator of promotion ladders. While greater vertical hierarchy is inconsistent with tendencies toward flatter structure and decentralized decision making, this measure became significantly related with performance when nonprofit organizations were included in the analysis.\textsuperscript{50}
Motivation

Decentralized Decision Making

A study by Varma and colleagues provides evidence on the performance effects of decentralized decision making. Their study examined the impact of a number of high-performance work practices and systems, including delegation of decision making. The research was based on a survey of 39 large firms (average of 18,000 employees) from several industries. The researchers referred to delegation as a system, as opposed to an individual practice, although they measured it with only one item. (Delegation was one of several items used to measure organizational culture.) Thus, while delegated decision making or decentralization is probably more complex than simple human resource practices such as structured interviews, it will be considered as an individual practice in this discussion. In addition, the study employed perceptual measures of financial and operational performance.\(^51\) (In a later discussion and in Table 5-2, decentralized decision making appears as one of several practices making up a commitment-oriented system.)
### Table 5-2

**Systems of Human Resource Practices Impacting Firm Performance**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Systems of HR Practices as Defined in Individual Studies</th>
<th>Positive Performance Effects for Each System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Commitment-Oriented Systems</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decentralized decision making</td>
<td>Labor productivity and scrap rates (lower)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General training</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater proportion of highly skilled employees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher wages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater emphasis on bonuses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Human-Capital Enhancement</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehensive training</td>
<td>Labor productivity (P), equipment efficiency (P), and customer alignment (e.g., on-time delivery, quality) (all produced by combination of a quality strategy with a human-capital-enhancement system)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developmental and behavior-based appraisal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection for technical and problem-solving skills</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selective staffing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training for technical and problem-solving skills</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Human Resource Administrative System</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hourly pay</td>
<td>Equipment efficiency (P) (produced by a combination of low-cost strategy with a human resource administrative system)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual equity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual incentives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results-based performance appraisal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection for manual and physical skills</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training on policies and procedures</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Motivation and Commitment System</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hiring on receptiveness to new learning</td>
<td>Labor productivity and quality (produced by combination of flexible production systems with and commitment systems)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compensation contingent on firm performance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent of status differentials (management vs. workers)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training for new employees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ongoing training for experienced employees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Motivation and Hiring Selectivity</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal performance appraisals</td>
<td>Sales per employee, Tobin’s q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hiring selectivity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit-based promotions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance-based compensation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Table 5-2 continued**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skills and Organizational Structures</th>
<th>Gross rate of return on assets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attitude surveys of the workforce</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee access to grievance procedures</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal job analysis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information sharing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profit sharing or gain sharing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion from within</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of work life programs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection tests</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note:* P = perceptual measures of performance. Many performance effects are industry specific. Industry differences in performance effects are not indicated in this table. Systems of practices were often statistically defined by the studies from which this table was compiled. For example, individual practices were often categorized by factor analysis and assigned descriptive system labels.

*Sources:* Studies reported in this section provide the basis for these results.

---

The study’s findings on the effects of delegated or decentralized decision making may be summarized as follows:

Not surprisingly, increased delegation has a significant positive relationship with operational outcomes. Once again, this confirms the notion that employees feel empowered by increased delegation, and this empowerment can lead to significant improvements in the operational outcomes of the organization. This is an important finding worthy of attention. The data suggest that organizations that make a conscious
effort to increase delegation of work are likely to benefit by improving their operational outcomes.\textsuperscript{52}

**Self-Managed Teams or Autonomous Work Groups**

Teams and teamwork have become critical to the success of many organizations, and self-managed teams fit with greater decentralization.\textsuperscript{53} Self-managed teams are different than traditional work teams in that the team itself governs the sequence of work needed for the performance of a series of interdependent tasks. Such teams may order materials, perform maintenance, and perform inspections of the quality of the output. A recent study examined the impact of teams on quality and labor productivity in four different manufacturing areas of a unionized Fortune 500 company. The teams in this study did not have all of the autonomy of self-managed teams, but they had substantial latitude in problem solving and were provided with budgetary information about their plant and with information about the products of their competitors. In addition, team membership, which ranged from 4 to 18, was involuntary as members were assigned to their teams. The researchers termed these teams “High-Performance Work Teams.”\textsuperscript{54}
In order to determine the impact of teams, the researchers used a longitudinal research design with data series beginning before the implementation of teams. Their analysis examined 84 weeks of quality data (manufacturing defect rates) and 21 months of labor productivity data. Because there are many potential influences on quality and productivity, the analysis included several control variables. The researchers found that the implementation of the high-performance work teams produced significant improvements in quality (reductions in defect rates) and labor productivity.\textsuperscript{55}

**Open-Book Management or Sharing Financial and Performance Information**

The sharing of financial or performance information is often referred to as open-book management. Essentially, the practice encourages empowered employees to act in the best interests of the firm by making informed decisions and taking informed actions. The practice has the potential to enhance motivation by instilling a sense that employees are trusted and valued and by combining employee empowerment with various incentives such as profit sharing or cost savings. Although there is little empirical evidence on the performance impact of open-book management, there is a great deal of anecdotal evidence derived from the experiences of companies that have implemented the practice.
John Case has described numerous successful implementations in his book, *The Open-Book Experience: Lessons from Over 100 Companies Who Successfully Transformed Themselves*. Firms have obtained positive impacts in achieving a number of specific firm goals such as reduced error rates, increased average sales per customer, improved quality, improved order accuracy, and reduced expenses for shop supplies. Although anecdotal reports do not control for other factors that may have contributed to such performance improvements, the large number of positive reports argue for an optimistic view of the potential impact of this practice.

**Reduced Status Differentials or Symbolic Egalitarianism**

There is little empirical evidence that reduced status differentials have a positive performance effect. Nonetheless, there are several examples of top-performing companies that have devoted substantial effort to the elimination of status differentials. Executives in these companies believe that such differentials create dysfunctional divisions in the workforce and detract from the company’s performance. Many high-performing companies, such as Whole Foods Markets, Lincoln Electric, Kingston Technology, Wal-Mart, and Southwest Airlines, have gone to great lengths to minimize status differentials in their organizations.
For example, at Southwest Airlines, there is low tolerance for elitism. As the Vice President for People has explained: “Arrogant people will not fit in. Nor will someone who is really proud of his or her title.” The company’s executives do not have big offices, and they provide their home telephone numbers for employees. Indeed, many of the firm’s executives have worked their way up from the ranks. In addition, Southwest’s reputation for casual attire is legendary. At Chaparral Steel, another company known for managerial excellence and firm performance, there is no reserved parking for anyone, and casual attire is the norm except when there is a meeting with customers. At Intel Corporation, the CEO has a 9 × 12-foot cubicle for an office described as follows:

WHAT YOU SEE: In true Silicon Valley tradition, a cubicle only slightly larger than Dilbert’s. Steel-framed partitions are covered in gray fabric, desk and tabletops are gray Formica, bookcases and cabinets are gray plastic with mauve upholstery. At the doorless entryway, a gray plastic name plate reads “C. Barrett.”
WHAT HE SEE S: A very egalitarian company. There are no perks. Everybody has the same office, with a chair, a computer, a couple of bookshelves and some storage space. We spend most of our time in meetings anyway. 62

Compensation also has important status implications in many organizations. The compensation of top executives can become a major status differential and thus a potential cause of decreased organizational performance. 63 Graef Crystal has analyzed the relationship between the compensation for 20 CEOs and the performance of their companies. As a measure of company performance, he used an index of total shareholder return weighted over a three-year period. For compensation, he included base salary, annual bonus, and the following forms of long-term incentives: stock options, restricted stock, and performance plans that generally involve cash payments for attaining goals. In order to determine the value of stock options, he used a version of the Black-Scholes Option Pricing Model. He also derived a market value for the CEOs reflecting differences in firm size, industry, and company performance. In another study of 279 CEOs from throughout the United States, he determined that the average total compensation was $8.7 million. 64
On the basis of these data, Crystal provided a colorful categorization of the extent to which the CEOs were worth the compensation they received. In his top performance category, which he termed “worth it big time,” he included some of the following: Gordon Bethune, the CEO of Continental Airlines whose shareholders received a 483 percent return over the three-year period while Bethune received annual compensation of $3,007,000; Herb Kelleher, the CEO of Southwest Airlines, whose shareholders received 68.2 percent return in 1997, while Kelleher received $651,000 in total compensation per year; John Mackey, the CEO of Whole Foods Market, whose total annual compensation was $332,000, while his shareholders received returns for the three years from 58 to 91 percent; Thomas Engibous, CEO of Texas Instruments, whose shareholders received 62.8 percent over the period, while he received $5,365,000 in total compensation. (Michael Dell was an exception as his total compensation far exceeded the other CEOs in this best category.)

In the worst category, “not worth it big time,” he included the CEO of Enron, whose compensation totaled $13,701,000, while shareholders in 1997 received a -1.4 percent return when the Standard & Poor’s 500 generated a return of 33.4 percent. He also included the CEO of Electronic Data Services (EDS) in the worst category and provided the following commentary on his compensation and the firm’s performance:
Although his performance was just plain terrible most of the time, EDS’s board lavished upon him vast sums of money: a total compensation package worth more than $13.8 million in 1997. Yet you’d have to search long and hard during Alberthal’s nearly twelve years as CEO to find an instance when EDS outperformed the Standard & Poor’s 500 Index, a listing of five hundred stocks that is the premier gauge of the stock market. Actually, there is one instance that springs to mind, and that was August 7, 1998, the day after EDS announced his retirement. That day the company’s stock price jumped 14 percent, adding $2.5 billion to the total market value of the stock. It’s not often that a CEO can determine just how much impact he personally is having on his company’s stock price, but for Alberthal, August 7 was one for the books.65
Performance Management

There is empirical evidence that results-oriented appraisals have a positive impact on firm performance. The study by Delery and Doty cited earlier, which drew on a sample of banks, also found that results-oriented appraisals have a positive impact on ROA. In addition, companies that do not have good appraisal systems run the risk of not being able to justify terminations or the denial of promotions. Having no documentation of inadequate or substandard performance places the firm in danger of being on the losing side in litigation or arbitration and creates financial liability.

Nonetheless, performance appraisals do not always accurately reflect the performance of the employee nor do their ratings always have an impact on results such as compensation. Because of these and other problems, the practice of performance appraisal is being revised in some organizations because of fundamental questions about its contributions and the changing role of human resource management. Indeed, 360-degree feedback approaches are being adopted by many organizations because of problems with traditional appraisal systems.
Michael Beer has made the following critical observations about performance appraisal:

Evidence has been accumulating for years that performance appraisal systems, no matter how well designed, do not differentiate employees sufficiently to make valid and reliable compensation, promotion and layoff decisions. They do not necessarily even lead to better coaching. Instead these systems have become bureaucratic night-mares and have put human resource professionals in the role of “cop.” . . .

Effective individual performance evaluation and development are fostered not by a performance appraisal system, but by a high involvement organization, performance-oriented managers, and a culture that tolerates mistakes, encourages letting consistently poor performers go, and recognizes outstanding performers. 68
Staffing

Several individual staffing practices have been found to be positively associated with various measures of firm performance. For example, a study by David Terpstra and Elizabeth Rozell examined the performance impact of five staffing practices that are commonly viewed as well-grounded selection techniques:

1. Yield analysis or follow-up studies of recruiting sources to identify those sources producing the highest percentages of high-performing employees
2. Validation studies of tests and other selection procedures
3. Use of structured selection interviews (asking the same questions of all applicants)
4. Use of ability and cognitive aptitude tests
5. Use of weighted application blanks (WABs) or biographical information blanks (BIBs)

A composite selection index was developed for all of these techniques.  

Terpstra and Rozell surveyed over 200 firms in order to determine the relationship between these selection techniques and the following measures of firm performance: annual profit, growth in profit over a five-year period, growth in annual
average sales over a five-year period, and a composite or overall performance measure. The study did not use actual accounting data but instead asked respondents to report profit, profit growth, and sales growth in terms of percentage ranges. Nonetheless, these measures correlated highly with accounting data obtained for a subsample of over 60 of the firms in the survey.\footnote{70}

The results of the study provide strong evidence that these selection tools can have a positive impact on firm performance, particularly in certain industries. The study’s failure to find uniform positive effects across all industries, even for such well-grounded selection practices such as these, indicates that the effectiveness of a particular selection practice depends, to a certain extent, on the firm’s industry. The influence of industry also emphasizes the importance of the contingency perspective that will be addressed later. Not surprisingly, the study found that larger firms are more likely to use better selection practices. (It is possible that more positive relationships may have been found with more precise controls for different industries. Because profitability is affected by many influences, a more extensive set of control variables also may have produced even stronger evidence of the impact of these practices.)\footnote{71}
Cognitive Tests

Cognitive tests, or tests of mental ability, have been used for various selection purposes since the early 1900s. The use of such tests came under attack in the 1970s because firms sometimes used them without establishing their validity or the relationship between applicant scores and job performance. Nonetheless, while the process of validating such tests requires some statistical sophistication, validation procedures are well established. Furthermore, recent research indicates that the predictive ability of cognitive ability tests may have been underestimated in the past. These tests can be enormously helpful in improving selection accuracy when validated and administered properly.\textsuperscript{72} The Terpstra and Rozell study found that cognitive tests were significantly associated with profit, sales growth, and overall performance in service industries. The study also found that the use of cognitive testing tended to be associated with greater firm size in terms of number of employees.\textsuperscript{73}

Staffing Selectivity

The impact of selective staffing also has been subjected to empirical analysis. The Delaney and Huselid study cited also examined selective staffing through analysis of perceptual measures of the organizational performance. For organizations
in the for-profit sector of the survey, staffing selectivity was significantly related in a positive direction to organizational performance. When the nonprofit organizations were included in the analysis no relationship was found with performance.\(^{74}\)

Anecdotal evidence also supports the positive relationship found in empirical studies. Southwest Airlines, provides an example of a high-performance company that is highly selective in staffing.\(^{75}\) Southwest’s Vice President for People reported in a recent year that the company received 135,000 applications. Of these applicants, it interviewed 35,000 (with three different people interviewing each applicant), and hired approximately 5,000 people. Interestingly, Southwest includes some of its frequent flyers in the interviewing process for flight attendants to help ensure a good match with the company’s culture.\(^{76}\)

**Strategy-Linked CEO Succession: Insiders vs. Outsiders**

While the traditional selection literature typically provides guidance on how to select individuals for particular jobs, some firms have moved toward processes that may be more accurately described as strategic selection. In essence, such staffing attempts to find executives who have the best abilities to implement a desired strategy in a given industrial context. Interestingly, it has been pro-posed that with greater diversification at the corporate level, the firm-specific
experience and knowledge of CEOs becomes less important than portfolio management skills. (Portfolio management skills refer to the ability to manage diverse businesses on the basis of general principles instead of in-depth knowledge of the specific business.)

Conversely, with less diversified firms, knowledge of the core business is much more valuable. Such knowledge of less diversified firms typically develops with increasing organizational tenure. It has been argued that as executives acquire longer tenure within their firms, however, they apply fewer innovative or novel ideas to new situations. Accordingly, there appears to be a downside to the value of firm-specific knowledge as an inverse relationship has been found between firm performance and CEO tenure in nondiversified firms.

These conflicting observations have led to a recent attempt to find answers to three related questions:

1. When firms differ in the extent to which their strategies emphasize diversification, are there differences in the tenure of the CEOs they select?
2. Does the tenure of an executive who is selected as CEO have an impact on the subsequent performance of the firm?
3. Does the firm’s degree of diversification moderate the CEO tenure and firm performance relationship?

These questions were addressed by examining the succession of CEOs in 221 different firms. After the CEO successions, the performances of the firms were measured by return on assets over a three-year period. The study employed controls for the circumstances of the CEO succession, the firm’s performance prior to the CEO’s succession, firm size, and age of the firm. CEOs were considered as outsiders if they had five or fewer years of tenure with the firm at the time of succession. 

Interestingly, the results indicate that firms selecting CEOs from the ranks of executives inside the organization or CEOs with longer tenure experienced declines in their ROA during the period after their selection. Furthermore, for firms having low levels of diversification, the selection of outsiders or executives with low levels of tenure was associated with increased ROAs in the period after the CEO’s selection. Thus, the study provides strong evidence that better firm performance can be obtained when the selection practices are coordinated or matched with the firm’s strategy.
Some of the other implications of this study may be summarized as follows:

These findings linking tenure with inferior performance contradict conventional wisdom and conventional practice. Traditionally, both conventional wisdom and practice have been that internal development and promotion, up to and including the CEO position, were the hallmark of the successful, effective, organization . . . The rapidity of environmental flux in recent years may dictate a heightened need for a constant reexamination of the status quo, and continuous innovation and change. A corollary of this proposition is that the relative value of firm-specific tenure may be diminishing. Knowledge of past practices, procedures, and strategies—perhaps more valuable in earlier, more stable competitive environments—may now sometimes impede progress and change.  

While these results favor the selection of outsiders, insiders also can acquire some of the abilities associated with outsiders. The NCR Corporation has found that the intraorganizational experience of executives can be enriched to develop adaptive abilities more characteristic of outsiders. In
addition, these findings emphasize that while firms tend to select CEOs from outside when firm performance has declined, the performance of outsiders is better than that of insiders only when the firms are nondiversified. The researchers have speculated that with greater diversification, there may be some dilution of the CEO’s impact, while with less diversification, the CEO can achieve results more quickly as a result of more focus.\textsuperscript{82}

\textbf{Structured Interviews}

Terpstra and Rozell also examined the performance impact of structured interviews. Their multiple regression analyses found that structured interviews were associated with profit and profit growth in service industries. In contrast to the regression results, correlations of structured interviews with profit and profit growth across all industries were quite small.\textsuperscript{83} The small bivariate correlations indicate the importance of the context in which the practices are implemented and thus provide some evidence for the contribution of the contingency perspective.

\textbf{Validation Studies}

Terpstra and Rozell’s analyses found that validation studies were associated with profit, profit growth, and overall firm performance in service industries. As with cognitive tests, the
results also indicated that the use of validation studies was associated with increased firm size in terms of number of employees. Cognitive testing and the use of validation studies were highly correlated. 84 This relationship was to be expected since the threat of potential litigation over the adverse impact of testing requires evidence of test validity, and test validation is a bedrock principle of good selection.

**Weighted Application Blanks and Biographical Information Blanks**

Terpstra and Rozell also examined the performance impacts of WABs and BIBs. Their analysis, which controlled for the number of employees, revealed that the use of WABs/BIBs was associated with overall firm performance in service industries. Relatively high correlations for WABs/BIBs were found with annual profit, profit growth, and overall performance. 85

**Yield Analysis of Recruiting Sources**

Yield analysis involves the evaluation of the quality of various sources of employees such as the universities from which an organization obtains its better employees or the advertising media that produce the best job applicants. The Terpstra and Rozell study also examined the impact of yield analysis. They found that yield analysis was associated with sales growth and the overall measure of performance in service industries. They
also found it to be associated with profit and firm overall performance in wholesale/retail industries. As noted earlier, their analysis also controlled for number of employees in the firms. Yield analysis had correlations across all industries with profit and overall firm performance.

**Training**

It has been estimated that U.S. companies spend $55.3 billion on training each year. Although the U.S. lags behind several other industrialized countries in training, such an expenditure provides some indication that many firms view training as a high-performance practice. Nonetheless, until recently, there has been little evidence on its effect on firm performance. In the past, companies were slow to evaluate the effectiveness of their training programs. However, there is ample evidence that the value of training has come under increased scrutiny. For example, a recent survey of training professionals revealed that 93 percent of the respondents reported greater pressure to show a return for their employers’ investments in training.

A recent empirical study focused on the performance impact of training in an open-pit mining operation of the Cyprus Sierrita Corporation. Approximately 200 of the company’s 770 employees at this site work in mining operations. A time series of normalized productivity data for
total cycle time (truck tons per hour) was examined to determine the impact of training for mine crews. While no control group was employed, the data were exponentially smoothed to lessen the impact of temporal and weather influences. Examination of these productivity data before and after the training revealed that there was a substantial impact on productivity. The costs of the training were determined in considerable detail to include the wages of employees while they were being trained, the costs for the trainer, idle time for equipment, and overtime premiums. As a result of the training, the company realized an annual savings of $1.9 million. 88

Another recent study provides additional evidence on the financial impact of training. The study surveyed 40 companies from a number of industries. When the respondents were categorized by their average training expenditures per employee, there was a substantial difference in their annual gross profit. Those companies in the top half had an average gross profit of $168,000 per employee, while those in the bottom half had an average of $121,000. The companies were also compared on the level of their training expenditures and their MTB ratios, which provide a rough indication of the company’s intellectual capital as well as other intangibles. Those companies in the upper half of training expenditures had an average MTB ratio of 2.40 as compared with 2.00 for the
companies in the lower half. When the companies were compared on the proportion of their workforces receiving training, the difference in MTB ratios was even larger. While these results should be regarded as being somewhat preliminary because of the study’s lack of controls, the results provide an indication that the performance effects may be substantial.\textsuperscript{89}

Training also has been found to have a positive impact on perceptual measures of organizational performance. The Delaney and Huselid study cited earlier using data from the National Organizations Survey also found training to be significantly related to such measures of performance for both for-profit and nonprofit organizations. Training was correlated with performance for the entire sample and for for-profit organizations.\textsuperscript{90}

It also can be concluded that the type of training and its quality can have an impact on the financial and productivity effects to be realized by firms. In addition, there is probably a great deal of truth in the assertion that there is greater likelihood of positive performance effects when training is integrated into the culture of the firm.\textsuperscript{91}

A summary of the performance impact of individual human resource practices is presented in Table 5-1.
LIMITATIONS OF INDIVIDUAL PRACTICES

As noted earlier, individual human resource practices tend to be highly intercorrelated. As a result, it is easy to overestimate their actual impact on performance. For example, if it is found that merit-based compensation practices have a significant correlation coefficient of $r = .40$ with firm profitability, then the statistical interpretation is that such compensation systems account for 16 percent ($r^2$) of the variance in firm profitability. Unfortunately, this would be a misleading interpretation because the compensation practice is probably only one of several other highly correlated human resource practices that are simultaneously influencing profitability. A more accurate interpretation would be that several high-performance practices are responsible for 16 percent of the variance in profitability.\(^9\)

Indeed, the Delaney and Huselid study cited earlier, based on the National Organizations Survey, found that simple relationships between individual human resource practices and measures of firm performance overstate their contributions because when additional practices are added to multiple regression equations, the size of their coefficients (magnitude of contribution) decreases and may even become statistically insignificant.\(^9\)
E V O L U T I O N  O F  P R A C T I C E S

While the individual practice perspective has limitations, it seems reasonable to infer that decisions about the adoption of human resource practices may occur, at least on occasion, on an individual practice basis. Indeed, until recently, much of the human resource literature focused on the impact of individual practices. Furthermore, systems of human resource practices are not developed and implemented over night but appear to evolve. Brian Becker and Barry Gerhart have concluded that “HR systems are path dependent. They consist of policies that are developed over time and cannot be simply purchased in the market by competitors.” Firms have often adopted human resource practices to address specific competitiveness concerns, such as lagging product development. To counter such a weakness, the firm may have adopted an individual practice of compensation leadership in order to attract highly talented research and development personnel. Unfortunately, not all individual practices are effective by themselves. For example, a firm may make the decision to adopt another individual practice, such as work teams, without changes in supporting systems such as team-based compensation systems. Isolated decisions on individual practices, such as in the latter example, have sometimes resulted in a potpourri of disjointed practices that may even be incompatible with each other. For example, a firm would not be expected to maximize the
benefits from the implementation of work teams while it retains a compensation system that reinforces individual performance.

## SYSTEMS OF HIGH-PERFORMANCE HUMAN RESOURCE PRACTICES

A practical implication of the limitations of individual practices and their high intercorrelation is that it is unusual to find a firm that employs only one or two such practices. The more common situation is one in which the firm employs several such practices or systems of these practices. For example, practices such as highly selective recruiting practices, heavy investment in training, team-based compensation, and dual technical and managerial career tracks are compatible with each other and constitute systems that are critical for implementation of a business strategy that emphasizes innovation through research and development. Thus, the literature has asserted that such strategic human resource systems should produce superior performance because of such compatibilities or synergies.\(^96\)

Because of the potential synergies that are possible when firms employ systems of complementary human resource practices, the question has arisen as to whether systems of such practices have a greater impact on firm performance than
individual practices. Thus, we shall examine the effects of systems of practices.

Recently, sophisticated empirical studies have provided definitive answers to persistent questions about the bottom-line performance effects of systems of human resource practices. While the literature has long asserted that certain practices will produce higher performance, until recently there was only scattered evidence for individual practices and virtually no evidence on systems of practices. While there is now evidence on the performance effects of such systems, the particular practices to be included in the various systems are often a function of the research methodology. Many of the studies examining systems of human resource practices have employed statically derived groupings of practices. By using statistical procedures such as factor analysis, they usually identify groups or clusters of individual practices and then label each cluster as a system. Although the systems consist of empirically related practices, there may be less logical consistency than would occur if a human resource executive were asked to develop such systems. A summary of the performance impact of systems of human resource practices is presented in Table 5-2.
Mark Huselid has performed one of the most comprehensive studies of the financial effects of such systems. His study, which has been received with great interest by both academicians and practitioners, examined data from over 825 firms. The results of this study warrant substantial confidence as the study employed a comprehensive set of variables that controlled for various influences on firm performance. The study examined two separate systems of highly intercorrelated practices, the first being employee skills and organizational structures and the second being employee motivation and hiring selectivity. This skills system included the following practices:

- Information sharing
- Use of formal job analysis
- Promotion from within
- Use of attitude surveys of the workforce
- Use of quality of work life programs
- Profit sharing or gain sharing
- Employee training
- Employee access to grievance procedures
- Use of selection tests
The second system of motivation practices was made up of the following:

- Compensation based on performance appraisals
- Use of formal performance appraisals
- Merit-based promotions
- Hiring selectivity

This comprehensive study found very strong evidence that systems of human resource practices have a positive impact on firm performance. In general, the system of employee skills was significantly related to increased gross rate of returns on assets. Thus, firms that use systems of high-performance skill enhancement practices generally have higher rates of return. Furthermore, firms that use systems of high-performance motivation practices generally have higher productivity (sales per employee) and values of Tobin’s q, a crude measure of accumulated intellectual capital. Obviously, a myriad of organizational, technical, economic, environmental, and temporal variables have influences on different measures of firm performance. Nonetheless, when the influence of these variables is controlled, analyses of the impact of systems of human resource practices clearly indicate increased likelihood of increased performance for firms that implement them under the appropriate circumstances.
Finally, the overall impact of the whole set of high-performance human resource practices in Huselid’s study was captured in dollar terms as follows:

The magnitude of the returns for investments in High Performance Work Practices is substantial. A one-standard-deviation increase in such practices is associated with a relative 7.05 percent decrease in turnover and, on a per employee basis, $27,044 more in sales and $18,641 and $3,814 more in market value and profits, respectively. These internally consistent and economically and statistically significant values suggest that firms can indeed obtain substantial financial benefits from investing in the practices studied here.\textsuperscript{99}
INDIVIDUAL BEST PRACTICES VS. SYSTEMS OF PRACTICES

As noted earlier in the discussion of individual best practices, the Delaney and Huselid study, based on 590 for-profit and nonprofit organizations from the National Organizations Survey, used perceptual measures of organizational performance. These measures were relative in the sense that survey respondents reported on how the performance of their organizations compared with others in the same industry. As noted in the discussions of individual practices, the results indicated that several such practices were significantly related to performance. Nonetheless, tests of whether systems of complementary practices provided greater performance found the following result: “Our results do not support the assertion that complementarities among HRM practices enhance firm performance.”

The evidence on the superiority of the approaches is mixed, with neither perspective clearly dominant in its performance effects. For the individual best practices perspective, there are some practices, such as selective staffing, that have very strong effects. Such practices can be expected to produce performance effects even in the absence of a complementary system of supporting practices, such as
practices that help motivate and maintain a workforce. Nonetheless, the adoption of single practices or a single “silver bullet” practice is seldom a good means for increasing and sustaining firm performance. The fact that high-performance human resource practices tend to have high intercorrelations provides good evidence that firms tend to maintain systems of high-performance human resource practices. While they may adopt such practices incrementally and begin with only one such practice, over time the better-performing firms are likely to develop supporting systems of high-performance practices.

Before the impact of systems can be determined, the manner in which their components fit together within the context of the firm must be better understood. Effective systems are not likely to be collections of uncomplementary practices. This point has been made as follows:

[I]t is difficult to grasp the precise mechanisms by which the interplay of human resource practices and policies generates value. To imitate a complex system, it is necessary to understand how the elements interact. Are the effects additive or multiplicative, or do they involve complex nonlinearities . . . researchers are a long way from understanding the precise nature of these interactions.\textsuperscript{101}
UNIVERSAL PRACTICES VS. CONTINGENCY PERSPECTIVES

The universal approach maintains that there are several best practices that can have positive performance effects in nearly any organizational context. Furthermore, the approach applies to both individual best practices as well as systems of best practices. This approach maintains that the performance effects of such practices or systems are direct and that their effects are so general or robust that they increase performance regardless of other organizational conditions or circumstances. While human resource scholars have pointed out the lack of common agreement on which practices constitute best practices, some recurring themes among various studies tend to include the practices already discussed in this section. One group of researchers has offered this tentative description of best practices: (1) employee skill enhancement by selective staffing, training, and development; and (2) enhanced teamwork, empowerment, and worker involvement in problem solving through the mechanisms of job redesign, use of group-based incentives, and the progression to all-salaried work forces.  

The contingency or fit perspective maintains that firms should adopt systems of human practices that fit their human resource strategies. This perspective maintains that the performance effects of such practices are realized through their
application in appropriate organizational circumstances. Thus, a company could obtain the greatest increase in performance from selective staffing practices when it simultaneously pursues a business strategy of differentiating itself from its competitors by producing the highest-quality products. Selective staffing practices would enable the firm to hire employees having enough talent to manufacture such high-quality products.

The contingency approach is consistent with the principles of strategic human resource management presented earlier. These principles maintain that the practices or systems of practices used to implement the firm’s human resource strategies should fit with or conform to the firm’s competitive business strategies. Examples of business strategies are provided by Porter’s framework that specifies three strategies for competition: (1) cost leadership as the low-cost product or service provider; (2) differentiation, such as by superior quality or service; and (3) focus or niche strategies that concentrate on a narrow area of differentiation.103

Thus, the contingency view would maintain that if a firm has adopted a cost leadership strategy, then it should have human resource practices consistent with this strategy. With cost leader-ship, a firm would probably not have a compensation system that offers extensive perks for executives nor would it pursue a practice of wage leadership. Furthermore,
the compensation system also should fit the firm’s organizational culture, and additional matching will be required when the firm has several cultures.  

## EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE: THE CASE FOR UNIVERSAL BEST PRACTICES

One approach for determining the superiority of the universal practices or contingency approach involves a comparison of the performance effects of external and internal fit. Such fit should be absent with a universal approach but present with a contingency approach. External fit (vertical fit) is defined as the degree to which a firm’s system of human resource practices are complementary with its competitive strategies, such as cost leadership, differentiation, and focus. In contrast, internal fit (horizontal fit) is defined as the degree to which individual human resource practices are complementary with each other. Huselid’s comprehensive study, cited earlier, examined whether external fit or internal fit would result in improved firm performance. However, the study found little support for superiority of either type of fit over the effects of individual best practices:

But despite the strong theoretical expectation that better internal and external fit would be
reflected in better financial performance, on the whole the results did not support the contention that either type of fit has any incremental value over the main effects associated with High Performance Practices.\footnote{106}

The Delery and Doty study of human resource practices in the banking industry, noted earlier, also examined the performance impact of the universalistic and contingency approaches. Banks provide a good data source for such research because they are legally required to report a great deal of information to regulators and the data are relatively easy to obtain. The researchers tested the universalistic approach by examining the direct firm performance effects of several individual human resource practices on the key position of loan officers. These practices included (1) internal career opportunities, (2) extensive training, (3) results-oriented performance appraisals, (4) employment security, (5) participative decision making, (6) clear job descriptions, and (7) profit sharing. Firm performance was measured with two accounting ratios: return on assets (ROA) and return on equity (ROE). For tests of the contingency approach, the researchers used a product/market innovation instrument to categorize the banking firms into the Miles and Snow strategic types discussed earlier: prospectors (emphasis on innovation), analyzers
(imitators of innovators and focused operations), and defenders (low-cost producers).  

As noted earlier in the discussion of individual practices, results of the tests of the universalistic approach revealed that results-oriented appraisals, profit sharing, and employment security all had a positive impact on ROA while profit sharing also had a positive impact on ROE. In order to test the contingency approach, the researchers examined the incremental impact on performance of the strategy interactions with each of the human resource practices. Results for the contingency approach indicated that for banks in the prospector strategic category, the use of results-oriented appraisals produced higher ROA and ROE. In contrast, when appraisals were less results oriented, the banks in the defender category had higher ROA and ROE. Interestingly, defender banks that allowed loan officers to participate in decision making had better ROA and ROE. Conversely, prospector banks performed better with less participative decision making. In addition, more internal career opportunities produced positive impacts on ROA and ROE in prospector banks while the reverse held for defender banks. As noted in the following excerpt, the study found strong support for the universalistic approach and some support for the contingency approach.  

---
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The results of this study provided relatively strong support for a universalistic perspective and some support for the contingency perspectives. Three individual HR practices, profit sharing, results-oriented appraisals, and employment security, had relatively strong universalistic relationships with important accounting measures of performance. Contingency relationships between strategy and three HR practices—participation, results-oriented appraisals, and internal career opportunities—explained a significant portion of the variation in the same performance measures. 109
EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE: THE CASE FOR THE CONTINGENCY VIEW

Similar to the support for the universal best practices view, a study of human resource practices in manufacturing plants by Youndt and colleagues found strong support for the contingency approach. This study of 97 manufacturing plants found positive operational performance effects when systems of human–capital-enhancement practices were linked to complementary quality manufacturing strategies. Human resource practices were measured with multiple scales for the areas of staffing, training, performance appraisal, and compensation. Items for human resource practices were combined into indexes representing a human resource administrative system as well as a human–capital-enhancing system.\(^\text{110}\)

The researchers’ definition of the administrative system included measures of “selection for manual and physical skills, policies and procedures training, results-based performance appraisal, individual equity, individual incentives, and hourly pay.”\(^\text{111}\) Their definition of the human–capital-enhancing system included the following practices: “selective staffing, selection for technical and problem-solving skills, comprehensive training, training for technical and
problem-solving skills, developmental and behavior-based performance appraisal, external equity [linking compensation to external market indicators], group incentives, skill-based pay, and salaried compensation.”

Operational performance measures were based on responses to questionnaires that asked general managers and functional managers to compare their firm’s performance with other firms in their industry. Three indices of performance were developed from these responses: employee productivity, machine efficiency, and customer alignment in terms of quality products and on-time delivery. Manufacturing strategy was measured on four dimensions: cost, delivery flexibility (e.g., on-time delivery, ramping production up quickly), scope flexibility (e.g., handling nonstandard orders, adjusting product mix), and quality. The results of this study found the following support for the contingency approach:

Overall, however, the moderation results provide strong evidence that manufacturing strategy influences the HR-performance relationship with a quality strategy interacting with human–capital-enhancing HR to predict performance and delivery flexibility and cost strategies interacting with administrative HR to predict performance. In short, maximizing performance appears to
depend on properly aligning HR systems with manufacturing strategy.114

A recent study of steel mini-mills by Jeffrey Arthur also found support for the contingency view. This study examined whether systems of human resource practices designed to enhance employee commitment to the organization would produce greater performance than systems of human resource practices designed for controlling the workforce. In this study, mini-mills were categorized as either commitment or control oriented on the basis of several human resource variables. The commitment-oriented mini-mills differed significantly from the control-oriented mills in a number of respects. More specifically, the commitment-oriented mini-mills were (1) more decentralized (nonsupervisory personnel made more production decisions), (2) provided more general training, (3) had a higher proportion of more highly skilled employees (maintenance and craft), (4) paid higher wages, and (5) paid a greater proportion of compensation in the form of bonuses. As predicted, the study found correspondence between the systems of human resource practices and the firms’ competitive strategies. Firms pursuing a cost leadership strategy tended to have control-oriented systems of human resource practices, while mini-mills pursuing differentiation strategies tended to have commitment-oriented systems. As predicted, commitment-oriented systems
of human resource practices were found to be associated with higher labor productivity and lower scrap rates.\textsuperscript{115}

Another manufacturing study by John McDuffie addressed the issue by examining the impact of systems of human resource practices in automobile manufacturing in several countries. The study proposed that positive performance effects would occur only if innovative human resource practices are integrated with or are compatible with the firm’s production strategy. More specifically, the premise was that performance gains would occur only if the discretionary effort and motivation produced by such innovative practices were channeled by the production strategy into greater performance. The study analyzed the performance effects of an index for human resource systems based on the following measures:

1. Hiring criteria emphasizing receptiveness to new learning and interpersonal skills
2. The degree to which individual compensation was contingent on performance of the firm
3. The extent of status differentials between management and workers
4. The extent of training provided to new employees
5. The extent of ongoing training provided for experienced employees\textsuperscript{116}
The statistical models, which employed a comprehensive set of control variables, analyzed labor productivity as measured by the number of hours involved in manufacturing a vehicle. They also analyzed quality as measured by the number of defects reported by consumers. Manufacturing also provides a good source of data because it is possible to obtain objective measures of productivity. The study found that the system of high-performance human resource practices was associated with greater productivity and quality. Furthermore, the index for the system of human resource practices had greater explanatory power for productivity and quality than the individual practices by themselves. 117

Overall, the evidence strongly supports the hypothesis that assembly plants using flexible production systems, which bundle human resource practices into a system that is integrated with production/business strategy, outperform plants using more traditional mass production systems in both productivity and quality. These results provide the strongest statistical evidence to date of a positive relationship between innovative human resource practices and economic performance . . . 118
Another recent study that examined effects of bonus plans also supports the contingency view. This study examined 34 stores in a retail chain and tracked sales for a period of 77 months. Sales personnel received bonuses only if they reached sales goals (outcome-based compensation). Regression analysis results indicated that such outcome-based compensation practices had a significant positive impact on sales only when the store served an upscale market. In addition, the plans had a significant positive impact on customer satisfaction only in upscale markets.\(^{119}\) These results also are supportive of a contingency perspective.

### SORTING THROUGH THE EVIDENCE

Studies testing the contingency view and the value of strategic fit are challenged by a number of difficult methodological problems. For example, the various studies do not use the same measures of human resource practices. Thus, differences in measurement may contribute to inconsistent results across studies.\(^{120}\) Also, it is often necessary to use crude proxy measures of firms’ strategies, such as subjective respondent estimates of the proportion of their firm’s sales from cost leadership, differentiation, or focus strategies.\(^{121}\) In other instances, the classification of strategies may rely on only one common dimension that varies across the different strategic
classifications. Thus, the empirical description of strategies poses a limitation on the amount of performance that contingency models are capable of explaining. In addition, it is often difficult to obtain sufficient numbers of companies in highly specialized industrial categories to make valid intraindustry comparisons. On the other hand, broader industrial classifications, such as manufacturing, that provide more companies in each category, often produce groupings of companies that have very little in common.

Furthermore, while strategic frameworks such as Porter’s and others presented earlier are useful conceptual and planning tools they are probably not sufficiently complex to capture complete business strategies. Consequently, their incomplete representation of strategies reduces the explanatory power of statistical tests used to test the superiority of contingency and fit versus universal best practices. These examples of methodological difficulties point out that it is probably unreasonable to draw conclusions that we should expect equivalent performance for universally applied best practices and internally and externally compatible systems of human resource practices. The methodological difficulties are sufficiently challenging that failures to find differences should not cause us to conclude that the approaches have the same effect. Such failures to find differences may simply indicate that we are not measuring the contingency or fit approach with sufficient accu-
racy to conduct valid tests. Thus, it may be too much to expect consistency across studies given the methodological challenges.

One of the paradoxes of research on the impact of human resource practices is whether the adoption of such practices produces superior performance or whether superior performance and accompanying financial returns allow companies to adopt better practices. Unfortunately, much of the research is cross-sectional and does not allow inferences of causality. However, there have been a few recent studies that employ longitudinal methodologies or at least lags between adoptions of practices and outcome measures of firm performance. Lagged examinations of the performance effects of human resource practices provide better evidence of causality in that researchers can mark the implementation or adoption of a practice at one point in time and then measure at a later time whether the firm’s performance increased or decreased. Nonetheless, such longitudinal studies still do not allow researchers to rule out arguments of reverse causality.

Fortunately, there are a couple of reasons to question the validity of the reverse causality argument. One is that there is little motivation for high-performing firms to invest in these human resource practices if they have reached such levels of performance without the aid of such practices. The second is that some high-performance human resource practices have
negligible costs. Examples of practices that can have very low costs include flextime and telecommuting or allowing employees to occasionally work at home. Because of the low costs of these example practices, companies without the resources of high-performing companies could just as easily have adopted the practices. Thus, the existence of financial resources does not always have an impact on whether the practices are adopted.\footnote{126}
SUMMARY

This section has examined the recent research on the performance effects of human resource practices. In the past, there were anecdotal reports of individual company experiences with various practices and virtually no empirical evidence from methodologically sound studies. Current research based on sound methodology provides strong empirical support that many human resource practices and systems have a substantial impact on several objective measures of firm performance. Objective measures of firm performance have included market measures in the form of shareholder returns; accounting measures such as ROA, ROE, Tobin’s q, and profitability; productivity; scrap rates; and quality. In addition, while objective measures are generally preferable to perceptual measures, some aspects of firm performance, such as innovation and operational outcomes, can be measured reasonably well with perceptual measures or are not well-suited to objective measurement. Studies using perceptual measures also have found similar positive effects for several practices and systems of practices.

Results of this impressive collection of research studies indicates that several human resource practices—such as the use of cognitive tests in selection, staffing selectivity, and
training—appear to be very robust in their ability to enhance firm performance in widely varying settings. Thus, there are some practices that are almost universal best practices. Nonetheless, it is easy to overestimate the impact of individual practices because other practices also make simultaneous contributions to firm performance. Because of these combined effects, it has been argued that systems of complementary human resource practices should have substantial impact on firm performance because of synergies. The research shows that such systems do indeed have a substantial impact on firm performance. Nonetheless, the evidence on whether systems of practices produce greater impacts on firm performance than individual practices has been mixed, although methodological limitations may have prevented more consistent results for the superiority of systems of practices.

Finally, the current research has examined the impact of contingent implementations of human resource practices and systems of practices. While there are some mixed results, there is substantial support for the proposition that human resource practices and systems of practices provide even greater impact when they are matched to the firm’s strategies, organizational culture, context, and other human resource practices. Again, some of the mixed evidence may be a result of methodological challenges. There is substantial support for the contingency perspective that correspondence or fit between human
resource practices and the firm’s strategies and culture produce greater firm performance. However, as noted earlier, there are a few individual human resource practices that appear to be very robust in their ability to produce increased performance in almost any setting.
Performance appraisal systems serve many purposes, such as providing formal feedback to employees on how they stack up with respect to the organization’s performance standards, serving as input for compensation decisions, identifying areas in which future development is needed, reinforcing good performance, providing input for promotional decisions, and establishing the documentation needed to justify termination of employment. Nonetheless, while performance appraisal is one of the fundamental activities in human resources, it has always been a lightning rod for criticism and has recently come under renewed attack as indicated in this section.

Some criticisms of traditional performance appraisal systems, in which supervisors appraise subordinates, are that they frequently do not provide good assessments of managers. More specifically, traditional performance appraisal systems often do not provide accurate evaluations of opportunistic managers who take advantage of their own subordinates in order to enhance their superiors’ perceptions of their own performance. For example, such managers may not give credit where credit is due, such as to employees who may have
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created an innovative process that helped improve the unit’s productivity. Instead, they may attribute improved performance to their managerial skills and take the credit for themselves.

With this background in mind, there is much to be learned from the experiences of the Otis Elevator Company. The company had concerns that its old paper-based performance appraisal system was too slow and cumbersome. There were also concerns about whether the raters could be assured of the confidentiality of their ratings. Because of these problems, the company wanted a better system for appraising and developing the performance of its engineering managers. Specifically, the company was interested in enhancing these managers’ project management and project team leadership skills. The engineering managers needed substantial improvement in their skills, and the company wanted a performance appraisal system that would provide feedback from the managers’ subordinates, peers, and customers as well as their direct superiors.¹

Given these concerns, it is not surprising that Otis Elevator decided to develop a 360-degree feedback system. With 360-degree feedback systems, superiors, peers, and
subordinates evaluate managers. The innovative aspect of the company’s approach to the 360-degree system is that the company decided to base the system on the Internet and its own intranet. An independent contractor, E-Group, developed the system and handles the collation and analysis of the feedback information.²

E-Group chose a 75-item survey called LEAPS, which measures seven dimensions of leadership, for the 360-degree instrument. The instrument was loaded on a Web site so that all raters can pull up the information and complete the appraisal in approximately 20 minutes. After completing the appraisal, they simply submit the results via e-mail to E-Group to process. Because the system is encrypted, the company is able to provide greater confidentiality and anonymity for the raters than with the previous paper-and-pencil system. In addition to the LEAPS items, the company included a fairly large set of other items to assess managers’ technical competency and their contributions to the business. E-Group was able to provide appraisal profiles for the managers within three days after the last of the evaluators e-mailed their input for the manager. In addition, the profile of actual ratings for each manager from E-group also includes an ideal leadership
profile developed by Otis executives. By comparison on his or her actual ratings with the ideal profile, managers can identify areas for future development. Otis Elevator chose to use the system only for developmental purposes, although recently it began to consider other purposes for the system.3

Questions

1. Aside from the advantage of instantaneous transmission of information, what other advantages do you see with this type of performance appraisal system on the Internet?

2. What problems do you think Otis Elevator experienced once the 360-degree system was successfully implemented on the Internet?

3. In the past, many human resource professionals have been almost obsessed with the forms or format used in performance appraisal systems. How is the Internet application of 360-degree performance appraisal systems different from the old obsession with form or format?

4. What else is necessary to help ensure that a performance appraisal system will be successful? How
CASE 5-1 continued

would you determine if the system affects the firm’s performance?
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SECTION SIX
The ninth and final component of the conceptual framework is human resource evaluation. With the increasing emphasis placed on strategic contribution, competitiveness, and cost control, there has been a greater need to justify the existence of human resource practices, activities, and programs. As will be noted in this section, the evaluation of human resource programs has not been a high priority in most organizations. Nonetheless, evaluation will be more important in the future because of the increased need to demonstrate efficient utilization of resources. The previous section presented evidence from the literature on the impact of human resource practices and systems of such practices on overall firm performance. This section will explain how to conduct such evaluations of practices and systems. It will deal with several aspects of evaluation, beginning with an overview and a description of different analytical approaches. The section will discuss approaches for evaluating the strategic contributions of traditional human resource areas as well as emerging areas.

Author’s Note: Although this section draws on many sources, the numerous works of Anne Tsui and Luis Gomez-Mejia were particularly helpful in its development and are cited several times. Similarly, Wayne Cascio’s and Irwin Goldstein’s works on the evaluation of training were also particularly helpful and are cited several times. Those readers desiring to learn more about evaluation are referred to the extensive works by these authors.
Explanations of the different analytical approaches to evaluation will be provided along with specific guidance for evaluation in the various human resource functional areas. Finally, there will be a discussion of macro-level evaluations of human resource effectiveness.

Several human resource theorists and practitioners have presented compelling arguments for the evaluation of human resource management and the human resource function. Such evaluations have been advocated for a number of reasons including:

- Promotion of the human resource function, for example, through demonstration of bottom-line contributions through reduced turnover
- The demonstration of accountability in utilization of resources
- Promotion of change by identifying strengths and weaknesses
- Introduction of financial assessment as a decision tool in human resource program selection
- Highlighting key human resource practices
- Gauging the performance of the human resource function
- Demonstrating the function’s role in the accomplishment of company goals
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The intensive emphasis on cost control, justifying efficient allocation of resources, contributing to the bottom line, and capability of human resources to provide a competitive advantage, appear likely to result in more emphasis on evaluation.²

### OVERVIEW OF EVALUATION

Before evaluating human resource management, a suitably comprehensive definition of evaluation must be accepted, as well as the criteria and measurement approach. From an organizational perspective, *organizational effectiveness* is generally viewed as a multidimensional construct and typically involves multiple criteria, such as productivity and flexibility. *Productivity measures* sometimes tap efficiency, quantity, and quality, while *flexibility measures* may also tap the effectiveness with which the organization deals with schedule changes, crash programs, or emergencies. In some instances, adaptability is operationalized separately and includes measures of problem anticipation, knowledge of new technology, and adaptation to change. Because of the multidimensionality of the effectiveness concept, policies capturing statistical procedures have been developed for constructing multiple measures of subunit effectiveness.³
**Scope of Evaluation**

Within the narrower confines of human resource management, there has been substantial progress in the evaluation literature. Although dozens of effectiveness measures have been proposed for evaluation of the function, including composite indexes, the literature has suffered from a lack of an organizing, theoretical framework. This void has since been filled by Anne Tsui and Luis Gomez-Mejia’s comprehensive conceptual framework. Their framework differentiates between outcomes or processes affected by line management and those under control of the human resource management function. In order to evaluate broader human resource performance, a company might examine turnover, grievance rates, or workers’ compensation claims, which are largely affected by the actions of the company’s line managers. Tsui and Gomez-Mejia’s conceptual model of human resource effectiveness is presented in Figure 6-1.
FIGURE 6-1
Model of Human Resource Effectiveness
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In contrast, a narrower evaluation of the human resource management function would focus on its efficiency in administering a benefit program or recruiting and screening applicants. Thus, with broader evaluations, measures of the company’s use of human resources would be affected by the performance of the company’s line managers. With narrower evaluations, the measures are affected only by the performance of the human resource staff. Human resource departments are unique in that their activities and responsibilities apply to all managers and employees in all departments. Thus, the evaluation of human resource departments is a complicated but important matter.\(^5\) While it may be tempting to simplify matters with a narrower evaluation, there are shortcomings with this approach. Donald Jarrell has cautioned that isolated evaluations of human resource departments run the risk of communicating that others have no responsibilities in the area. Because all managers and departments affect the quality of human resource management and have related responsibilities, this would be an undesirable side effect of evaluation. In addition, another aspect of the scope of evaluation involves a time dimension.\(^6\)

The length of time between implementation of a program and its impact on performance can vary depending on the nature of the program. Likewise, its effects may be stable or may diminish or increase over time. In addition, different
stakeholders, such as shareholders, executives, and production workers may have a very different perspective on the time frame that should be used for evaluation. Clearly, there are problems when evaluation is performed on only a one-shot basis instead of a continual and systematic basis. There are obvious advantages with longitudinal approaches as opposed to cross-sectional approaches because of the latter’s inability to provide insights into causality.\(^7\)

**Strategic Impact**

Another aspect of human resource evaluation is that the nature of the process is changing from a reactive focus on how well a problem is solved or how successful a program has been to an emphasis on the organizational and employee impact of human resource policies, programs, and activities. For example, in contrast to past evaluation practice in which a company might have examined narrow criteria such as turnover rates, a more strategic approach would examine whether it is losing high performers. Essentially, more strategic approaches to evaluation recognize the organizational interdependencies and relationships of human resource policies, systems, and activities. As a result, they have moved from narrow determinations of whether human resource activities are working to broader analyses of their contributions.\(^8\)
Level of Analysis

Another dimension of evaluation involves the *level of analysis*, which is the level of aggregation or level within the organizational structure. Tsui and Gomez-Mejia have identified three levels of analysis in human resource management evaluation: strategic, management, and operational. The objective of evaluation at the strategic level is to determine whether human resource policies and programs are consistent with the company’s strategy. At the management level, the focus is on control, such as the cost effectiveness of a benefit program. At the operational level, the focus is on the quality of human resource services and programs. Since there are multiple constituencies at this level, the service provided and level of satisfaction with the human resource department may vary across these constituencies.\(^9\)

Criteria

In another comprehensive study, Anne Tsui identified criteria by which the effectiveness of human resource departments can be assessed. Her results emphasize that the various constituencies of human resource departments have differing views of the importance of the various services provided. Results of factor analytic statistical procedures indicate that there are five clear categories of effectiveness criteria for
human resource departments: (1) responsiveness, (2) managing cost and negative performance, (3) proactivity and innovativeness, (4) training and development, and (5) affirmative action accomplishments.  

**Level of Constituents**

Another of Tsui’s findings is that the *level of constituents* has a major impact on the effectiveness criteria they apply. Managers and nonsupervisory employees tend to place importance on the department’s ability to provide services on matters of immediate or short-term importance. Operating line executives, who have production responsibilities, also hold similar views. In contrast, when corporate-level human resource executives evaluate human resource departments, they tend to place greater importance on such activities as organizational development and human resource planning, which have strategic implications. Thus, human resource departments are subject to incompatible expectations that need to be taken into account in an evaluation strategy.
Ethical Dimensions

In addition to determining the impact of human resource practices on financial or operational measures, all activities, practices, and programs should be evaluated from an ethics perspective. While human resource management operates within a highly regulated environment, compliance with the law or regulations does not always ensure ethical behavior. Fortunately, the investment perspective of human resources is consistent with high ethical standards. Employers who invest in their employees are more likely to treat them ethically because they have an investment to protect. Nonetheless, the investment perspective is not sufficient to ensure ethical behavior. In addition, the technological advances that have done so much to enhance productivity, make jobs less monotonous, and allow greater flexibility in where work is performed also have brought new ethical challenges. Information technology and the rapidly evolving Internet and software industries pose special challenges, as described in the following account of ethical problems in the Silicon Valley:

Among the common infractions: companies stealing one another’s intellectual property, cheating employees out of promised stock options . . . or intercepting private e-mail, as when Interloc, the corporate predecessor of rare-
book company Alibris, started collecting messages sent from Amazon.com to its customers.  

Nonetheless, the guidelines for evaluation of the ethics of various practices and programs are available, and it is often the role for those in human resources to take the lead when it comes to ethical treatment of employees. Michael Losey has provided the following guidance on the matter of ethics:

Advocacy and ethics are important for any profession, but they are especially significant roles for human resource managers . . . It is customary that the HR executive makes his or her contribution by first and always being a member of management. At the same time, HR executives are paid to understand their communities, workplace, employee attitudes, and government regulations and requirements. It is up to the HR professional to balance and advance the interests of all parties within the business and strategic thrust of the organization. On occasion, the HR executive may even find it necessary to put him- or herself at risk in order to balance these interests. This is especially the case when
situations are not clear-cut or where a double standard may appear to exist.  

**APPROACHES TO EVALUATION**

There are a number of general approaches to human resource evaluation, as well as various measures and criteria of effectiveness. Some of the classifications of these components of evaluation are not mutually exclusive—they may fit several categories.

**Audit Approaches**

In addition to different evaluative foci, criteria, and levels of analysis, there are also two general approaches that have been traditionally used in human resource evaluation. The first is the *audit* approach, which relies on (1) personnel indices, such as per-capita recruiting costs, absenteeism rates, or workers’ compensation experience rates, or (2) service/user reactions, such as the perceived equity of the job evaluation system. Typically, data pertaining to the latter would be obtained through the use of surveys or interviews. Usually, items for such surveys can be obtained from published sources. Audit approaches also may be referred to as stakeholder approaches. Stakeholder approaches determine the satisfaction of key users or consumers of human resource services. Such stakeholders
may be individuals or units within the organization. There also may be external stake-holders, such as unions, community organizations, or suppliers. An example of a stakeholder approach to evaluation is provided by Honeywell’s Aerospace and Defense Division, which has used the process to clarify the human resource department’s role in the company.  

Analytical Approaches

The second approach is *analytical* and involves either (1) experimental designs, such as the pretest–posttest control group design, which will be described later in the discussion of evaluation of training; or (2) cost–benefit analysis, such as utility theory, which was discussed earlier and will be considered in more detail in this section. Although the cost–benefit analytical approach has been used with success, the valuation of benefits poses a major problem for human resource applications. *Utility analysis* is a specific type of cost–benefit analysis, which has applicability to human resource evaluation. It has the advantage of expressing evaluations in economic terms, which are probably more understandable by decision makers from other functional areas. Several human resource activities have been evaluated with utility analysis, including appraisal systems, equal employment policies, recruiting, selection, training, and turnover. Although utility analysis has broad applicability and represents a quantitatively
superior means of evaluating human resource activities, the process is quite difficult for some applications. As a result of these difficulties and the amount of resources and effort required for analysis, its use has been limited to only selected applications. (An example of an application of utility analysis to a selection problem is provided later in this section.) Human resource practices such as succession planning and career development, which may have greater strategic impact, often defy quantitative measurement.\textsuperscript{16}

Quantitative and Qualitative Measures

Other evaluation issues are whether to use \textit{quantitative} or \textit{qualitative} measures. A number of quantitative and qualitative measures can be constructed to measure the effectiveness of a company’s human resources or the human resource function. Quantitative measures can sometimes be combined in the form of composite indices, and, as indicated earlier, weighting schemes necessary for such indices can be developed through policy capturing approaches. Further, the human resource function can also be evaluated as a cost center. Additionally, the benefits resulting from human resource management programs, such as reduced turnover or improved percentages of good hires, can sometimes be determined in dollar values. In such cases, the effectiveness of the function can be measured as a profit center. It is worth noting that an inordinate
emphasis on quantitative evaluation measures can become dysfunctional. This occurs when the focus on goals or objectives, as operationalized in terms of such measures, does not contribute to accomplishment of strategic goals. Changes in the attitudes of an organization’s workforce also can provide a partial indication of the effectiveness of the human resource function. These indicators, although inherently more qualitative than many other organizational characteristics, can be captured in measures that allow them to be subjected to statistical analysis.¹⁷

**Outcome and Process Criteria**

A final evaluation issue is whether the criteria will involve *outcomes* or *processes*. The distinction between the two types of criteria is that outcomes are results or end products of work while processes concern behaviors or how activities are performed. An example of an outcome criterion might be productivity ratios for a company’s workforce. In spite of the appeal of their link to production activity, ease of measurement, and objective nature, outcome or output criteria are often contaminated by external factors unrelated to the activity being evaluated.¹⁸ For example, high turnover rates could be more indicative of low unemployment rates in the local labor market than weaknesses in a company’s selection or compensation systems.
Conversely, an example of a process criterion could be whether a unit meets affirmative action milestones according to a schedule, such as completing a utilization analysis by the end of the first quarter, conducting an availability analysis by the end of the next quarter, and so on. Many managers experience difficulties in defining objectives in terms of processes. When they have difficulty in articulating a desired process by which an activity should be performed, it is sometimes useful to reverse the question and ask them if they can describe how the activity should not be performed. Almost without exception, they can describe how the activity should not be performed, which then helps to stimulate and organize their thinking on desired or efficient processes.

A matrix of these two categories of evaluative criteria are presented in Figure 6-2, with separate breakdowns for evaluations of the effectiveness of the company’s human resources and the human resource management function itself.
### FIGURE 6-2
**Effectiveness Criteria Matrix**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Overall HR Effectiveness</th>
<th>HR Function Effectiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quantitative</td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cell 1</td>
<td>Cell 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Absenteeism rate</td>
<td>• Lack of conflict</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Minority turnover</td>
<td>• Innovativeness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Grievances</td>
<td>• Union relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Job acceptance rate</td>
<td>• Flexibility</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Overall HR Effectiveness</th>
<th>HR Function Effectiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cell 3</td>
<td>Cell 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Revenue per employee</td>
<td>• Employee morale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• New inventions</td>
<td>• Stakeholder approval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Productivity</td>
<td>• Company reputation for HR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Loss of key employees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Balanced Scorecard Perspective

Another perspective on measures is presented in the balanced scorecard approach developed by Robert Kaplan and David P. Norton. Kaplan and Norton’s work on evaluation concluded that companies commonly use three measures in human resource evaluation: employee satisfaction, retention, and productivity. Kaplan and Norton explain that satisfaction is a prerequisite for improvements in productivity, quality, responsiveness, and customer service. They note that the relationship with customer service is straightforward, as satisfied employees tend to have more satisfied customers. They also endorse annual surveys of employee satisfaction or monthly rolling surveys of samples of the workforce. Similarly, they endorse the measurement of employee retention for its importance in preserving the organization’s investments in intellectual capital.  

Their most pointed advice is reserved for measurements of employee productivity. While ratios such as revenue per employee are commonly used, there are problems with such measures. More specifically, the preferable approaches to improving productivity ratios involve actions directed at increasing the numerator (output or revenues). However, the same improvement in productivity ratios can be obtained by less preferred actions. Actions directed at reducing the
denominator (downsizing or outsourcing) are often dysfunctional because of the long-term loss in organizational capabilities.²⁰ The following provides more specific advice on the use of measures of revenue per employee:

One way to avoid the incentive to outsource to achieve a higher revenue-per-employee statistic is to measure value-added per employee, subtracting externally purchased materials, supplies, and services from revenues in the numerator of this ratio. Another modification, to control for the substitution of more productive but higher paid employees, is to measure the denominator by employee compensation rather than number of employees . . . If a revenue-per-employee measure is used to motivate higher productivity of individual employees, it must be balanced with other measures of economic success so that the targets for the measure are not achieved in dysfunctional ways.²¹
Benchmarking

In addition to these approaches, criteria, and measurements, another general evaluation approach has been applied to human resource practices in recent years. This approach is called benchmarking. The origination of benchmarking in the United States is generally credited to Xerox, which used the approach to reduce its manufacturing costs. In essence, benchmarking involves studying how competitors, and sometimes even companies in unrelated industries, are better at certain activities. For example, Ford studied 400 different features of the automobiles of competing manufacturers, with the goal of designing and producing a car that would be better than, or at least as good as, the best competitor in each feature.

Similarly, benchmarking in human resource applications involves the collection of information about specific human resource practices, from large numbers of respondents across many companies. At a macro-analysis level, Ulrich, Brockbank, and Yeung at the University of Michigan collected information on 21 human resource practices in the general areas of staffing, development, performance appraisal, rewards, communication, and organizational design. Questionnaires composed of five-interval response scale items (where 1 = low and 5 = high) were used to measure these practices. The
questionnaires were completed by 11,300 respondents in 91 companies. Of the respondents, 1,315 were human resource professionals while 9,985 were from associates of these professionals from various functional areas throughout their companies. The data provided by this large number of respondents provide benchmarks for various human resource practices in 10 different industries. Much of the data concern practices and perceptions of the human resource function’s competencies in such areas as recruitment, training, and designing benefit programs. The data also provide benchmarks of perceived competencies across the various other functional areas (e.g., finance, marketing, research and development) and allow a comparison with the human resource function on competencies in such areas as business knowledge, change management, and the like.24

Through benchmarking, a company can compare its human resource practices and competencies with other companies. In addition to some of the benefits of evaluation noted earlier, benchmarking can also enable a company to see how its competencies in human resource practices stack up against those of world-class competitors and whether it has improved over time when longitudinal data are collected. An implication of benchmarking of particular relevance to human resource management’s strategic role is that it enables a
company to better concentrate its resources so that it can obtain a competitive advantage.  

Benchmarking HR practices provides the means of focusing attention on highest value-added HR activities—those practices which are more likely to be practiced by successful companies. Rather than fall into the trap of trying to do everything well and please everyone with insufficient resources—which results in no one being satisfied—HR professionals could use benchmarking to focus limited resources on critical activities.

**Industry Influences**

One important consideration in evaluating human resources is industry differences. What may constitute effective human resource practice in one setting may be ineffective in another. A study of high-technology entrepreneurial start-up firms provides some good examples of industry differences in effective human resource practices. This study points out that the entrepreneurial and high-technology literatures provide contradictory guidance in the areas of human resource planning, compensation, and the work environment. For example, in high-technology industries, higher company performance is
associated with the use of internal sources for managerial recruitment. Extrapolating from this relationship, the researchers reasoned that human resource planning would be needed to ensure the availability and development of internal sources of talent. Thus, they hypothesized that in high-technology companies, human resource planning is associated with company performance. In contrast, the entrepreneurial literature suggests that there is insufficient time for such planning, relative to other demands, and that planning is inconsistent with the rapid rate of change and flexibility required in entrepreneurial companies.²⁷

The researchers also examined compensation issues. The high-technology literature argues that high-technology firms should exercise salary leadership in order to attract talent. Although the entrepreneurship literature recognizes these benefits, it maintains that cash flow problems in entrepreneurial firms typically preclude salary leadership practices. The high-technology literature also argues that since its key employees, scientists and engineers, adhere to norms of autonomy, an autonomy-oriented work environment will be associated with company performance. However, the entrepreneurial literature argues that a control-oriented work environment is necessary to focus employees’ efforts on short-term goals.²⁸
The study, which tested the hypotheses in high-technology entrepreneurial start-up companies, found no relationship between human resource planning and performance. In contrast, compensation leadership was found to be related to sales growth and measures of innovation, as predicted by the high-technology literature. Also, as predicted by the high-technology literature, work environments emphasizing professional autonomy were found to be associated with company performance. 29 An important conclusion from this study is the following:

Researchers interested in the effects of HR policies and practices on organizational effectiveness are advised to take into account such contingencies as industrial setting, stage in the lifecycle, and business strategy. Failure to do so may result in prescriptions which are inapplicable or inappropriate in particular settings. 30
PREVALENCE OF EVALUATION

In spite of advocacy for evaluation, a relatively small proportion of companies conduct human resource management evaluations. Likewise, few companies express the results of their evaluations in economic terms. Even with billions of dollars being spent on training every year, many companies do not even evaluate training.  

Tsui and Gomez-Mejia’s survey results found the following: “Systematic, periodic evaluation of HR effectiveness does not occur frequently in American business organizations.” There are several potential explanations for this difference between the normative views of the human resource literature and industry practice. These explanations include human resource executives’ fears of the outcomes of evaluation, difficulties in obtaining meaningful and valid measures of human resource activity, and lack of a meaningful evaluative framework. Nonetheless, important variables are positively correlated with the conduct of such evaluation, including: financial performance, aggressiveness in marketing strategy, economically oriented goals, and top-level involvement of human resource executives in setting the strategic direction of their companies. Because of these positive contributions of evaluation and the cost consciousness resulting from the pressures of the global economy, evaluations should become more prevalent in the future.
EVALUATING STRATEGIC CONTRIBUTIONS OF TRADITIONAL AREAS

As indicated in Figure 6-2, there are many areas within the traditional functions of human resource management that probably should be evaluated. Major human resource functions of obvious strategic importance are human resource planning, staffing, performance evaluation, compensation and reward systems, training and development, and labor relations. The first to be considered is human resource planning. The potential strategic contributions of human resource planning were discussed in earlier sections, and the evaluation of this area should be of importance to general managers.

Human Resource Planning

The effectiveness of human resource planning can be viewed from a behavioral perspective. This includes the degree to which managers accept human resource planning as an activity that helps them perform their jobs. Line management’s willingness to supply information to be used in the development of forecasts and actually use human resource forecasts in their own planning provide other indicators of human resource planning effectiveness. Even when forecasts are inaccurate, the human resource planning process has value. This is because, as in any planning effort, the process of forecasting is often more
valuable than the forecast itself because managers are forced to reexamine fundamental operating assumptions. Such reexamination and resultant communications are often valuable side effects.

From a quantitative perspective, for companies that have strong preferences to fill vacancies from internal sources, the extent to which the organization must hire in the open labor market, instead of from its internal labor market, may be an indicator of the effectiveness of the human resource planning process. To the extent that shortages in certain skill areas are forecasted and prepared for with the development of employees, the organization has less need to hire externally. Companies that hire from the external market only at entry levels must have effective human resource planning programs. The failure to plan is probably no more obvious than in professional sports when a team finds itself with a roster of aging athletes and then must endure years of rebuilding because it did not have an effective planning process for bringing in younger players.

Another standard or criterion of human resource planning and development effectiveness is provided by the concept of just-in-time talent, which means that vacancies can be filled quickly from within the company by a person qualified for promotion. The promoted individual should have been
developed by previous assignments and training but should not have to wait in a holding pattern in which his or her skills are underutilized. The concept of just-in-time talent has a great deal of appeal because, from the company’s standpoint, during the period in which the individual is underutilized, the company is not obtaining a return on its investment in development. From the individual’s perspective, there is the obvious advantage of not having to spend time in positions that underutilize one’s talents. Such situations lead to turnover, which has costly implications for the company as well.

It is interesting to speculate about a potential cause for inaccuracies of human resource forecasts. This explanation points to the rationales for planning. Although paling in comparison to the effects of global expansion or recession, demographic influences, immigration, and intensified international competition, at the micro-level individual companies probably plan for the forecasted shortages. For example, when expecting labor shortages, companies may invest heavily in labor-saving equipment. This may be evident in industries in which productivity is growing rapidly. Such investments helped U.S. companies meet international competitive pressures by increasing the productivity of their employees. Awareness of forecasted shortages in labor supply may contribute to companies’ decisions to make investments in labor-saving equipment. Thus, increased investment in labor-saving
equipment may be influenced, to some extent, by companies’ awareness of forecasted labor shortages through their environmental scanning activities. At least in some small portion, forecasted labor shortages may not materialize because companies do human resource planning and take appropriate actions.

This speculative explanation is also consistent with a general description of an effective human resource management function. James Walker has explained this as follows:

One company suggested that the most effective function is the one that ensures that there are no pressing human resource issues to concern management. The most proactive, strategic approach to managing resources anticipates and addresses emerging issues before the “pain” is felt. Because conditions continually change, however, there are always issues to be addressed. Through human resource planning, the function may bring these issues to management’s attention and create a sense of urgency for action.
Staffing

Obviously, a company’s recruiting and selection procedures are critical to its ability to acquire the human resources needed to obtain competitive advantage. Further, as indicated in the Tsui and Gomez-Mejia model in Figure 6-1, human resource effectiveness is influenced by factors outside the human resource function. Accordingly, evaluation approaches for staffing functions must control these other influences before valid assessments can be obtained. In addition to the traditional approaches to selection, which attempt to match applicants with job requirements, some new views of selection may pose different evaluation challenges. For example, David Bowen has pointed out that some companies are now placing primary emphasis in matching applicants with the characteristics or culture of the organization, instead of the job. Thus, future evaluations may need to focus on developing measures of staff compatibility with organizational characteristics.

There are a several measures that can be used in the evaluation of recruiting effectiveness (e.g., cost per hire, number of résumés received, recruiter activities). In turn, the effectiveness of recruiting has an impact on the effectiveness of a company’s staffing. To the extent that a company performs staffing functions poorly, the impact may be potentially
manifested in problems such as excessive turnover, line management dissatisfaction, poor quality, litigation, underrepresentation of minorities and women, and so on, which detract from human resource effectiveness. Utility analysis may be used as an evaluation approach for assessing the effectiveness of selection processes. An interesting feature of the utility analysis approach to cost–benefit analysis is that it can be linked with capital budgeting processes. In turn, this link with capital budgeting may make such evaluation of much greater interest to general managers. Like capital budgeting, utility analysis of selection procedures deals with projected cash flows, such as in the form of savings from increased productivity. The results of the utility analysis of such cash flows can be expressed as net present values.

### Application of Utility Analysis to Selection

Neal Schmitt and Richard Klimoski have used the approach of Frank Schmidt, M. J. Mack, and John Hunter, to provide a relatively straightforward explanation of the application of utility analysis. Schmitt and Klimoski’s explanation of the determination of the utility for a new selection test has been modified in this presentation for application to sales personnel. In this example, a company has decided to pursue a strategy of increasing its market share. To implement this strategy, it needs to 15 additional sales persons this year. The company’s
current selection procedures are based solely on interviews that have a validity coefficient of .15, while the new test will produce a validity coefficient of .30. Validity coefficients indicating the accuracy of selection procedures range in value from .0 to 1.0, with values of 1.0 indicating perfect prediction.

Because the new test holds out the prospect of making better selection decisions (i.e., selecting a higher percentage of applicants who turn out to be better salespersons), an estimate of the dollar value of better performance is needed to determine the benefit of the new procedure. The company knows the contribution margin for each salesperson, which is sales minus all variable costs including costs of goods sold and his or her compensation. Based on these data, the company determined that the value of better performance is $20,000.

Given the $20,000 value of better performance, utility analysis then involves comparison of the associated costs with the benefits. In order to make comparisons, the company has determined that its current interviewing costs are $100 per applicant and that the new test, which requires special scoring, will cost $250 per applicant. It also knows that salespersons stay with the company for an average of three years. If the company chooses the top 10 percent of all applicants, the formula provided by Schmitt and Klimoski indicates that the utility of the new test would be approximately $215,000. The
cash flows from such utility gains can then be projected out into the future and then discounted to arrive at a net present value of investing in the new test. However, the period of time over which such gains will be accrued will be reduced by changes in the jobs that reduce the validity coefficient. (For readers who desire to probe further into the details of methods for determining the value of better performance or the standard deviation of dollar contributions, selection ratios, standardized scores, validity, and the formula used in this example, books by Schmitt and Klimoski and Wayne Cascio provide excellent reference sources.)

**Training**

As noted earlier, one of the most neglected areas in human resource management is the evaluation of training effectiveness. Such failures to evaluate training have been identified by Steven Kerr, as a classic example of misdirected reward structures, or “rewarding A while hoping for B.” In a typical scenario, the proponent of the training, who championed the financial outlay, will collect anecdotes and testimonials that provide “evidence” of the success of the program.

The last thing many desire is a formal, systematic, and revealing evaluation. Although
members of top management may actually *hope* for such systematic evaluation, their reward systems continue to *reward* ignorance in this area.\(^4^4\)

There is probably a great deal of truth in Kerr’s comments even today. Scott Tannenbaum and Steven Woods suggest that with expensive training programs, strong forms of evaluation are some-times unlikely because of personal risk to the proponent of the program, in the event of failure. The alternative in such cases is a trade-off of risk for a weaker form of evaluation, such as participants’ reactions or satisfaction with the program.\(^4^5\)

However, as noted earlier, because of international competition and increased focus on costs, human resource programs have been subjected to greater scrutiny. Consequently, human resource managers have had to become more sophisticated in justifying their programs because the costs of investments in training can be substantial. For example, during one year training costs for IBM and were more than $2 billion.\(^4^6\) Thus, conducting credible evaluations of training effectiveness should be more important in the future.
Although training should normally be expected to contribute to increased productivity, reduced expenses, reduced turnover, improved morale, and so on, training is also conducted for other reasons that may be difficult to quantify. For example, training is sometimes conducted in attractive off-site locations to reward performance and to communicate to those being trained that they are important to the organization. It may also be conducted to allow employees to build informal relationships and to develop personal networks that facilitate communication and coordination. Training also may be conducted for the purpose of allowing a managerial coalition to propagate its views at the expense of another or for other political purposes that cannot be acknowledged in assessment measures. Further, some companies’ cultures may require objective data before an evaluation will have any credibility, while in others, elaborate evaluations of training employing objective measures may be rejected because they are incompatible with the company’s culture.

Nonetheless, in spite of such difficulties, training can normally be evaluated with relevant, acknowledgeable criteria. Traditional levels of evaluative criteria are (1) reaction, (2) learning, (3) behavior, and (4) results. In addition, some researchers consider attitude change as another category of evaluative criteria.
Measures of *reaction criteria* typically tap participants’ satisfaction with training or their perceptions of its quality or relevance.\(^{50}\) Student evaluations of professors are examples of such measures. Whether reaction criteria actually provide valid standards of effectiveness is arguable because they may indicate only satisfaction. In most industrial settings, some level of satisfaction with training probably is a necessary, although insufficient, condition for effectiveness. The essence of this intuitive interpretation has been supported by a recent empirical study that found no linear relationship between reactions and learning. Instead, the study found that reactions moderate the training motivation and learning relationship. It also found that reactions have a complex relationship with other facets of training and effectiveness criteria. In fact, the best training results occur under conditions in which trainees are highly motivated to learn and have a positive reaction to the training.\(^{51}\)

*Learning criteria* are concerned with whether participants have absorbed the concepts or content of training. As such, they are concerned with whether the trainees have learned facts, information, techniques, strategies, and the like.\(^{52}\) An application of this criterion would be a test to determine whether stockbroker trainees have learned the content of training on Securities and Exchange Commission regulations.
Behavior criteria go a step beyond whether the trainee has learned the relevant concepts. These criteria are concerned with whether the lessons of the training program are translated into changes in the behavior of the trainee on the job. For example, there should be changes in the managerial behavior of employees who have completed a management-training program. Unlike the other criteria, a period of time is usually needed for the training to become manifested in behaviors. Therefore, a minimum of three months between the completion of training and measurement of behavior is recommended.

Finally, results criteria are bottom-line criteria. Measures of such criteria might be breakage and scrap rates that are affected by the skill levels of production workers. Similarly, measures of turnover and morale could be relevant applications of results criteria for managerial training programs. With results criteria, it is easy to visualize potential contaminants of broader or more global outcomes, such as morale, because a multitude of factors other than training may impact morale.

Criteria can also be classified as internal and external. Internal criteria are reactions, attitude change, and learning, while external criteria are behavior and results. External criteria have an advantage of going beyond the measurement of satisfaction with training or learning of material as they provide information on whether the training has an impact on job...
performance. A final point on evaluation criteria is that when measuring the effectiveness of training methods, such as lectures, behavioral modeling, role-plays, and so on, the choice of evaluative criterion makes a difference. In other words, the effectiveness of different training methods depends on the type of criterion to be measured in the evaluative process. For example, a comprehensive meta-analysis of 70 studies by Michael Burke and Russell Day found that when objective performance standards are applied, evaluations of general management training indicate that it is usually quite effective. These findings differ from the conclusions of evaluations applying learning and subjective behavioral criteria.

In addition to the criteria used, it is critical to have an appropriate and practical research design that guides the collection of data and the choice of measures of the evaluative criteria. The potential contaminants to valid measurement of training effectiveness must be eliminated or controlled through use of an appropriate research design. Both experimental and quasi-experimental designs can be used in a wide range of evaluative applications. Two experimental designs have particular relevance to the assessment of training effectiveness in many organizational settings. Experimental designs are presented in Table 6-1.

---

**Table 6-1**
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Experimental Designs

Pretest–Posttest Control Group Design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assignment</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Pretest</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Posttest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Posttest-Only Control Group Design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assignment</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Pretest</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Posttest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The first is the pretest–posttest control group design, which includes both experimental and control groups. Assignment of participants to these groups is based on random selection in order to control for such contaminants as differences in ability, experience, and the like. Prior to the commencement of training, both groups are pretested on the effectiveness criteria (e.g., knowledge of concepts, skill levels). The experimental group then receives the training while the control group does not. After completion of the training, and any appropriate time lags for behaviors to be manifested, both groups are posttested. The statistical approach for assessing the significance of results involves the computation of gain.
scores, in which each individual participant’s pretest score is subtracted from the posttest score. Mean values of gain scores are computed within the experimental group and the control group. The significance of the difference in means of the gain scores between the two groups can then be tested with a t-test. In realistic company settings, a control group should not be too difficult to obtain. Members of the control group can be employees, who may even participate in the same training at some point in the future, after its effectiveness has been determined. When assigning employees to control groups, evaluators must be able to provide justifications as to why control group members are not being trained when they know that another group is receiving training. Another aspect of control groups, of which evaluators should be aware, is the group’s knowledge of the training. In work settings, it is often likely that members of the control group may be receive substantial information about the training through discussions with other employees.57

The second experimental design is the *posttest-only control group design*. This design also utilizes an experimental and control group with random assignment of participants. Unlike the pretest–posttest control group design, there is no pretest. With randomization and sufficient sample size, the two groups may be assumed to have equivalent characteristics, such as ability and experience. This design is useful where a
pretest cannot be used because it may sensitize employees to a subtle objective of the training and therefore defeat its purpose.\textsuperscript{58} An example might be where “asking questions of the members of the control group regarding their management style might cause them to become sensitized to this aspect of their behavior and, inadvertently, cause them to change their style in some systematic way.”\textsuperscript{59} Further, the statistical testing with this design is straightforward, as the significance of the difference in the means between the experimental and control groups is determined with a t-test. Unfortunately, the researcher may have nagging doubts as to whether the experimental and control groups are truly equivalent.\textsuperscript{60} This is an important point because decision makers, who must be convinced of the value of the training, may not truly understand randomization and research design.

Although these two experimental designs should be adequate for most evaluation needs, the \textit{Solomon four-group design} can eliminate other threats to the validity of evaluation.\textsuperscript{61} However, the exceptions that require this level of analysis are probably beyond the scope of interest for most general managers.
A final research design appropriate to the assessment of training programs is the *quasi-experimental design* based on a time series. This design may be appropriate in situations in which no control group can be obtained. The essence of the approach is to obtain measures of the evaluation criterion at repeated intervals, such as every month for six months, prior to the conduct of training. After the training, the measures would be collected again at repeated intervals. Unfortunately, analysis of the significance of the results is not as straightforward as with the two experimental designs because of the nonindependence of observations. In some cases, the interpretation of the results may rest on a simple visual examination of observation trend lines.

The CIGNA Corporation has used the quasi-experimental design to assess the effectiveness of its basic management skills training program. In one unit, repeated measures of productivity were collected for several months prior to and after the training in order to assess the program’s effectiveness. In another unit, measures of outstanding collectibles were collected in the same manner. Additionally, projections of collectibles were also developed in this unit to indicate the performance that would have occurred in the absence of the training. These projections allowed the calculation of financial returns on the training investment. Other aspects of its program provide an indication of the comprehensiveness of
CIGNA’s evaluation approach. In addition to these evaluations based on the time series quasi-experimental design, the company also used reaction, learning, and behavioral criteria to assess training effectiveness. In the case of assessments of behaviors, the company had the participants’ supervisors assess their managerial behaviors prior to and after the training on such dimensions as leadership, setting standards, and planning.63

**Performance Evaluation Systems**

Unfortunately, in response to complaints and unfavorable comments, many organizations may respond in a technical manner by changing their performance evaluation format instead of addressing more basic problems, such as inadequate training for evaluators, absence of linkage between ratings and rewards, or failures to consider strategic contributions. Maintaining an effective performance measurement system requires training for evaluators, adequate time to perform evaluations, adequate time to conduct performance counseling, and rewards to distribute according to performance. Periodic surveys of managers’ views on these aspects of the performance evaluation system can provide indicators of its effectiveness. Another effectiveness indicator can be obtained by correlating employees’ ratings with their percentage merit increases in compensation. Although structural adjustments for
external equity or other adjustments can sometimes legitimately alter the relationship, on average there should be a positive correlation. While it is hoped that an effective performance evaluation system will reduce the frequency of litigation, another indicator of effectiveness may be its track record in litigation.

**Compensation Systems**

The human resource function has been faulted for the existence of compensation systems that are not congruent with organizational strategies. Several aspects of compensation systems must be evaluated in order to determine their value in strategy implementation. The *compensation mix* is a critical issue that needs monitoring. Unfortunately, while there is movement toward more variable compensation in the United States, the compensation mix does not yet promote workforce stability, as it does in Japan. In the United States, the bulk of employees’ compensation comes in the form of fixed levels of salaries or wages over time, regardless of the performance of their companies or the state of the economy. When demand for their company’s product diminishes or performance factors cause profits to decline, employees are laid off. One means of providing more employment stability is to change the compensation mix by building in a larger proportion of variable compensation, such as profit sharing or bonuses, which is the
Another critical issue in evaluating the effectiveness of compensation systems is their flexibility. Unfortunately, traditional compensation systems based on job evaluation and determination of internal equity among jobs tend to be inflexible. As noted, the process of job evaluation, commonly performed according to the point system, assigns different numbers of points for various levels of characteristics, such as “know-how,” which refers to operational knowledge of different jobs. Unfortunately, for some nonmanagerial jobs, there are no “know-how” points in the evaluation system. Thus, the job evaluation system places some employees in “nonthinking” categories. One consequence of placing employees in such pigeonholes is that some tend to stop thinking and maintain a level of ignorance in order to conform to the job requirements. Another consequence is that some employees who are dissatisfied with the “nonthinking” requirements, proceed on their own to develop other knowledge. As a result of these employees’ initiatives, managers attempt to have their positions upgraded, which introduces another source of distortion to the wage structure.65
In addition to these major issues, there are several other aspects of compensation that should be evaluated for their contribution to the strategic goals of the company. These may include subjective measures of the extent to which the compensation system provides for internal equity; conforms to legal requirements for race, gender, and age; and provides pay satisfaction. Objective measures of compensation system effectiveness may include overtime utilization, payroll complaints, and comparisons of the company’s wages for various jobs with those in relevant labor markets.

**Labor and Employee Relations**

It is important for unionized companies to evaluate the effectiveness of their labor relations functions and line managers’ conduct of labor relations. For unionized companies, there are numerous indicators of labor relations effectiveness, such as the frequency or length of work stoppages, degree to which collective bargaining agreements are restrictive, degree of cooperation between the union and management, managerial flexibility in work assignment, ability to impose reasonable work rules, other management prerogatives, discretion to promote or lay off on the basis of ability or merit, ease of administering the labor agreement, and the company’s grievance experience. In the case of grievances, caution must be used in drawing inferences of effectiveness, because there is
a multitude of potential influences on the incidence of grievances. Such influences include managerial behavior, the technology of the workplace, the personality and motivation of union representatives, the company’s relationship with the union, and individual employee characteristics.\footnote{67}

It is also important for nonunion companies to evaluate the effectiveness of their employee relations functions. For such companies, the prospects of unionization should not be discounted even though overall union membership is only 16.5 million or approximately 13.9 percent of wage and salary workers. (Union members account for 9.4 percent of wage and salary workers in the private sector.\footnote{68}) One reason is that downsizing and layoffs are now commonplace in the U.S. economy, and job security has become a major concern for many U.S. workers. In the past, several industry leaders such as Hewlett-Packard and IBM maintained no-layoff approaches or employment security policies.\footnote{69} Such approaches and policies were probably a major reason why these companies were able to remain nonunion. However, because of competitive pressures, many such companies have abandoned these policies.\footnote{70} In addition, the casual approach of many companies to downsizing and the emergence of unbundled or network organizations have probably reduced employee loyalty to the extent that more employees may be willing to unionize in order gain job security. The question remains as to whether
employees will see unionization as instrumental to their job security or as a futile effort.

In the past, unions were often able to confine layoffs to the most junior employees, as the vast numbers of layoffs were conducted according to inverse seniority.\textsuperscript{71} They were successful to the extent that they could organize extensively in an industry and make all competitors pay the same wages and offer similar working conditions. Their strategy was to “take wages out of competition.”\textsuperscript{72} The cost of wage increases and favorable terms of employment were then largely passed on to consumers in the form of price increases. However, with today’s international marketplace, the power of unions has declined. Unions cannot organize all international manufacturers in a given industry, as demonstrated by abortive attempts at multinational union cooperation.\textsuperscript{73} As a result, there will be adverse employment effects to the extent that employment security agreements put domestic manufacturers at a disadvantage to international competitors. Further, unions seem to be unable to prevent domestic manufacturing companies from shifting production facilities to other countries. It will be interesting to see whether unions will be able to devise strategies to help employees obtain greater job security.
Regardless of the eventual direction of unionization in the future, unionization is very much a reality in many industries. For example, unionized workers constitute the following percentages of workers in the following industries: 25.5 percent in transportation and public utilities, 19.1 percent in construction, and 15.6 percent in manufacturing. Furthermore, 37.3 percent of governmental employees are unionized. Nonunion companies should not become complacent to the prospects of unionization and should periodically evaluate their organizational climate and human resource policies in order to determine whether they may encourage unionization.

EVALUATING STRATEGIC CONTRIBUTIONS IN EMERGING AREAS

There are a number of challenges from emerging areas related to human resource management that have major consequences for most companies. Two of the most important of these are (1) equal employment opportunity and the management of diversity, and (2) quality readiness. The following sections will cover these areas in some detail.
Equal Employment Opportunity and Management of Diversity

The relevance of the *management of diversity* to the topic of evaluating human resource effectiveness is that effective management in this area enables organizations to tap the potential of their workforces. Thus, management of diversity can be related to the effectiveness with which companies avoid labor shortages. For example, African-American employees tend to have higher turnover. By correcting those factors leading to the turnover of African-Americans, companies should be able to reduce their shortages of labor. Evaluations of effectiveness in this area should measure turnover of minority and female employees.

Corning, Inc. provides an example of a company that has had considerable success in this area. The company has made remarkable progress in increasing the number of African-American and female managers, both in total numbers and in their representation in executive positions. This accomplishment is all the more impressive when it is noted that the company is located in a small town in upstate New York. One specific example of Corning’s approach was to take a leadership position in making the local area more attractive to African-American managers and professionals. Attrition of African-Americans declined from 15.3 to 11.3 percent over a
three-year period. Additionally, over the same time period, the attrition of females declined from 16.2 to 7.6 percent.\textsuperscript{76}

Some suggestions from the literature appear to have value in enabling organizations to be more effective in the management of diversity. One suggestion deals with the advancement of minorities and females. Advancement to upper-level positions requires information that is obtained through informal networks from which minorities and females are often excluded. Because the pathway to promotion for companies’ highest-level jobs becomes more subtle and ill defined with moves up the organizational hierarchy, it is desirable for organizations to devote more attention to these subtleties. Being networked and acquiring upward pull from a mentor are critical before minorities and females can rise to the top.\textsuperscript{77} Roosevelt Thomas has explained this process as follows:

Another widespread assumption, probably absorbed from American culture in general, is that “cream will rise to the top.” In most companies, what passes for cream rising to the top is actually cream being pulled or pushed to the top by an informal system of mentoring and sponsorship.\textsuperscript{78}
Unfortunately, performance evaluation processes frequently do not provide managers with the feedback that they need to advance to the highest-level positions. This weakness of performance evaluation systems is often offset by informal feedback through personal mentoring or networks. When lack of access to networks deprives an individual of honest feedback, performance appraisal systems must be improved for increased effectiveness.  

A second suggestion for improved effectiveness is that, where the problems of minorities and females are unrelated to prejudice, remedial efforts should facilitate the advancement of all groups of people. In contrast, when remedial programs give special consideration only to particular groups, they become enormously time consuming and are inconsistent with the spirit of diversity. A third suggestion is that, since the management of diversity is not an exact science, mistakes will be made and setbacks will occur. Accordingly, in the interests of fairness, managers should not be penalized for their efforts. A fourth suggestion is that the focus of the management of diversity should be a broad one, extending even to education, personality, background, and age. Such a broad orientation should facilitate the development of a heterogeneous culture, instead of attempting to assimilate those who differ into a dominant culture of white males. A fifth suggestion is to conduct training courses on diversity, which may deal with
communication style differences, increase self-awareness, and reduce biases through skill-building exercises. Leading companies in this type of training include Hewlett-Packard and Ortho Pharmaceuticals. Such training can be evaluated with the approaches discussed earlier. A sixth suggestion is to incorporate management of diversity into the company’s performance evaluation and reward system so that those managers doing a good job in this regard are rewarded. Companies providing leadership in this area include Coca-Cola and Exxon-Mobil.  

Quality Readiness

Although total quality management (TQM) has received a great deal of attention, the importance of the role of human resource management is not well known. Christopher Hart and Leonard Schlesinger have pointed out that TQM is relevant to the evaluation of human resources in at least three respects:

1. The quality that can be achieved by a company’s workforce is in part determined by its motivation and training.
2. The quality of the activities and services of the human resource function are evaluated in TQM approaches.
3. The Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award framework provides a TQM guide for evaluation of human resources.

Interestingly, human resource management and development make up one of the seven major components on which companies are evaluated for the Baldrige Award, comprising 150 of the total of 1,000 points. The importance of the Baldrige framework, however, is not attributable to its role in the granting of awards for quality. Instead, its importance lies with its usefulness in providing a guide to obtaining quality and its value in evaluation or assessment.  

Under TQM, the ultimate objective is to provide customer satisfaction. By satisfying customers, a company increases its market share and enhances the likelihood of increased profitability. The traditional objectives of the human resource function, which seek to improve performance, productivity, employee satisfaction, and motivation, are indirectly related to customer satisfaction. This is because employee retention and a well-trained workforce are required for the production of quality goods and services. Since TQM emphasizes the importance of a systematic, comprehensive approach toward quality, the interrelated role of the human resource function and its indirect impact on the workforce make it critical to this objective. One
outcome of TQM is that a stronger case is made for the importance of funding training.  

As a model for evaluation, the Baldrige guidelines make several important points. Among those most relevant to human resource management are its emphasis on (1) the use of objective performance data and (2) benchmarking based on external comparisons or based on the company’s own performance in earlier time periods. Hart and Schlesinger have noted that the guidelines also deal with the specifics of assessment, such as described in the following:

What Baldrige examiners look for, though, is objective evidence, like job definitions that include clearly delineated quality responsibilities. The criteria ask, among other things, for “indicators, benchmarks, or other bases for evaluating and improving organizational structure” (1.2.b), and “key methods and key indicators the company uses to evaluate and improve awareness and integration of quality values at all levels of management and supervision” (1.2.d).
By using the Baldrige framework as a questionnaire, a company can use the guidelines like the award examiners do to evaluate its strengths and weaknesses in quality. This assessment would be a first step toward adoption of TQM and improvement of quality. Following this evaluation or assessment, a triage process would be undertaken in which priorities would be established for actions to be taken. One practical suggestion is to fix first those problems that have easy solutions or pick the “low-hanging fruit” first. Another TQM-related suggestion is that the human resource function should adopt a perspective that is similar to an independent contractor providing services to a customer. When viewed from this perspective, those in the human resource function would begin to ask themselves whether the customer, the company, would renew their contract. When viewed in this manner, the importance of customer satisfaction is more evident.

Finally, the use of the Baldrige framework as a guide for evaluation and its emphasis on objective data deserve comment. Many important organizational phenomena may not meet all parties’ definitions of objective. Dysfunctional results occur when important phenomena are ignored because they cannot be expressed in an objective format.
MACRO-LEVEL EVALUATION OF HUMAN RESOURCE EFFECTIVENESS

Although the focus of this section has been to describe approaches, methods, and criteria of evaluation, two end results of macro-level human resource effectiveness evaluations deserve mention. The first concerns differences in effectiveness across industries. The Ulrich, Brockbank, and Yeung benchmarking study, discussed earlier, reached the following conclusions: One is that “HR professionals demonstrate higher competencies in service, aircraft, and electronics industries, and lower competencies in manufacturing, utilities, and petroleum industries.” One explanation for such results may be that human resource management plays a more strategic role in the service, aircraft, and electronics industries because competitive advantages in these industries are based more on human resources. Interestingly, their findings also suggest that top-level general managers perceive greater competencies in human resource professionals than do executives and managers in other functional areas.

The second macro-level finding is from Anne Tsui’s examination of human resource departmental effectiveness. Her investigation found greater satisfaction among line executives than among operating managers, probably because of the human resource department’s “tendency to ‘cater’ to the
needs of the more powerful constituencies.

88 One implication of this result is that human resource managers need to devote more attention to the remainder of the company’s managers and employees. For example, they need to obtain these managers’ and employees’ input on the content of human resource programs. 89 This finding is somewhat ironic, given the history of human resource management. In the past, human resource professionals decried their inability to gain the confidence of their top executive and to participate in the strategic management process. Human resource managers must not forget the importance of generating user satisfaction throughout the middle and lower levels of the organizational hierarchy as well.

**SUMMARY**

This section has reviewed concepts related to the evaluation of effectiveness from a strategic management perspective. As a part of this discussion, the Tsui and Gomez-Mejia framework was utilized to illustrate the interrelated nature of human resource management with other functional areas and the necessity of considering (1) the impact of line management on human resource measures and (2) the level of analysis at which evaluation is directed. Methodological aspects of evaluation were reviewed, including audits, analytical approaches,
quantitative and qualitative measures, outcome and process criteria, benchmarking, and industry considerations. In spite of the logical appeal of evaluation, human resource evaluation has not been a widespread practice. Nonetheless, the cost and competitive pressures of today’s global economy and the focus on quality will probably serve as a stimulus for more evaluation in the future.

Greater attention was devoted to the evaluation of strategic human resource management contributions in the traditional areas. Specific approaches were described for evaluating human resource planning, which is likely to take on greater importance with growing human resource strategic contributions. Measures for assessing the effectiveness of staffing were discussed, along with an example of utility analysis applied to staffing issues. Effectiveness measures and research designs were also presented for evaluating the effectiveness of training. Although training has not received the evaluation attention warranted, the financial resources that will be required for training in the future also will serve as a strong incentive for more evaluation. Evaluation needs and approaches for assessment of performance measurement systems and compensation systems also were discussed, along with evaluation of labor and employee relations.
Beyond the traditional areas of human resource management, evaluation approaches in two newer areas of strategic importance were discussed: (1) equal employment opportunity and the management of diversity and (2) quality readiness. Although the management of diversity literature is still evolving, some important insights have been developed for evaluating effectiveness in this area. Finally, the contributions of human resource management to quality were discussed, along with approaches for evaluating such contributions.
A bank has foreclosed on Core-Line Software, a software development company. Although Core-Line has a strong level of sales, its costs are far too high and it cannot repay its loans. The bank had hoped to line up a buyer before foreclosing; however, none was willing to pay the bank’s price. As a result, the bank has been forced to foreclose and operate the company until a buyer can be found. In order to recoup as much of its loans as possible, the bank has decided to seek advice on how to improve the operating efficiency of the company. With increased efficiency, the bank hopes to obtain a higher price. Because the bank’s staff has no experience in the software business, it has retained a consulting firm to advise it on how to improve the efficiency of the company’s operations. Because labor costs constitute the bulk of software firms’ expenses, Core-Line’s utilization of human resources is an obvious area in which to look for potential improvement. Like most software companies, Core-Line has a full array of specialists, including programmers, graphic artists, systems analysts, project managers, systems architects, and the like. The consulting firm has decided to begin by assessing Core-
Line’s efficiency in the utilization of programmers by comparing its utilization level with other software developers.

In order to obtain data for its recommendations to the bank, the consulting company has conducted a survey of other software developers. The survey was designed to obtain information on several business practices, including questions about staffing levels and human resource utilization. (The consulting firm has already determined that Core-Line’s salaries are average for the industry.) Unfortunately, although the consulting firm has done some work with software developers and has a good reputation, many firms refused to supply data. Consequently, only 40 percent of the questionnaires were returned, for a total of 65 responses. Nonetheless, the consulting firm has decided to proceed with an analysis of the data.

The analysis of the data will employ a comparative approach in which each responding company’s staffing level of programmers (dependent variable) will be compared with potential explanatory variables (independent variables). In order to control the influence of each independent variable, the consulting firm has decided to use the statistical technique of multiple regression analysis. Each of the 65 responses will
constitute a separate observation in the analysis. Thus, in the regression analysis, the dependent variable (Y) is the number of programmers. The independent variables are the dollar volume of annual software sales (X₁), average number of hours worked each year by programmers including overtime (X₂), average years of experience of programmers (X₃), a rating of the quality of programming supervision (X₄), and a rating of the complexity of the software produced by each company (X₅).

The rating of the quality of supervision is a five-interval scale ranging from 1 (poor) to 5 (good). Similarly, the software complexity rating scheme is a five-interval scale ranging from 1 (simple) to 5 (complex). The regression model is \( Y = \alpha + \beta_1 X_1 + \beta_2 X_2 + \beta_3 X_3 + \beta_4 X_4 + \beta_5 X_5 + \varepsilon \), where \( \alpha \) is the intercept or constant; \( \beta_1, \beta_2, \beta_3, \beta_4, \) and \( \beta_5 \) are the respective regression coefficients derived in the model; and \( \varepsilon \) is the error term.

In order to derive the values for \( \alpha, \beta_1, \beta_2, \beta_3, \beta_4, \) and \( \beta_5 \), the consulting firm will run the regression analysis, with each observation being composed of matched data from one of the 65 different software companies. (Under most conditions, the value for \( \varepsilon \) is assumed to be 0.) If the model is adequately specified, statistically significant, and a substantial amount of variance in the dependent variable is accounted for, the
consulting firm will have confidence in the statistical justification for using its parameters. The adequacy of explanatory power is indicated by the $R^2$ and the overall model’s $F$ values. (For the purposes of this case, assume that the model is statistically adequate on all of these indicators.)

To predict the number of programmers that Core-Line should be using, which is the value for $\hat{Y}$, the consulting firm will plug into the regression model Core-Line’s $X$ values for annual sales, average annual hours worked by programmers, average experience of programmers, rating of the quality of programmer supervision, and rating of software complexity. Using this model or equation, the consulting firm will then compute the number of programmers ($\hat{Y}$ value). This predicted value or industry standard will then be compared with Core-Line’s actual utilization of programmers in order to determine if it is overstaffed. Further, for each independent variable having a statistically significant relationship with the dependent variable, the positive or negative sign of the regression coefficient will provide direction for potential solutions to utilization problems.
CASE 6-1 continued

Questions

1. What are the implications of using data from a survey of other companies in which only 40 percent of the sample chose to respond? How could one determine whether there is any potential bias in the returned questionnaires?

2. What potential variables has the consulting firm left out of its model? How would any omitted variables affect the results?

3. Because the consulting firm has employed a cross-sectional approach, it cannot pick up any productivity trends. How might this be a problem?

4. What other methods should be used to determine whether Core-Line is utilizing its programmers efficiently?

5. How is the process of benchmarking similar to the process employed by the consulting firm?
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